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Endogenous Ligands of PACAP/VIP
Receptors in the Autocrine–Paracrine
Regulation of the Adrenal Gland

Maria Teresa Conconi,* Raffaella Spinazzi,{ and Gastone G. Nussdorfer{

*Department of Pharmaceutical Sciences, School of Pharmacy

University of Padua, I‐35121 Padua, Italy
{
Department of Human Anatomy and Physiology, School of Medicine

University of Padua, I‐35121 Padua, Italy

Vasoactive intestinal peptide (VIP) and pituitary adenylate cyclase‐activating

polypeptide (PACAP) are the main endogenous ligands of a class of G protein‐

coupled receptors (Rs). Three subtypes of PACAP/VIP Rs have been identified and

named PAC1‐Rs, VPAC1‐Rs, and VPAC2‐Rs. The PAC1‐R almost exclusively binds

PACAP, while the other two subtypes bind with about equal efficiency VIP and

PACAP. VIP, PACAP, and their receptors are widely distributed in the body tissues,

including the adrenal gland. VIP and PACAP are synthesized in adrenomedullary

chromaffin cells, and are released in the adrenal cortex and medulla by VIPergic

and PACAPergic nerve fibers. PAC1‐Rs are almost exclusively present in the

adrenal medulla, while VPAC1‐Rs and VPAC2‐Rs are expressed in both the adrenal

cortex and medulla. Evidence indicates that VIP and PACAP, acting via VPAC1‐Rs

and VPAC2‐Rs coupled to adenylate cyclase (AC)‐ and phospholipase C (PLC)‐

dependent cascades, stimulate aldosterone secretion from zona glomerulosa (ZG)

cells. There is also proof that they can also enhance aldosterone secretion

indirectly, by eliciting the release from medullary chromaffin cells of

catecholamines and adrenocorticotropic hormone (ACTH), which in turn may act

on the cortical cells in a paracrine manner. The involvement of VIP and PACAP in

the regulation of glucocorticoid secretion from inner adrenocortical cells is

doubtful and surely of minor relevance. VIP and PACAP stimulate the synthesis

and release of adrenomedullary catecholamines, and all three subtypes of PACAP/

VIP Rs mediate this effect, PAC1‐Rs being coupled to AC, VPAC1‐Rs to both AC

and PLC, and VPAC2‐Rs only to PLC. A privotal role in the catecholamine

secretagogue action of VIP and PACAP is played by Ca2þ. VIP and PACAP may
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also modulate the growth of the adrenal cortex and medulla. The concentrations

attained by VIP and PACAP in the blood rule out the possibility that they act as

true circulating hormones. Conversely, their adrenal content is consistent with a

local autocrine–paracrine mechanism of action.

KEY WORDS: Vasoactive intestinal polypeptide (VIP), Pituitary adenylate

cyclase‐activating polypeptide (PACAP), PACAP/VIP receptors, Adrenal gland,

Aldosterone secretion, Catecholamine secretion. � 2006 Elsevier Inc.

I. Introduction

The endogenous ligands of PACAP/VIP receptors (Rs) are two regulatory

peptides, widely distributed in the body and exerting pleiotropic actions,

named vasoactive intestinal polypeptide (VIP) and pituitary adenylate

cyclase‐activating polypeptide (PACAP). VIP and PACAP are members of

a superfamily of structurally related peptides that includes secretin, gluca-

gon, glucagon‐like peptides, growth hormone‐releasing hormone, gastric

inhibitory peptide, parathyroid hormone, and exendins (Nussdorfer and

Malendowicz, 1998b; Nussdorfer et al., 2000; Sherwood et al., 2000).

Many review articles have been published on the involvement of VIP and

PACAP in the regulation of neuroendocrine functions and adrenal secre-

tion (Arimura, 1998, 2003; Arimura and Shioda, 1995; Delarue et al., 2001;

Gonzalez et al., 1998; Nussdorfer, 1996, 2003; Nussdorfer and Malendowicz,

1998b; Sherwood et al., 2000; Toth and Hinson, 1995; Vaudry et al., 2000;

Vinson et al., 1994), but none of them specifically dealt with the role played by

these peptides in the autocrine–paracrine control of the adrenal gland as a

functional unit. In fact, in the mammalian adrenal gland the intimate morpho-

logical interrelationships between cortex and medulla allow multiple and rele-

vant reciprocal paracrine interactions (Nussdorfer, 1996), among which are the

induction and stimulation of the enzymes involved in epinephrine (E) synthesis

by corticosteroid hormones (Cryer, 1992) and the stimulation of steroid hor-

mone secretion from cortical cells by catecholamines (Bornstein et al., 1997).

After a concise description of the general biological characteristics of VIP,

PACAP, and their Rs, we survey findings indicating that these regulatory

peptides and PACAP/VIP Rs are expressed in the adrenal gland, and VIP

and PACAP control secretion and growth of the adrenal cortex and medulla.

The Rs and signaling mechanisms involved in the actions of VIP and PACAP

are reviewed, and a brief account is provided of the possible role played by

the VIP/PACAP system in the functional regulation of tissues that, like the

adrenal cortex, are able to secrete steroid hormones, i.e., endocrine gonads.

2 CONCONI ET AL.



Finally, the relevance of the endogenous VIP and PACAP in adrenal regula-

tion under physiological and pathological conditions will be discussed.

II. Biology of PACAP/VIP Receptors and Their
Endogenous Ligands

A. VIP, PACAP, and Related Peptides

VIP is a highly basic 28‐amino acid peptide, originally isolated from the

gastrointestinal tract (Said and Mutt, 1970), that derives, along with peptide

histidine–methionine (PHM), from the posttranslational proteolytic cleavage

of the 170‐amino acid prepro (pp) VIP (Fig. 1). Human ppVIP is encoded

from a single copy gene, located on chromosome 6q26–q27 (Gotoh et al.,

1988), consisting of seven exons: exon 4 codes for PHM and exon 5 for VIP

(Tsukada et al., 1985). The primary sequence of VIP is identical in most

mammals (humans, cow, pig, goat, dog, and rat); the only exception is the

guinea pig, in which VIP displays four substitutions in the 5, 9, 19, and 26

positions (Fig. 2). Human PHM diVers from its rat counterpart by four

substitutions in the 10, 12, 17, and 27 positions; the C‐terminal 27 methionine

is replaced by isoleucine, and therefore PHM in rats is named peptide

histidine–isoleucine (PHI) (Fig. 2).

PACAP is a basic 38‐amino acid C‐terminally a‐amidated peptide, origi-

nally isolated from the ovine hypothalamus (Miyata et al., 1989), which

derives, along with PACAP‐related peptide (PRP), from the cleavage of the

176‐amino acid ppPACAP (Fig. 1). Human ppPACAP is encoded by a single

gene, located on chromosome 18p11 (Hosoya et al., 1992), composed of five

exons; exon 4 codes for PRP and exon 5 for PACAP. Exon 5 codes both for

PACAP38 and its alternative form possessing the N‐terminal 27‐amino acid

sequence of PACAP38, indicating that PACAP38 and PACAP27 are not

encoded by mRNA generated by alternative splicing (Arimura, 2003). The

primary sequence of PACAP is identical in humans and other mammals, and

displays elevated homology with that of VIP (Miyata et al., 1990). Human

and rat PRP sequences diVer by four substitutions in the 5, 21, 23, and 27

positions (Fig. 2).

B. PACAP/VIP Receptors

PACAP/VIP‐Rs are glycoproteins with a large hydrophilic extracellular

domain followed by seven highly conserved hydrophobic transmembrane

helices. Three subtypes of Rs have been identified, and according to the

VIP, PACAP, AND ADRENALS 3



International Union of Pharmacology they are named PAC1‐R, VPAC1‐R,

and VPAC2‐R (Harmar et al., 1998). For convenience, we indicate an

alternative nomenclature that is sometimes still used: (1) PAC1‐R, PVR1,

PACAP type I‐R, or PACAP‐R; (2) VPAC1‐R, PVR2, PACAP type

II‐R, VIP/PACAP type II‐R, or classic VIP‐R; and (3) VPAC2‐R, PVR3,

VIP2‐R, or PACAP‐3‐R. The three R subtypes have been cloned. The human

PAC1‐R gene is located on chromosome 7p15 (Brabet et al., 1996),

the VPAC1‐R gene on chromosome 3p22 (Sreedharan et al., 1995), and the

VPAC2‐R gene on chromosome 7q36.3 (Mackay et al., 1996). They display a

high degree of homology among the various vertebrate species (Nussdorfer

and Malendowicz, 1998b). The binding potency of human PACAP/VIP‐Rs

for their endogenous ligands is as follows: (1) PAC1‐R, PACAP38 ¼

PACAP27 >> VIP ¼ PHM; (2) VPAC1‐R, VIP ¼ PACAP27 � PACAP38

FIG. 1 Scheme illustrating the posttranslational processing of ppVIP and ppPACAP. SP,

signal peptide.
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FIG. 2 Amino acid sequence of human PACAP/VIP‐R endogenous ligands. Human VIP,

PHM, and PRP diVer from rat peptides for four amino acid substitutions, which are indicated

by arrows. Identical amino acids between VIP and PACAP are shadowed.

VIP, PACAP, AND ADRENALS 5



>> PHM; and (3) VPAC2‐R, VIP ¼ PHM ¼ PACAP27 ¼ PACAP38

(Harmar et al., 1998). Two subtypes of PAC1‐Rs have been identified:

subtype A has about equal aYnity for PACAP38 and PACAP27, whereas

subtype B possesses about 100 times more aYnity for PACAP38 than

PACAP27 (Van Rampelbergh, 1996). Selective antagonists of PAC1‐R and

VPAC1‐R are PACAP(6–38) and [Ac‐His1, D‐Phe2, Lys15, Arg16]VIP(3–7)

GRF(8–27)‐NH2, respectively. No selective antagonists of the VPAC2‐R

are available, but two agonists have been identified (Ro 25–1553 and

Ro 25–1392). However, PACAP(6–38) has a significant aYnity for VPAC2‐

Rs (Harmar et al., 1998; Robberecht et al., 2003). PACAP/VIP‐Rs are G

protein‐coupled Rs: the PAC1‐R and VPAC1‐R activate both adenylate

cyclase (AC) and phospholipase‐C (PLC)‐dependent cascades, whereas the

VPAC2‐R seems to activate PLC almost exclusively (Shioda et al., 2003). The

main pathways involved in PACAP/VIP‐R signaling are depicted in Fig. 3.

FIG. 3 Schematic drawing of the main signaling pathways of PACAP/VIP Rs upon activation

by their endogenous ligands. ATP, adenosine 50‐triphosphate; CM, calmodulin; DAG,

diacylglycerol; G, G protein; P, phosphorylation site; PIP2, phosphatidylinositol biphosphate.

Other abbreviations are indicated in the text. Asterisks mark the VIP‐ and PACAP‐recognizing

sites of PACAP/VIP Rs.
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III. Expression of PACAP/VIP Receptors and Their
Endogenous Ligands in the Adrenal Gland

A. Biosynthesis and Localization of the Endogenous Ligands
of PACAP/VIP Receptors

1. VIP and Related Peptides

Reverse transcription (RT)‐polymerase chain reaction (PCR) detected VIP

mRNA in the human adrenal medulla (Mazzocchi et al., 2002b), cultured

bovine adrenomedullary cells (Lee et al., 1999a), and newborn rat adrenals

(Bodnar et al., 1997), as well as in human pheochromocytomas (Isobe et al.,

2003) and rat PC12 pheochromocytoma cells (Tsukada et al., 1995). PHM/

VIP mRNA has also been demonstrated by in situ hybridization (ISH) in

human pheochromocytomas (Fahrenkrug et al., 1995) and a few neuroblas-

tomas (Isobe et al., 2004). VIP mRNA expression has been reported to be up‐

regulated by VIP in PC12 cells, via a cyclic adenosine 30,50‐monophosphate

(cAMP)‐dependent mechanism (Tsukada et al., 1995), and PACAP27 in

cultured bovine adrenomedullary cells, via the activation of both Ca2þ

channels and calcineurin (Lee et al., 1999a).

Radioimmunoassay (RIA) demonstrated a sizable VIP content in the

human adrenal medulla (about 80 fmol/mg protein) (Mazzocchi et al.,

2002b), and abundant VIP immunoreactivity (ir), and PHM‐ir in human

pheochromocytomas (Said, 1976; Sasaki et al., 1990; Yiangou et al., 1987),

and especially those associated with neurofibromatosis type 1 (Quarles Van

UVord‐Mannesse et al., 1999) and multiple endocrine neoplasia (Moreno

et al., 1999). In the pig, the adrenal VIP‐ir content was about 9 pmol/g

(Ehrhart‐Bornstein et al., 1991), and in the sheep, it rose from day 80 to

day 110–130 of gestation and fell at day 140 immediately prior to term

(Cheung, 1988; Cheung and Holzwarth, 1986). An elevated VIP‐ir content

was shown in the rat adrenals (Cauvin et al., 1989; Hinson and Kapas, 1996;

Hinson et al., 1996), where the VIP concentration ranged from 4 to 28 pmol/g

(Tsuchiya et al., 1990; Wakade et al., 1991) and appeared to be regulated by

the histaminergic system (Tsuchiya et al., 1990). In rats, splanchnic‐nerve

section was found to decrease VIP‐ir content in the inner adrenocortical

zone and adrenal medulla (about 70%), but not in the zona glomerulosa

(ZG); unilateral adrenalectomy did not alter VIP‐ir content in the contralat-

eral gland (Hinson and Kapas, 1996; Hinson et al., 1996). Of interest,

low‐sodium and high‐sodium diets have been reported to increase and to

decrease, respectively, VIP‐ir concentrations in rat capsular ZG, but not the

adrenal medulla (Hinson et al., 2001). This suggests that VIP biosynthesis

is up‐regulated and down‐regulated in stimulated and inhibited ZG cells,

respectively.

VIP, PACAP, AND ADRENALS 7



Immunocytochemistry (ICC) evidenced the prevalence of VIP‐ir in the

adrenal medulla. VIP‐positive cells are mainly voluminous ganglion

neurons, which originate in fibers reaching the cortex and a few catechol-

amine‐storing cells. These latter cells are frequently grouped in small

islets intermingled with cortical cells, so that they can release VIP in close

proximity to steroid‐secreting cells. VIPergic nerve fibers can be traced in the

capsule‐ZG and adrenal medulla, as well as in the juxtamedullary inner

cortex. There is evidence that in mammals VIP‐positive fibers reaching the

outer cortex originate from the splanchnic nerve (extrinsic), whereas those

ending in the inner cortex and medulla largely originate from VIP‐positive

medullary ganglion cells. This pattern of VIP‐ir distribution seems to apply

to the adrenal glands of humans (Bryant et al., 1976; Hakanson et al., 1982;

Heym, 1997; Li et al., 1999; Linnoila et al., 1980), monkeys (Berghorn et al.,

2000), cows (Yoshikawa et al., 1990), pigs (Ehrhart‐Bornstein et al., 1991;

Kong et al., 1989), sheep fetuses (Berghorn et al., 2000; Cheung and

Holzwarth, 1986), and rats (Hakanson et al., 1982; Hokfelt et al., 1981;

Holzwarth, 1984; Kondo, 1985; Kondo et al., 1986; Maubert et al., 1990;

Oomori et al., 1994;Wakade et al., 1991; Yoshikawa et al., 1990). ICC showed

abundant VIP‐ir and PHI‐ir in human pheochromocytoma cells (Hacker

et al., 1988; Hassoun et al., 1984; Viale et al., 1985), and VIP‐positive

nerve fibers in human adrenal hyperplasias, adenomas, and carcinomas

(Li et al., 1999). VIP‐ir was also detected in chromaYn cells of frog

(De Falco et al., 2002; Leboulenger et al., 1983a,b) and lizard adrenals

(De Falco et al., 2003), and VIPergic nerve fibers were detected in the inter-

renals of teleosts (Reid et al., 1995) and lizards (De Falco et al., 2003).

A sizable VIP‐ir release from perfused adrenals has been reported in dogs

(Gaspo et al., 1995), cows (Bloom et al., 1988; Yoshikawa et al., 1990), pigs

(Ehrhart‐Bornstein et al., 1991), and rats (Wakade et al., 1991), and there is

general agreement that it dramatically increases upon splanchnic nerve stim-

ulation. This accords well with the fact that the majority of VIPergic fibers

originate from the splanchnic nerve, and with the observed lowering of

adrenal VIP‐ir content after bilateral splanchnotomy.

It has been suggested that during the early phases of postnatal maturation,

rat adrenocortical cells are able to produce VIP (Bodnar et al., 1997).

Capsular‐ZG VIP staining was most abundant from day 2 to day 18, where-

as adrenomedullary staining was appreciable only at day 18. VIP‐ir was

also observed in the cells of the cortex at all stages of maturation,

the staining intensity shifting from the outer to the inner cortex. By day

8, VIP‐positive nerve fibers were observed not only in the capsular

region, but also in the entire cortex. The possible involvement of VIP in

the maturation of fetal sheep adrenals has also been suggested (Berghorn

et al., 2000).
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2. PACAP and Related Peptides

RT‐PCR showed the expression of PACAP mRNA in the human adrenal

medulla (Mazzocchi et al., 2002b) and human pheochromocytomas, where

real‐time PCR demonstrated a positive correlation between PACAP mRNA

and tyrosine hydroxylase (TH)/phenylethanolamine N‐methyltransferase

(PNMT) expression (Isobe et al., 2003). PACAP mRNA has also been

detected in the rat adrenal medulla (Ghatei et al., 1993; Mazzocchi et al.,

2002a) and rat pheochromocytoma PC12 cells (Sakai et al., 2001, 2004).

Evidence has been provided that PACAP up‐regulates its own expression

in rat adrenomedullary cells, via a mechanism involving the activation of

AC‐ and PLC‐dependent cascades and an increase in the intracellular Ca2þ

concentration ([Ca2þ]i) (MacArthur and Eiden, 1996). Likewise, in the

presence of nerve growth factor (NGF), PACAP38 has been shown to

enhance PACAP mRNA in PC12 cells, through the activation of a p38

mitogen‐activated protein kinase (MAPK) cascade (Sakai et al., 2004).

The presence of PACAP‐ir has been demonstrated by RIA in the mamma-

lian adrenal medulla (Arimura et al., 1991; Tabarin et al., 1994; Watanabe

et al., 1992), but its concentration varied greatly among species and among

diVerent assays. In the human adult and fetal adrenals the concentrations

were 4 and 20 pmol/g, respectively (Breault et al., 2000; Takahashi et al.,

1993), in the human adult adrenal medulla the concentration was 110 fmol/

mg protein (Mazzocchi et al., 2002b), and in human pheochromocytomas a

concentration of 25 pmol/g was measured (Takahashi et al., 1993). In the pig

adrenal medulla the estimated concentration of PACAP38 was 14 pmol/g

(Tornøe et al., 2000) and in the rat 24 pmol/g or 9 fmol/mg protein (Frodin

et al., 1995; Ginda et al., 1999; Mazzocchi et al., 2002a). According to

Tabarin et al. (1994), PACAP27 concentrations were 0.7–0.8 pmol/g in

cows and pigs, 2 pmol/g in rats, 9 pmol/g in hamsters, and 12 pmol/g in mice.

It must be noted that in mammalian adrenals the concentration of PACAP38

is always higher than that of PACAP27 (Arimura et al., 1991). PACAP38

is also the predominant peptide in frog interrenals (about 0.15 pmol/mg

protein) (Yon et al., 1994a,b).

ICC showed the presence of PACAP38‐ir and PACAP27‐ir in the norepi-

nephrine (NE)‐storing cells of the cow, pig, hamster, and rat adrenal medulla

(Shiotani et al., 1995; Tabarin et al., 1994). Likewise, in VIP‐secreting human

pheochromocytomas PACAP38‐ir, PACAP27‐ir, and PRP‐ir have been

demonstrated, and double‐staining experiments revealed the coexistence of

PHM/VIP mRNA and PACAP‐ir in the same tumor cells (Fahrenkrug et al.,

1995). PACAP38‐ir has also been detected in a few E‐storing cells of the rat

adrenal medulla (Holgert et al., 1996), although other studies were unable to

find PACAP‐positive cells in rat and guinea pig adrenal medulla (Inoue et al.,

VIP, PACAP, AND ADRENALS 9



2000; Moller and Sundler, 1996). A dense network of PACAP‐positive nerve

fibers, mainly of splanchnic nerve origin, has been observed to transverse the

cortex and to end in close apposition to chromaYn cells in the adrenal of pigs

(Tornøe et al., 2000), guinea pigs (Inoue et al., 2000), and rats (Dun et al.,

1996; Frodin et al., 1995; Hamelink et al., 2002; Holgert et al., 1996; Moller

and Sundler, 1996; Shiotani et al., 1995). In the calf adrenals, the administra-

tion of capsaicin was found to markedly reduce the number of PACAP‐

positive fibers, thereby suggesting that they are primarily sensory in origin

(Edwards and Jones, 1993b). Few sensory PACAPergic fibers have been

observed to end in the subcapsular region of rat adrenals (Holgert et al.,

1996). In the frog interrenals, two types of PACAP‐positive fibers have been

traced: thick varicose fibers running between adrenal cells and thin fibers

ending on the blood vessel walls (Yon et al., 1993a,b, 1994a,b).

Consistent with the view that several PACAP‐positive nerve fibers have a

splanchnic nerve origin, bilateral splanchnotomy was found to lower the

PACAP38 content in the rat adrenal medulla by about 50% (Ginda et al.,

1999). Moreover, evidence indicates that PACAP38 is released from perfused

dog (Lamouche and Yamaguchi, 2003), pig (Tornøe et al., 2000), and rat

adrenals following splanchnic nerve stimulation (Przywara et al., 1996;

Wakade, 1998).

B. Expression of PACAP/VIP Receptors

The existence of VIP‐binding sites was demonstrated about 25 years ago in

the mouse Y‐1 cell line (Birnbaum et al., 1980; Morera et al., 1979). Subse-

quently, high‐aYnity 125I‐labeled VIP‐binding sites have been identified by

autoradiography in the rat adrenals, and especially in the ZG (Cunnigham

and Holzwarth, 1989; Magistretti et al., 1988). In the rat capsule ZG pre-

parations saturation and inhibition binding experiments showed the presence

of a single class of VIP‐binding sites with an apparent dissociation constant

(Kd) of 2–3 pM and a maximal binding capacity (Bmax) of about 850 fmol/mg

protein (Hinson et al., 1999). 125I‐labeled VIP binding has also been detected

in the membranes of the bovine adrenal cortex, where it was displaced by

both cold VIP and adrenocorticotropic hormone (ACTH) (Li et al., 1990).

This finding is in contrast to the reported ineVectiveness of ACTH in displa-

cing VIP binding in the rat capsule ZG (Hinson et al., 1999). Studies carried

out in newborn rat adrenals showed that VIP‐binding sites were more abun-

dant in the cortex than in the medulla, their density being maximum between

day 8 and day 12, i.e., at a time coinciding with the onset of functional

splanchnic innervation of the medulla (Bodnar et al., 1997). 125I‐labeled

PACAP‐binding sites were found in the rat adrenal medulla, and to a lesser

extent in the cortex (Moller and Sundler, 1996; Watanabe et al., 1992).
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1. PAC1 Receptors

The bulk of evidence clearly shows that PAC1‐Rs are almost exclusively

present in adrenal medulla. RT‐PCR and ISH detected PAC1‐R mRNA

expression only in the medullary chromaYn cells of human adult and fetal

(Mazzocchi et al., 2002b; Payet et al., 2003; Yon et al., 1998), bovine (Bodart

et al., 1997; Spengler et al., 1993; Tanaka et al., 1998), and rat adrenals

(Hashimoto et al., 1993; Mazzocchi et al., 2002a; Moller and Sundler, 1996;

Muroi et al., 1999; Nogi et al., 1997; Shioda et al., 2000; Shivers et al., 1991;

Spengler et al., 1993; Watanabe et al., 1992). This contention has been

confirmed in the guinea pig (Inoue et al., 2000) and mouse adrenal medulla

(Harmar et al., 2004), as well as in chromaYn cells of the frog interrenals

(Alexandre et al., 2002; Yon et al., 1994a). PAC1‐R mRNA has also been

found in human pheochromocytomas (Isobe et al., 2003) and some neuro-

blastomas (Isobe et al., 2004), as well as in the rat pheochromocytoma PC12

cell line (Onoue et al., 2002).

2. VPAC1 and VPAC2 Receptors

RT‐PCR studies indicated that VPAC1‐R and VPAC2‐R mRNAs are

expressed in both adrenal cortex and medulla of adult humans (Mazzocchi

et al., 2002b; Payet et al., 2003) and rats (Mazzocchi et al., 2002a). Coupled

molecular biology and autoradiographic findings showed that these Rs are

mainly expressed in the ZG (Mazzocchi et al., 2002a,b). The expression of

bothVPAC1‐RsandVPAC2‐Rshasalsobeendetected in thehumancarcinoma‐

derived cell line H‐295 (Bodart et al., 1997; Haidan et al., 1998; Nicol et al.,

2004). VPAC1‐R mRNA was present in cultured guinea pig zona fasciculata

(ZF) cells (Fang et al., 2001), and in the chromaYn cells of the posterior

cardinal vein of teleosts (Montpetit and Perry, 2000; Montpetit et al., 2003),

as well as, along with less abundant VPAC2‐R expression, in human pheochro-

mocytomas (Isobe et al., 2003) and neuroblastomas (Isobe et al., 2004).

IV. Effects of Endogenous Ligands of PACAP/VIP
Receptors on Adrenal Cortex Secretion

A. Zona Glomerulosa and Aldosterone Secretion

1. VIP

a. In Vivo Studies The bolus intraperitoneal (ip) administration of VIP

was found to raise aldosterone plasma concentration in rats, whose hypo-

thalamic–pituitary–adrenal axis and renin–angiotensin system had been
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pharmacologically interrupted (Nussdorfer and Mazzocchi, 1987). Likewise,

VIP has been shown to exert an acute aldosterone secretagogue action on

9‐ and 12‐day‐old rats, which was only partially prevented by corticotropin‐

releasing hormone (CRH) immunoneutralization (Bodnar et al., 1997). In

contrast, in short‐term (24 h) dexamethasone‐suppressed rats, VIP did not

raise the level of circulating aldosterone, whereas a bolus subcutaneous (sc)

injection of a VIP‐receptor antagonist (VIP‐A) lowered it (Nowak et al.,

1994). The prolonged (7‐day) ip infusion of VIP evoked a marked increase in

the blood level of aldosterone in both normal or bilaterally adrenalectomized

rats bearing adrenocortical autotransplants (Mazzocchi et al., 1987; RebuVat

et al., 1994). The simultaneous infusion of VIP‐A annulled the eVect of VIP,

and the administration of VIP‐A alone resulted in a significant decrease in

plasma aldosterone concentration in sham‐operated but not autotrans-

planted animals (RebuVat et al., 1994). VIP was also found to acutely

increase aldosterone release from in situ perfused adrenals of rats (Hinson

et al., 1992, 1996) and pigs (Ehrhart‐Bornstein et al., 1991). Collectively,

in vivo studies suggest that VIP possesses an acute direct adrenoglomerulo-

tropic action, that, however, requires a normal level of circulating ACTH to

become manifest, and that endogenous VIP exerts a tonic stimulating action

on the secretory activity of ZG.

b. In Vitro Studies

i. Dispersed ZG Cells Earlier studies were unable to find any eVect of

VIP on basal aldosterone secretion from freshly dispersed rat ZG cells over a

concentration range from 10�11 to 10�5 M (Enyedi et al., 1983; Hinson et al.,

1992). Subsequent investigations, however, reported a clear stimulating eVect

of VIP (from 10�8 to 10�6 M) (Hinson and Kapas, 1995; Mazzocchi et al.,

1994c; Nowak et al., 1999). The VIP eVect was much more potent when ZG

cells were obtained from rats maintained on a low‐sodium diet, suggesting

that sodium depletion up‐regulates the expression of VIP Rs (Hinson and

Kapas, 1995). VIP (10�8 and 10�7 M) has been shown to enhance aldoste-

rone production from dispersed human ZG cells (Mazzocchi et al., 2002b).

The response was decreased by a VPAC1‐R antagonist, but not only by a

PAC1‐R antagonist, suggesting that it is mediated by the VPAC1‐R and

VPAC2‐R of which ZG cells are provided (see Section III.B). VIP has also

been reported to enhance aldosterone secretion from dispersed Conn’s

adenoma cells (Glaz et al., 1988).

ii. Capsule ZG and Adrenal Slices There is a general consensus that these

preparations obtained from rat adrenals exhibit a sizable aldosterone re-

sponse to VIP, the minimal eVective concentration of VIP ranging from

10�10 to 10�5 M (Bernet et al., 1994; Cunningham and Holzwarth, 1988;

Hinson et al., 1992, 1996, 1999; Mazzocchi et al., 1993a). It was also shown

that this response to VIP was blunted by antagonists of b‐adrenoceptors,
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thereby making it likely that it may be partly mediated by VIP‐induced

catecholamine secretion from chromaYn cells (see Section IV.D.2). The

aldosterone response to VIP is enhanced in capsule ZG preparations from

rats maintained on a low‐sodium diet (Hinson et al., 1999): of interest, in

this case the response was not hampered by b‐adrenoceptor antagonists,

confirming that sodium depletion up‐regulates the expression of VIP Rs

(see above).

iii. In Vitro Cultures VIP did not exert any eVect on aldosterone pro-

duction from primary culture of bovine ZG cells (Bodart et al., 1997), but it

did elicit a marked response from human adrenocortical cell cultures

(Bornstein et al., 1996). A significant aldosterone secretagogue eVect of VIP

(from 10�9 to 10�6 M) has also been shown in the human H295 cell line

(Bodart et al., 1997; Haidan et al., 1998).

2. PACAP

Only in vitro studies on the eVect of PACAP on ZG secretion are available.

a. Dispersed ZG Cells Earlier studies did not report any eVect of

PACAP38 (from 10�14 to 10�4 M) on aldosterone secretion from dispersed

rat and human adrenocortical cells (Andreis et al., 1995; Neri et al., 1996).

However, subsequent investigations clearly showed that PACAP38 (from

10�9 to 10�7M) exerted a sizable aldosterone secretagogue eVect (Mazzocchi

et al., 2002a,b). In both species, VPAC1‐R, but not PAC1‐R, antagonists

blunted the aldosterone response, and in the rat a VPAC2‐R agonist mim-

icked the PACAP eVect, suggesting that the aldosterone secretagogue eVect

of PACAP, as that of VIP (see above), is mediated by both VPAC1‐Rs and

VPAC2‐Rs.

b. Adrenal Quarters PACAP38 concentration dependently raised aldoste-

rone secretion from adrenal quarters containing medullary chromaYn tissue,

the minimal and maximal concentrations being 10�12 M (34% increase) and

10�8M (3.7‐fold increase) (Andreis et al., 1995; Neri et al., 1996). Quarters of

regenerated rat adrenocortical autotransplants that are deprived of chro-

maYn cells were insensitive to PACAP38 (Andreis et al., 1995). As discussed

for VIP, collectively these findings suggest that the aldosterone secretagogue

eVect of PACAP is, at least partly, mediated by medullary chromaYn cells

(see Section IV.D.2).

c. In Vitro Cultures Both PACAP38 and PACAP27 were found to enhance

cAMP production and aldosterone secretion from cultured bovine ZG cells

in a concentration‐dependent manner, as well as from the H295 cell line

(Bodart et al., 1997). It was suggested that H295 cells are provided with both
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PAC1‐Rs and VPAC1‐Rs, and bovine ZG cells only with PAC1‐Rs (Bodart

et al., 1997).

B. Zonae Fasciculata‐Reticularis and Glucocorticoid
Secretion

1. VIP and Related Peptides

a. In Vivo Studies The bulk of in vivo studies indicated that the systemic

administration of VIP, either acute or prolonged, was unable to change the

plasma corticosterone concentration in adult rats (Bodart et al., 1997; Itoh

and Hirota, 1983; Itoh et al., 1982; Mazzocchi et al., 1987; Nowak et al.,

1994; Nussdorfer and Mazzocchi, 1987; RebuVat et al., 1994). In contrast,

the sc administration of VIP for 7 or 14 days was found to cause a

marked decrease in the level of circulating corticosterone in female rats

(Malendowicz and Nussdorfer, 1993). Likewise, VIP and PHM did not

alter the basal cortisol plasma concentration in healthy human volunteers

(Ambrosi et al., 1987; Ottesen et al., 1986; Sasaki et al., 1987). However, they

elicited a significant increase in blood cortisol in patients with Cushing’s

disease, which was probably due to the hyperresponsiveness of adenomatous

pituitary corticotrophs to VIP (Ambrosi et al., 1987; Watanabe and Tamura,

1994). The intracerebroventricular administration of VIP and PHI via a

hypothalamic cannula was found to markedly increase the blood corticoste-

rone level in freely moving male rats, which can be ascribed to the stimulating

eVect of the peptides on the hypothalamic–pituitary CRH/ACTH system

(Alexander and Sander, 1994, 1995a,b; Alexander et al., 1994). Hence, the

discrepancies in the results of in vivo experiments could conceivably be

ascribed to the diYculty of systemically administered VIP and related

peptides to reach eVective concentrations in the hypothalamic–pituitary

complex.

However, some in vivo investigations suggest a direct adrenal eVect of VIP.

VIP was found to enhance the plasma concentration of cortisol in conscious

hypophysectomized ACTH‐replaced calves (Bloom et al., 1987; Edwards

and Jones, 1993a), and dexamethasone‐administered ACTH‐replaced palm

squirrels (Firoz‐Ahmad et al., 2000). VIP raised the blood level of corticoste-

rone in 9‐ to 12‐day‐old rats, and the eVect was not completely prevented by

ACTH immunoneutralization (Bodnar et al., 1997). By means of in situ

perfusion of isolated adrenals, a marked glucocorticoid response to VIP

was observed in rats (Hinson et al., 1992, 1994b, 1996) and pigs (Ehrhart‐

Bornstein et al., 1991). Bornstein et al. (1992) also demonstrated that 10�8 M

VIP elicited a 3‐fold rise in androstenedione output, a response comparable

to that of ACTH (10�10 M).
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b. In Vitro Studies

i. Dispersed Cells VIP (10�8 M) was found to elicit a moderate stimula-

tion of basal corticosterone production from dispersed rat zona fasciculata‐

reticularis (ZF/R) cells (Mazzocchi et al., 1994c; Nowak et al., 1999).

Submaximally, ACTH (10�10 M)‐stimulated corticosterone output was

also enhanced, and the responses to VIP were blocked by both VIP‐A and

the ACTH‐receptor antagonist corticotropin‐inhibiting peptide (CIP)

(Mazzocchi et al., 1994c). A weak but significant stimulating eVect of VIP

on dispersed bovine inner ZF/R cells has been reported, the minimal and

maximal eVective concentrations being 10�10 and 10�8 M (Li et al., 1990).

Maximal cortisol production in response to VIP was only about half that to

ACTH. VIP and ACTH exerted additive eVects when added at a concentra-

tion of 10�10 M, but not at their maximal eVective concentration of 10�8 M,

thereby suggesting that the two peptides interact with a common R. How-

ever, more recent studies failed to show any sizable eVect of VIP on dispersed

human ZF/R cells (Mazzocchi et al., 2002b).

ii. Adrenal Quarters A corticosterone response to 10�10 and 10�8 M VIP

of rat adrenal slice preparations was demonstrated (Mazzocchi et al., 1993a),

but adrenal quarters obtained from rats treated for 1 or 2 weeks with daily

sc injections of VIP secreted less corticosterone than the control ones

(Malendowicz and Nussdorfer, 1993).

iii. In Vitro Cultures In the presence of VIP, cultures of rat ZF/R cells

displayed a sustained high level of voltage‐dependent T‐type current, which

is known to be associated with increased cell excitability and steroid secretion

(Barbara and Takeda, 1995). VIP increased cAMP and steroid production

from the Y‐1 murine cell line (Birnbaum et al., 1980; Kowal et al., 1977;

Morera et al., 1979) and cortisol release from cultured guinea pig ZF/R cells,

the eVect being counteracted by a VPAC1‐R antagonist (Fang et al., 2001).

VIP stimulated the secretion of cortisol, testosterone, androstenedione, and

dehydroisoandrosterone from primary cultures of human adrenocortical

cells (Bornstein et al., 1996). Likewise, VIP (from 10�10 to 10�6 M) was

found to increase basal cortisol, dehydroepiandrosterone (DHEA), and

cAMP release, and ACTH‐stimulated cortisol secretion from the human

H‐295 cell line (Cobb et al., 1997; Haidan et al., 1998; Nicol et al., 2004). A

VPAC1‐R agonist mimicked and a VPAC1‐R antagonist abrogated cortisol

and cAMP responses to VIP, whereas a VPAC2‐R agonist was ineVective

(Nicol et al., 2004), thereby indicating the involvement of VPAC1‐R of which

H‐295 cells are provided (see Section III.B).

2. PACAP

a. In Vivo Studies The intraaortic infusion of PACAP38 into con-

scious chemically (dexamethasone) hypophysectomized calves evoked a
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dose‐related increase in adrenal cortisol output (Edwards and Jones, 1994).

The intravenous (iv) administration of PACAP27 increased the plasma

concentration of cortisol in dogs (Kawai et al., 1994), but the PACAP38

infusion did not alter plasma cortisol in humans, although blunting the

diurnal decline of blood cortisol concentration (Murakami et al., 1996).

Using perfused isolated pig adrenals, Tornøe et al. (2000) showed that

PACAP38 (from 2% 10�10 to 10�9 M) elicited a 12‐fold increase in cortisol

release, associated with a marked decrease in vascular resistances. Of interest,

the PAC1‐R antagonist PACAP(6–38) blocked the cortisol response to

PACAP38 without aVecting vascular resistance, which indicates that

increased glucocorticoid secretion does not ensue from enhanced intraadre-

nal blood flow (see Section IV.D.2).

b. In Vitro Studies

i. Dispersed Cells PACAP38 (up to 10�4 M) did not aVect basal gluco-

corticoid secretion from dispersed rat and human ZF/R cells (Andreis et al.,

1995; Mazzocchi et al., 2002a,b; Neri et al., 1996). However, PACAP27 has

been reported to evoke a moderate increase in corticosterone output from rat

ZF/R cells, which was not blocked by CIP (Nowak et al., 1999).

ii. Adrenal Quarters Rat adrenal slices, containing medullary chromaYn

cells, were found to secrete corticosterone in response to 10�6 M PACAP38,

and the eVect was abrogated by both a PAC1‐R antagonist and CIP (Andreis

et al., 1995). In contrast, a cortisol response to 10�8 M PACAP38 was not

observed in human adrenal slices (Neri et al., 1996).

iii. In Vitro Cultures PACAP38 (10�7 M) has been reported to increase

cortisol and DHEA secretion from primary cultures of fetal human adreno-

cortical cells, and the eVect was blocked by a b1‐adrenoceptor antagonist

(Breault et al., 2000). PACAP38 also evoked a moderate cortisol response

from human H‐295 cells (Nicol et al., 2004).

C. Interrenal Cells of Lower Vertebrates

1. VIP

The ip injection of VIP was found to increase the plasma concentration of

corticosterone in the lizard Podarcis sicula. ACTH blood level was not

aVected, suggesting a direct eVect of the peptide on adrenocortical cells

(De Falco et al., 2003).

VIP increased both aldosterone and corticosterone secretion from per-

fused frog interrenal slices in a concentration‐dependent manner, with the

aldosterone response being significantly more intense than that of corticoste-

rone (Feuilloley et al., 1992; Larcher et al., 1992; Leboulenger et al., 1983a,
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1984, 1988). The secretory response to VIP of these preparations was blocked

by the microfilament disruptor cytochalasin‐B (Netchitailo et al., 1985).

2. PACAP

Frog (f) PACAP38 has been shown to evoke a rapid and transient rise in

aldosterone and corticosterone release from freshly dispersed interrenal

cells of Rana ridibunda. The application of a second pulse of fPACAP38,

after a resting period of 120 min, elicited a secretory response from two

to three times less intense than the first one, indicating strong desensitization

of PACAP Rs (Yon et al., 1994a). fPACAP38 (from 10�7 to 10�5 M)

concentration‐dependently increased aldosterone and to a lesser extent cor-

ticosterone output from perfused frog adrenal slices (Yon et al., 1993a,b,

1994a, 1996). The exposure of cultured frog interrenal cells to fPACAP38

provoked a marked increase in [Ca2þ]i, no correlation existing between the

peptide concentration and the percentage of responding cells or the profile of

the Ca2þ response. Similar eVects were observed in cultured frog chromaYn

cells (Yon et al., 1994a).

PACAP38 did not aVect secretion of dispersed fowl interrenal cells, but it

did raise aldosterone and corticosterone output from interrenal quarters in a

concentration‐dependent manner (Mazzocchi et al., 1997a). Minimal and

maximal eVective concentrations were 10�8 and 10�7 M, and the maximum

response was about 3‐fold for both aldosterone and corticosterone.

PACAP(6–38) abolished the secretory response, suggesting the involvement

of PAC1‐Rs.

D. Mechanism of Action

1. Direct Mechanisms

In Section III evidence was reviewed strongly suggesting that PAC1‐Rs are

exclusively located in the adrenal medulla, whereas VPAC1‐Rs and VPAC2‐

Rs are present in both medullary and cortical cells, and especially ZG cells.

Hence, the direct aldosterone secretagogue eVect of VIP and PACAP (see

Section IV.A) is conceivably mediated by both VPAC1‐Rs and VPAC2‐Rs.

VIP and PACAP were found to increase both cAMP and inositol‐

triphosphate (IP3) production in human, bovine, and rat ZG cells (Bodart

et al., 1997; Mazzocchi et al., 2002a,b). The cAMP and IP3 responses were

decreased by a VPAC1‐R antagonist, whereas a VPAC2‐R agonist increased

only IP3 accumulation. As expected, a PAC1‐R antagonist was ineVective.

The aldosterone response to PACAP38 was decreased by exposing ZG cells

to inhibitors of AC and protein kinase (PK)A or PLC and PKC, whereas that
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to the VPAC2‐R agonist was hampered only by PLC inhibitors (Mazzocchi

et al., 2002a,b). In light of these findings, it was concluded that VIP and

PACAP stimulate aldosterone secretion from ZG cells via the activation of

either VPAC1‐Rs coupled to the AC‐ and PLC‐dependent cascades, or

VPAC2‐Rs coupled to only the PLC‐dependent pathway.

Although the bulk of evidence indicates that ZF/R cells are not provided

with PACAP/VIP Rs (see Section III), sporadic studies showed that VIP and

PACAP are able to directly enhance glucocorticoid production from dis-

persed or cultured adrenocortical cells (see Section IV.A). These studies were

largely carried out on primary cultures of adrenocortical cells, where the

presence of contaminating medullary chromaYn cells cannot be ruled out

(Barbara and Takeda, 1995; Bornstein et al., 1996; Breault et al., 2000; Fang

et al., 2001), or on adrenocortical tumor‐derived cell lines, whose physiology

could not completely reflect that of normal inner adrenocortical cells

(Birnbaum et al., 1980; Cobb et al., 1997; Haidan et al., 1998; Nicol et al.,

2004). Li et al. (1990) reported that VIP binds ACTH‐Rs, and specifically the

subtype recognizing the ACTH(11–24) sequence. Mazzocchi et al. (1993a,

1994c) obtained findings indicating that the nonspecific activation of ACTH

Rs may, at least partly, underlie the direct stimulating eVect of VIP on

dispersed rat adrenocortical cells. CIP partially blocked the secretagogue

action of VIP on ZG cells and completely annulled that on ZF/R cells,

suggesting that VIP‐induced aldosterone secretion is mediated by both

ACTH and VIP Rs, whereas the corticosterone response occurs exclusively

via the activation of ACTH Rs. A selective VIP‐A completely reversed the

weak direct glucocorticoid secretagogue action of VIP, but only partially

blunted that of ACTH, which in contrast was abolished by CIP. This last

observation is in keeping with the contention that VIP competes only with a

subtype of ACTH Rs (Li et al., 1990), and could explain why VIP raises the

level of circulating glucocorticoid in hypophysectomized, but not in intact,

animals (Bloom et al., 1987; Edwards and Jones, 1993a): in fact, the tonic

activation of adrenal ACTH Rs by circulating ACTH may mask in vivo their

VIP‐induced nonspecific activation, which can manifest itself only when the

pituitary release of ACTH is abolished by hypophysectomy. These findings

were confirmed by Mazzocchi et al. (1998c), who additionally showed that

the nonspecific binding of VIP to ACTH Rs was coupled to the activation of

the AC/PKA signaling pathway. In keeping with this contention, VIP was

found to enhance basal cAMP accumulation in the human H‐295 cell line

(Cobb et al., 1997; Nicol et al., 2004).

2. Indirect Mechanisms

VIP and PACAP are able to stimulate hypothalamic–pituitary CRH/ACTH

release, thereby increasing both mineralo‐ and glucocorticoid blood levels
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(Nussdorfer andMalendowicz, 1998b). However, the aldosterone response is

stronger than the glucorticoid one, which could be due to the fact that the

direct eVect of these peptides is mainly related to the ZG and/or that they

stimulate arginine–vasopressin (AVP) release (Chiodera et al., 1995; Murase

et al., 1993), which is an important agonist of aldosterone secretion in

mammals (Nussdorfer, 1996).

a. Via Medullary Catecholamines There is evidence that adrenocortical

cells are provided with b‐adrenoceptors, whose activation by catecholamines

and other agonists enhances steroid secretion (Nussdorfer, 1996). This occurs

in both mammals (Lightly et al., 1990) and lower vertebrates (Lesouhaitier

et al., 1995; Mazzocchi et al., 1997b, 1998a). Adrenal catecholamine secre-

tion is stimulated by VIP and PACAP in mammals and lower vertebrates (see

Section VI.A). Evidence has been provided that VIP and PACAP may

enhance steroid secretion by eliciting the release of catecholamines from

chromaYn cells, which in turn stimulate adrenocortical cells acting in a

paracrine manner. The b‐adrenoceptor antagonists l‐alprenolol, propanolol,

and atenolol were found to block the aldosterone response not only to the

b‐adrenoceptor agonists, but also to VIP and PACAP in rats (Andreis et al.,

1995; Bernet et al., 1994; Hinson et al., 1992; Mazzocchi et al., 1993a) and

humans (Bornstein et al., 1996; Neri et al., 1996). Moreover, b‐adrenoceptor

antagonists abolished the cortisol and androgen response to VIP of human

adrenocortical cells in primary cultures (that also contain a number of

chromaYn medullary cells) (Bornstein et al., 1996), as well as the aldosterone

and corticosterone response to PACAP of frog (Yon et al., 1994a) and fowl

interrenal cells (Mazzocchi et al., 1997a). Of interest, an analogous mecha-

nism seems to underlie the aldosterone secretagogue eVect of other regulato-

ry peptides, including neuropeptide‐Y (Bernet et al., 1994; Mazzocchi et al.,

1996a; Renshaw et al., 2000; Spinazzi et al., 2005), substance‐P (Mazzocchi

et al., 1995a; Nussdorfer and Malendowicz, 1998a), neuropeptide‐K

(Mazzocchi et al., 1994a), endothelins (Nussdorfer et al., 1997a, 1999;

RebuVat et al., 1999, 2000), calcitonin gene‐related peptide and adrenome-

dullin (Andreis et al., 1997; Mazzocchi et al., 1996b; Nussdorfer, 2001;

Nussdorfer et al., 1997b), and cerebellin (Albertin et al., 2000; Mazzocchi

et al., 1999).

b. Via Medullary CRH/ACTH System Compelling evidence indicates that

at least in the rat, a CRH/ACTH system is operative in the adrenal gland and

can modulate glucocorticoid secretion in a paracrine manner (Vrezas et al.,

2003): (1) the adrenal medulla contains CRH‐ir and ACTH‐ir (Andreis

et al., 1992; Bagdy et al., 1990; Hashimoto et al., 1984; Mazzocchi et al.,

1993b, 1994b); (2) medullary chromaYn cells are provided with CRH Rs

(Aguilera et al., 1987; Dave et al., 1985); (3) CRH can evoke a sizable release
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of ACTH‐ir from medullary‐tissue fragments (Andreis et al., 1992; Mazzoc-

chi et al., 1994b); and finally (4) CRH does not enhance corticosterone

release from dispersed ZF/R cells, but stimulates corticosterone production

from adrenal slices containing medullary chromaYn cells, the eVect being

abolished by CIP (Andreis et al., 1991a, 1992; Mazzocchi et al., 1993b,

1994b). PACAP38 has been reported to induce CRH‐ir release from the

adrenal medulla of hypophysectomized calves (Edwards and Jones, 1994),

and both the CRH‐R antagonist a‐helical CRH and CIP were found to

abolish the corticosterone response of rat adrenals to PACAP38, without

per se evoking any appreciable eVect on basal glucocorticoid secretion

(Andreis et al., 1995). Of interest, an analogous mechanism appears

to underlie the glucocorticoid secretagogue action of tachykinins (Mazzocchi

et al., 1994a; Nussdorfer and Malendowicz, 1998a), neuromedin‐U8

(Malendowicz et al., 1994), neurotensin (Mazzocchi et al., 1997c), AVP

(Mazzocchi et al., 1995b, 1997d), and interleukin‐1b (Andreis et al.,

1991b; Mazzocchi et al., 1993b, 1994b; Nussdorfer and Mazzocchi, 1998).

c. Rise in Adrenal Blood Flow A close direct correlation between the rates

of blood flow and glucocorticoid release exists in the mammalian adrenal

gland (Vinson and Hinson, 1992). Hence, any regulatory peptide that mod-

ulates adrenal blood flow may indirectly enhance glucocorticoid secretion.

Findings indicate that VIP and PACAP reduce adrenal vascular resistances.

Although denied by HuVman et al. (1988), Hinson et al. (1992, 1994a,b)

clearly showed that the bolus injection of VIP increased the perfusion

medium flow rate in the in situ perfused rat adrenals. PACAP38 and

PACAP27 were found to increase adrenal blood flow in the rabbit (Nilsson,

1994). Finally, both VIP and PACAP38 enhanced adrenal blood flow in

hypophysectomized calves (Edwards and Jones, 1993a, 1994). PACAP38

was found to decrease vascular resistance in perfused pig adrenals. However,

this eVect did not appear to be connected to steroid release, because a PAC1‐

R antagonist blocked the cortisol response, without aVecting the increase

in blood flow (Tornøe et al., 2000). Such a mechanism has been documented

for substance‐P (Hinson et al., 1994a,b), endothelins (Nussdorfer et al.,

1997a, 1999; Mazzocchi et al., 1998b), and calcitonin gene‐related peptide

(CGRP) and adrenomedullin (Mazzocchi et al., 1996b; Nussdorfer et al.,

1997b, 2000).

E. Other Steroid–Secreting Cells

Endogenous ligands of PACAP/VIP Rs appear to play a role in the local

regulation of steroid‐secreting cells other than adrenocortical ones, namely

those of endocrine gonads.
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1. Testis

RT‐PCR showed the expression of VPAC2‐R, but not VPAC1‐R, mRNA in

the rat testis, and the expression increased with age from fetal to newborn to

adult animals. However, PACAP38‐ir was elevated in the rat testis, but

apparently only in the germ cells (Hurley et al., 1995; Shioda et al., 1994;

Yanaihara et al., 1998).

VIP (from 10�9 to 10�7 M) was found to raise testosterone secretion from

dispersed and cultured rat Leydig cells (El‐Gehani et al., 1998a,b; Kasson

et al., 1986; Romanelli et al., 1997). However, other studies failed to show

any eVect of VIP (Rossato et al., 1997).

PACAP38 (from 10�10 to 10�7 M), but not PACAP27, was shown to

enhance testosterone production from dispersed rat Leydig cells (Romanelli

et al., 1997; Rossato et al., 1997). Using PACAP/VIP R antagonists,

Romanelli et al. (1997) demonstrated that PACAP38 exerted its secretagogue

eVect acting via PAC1‐Rs coupled to both AC‐ and PLC‐dependent cascades,

inasmuch as it raised both cAMP and IP3 production. However, Rossato

et al. (1997) did not find any eVect of PACAP38 on either cAMP production

or [Ca2þ]i, and provided evidence that this peptide enhanced testosterone

secretion via an R coupled to a pertussis toxin (PTX)‐sensitive G protein,

whose activation induced Naþ‐dependent depolarization of the plasma mem-

brane. Before concluding, we recall that the intratesticular injection of VIP or

PACAP38 has been shown to decrease basal testosterone secretion in 9‐day‐

old hemicastrated rats (Csaba et al., 1997). Moreover, PACAP38 has been

reported to lower testosterone secretion from newt gonads (Gobbetti and

Zerani, 2002).

2. Ovary

VIP expression, as mRNA and protein, was found in rat preovulatory ovary

(Gozes and Tsafriri, 1986; Schmidt et al., 1990), and ICC traced VIPergic

fibers around the thecal layer of rat developing follicles (Ahmed et al., 1986).

Several studies demonstrated the expression of PACAP mRNA in rat ovary

follicles (Gräs et al., 1996; Scaldaferri et al., 1996), cultured rat granulosa

cells (Lee et al., 1999b; Koh et al., 2000), rat corpus luteum (Kotani et al.,

1997a,b), and cultured newt ovarian cells (Gobbetti et al., 1997). ISH showed

that PACAP mRNA was contained in both granulosa and theca interstitial

cells of rat follicles, and that gonadotropins or human chorionic gonadotro-

pin (hCG) enhanced PACAP expression (Lee et al., 1999b; Koh et al., 2000).

Coupled RIA and ICC studies demonstrated that cultured preovulatory

rat granulosa‐lutein cells accumulated and secreted PACAP‐ir (Gräs et al.,

1999). PAC1‐R, VPAC1‐R, and VPAC2‐R expression has been detected in rat

granulosa and theca‐interstitial cells (Gräs et al., 2000; Ko and Park‐Sarge,
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2000; Koh et al., 2000; Kotani et al., 1997c, 1998; Scaldaferri et al., 1996),

and PAC1‐R expression in the rat corpus luteum (Kotani et al., 1997c, 1998).

Evidence has been provided that hCG exposure markedly increased PAC1‐R

expression within 6 h (Ko and Park‐Sarge, 2000; Koh et al., 2000).

VIP (from 10�10 to 10�6 M) increased estrogen and progesterone secretion

from in vitro incubated rat ovary (Ahmed et al., 1986), isolated rat follicles

(George and Ojeda, 1987; Törnell et al., 1988), dispersed (Gräs et al., 2000) or

cultured rat granulosa‐lutein cells (Davoren and Hsueh, 1985), and cultured

human granulosa‐lutein cells (Gräs et al., 1994; Ojeda et al., 1989; Ottesen

and Fahrenkrug, 1995), but not cultured bovine granulosa cells (Spicer et al.,

1992). VIP enhanced steroidogenesis in the chicken ovary (Johnson and

Tilly, 1988). A steroidogenic eVect of PHI and PHM, less intense than that

of VIP, has also been reported in rats (Ahmed et al., 1986) and humans (Gräs

et al., 1994; Ojeda et al., 1989; Ottesen and Fahrenkrug, 1995), respectively.

According to its secretagogue action, VIP was shown to stimulate aromatase

activity (Davoren and Hsueh, 1985) and to up‐regulate cytochrome P450scc

mRNA expression in the rat ovary (Trzeciak et al., 1986, 1987). VIP

increased cAMP production from rat follicles (Davoren and Hsueh, 1985;

Gräs et al., 2000; Törnell et al., 1988), and this finding, coupled with the

demonstration that the PKA inhibitor H‐89 blocked progesterone response

to VIP of dispersed granulosa‐lutein cells, strongly suggests that the

mechanism underlying the secretagogue action of this peptide involves the

stimulation of the AC/PKA cascade (Gräs et al., 2000).

PACAP (from 10�9 to 10�6 M) increased estrogen and progesterone

production from dispersed (Gräs et al., 2000) and cultured rat granulosa‐

lutein cells (Apa et al., 1997; Gräs et al., 1996, 1999; Heindel et al., 1996;

Kotani et al., 1997c, 1998; Zhong and Kasson, 1994) as well as cultured newt

ovarian cells (Gobbetti et al., 1997). Of interest, PACAP immunoneutraliza-

tion was found to lower basal progesterone secretion from cultured preovu-

latory rat granulosa cells and to hamper their luteinization (Gräs et al., 1999),

suggesting an autocrine–paracrine role of endogenous PACAP in the func-

tional maintenance of follicles before ovulation. In this connection, we recall

that other evidence indicates that an hCG‐induced PACAP expression surge

(see above) could favor follicle survival during the preovulatory period in

rats. In fact, PACAP38 was found to lower the follicle apoptosis rate and a

PAC1‐R antagonist to partially prevent luteinizing hormone‐induced inhibi-

tion of follicle apoptosis (Lee et al., 1999b). Before concluding, it must be

stressed that the eVects of PACAP on rat follicle appear to be mediated, as in

the case of VIP, by the AC/PKA signaling pathway (Gräs et al., 2000).

Taken together, the findings surveyed clearly indicate that the endogenous

ligands of PACAP/VIP Rs play a role in the local regulation of the adrenal

cortex, and especially of ZG and aldosterone secretion. VIP and PACAP,

acting via VPAC1‐Rs and VPAC2‐Rs coupled to both AC/PKA and
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PLC/PKC cascades, exert a direct stimulating eVect on ZG secretion. There

is also proof that VIP and PACAP may also enhance the secretory activity

of adrenocortical cells indirectly, through the stimulation of catecholamine

and CRH/ACTH release from medullary chromaYn cells. The involvement

of VIP and PACAP in the local regulation of glucocorticoid secretion from

the inner adrenal cortex is doubtful, but there is evidence that these peptides

may be involved in the autocrine–paracrine regulation of the secretory

activity of other steroid‐secreting cells, namely those of the endocrine

gonads.

V. Effects of Endogenous Ligands of PACAP/VIP
Receptors on Adrenal Medulla Secretion

A. Catecholamine Secretion in Mammals

Consistent findings show that VIP and PACAP are able to raise catechol-

amine secretion from mammalian adrenal chromaYn cells either in vivo or

in vitro in a concentration‐dependent manner.

1. VIP and Related Peptides

a. In Vivo Studies The intraaortic infusion of VIP was found to increase

NE and E blood concentrations in chemically hypophysectomized ACTH‐

replaced cows (Edwards and Jones, 1993a). Likewise, VIP infusion increased

catecholamine release from in situ perfused dog (Gaspo et al., 1997;

Lamouche and Yamaguchi, 2001; Yamaguchi, 1993) and rat adrenals

(Malhotra and Wakade, 1987; Malhotra et al., 1988, 1989), and the involve-

ment of VPAC1‐Rs has been suggested (Gaspo et al., 1997). Splanchnic

nerve stimulation enhanced the release of both catecholamine and VIP

from perfused dog and rat adrenals (Gaspo et al., 1995; Wakade et al.,

1991). In rats, catecholamine response to splanchnic nerve stimulation was

hampered by either acetylcholine (ACh)‐R or VIP R antagonists. Since ACh

raised catecholamine, but not VIP release, the conclusion was drawn that

VIP acts as a neurotransmitter in the adrenal medulla via ACh Rs (Wakade

et al., 1991).

b. In Vitro Studies VIP (from 10�8 to 10�6 M) was found to increase basal

NE and E secretion from cultured human (Mazzocchi et al., 2002b) and

bovine adrenomedullary cells (Houchi et al., 1987; Malhotra et al., 1989;

Olasmaa et al., 1992; Waymire et al., 1991; Wilson, 1987), as well as from

dispersed guinea pig (Misbahuddin et al., 1988) and rat medullary chromaYn
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cells (Anderova et al., 1998). PHI was ineVective (Waymire et al., 1991).

Using PACAP/VIP R selective antagonists, evidence indicates that in

humans VIP acts via both the VPAC1‐R and the VPAC2‐R (Mazzocchi

et al., 2002b). Of interest, evidence has been provided that VIP enhanced

agonist (Kþ, veratridine, and nicotine)‐stimulated, but not basal, catechol-

amine secretion from cultured bovine adrenomedullary cells (Wilson, 1988).

Likewise, VIP was found to potentiate Kþ
‐, ACh‐, and muscarine‐

induced catecholamine release from dispersed rat chromaYn cells (Anderova

et al., 1998). Collectively, these observations may suggest that VIP acts a

trans‐synaptic modulator of catecholamine release.

2. PACAP

a. In Vivo Studies PACAP was found to stimulate basal catecholamine

release from in situ perfused dog (Geng et al., 1997; Lamouche and

Yamaguchi, 2001; Lamouche et al., 1999) and rat adrenals (Fukushima

et al., 2001b, 2002; Watanabe et al., 1995). PACAP38 also increased chro-

mogranin‐A secretion from the perfused pig adrenal gland (Tornøe et al.,

2000). In contrast to VIP (Wakade et al., 1991), the response of E to PACAP

was not blocked in the rat by either nicotinic‐R or muscarinic‐R antagonists,

indicating that PACAP did not act via cholinergic Rs (Watanabe et al.,

1995). There is a general consensus that all these adrenomedullary eVects of

PACAP are mediated by PAC1‐R (Fukushima et al., 2001b; Lamouche and

Yamaguchi, 2001; Tornøe et al., 2000). PACAP potentiated the catechol-

amine response to splanchnic nerve stimulation (Lamouche and Yamaguchi,

2001; Lamouche et al., 1999), and PAC1‐R antagonists blocked splanchnic

nerve‐induced catecholamine release (Fukushima et al., 2001b), thereby

making it likely that endogenous PACAP, released by splanchnic

nerves, mediates and potentiates reflex‐induced catecholamine release, acting

as a postsynaptic neuromodulator (Lamouche and Yamaguchi, 2003). In

keeping with a physiological role for PACAP, it has been observed that

PACAP‐deficient mice, although displaying normal basal catecholamine

secretion, exhibit a blunted catecholamine response to splanchnic nerve

stimulation elicited by insulin‐induced hypoglycemia. Hence, their counter-

regulatory mechanisms by which catecholamines, by stimulating hepatic

gluconeogenesis, counteract hypoglycemia are impaired (Hamelink et al.,

2002, 2003).

b. In Vitro Studies Although a recent study reported that PACAP

(10�6 M) inhibited Kþ
‐ and nicotine‐induced catecholamine secretion from

cultured rat adrenomedullary cells (Jorgensen et al., 2002), most available

evidence indicates a potent catecholamine secretagogue action of this pep-

tide. In fact, PACAP (from 10�10 to 10�7 M) increased basal NE and E
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release from cultured human (Mazzocchi et al., 2002b; Payet et al., 2003),

bovine (Babinski et al., 1996; Choi et al., 1999; Isobe et al., 1993, 1996;

Morita et al., 2002; O’Farrell and Marley, 1997; Perrin et al., 1995; Tanaka

et al., 1996) and rat adrenomedullary (Watanabe et al., 1992), and PC12 cells

(Taupenot et al., 1998, 1999), as well as from dispersed rat chromaYn cells

(Przywara et al., 1996) and rat adrenomedullary slices (Mazzocchi et al.,

2002a). PACAP was also shown to enhance nicotine‐ and muscarine‐induced

catecholamine release from dispersed guinea pig adrenomedullary cells

(Inoue et al., 2000). This observation, coupled with the demonstration that

catecholamine exocytosis induced by Kþ or nicotinic‐R activation is imme-

diate, whereas that elicited by PACAP has a latency period of 7 s (Przywara

et al., 1996), confirms that PACAP does not act via cholinergic Rs (see

above). Despite some studies suggested that the catecholamine secretagogue

action of PACAP is exclusively mediated by PAC1‐Rs (Babinski et al., 1996;

Isobe et al., 1993; Payet et al., 2003), investigations carried out using selective

PACAP/VIP R agonists and antagonists demonstrated that at least in

humans and rats, all three R subtypes are involved (Mazzocchi et al.,

2002a,b). In fact, PAC1‐R and VPAC1‐R antagonists alone or together

only partially blocked the catecholamine response to PACAP38, and the

VPAC2‐R agonist elicited a sizable NE and E release.

Consistent evidence supports the contention that PACAP not only

stimulates catecholamine release, but also enhances its biosynthesis by up‐

regulating the expression and activity of the enzymes involved in NE and E

synthesis, namely TH, dopamine b‐hydroxylase (DbH), and PNMT.

PACAP38, via PAC1‐Rs, enhanced TH and DbH expression and activity

in cultured bovine (Choi et al., 1999; Houchi et al., 1994; Isobe et al., 1996;

Rius et al., 1994; TönshoV et al., 1997), and TH mRNA in cultured rat

adrenomedullary cells (Hong et al., 1998). The up‐regulation of TH is also

in keeping with the reported PACAP‐induced rise in dopamine release

from rat PC12 cells (Aoyagi and Takahashi, 2001). PNMT mRNA was

found to be either increased due to the decrease in its degradation rate

(TönshoV et al., 1997) or unchanged with decreased PNMT activity, suggest-

ing that PACAP enhances NE over E synthesis (Choi et al., 1999). Of

interest, there is proof that PACAP mRNA expression directly correlates

with TH and PNMT mRNAs and E content in intraadrenal human pheo-

chromocytomas (Isobe et al., 2003), but not neuroblastomas (Isobe et al.,

2004). These observations suggest that an autocrine–paracrine mechanism is

operative in pheochromocytomas, by which endogenous PACAP enhances

catecholamine biosynthesis.

In addition to stimulating catecholamine secretion, PACAP, via PAC1‐Rs,

has been reported to raise Leu‐enkephalin (ENK) (Babinski et al., 1996),

Met‐ENK (Hahm et al., 1998), and secretoneurin secretion (Turquier

et al., 2001), brain natriuretic peptide (BNP) and ENK peptide biosynthesis
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(Babinski et al., 1996; Hahm et al., 1998; Wilson, 1987) and secretogranin‐II

mRNA in cultured bovine adrenomedullary cells (Turquier et al., 2001), as

well as chromogranin expression in rat PC12 cells (Taupenot et al., 1998).

B. Catecholamine Secretion in Lower Vertebrates

VIP and PACAP were found to increase E, but not NE, secretion from

chromaYn tissue of teleost interrenals, probably via the PAC1‐R (Montpetit

and Perry, 2000; Montpetit et al., 2003). The ip injection of VIP acutely

raised catecholamine blood concentration in lizards, and its prolonged

administration increased the number of E (PNMT‐positive) cells over that

of NE (PNMT‐negative) cells, thereby shifting secretion from NE to E

(De Falco et al., 2003).

C. Mechanism of Action

In Section III it was indicated that PAC1‐Rs, VPAC1‐Rs, and VPAC2‐Rs are

expressed in the adrenal medulla: hence, on the basis of their aYnity with

their endogenous ligands (see Section II.B) it is conceivable that VIP acts via

VPAC1‐Rs and VPAC2‐Rs, and PACAP via all PACAP/VIP R subtypes.

Although VIP and PACAP obviously share common mechanisms of action,

for convenience the two ligands will be surveyed separately.

1. VIP

VIP was found to enhance catecholamine release by activating the AC/PKA

cascade in bovine and rat adrenomedullary cells. In fact, VIP raised cAMP

production with an ensuing increase in TH phosphorylation (Anderova

et al., 1998; Malhotra et al., 1989; Olasmaa et al., 1992; Waymire et al.,

1991; Wilson, 1988). Findings also indicate that VIP stimulates the PLC/

PKC cascade in bovine and rat adrenal medulla (Houchi et al., 1987;

Malhotra et al., 1988, 1989). As mentioned in Section V.A, VIP did not

aVect basal catecholamine secretion from bovine adrenomedullary cells, but

increased it when cultured cells were pretreated with PTX: the hypothesis has

been advanced that a PTX‐sensitive G protein exerts a tonic inhibition of

catecholamine release by preventing VIP‐induced PLC activation (Wilson,

1992). Although some investigators affirmed that in rats [Ca2þ]i increase was

not coupled with VIP‐elicited catecholamine secretion (Malhotra and

Wakade, 1987; Malhotra et al., 1988), other evidence indicated that it under-

lies the long‐lasting catecholamine secretagogue eVect of VIP (Anderova

et al., 1998). In contrast to PACAP (see below), VIP did not exert its
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catecholamine secretagogue action through mechanisms involving an in-

crease in Ca2þ influx, because neither Ca2þ channel blockade (Gaspo et al.,

1997) nor removal of extracellular Ca2þ (Malhotra and Wakade, 1987;

Misbahuddin et al., 1988) aVected it.

2. PACAP

Evidence indicates that PACAP enhances catecholamine release via PAC1‐

Rs coupled to the AC/PKA pathway. This has been demonstrated in cultured

human fetal (Yon et al., 1998), pig (Isobe et al., 1993, 1994), bovine (Houchi

et al., 1995; Perrin et al., 1995), and rat adrenomedullary cells (Chowdhury

et al., 1994; Guo and Wakade, 1994; Przywara et al., 1996; Watanabe et al.,

1992), dispersed guinea pig chromaYn cells (Inoue et al., 2000), and rat

adrenal medulla slices (Mazzocchi et al., 2002a). Findings also showed that

the catecholamine secretagogue action of PACAP involves the activation of

the PLC/PKC cascade in pig (Isobe et al., 1993, 1994), bovine (Houchi et al.,

1995), and rat adrenomedullary cells (Chowdhury et al., 1994; Guo and

Wakade, 1994; Mazzocchi et al., 2002a). Mazzocchi et al. (2002a) provided

convincing proof that in rats PACAP38 stimulates catecholamine secretion

through PAC1‐Rs, VPAC1‐Rs, and VPAC2‐Rs coupled to the AC, AC and

PLC, and PLC cascades, respectively. In fact, (1) PAC1‐R and VPAC1‐R

antagonists suppressed the cAMP response, the VPAC1‐R antagonist de-

creased the IP3 response, and a VPAC2‐R agonist raised IP3, but not cAMP

production; and (2) the inhibitors of the AC/PKA and PLC/PKC cascades

decreased the catecholamine response to PACAP38, and when added togeth-

er abrogated it, and a PLC inhibitor annulled the catecholamine response to

a VPAC2‐R agonist.

PACAP was found to elicit an increase in [Ca2þ]i in adrenomedullary cells

of humans (Chamoux et al., 1998; Payet et al., 2003), cows (Morita et al.,

2002; Perrin et al., 1995; Tanaka et al., 1996, 1998), rats (Chowdhury

et al., 1994; Guo and Wakade, 1994; Przywara et al., 1996; Watanabe

et al., 1992), and frogs (Yon et al., 1994a), as well as in rat PC12 cells

(Osipenko et al., 2000; Taupenot et al., 1999). In mammals, the [Ca2þ]i
response to PACAP was biphasic, showing an initial transient phase and a

sustained phase. The initial phase was found to depend on Ca2þ release from

intracellular stores (Morita et al., 2002; Osipenko et al., 2000; Payet et al.,

2003; Watanabe et al., 1992). However, it was not influenced by either PLC

inhibitors or IP3‐R blockers, but was suppressed by ryanodine, indicating

that it ensues from Ca2þ mobilization from IP3‐insensitive ryanodine/

caVeine‐sensitive Ca2þ stores (Payet et al., 2003; Tanaka et al., 1996, 1998).

Conversely, the sustained phase was dependent on Ca2þ influx, which may

occur through either the indirect activation of Ca2þ channels by the increase

in [Ca2þ]i (store‐operated Ca2þ channels) or their direct activation (Payet
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et al., 2003). In keeping with this last contention, abundant evidence indicates

the main involvement of dihydropyridine‐sensitive L‐type Ca2þ channels in

the catecholamine response to PACAP (Fukushima et al., 2001a,b; Isobe

et al., 1993; O’Farrell and Marley, 1997; Osipenko et al., 2000; Tanaka et al.,

1996; Taupenot et al., 1998). It was reported that the increase in [Ca2þ]i
activates voltage‐independent Naþ channels, which, by eliciting Naþ influx

and membrane depolarization, may in turn activate L‐type Ca2þ channels

(Isobe et al., 1993; O’Farrell and Marley, 1997; Tanaka et al., 1996): in fact,

Naþ channel blockers were found to blunt the PACAP‐induced increase in

both [Ca2þ]i and catecholamine secretion. However, there is evidence that

PACAP is able to evoke depolarizing cation currents in rat PC12 cells

(Aoyagi and Takahashi, 2001; Osipenko et al., 2000). Apamin was shown

to potentiate the catecholamine response to PACAP without aVecting basal

secretion, and the potentiating eVect disappeared in the presence of the

L‐type Ca2þ channel blocker nifedipine (Fukushima et al., 2002). Because

apamin inhibits small conductance Kþ channels (SKca), it was suggested that

an intrinsic counterregulatory mechanism is operative in adrenomedullary

cells, by which PACAP‐induced activation of L‐type Ca2þ channels and the

increase in [Ca2þ]i open SKca, which, by eliciting Kþ eZux, may in turn

inhibit L‐type Ca2þ channels. Of interest, the PACAP‐induced increase in

Ca2þ influx may depend on the activation not only of the L‐type, but also of

the N‐type and Q‐type Ca2þ channels, inasmuch as single or combined

antagonists of these channels (e.g., o‐conotoxin) decreased the catechol-

amine response to PACAP (O’Farrell and Marley, 1997). Before concluding,

we wish to recall that findings indicate that in rat PC12 cells the initial

phase of PACAP‐induced [Ca2þ]i increase depends on the activation of

L‐type Ca2þ channels, and the sustained rise on the IP3‐sensitive Ca
2þ release

from intracellular stores, which in turn through store‐operated Ca2þ channels

increases Ca2þ influx (Taupenot et al., 1999).

The PACAP‐induced up‐regulation of TH and DbH expression and activ-

ity has been reported to occur via the activation of the AC/PKA cascade

(Choi et al., 1999; Marley et al., 1996; Rius et al., 1994) or of both the AC/

PKA and PLC/PKC pathways (Isobe et al., 1993, 1994, 1996). PKA was

found to increase and PKC to decrease PNMT expression in bovine chro-

maYn cells (Choi et al., 1999). AC/PKA signaling has been shown to mediate

PACAP‐induced chromogranin expression in rat PC12 cells (Taupenot et al.,

1998), and both PKA and PKC have been reported to up‐regulate bovine

neuropeptide (Babinski et al., 1996), secretogranin‐II (Turquier et al., 2001),

and Met‐ENK biosynthesis (Hahm et al., 1998). Enhanced Ca2þ influx

appeared to underlie the stimulating eVect of PACAP on secretoneurin

(Turquier et al., 2001) and Met‐ENK secretion (Hahm et al., 1998).

Collectively, available investigations provide consistent evidence that the

endogenous ligands of PACAP/VIP Rs, either locally synthesized or released
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by splanchnic nerves, stimulate the synthesis and release of catecholamine

from adrenomedullary cells. All subtypes of Rs seem to mediate this eVect,

PAC1‐Rs being coupled to AC, VPAC1‐Rs to AC and PLC, and perhaps

VPAC2‐Rs to only PLC. The increase in the [Ca2þ]i, ensuing from the

stimulation of either IP3‐ or ryanodine/caVeine‐sensitive Ca2þ release from

intracellular stores or Ca2þ influx mainly by activation of L‐type Ca2þ

channels, also seems to play a pivotal role in the catecholamine secretagogue

action of VIP and PACAP.

VI. Effects of Endogenous Ligands of PACAP/VIP
Receptors on Adrenal Growth

A. Adrenal Cortex

The in vivo chronic treatment with VIP apparently did not aVect the number

of ZG cells in the rat adrenals (Mazzocchi et al., 1987; RebuVat et al., 1994)

or cause a moderate hyperplasia (Malendowicz and Nussdorfer, 1993). In

keeping with this last observation, VIP (10�6 M) was found to increase cell

proliferation in rat capsule ZG maintained in organotypic cultures, via a

mechanism not involving mitogen‐activated protein kinase (MAPK) p42/p44

cascade (Whitworth et al., 2002). DiVerent findings were obtained in adreno-

cortical cell lines: in fact, at steroidogenic concentrations, VIP inhibited

proliferation of the mouse Y‐1 tumor cell line (Kowal et al., 1977) and did

not aVect that of human H‐295 cells (Haidan et al., 1998).

The prolonged (7‐day) infusion with VIP increased the volume of ZG cells,

along with that of the organelles involved in steroid synthesis (mitochondria

and smooth endoplasmic reticulum) (Nussdorfer, 1986). The volume of the

lipid droplet compartment, which stores the steroid hormone precursor

cholesterol, was decreased, and the aldosterone secretory capacity of ZG

cells was enhanced. Opposing findings were obtained by treating the rats with

a VIP‐A. ZF/R cells were not apparently aVected (Mazzocchi et al., 1987;

RebuVat et al., 1994).

As far as we are aware, no studies are available on the possible growth

eVect of PACAP on the adrenal cortex.

B. Adrenal Medulla

Although PACAP has been reported to enhance the basal mitotic activity of

cultured rat adrenomedullary cells (Tischler, 1995), it inhibited proliferation

of rat PC12 cells (Vaudry et al., 2002). PACAP also blunted the mitogenic
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eVect of NGF (Tischler, 1995) and lowered DNA synthesis of cultures

exposed to insulin growth factor‐II and fibroblast growth factor‐2 (Frodin

et al., 1995). However, in this last model, PACAP increased the number of

cells, probably by enhancing their survival. Because VIP was ineVective, the

involvement of PAC1‐Rs has been suggested (Frodin et al., 1995). Of interest,

VIP has been shown to down‐regulate Bcl‐2 and to up‐regulate Bax expres-

sion in chromaYn tissue of lizards, suggesting its proapoptotic eVect

(De Falco et al., 2001). It remains to be determined whether these findings

indicate an antiapoptotic eVect of PAC1‐Rs and a proapoptotic eVect of

VPAC1‐Rs and/or VPAC2‐Rs.

There is general agreement that PACAP exerts a promoting eVect on

neuronal diVerentiation (neurite outgrowth) of medullary chromaYn cells,

which appears to be mediated by PAC1‐Rs because of VIP ineVectiveness.

This has been demonstrated in cultured rat adrenomedullary (Frodin et al.,

1995; Wolf and Krieglstein, 1995) and PC12 cells (Barrie et al., 1997; Onoue

et al., 2001; Sakai et al., 2001, 2004; Vaudry et al., 2002), and the bulk of

evidence indicates the involvement of the MAPK p42/p44 pathway. Hence,

PACAP, via PAC1‐Rs, seems to inhibit growth factor‐induced proliferation

and to favor neuronal diVerentiation of adrenomedullary cells. In keeping

with this, microarray analysis showed that PACAP up‐regulates the expres-

sion of 75 genes and down‐regulates that of 70 genes in rat PC12 cells, among

which are those involved in neuritogenesis and cell proliferation, respectively

(Grumolato et al., 2003).

VII. Concluding Remarks

The preceding sections have shown that numerous investigations strongly

suggest that VIP and PACAP play a potentially important role in the

functional regulation of the adrenal gland. These peptides are contained in

the adrenal medulla and, acting in an autocrine–paracrine manner, modulate

adrenal functions through PACAP/VIP Rs located in both adrenocortical

and adrenomedullary cells. In fact, the minimal eVective concentrations

of VIP and PACAP needed to elicit sizable adrenal responses are in the

nanomolar order, whereas their levels in the systemic blood are at least

three order of magnitude less (Arimura and Shioda, 1995; Fahrenkrug,

1989). In contrast, it can be calculated that the adrenal content of VIP and

PACAP, under basal conditions and upon their 30% release, may give rise to

local concentrations of about 5% 10�8 M and 2.5% 10�8 M, respectively

(Nussdorfer, 1996).

However, despite extensive experimental work, the relevance of the role

played by VIP and PACAP in the fine‐tuning of adrenal functions under
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physiological and paraphysiological conditions remains to be established. In

fact, only a few experiments have been carried out aimed at demonstrating

that the prolonged suppression of the endogenous VIP and PACAP systems

may induce marked alterations in adrenal function. In vivo prolonged ad-

ministration of a VIP‐A was found to lower basal plasma aldosterone con-

centrations (see Section IV.A.1) and to decrease the growth and

steroidogenic capacity of rat ZG (see Section VI.A), thereby suggesting

that endogenous VIP is involved in the maintenance of normal mineralocor-

ticoid secretion. Mice with targeted deletion of the PACAP gene, although

displaying normal glucocorticoid and catecholamine blood levels (Gray

et al., 2001), exhibit impaired catecholamine response to insulin‐induced

hypoglycemic stress (see Section V.A.2), making it likely that PACAP may

function as an ‘‘emergency response’’ cotransmitter in the adrenal medulla

(Hamelink et al., 2003). Obviously, it cannot be ruled out that endogenous

VIP and PACAP systems may play a role in adrenocortical functional

control under conditions up‐regulating their synthesis in the adrenal gland.

Based on this possibility, findings indicate that prolonged Naþ depletion, a

condition enhancing aldosterone secretion, is able to up‐regulate VIP and its

R expression in and to enhance aldosterone response to VIP of rat ZG (see

Section IV.A.1).

Other topics surely merit further investigative eVort. VIP has been

reported to induce a potent stimulation of adrenal androgen hormone release

(see Section IV.B.1). The regulation of adrenal androgen secretion is still

controversial, and, in addition to ACTH, the existence of a specific cortical‐

androgen‐stimulating hormone (CASH) has been frequently suggested

(Mellon et al., 1991; Parker and Odell, 1980; Penhoat et al., 1991). Hence,

the possibility should be explored that VIP, and perhaps PACAP, may be

CASHs.

Compelling evidence indicates that VIP and PACAP and their Rs are

highly expressed in human pheochromocytomas and rat PC12 pheochromo-

cytoma cells. The secretory response to VIP and PACAP of pheochromocy-

toma cells is higher than that of normal adrenomedullary cells, and findings

are available that PACAP expression directly correlates with that of TH and

PNMT, as well as with E content (see Section V.A). Taken together, these

observations suggest that endogenous VIP and PACAP may enhance cate-

cholamine biosynthesis and secretion in pheochromocytomas through an

autocrine–paracrine mechanism. However, these peptides are unlikely to be

involved in the pathogenesis of pheochromocytomas, inasmuch as recent

studies showed that they exert an inhibitory eVect on the proliferative activity

and a promoting action on neuronal diVerentiation of rat PC12 cells (see

Section VI.B). VIP and PACAP enhance the secretion and growth of the ZG

(see Sections IV.A and VI.A): hence, their elevated expression in pheochro-

mocytomas could suggest that they are involved in the pathophysiological
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bases of some rare cases of Conn’s adenomas or idiopathic primary aldoste-

ronism associated with secreting pheochromocytomas (Gordon et al., 1994;

Inoue et al., 1986; Tan et al., 1996; Wajiki et al., 1985).

The adrenal cortex and medulla are provided with abundant VIPergic and

PACAPergic nerve fibers that upon stimulation locally release VIP and

PACAP (see Section III.A). In light of this, another formidable problem

remains to be addressed: how does the central nervous system selectively

control VIPergic and PACAPergic fiber outflow to the adrenal gland,

thereby modulating its secretory activity?

The answer to these and many other basic questions, along with the

development of new, potent, and highly selective agonists and antagonists

of PACAP/VIP Rs, will not only increase our knowledge of the adrenal

cytophysiology, but also, and more importantly, could open novel perspec-

tives for the treatment of many diseases coupled with dysregulation of the

adrenal gland.
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This study describes the updated, fine structure of human gametes, the human

fertilization process, and human embryos, mainly derived from assisted

reproductive technology (ART). As clearly shown, the ultrastructure of human

reproduction is a peculiar multistep process, which differs in part from that of

other mammalian models, having some unique features. Particular attention has

been devoted to the (1) sperm ultrastructure, likely ‘‘Tygerberg (Kruger) strict

morphology criteria’’; (2) mature oocyte, in which the MII spindle is barrel shaped,

anastral, and lacking centrioles; (3) three‐dimensional microarchitecture of the

zona pellucida with its unique supramolecular filamentous organization;

(4) sperm–egg interactions with the peculiarity of the sperm centrosome that

activates the egg and organizes the sperm aster and mitotic spindles of the

embryo; and (5) presence of viable cumulus cells whose metabolic activity is

closely related to egg and embryo behavior in in vitro as well as in vivo conditions,

in a sort of extraovarian ‘‘microfollicular unit.’’ Even if the ultrastructural

morphodynamic features of human fertilization are well understood, our

knowledge about in vivo fertilization is still very limited and the complex sequence

of in vivo biological steps involved in human reproduction is only partially

reproduced in current ART procedures.

1Dedicated to the Late Professor Pietro M. Motta, Rome (1942–2002).
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I. Introduction

Edwards and Brody (1995) stated that the study of in vitro fertilization and

early human embryology has left the world with an abiding appreciation

of basic reproductive processes that can be understood in an orderly, pre-

dictable, and finite manner. Moreover, technology in assisted human re-

production is rapidly advancing, starting in 1978 with the birth of Louise

Brown, followed by the first births using frozen embryos in the 1980s and

the microinjection of spermatozoa (intracytoplasmic sperm injection, ICSI)

for the treatment of male infertility at the beginning of the 1990s. In some

instances, new technologies were also adopted for clinical application before

adequate research proved their eYciency or safety.

In recent years, debate has arisen among politicians, philosophers, and

biomedical professionals who indicated that a strict law on human concep-

tion and its correlates was inevitable, as in the case of Italy, until a contro-

versial law was recently passed (Clarke, 2003). Consequent to political and

ethical reasons, basic research on human gametes and embryos is often

limited, so that most of our information on gametes, fertilization, and early

embryos has come from studies on mammals, whereas less information is

available from humans (Familiari et al., 1991; Grudzinskas and Yovich,

1995a,b; Hoodbhoy and Dean, 2004; Jungnickel et al., 2003; Olds‐Clarke,

2003; PrimakoV andMyles, 2002; Talbot et al., 2003; Trounson and Gosden,

2003; Van Blerkom and Motta, 1989; Yanagimachi, 1994).

Although the importance of cell culture technology evolved in clinical

practice, we believe that it is equally important that knowledge of the

‘‘basic biology’’ of human gametes and embryos is a prerequisite. In our

opinion, the concept of ‘‘basic biology’’ encompasses genetics as well as

proteomics and cellular function integrated with the cell ultrastructure.

Since the first three‐dimensional (3‐D) ultrastructural pictures of human

gametes were obtained by our group, founded and directed by the late

Professor Pietro M. Motta (Familiari et al., 1987) and the Monash group

(Sathananthan et al., 1986a, 1993), knowledge about the cellular biology of

human gametes and fertilization rapidly increased, as morphological techni-

ques became more sophisticated, allowing a very accurate ultrastructural

appreciation of human gametes and their interactions. Therefore, the aim

of the present article is to describe the updated, fine structure of human

gametes, the human fertilization process, and human embryos, derived from
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assisted reproductive technology (ART). This will help to more clearly

define the ultrastructural map of the morphodynamics and functional

events implicated in human embryology. Results were mainly obtained

using transmission electron microscopy (TEM), high‐resolution scanning

electron microscopy (SEM), and confocal microscopy (CFM) correlated

with cytochemical and immunochemical techniques.

II. Sperm Structure and Function

The World Health Organization released a manual in 1999 that recommends

that an ideal, mature spermatozoon have an oval–shaped and regular head

with a pale anterior region, the acrosome, constituting 40–70% of the head

area, and a darker posterior region. The length‐to‐width ratio of the

head should be 1.50–1.75. The tail should be single and straight (not coiled,

nicked, or bent over itself) and attached symmetrically in a fossa located in

the broad base of the head. The first part of the tail is the midpiece and

should be somewhat thicker. Finally, a normal cytoplasmic droplet appears

at the base of the head, has a smooth and regular profile, and is less than

one‐third of a normal sperm head (ESHRE, 2002) (Fig. 1).

Mammalian spermatozoa are characterized by their specialized and

unique cytoskeleton, in particular, the presence of outer dense fibers and a

fibrous sheath, perinuclear theca, mitochondrial capsule, and acrosome

(Catalano et al., 2001). Regarding humans, inter– and individual variations

concerning number, concentration, motility, and viability of spermatozoa

are commonly reported in fresh ejaculated semen (BuVone et al., 2004). In

addition, morphologically abnormal spermatozoa are observed in the semen

of men with proven fertility. In fact, no two sperm look alike in fine structure

and it is often hard to define a normal spermatozoon that might fertilize

an egg.

FIG. 1 Normal motile sperm. Note swelling of the plasma membrane. (TEM, 13000X.) (From

Sathananthan, 1996.)
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The more recent procedures in the field of ART have become less depen-

dent on sperm quality (Muratori et al., 2000). In fact, ICSI requires only one

single spermatozoon of good or fair quality to achieve fertilization. Micro-

scopic evaluation is fundamental in determining if one spermatozoon pos-

sesses characteristics of viability. TEM of ejaculate is a useful tool to

elucidate fine structure and inheritable genetic disorders in patients selected

for ICSI (Carbone et al., 1998). With light microscopy (LM), the human

spermatozoon shows two major subcellular regions: a head and flagellum

(Toshimori, 2003). With TEM, it is possible to determine that the flagel-

lum has several parts: a connecting piece (or neck) in contact with the

head, a centrosome, a middle piece (midpiece), and a tail with an axoneme

(de Kretser and Kerr, 1994; ESHRE, 2002; Fawcett, 1975; Holstein and

Roosen‐Runge, 1981; Sathananthan, 1996).

Besides electron microscopy, several other techniques, coupled with

computerized analysis, have been used in the morphological evaluation of

normal and pathological sperm (Celik‐Ozenci et al., 2003; Ramos et al., 2002;

Sathananthan, 1996). In recent years atomic force microscopy (AFM) has

been used as a useful tool in the study of sperm topography. It provides

detailed structural information and 3‐D images, especially regarding basic

research on fertilization and modifications of the normal and pathological

cell surface, as well as useful information for ART laboratories (Baccetti

et al., 2002; Carbone et al., 1998; Joshi et al., 2000, 2001).

Electron microscopy represents a valuable tool in the understanding of

sperm morphological alterations, the most frequent of which are acrosomal,

centrosomal, and axonemal defects (Baccetti et al., 2002). The morphologic

abnormalities can involve any region of the sperm cell (ESHRE, 2002)

and are related to both incomplete maturation, such as the presence of

persistent cytoplasmic residues or overabundant cytoplasm (ESHRE, 2002;

Gergely et al., 1999), aging (the presence of straight and unusually thin

sperm), or malformations resulting from traumas, infections, drug adminis-

tration, or the mutagenic eVects of radiation. Severe malformations in the

morphology and function of spermatozoa can also result from genetic or

endocrine disorders (Turner, 2003). Chromatin disorganization, mitochon-

dria altered assembly, and plasma membrane disruptions are all important

and frequently found defects revealed by TEM semen analysis in ART

procedures (Baccetti et al., 2002). Today a correct and complete evaluation

of male semen quality for men who attempt ART has to be based, mainly or

exclusively, on ultrastructural and molecular properties. The submicroscopic

evaluation of sperm features allows a precise grouping of infertile subjects

into strictly delimited categories of pathologies (Baccetti et al., 2002).

Controversial results are also found on the eVect of follicle‐stimulating

hormone (FSH) on sperm quality and pregnancy rate. Baccetti et al. (2004)

demonstrated a positive role of FSH therapy in infertile males before ICSI,
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which was correlated with an increased pregnancy rate in treated couples.

They showed a significant improvement in sperm quality, which could

positively influence the quality and early stages of embryo development,

thereby increasing the probability of embryo implantation (Baccetti et al.,

2004). A human spermatozoon has a volume of 28 mm3 and a surface area of

120 mm2 (Gilmore et al., 1997). If measured by TEM and AFM it is about

60 mm long (Joshi et al., 2000; Sathananthan, 1996). The midpiece is about

5–8 mm long and 1 mm in diameter; the tail is divided in a principal piece,

45 mm long, and terminates in an end piece, 5 mm in length (ESHRE, 2002;

Sathananthan, 1996).

A. Head

The head of a spermatozoon has a smooth and oval configuration from the

front, while it appears pyriform in profile. In the head, two major structures

are localized: the acrosome and nucleus, surrounded by the plasma mem-

brane. The nucleus is partially capped in its anterior part by the acrosome

(Fawcett, 1975; Sathananthan, 1996). The head is 4.5–5.16 mm long, about

2.5–4.12 mm wide and 846 nm in height (ESHRE, 2002; Joshi et al., 2000;

Sathananthan, 1996) (Figs. 2 and 3).

FIG. 2 Sperm head with intact surface membranes. The outer plasma membrane, acrosome,

and subacrosomal space are clearly visible. AC, acrosome cap; ES, equatorial segment; OA,

outer acrosome membrane; SS, subacrosomal space. (TEM, 27000X.) (From Chen and

Sathananthan, 1986.)
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1. Acrosome

The acrosome is located between the plasma membrane and the nucleus. In

particular, it corresponds to a modified lysosome, which surrounds the

anterior part of the nucleus (Figs. 2 and 3). The acrosomal matrix contains

hydrolytic enzymes, mainly hyaluronidase, and a protease called acrosin.

These molecules help the sperm to digest a pathway through both the

cumulus matrix and the zona pellucida, the outer egg vestments. The post-

acrosomal segment is placed below the acrosome of the head, and corre-

sponds to the region where sperm–egg membrane fusion usually occurs

(Millette, 1999; Sathananthan et al., 1986a,b, 1993). The acrosome cap is

attached to a narrower equatorial region, about 1.6 mm in length (Joshi et al.,

2001). Acrosomal characteristics are also considered in procedures of ART

(Baccetti et al., 2002).

2. Nucleus and Associated Structures

Alterations in the nuclear shape and in the chromatin status (index of

apoptosis) are aberrations that are extremely frequent in spermatozoa of

infertile men, and that are implicated in ART failures (Baccetti et al., 2002).

FIG. 3 Acrosome‐reacted sperm. The outer membranes and acrosome matrix have

disappeared, exposing the inner acrosome membrane. The subacrosomal space surrounds the

nuclear envelope and the compact chromatin. Note polyp‐like extrusions of the subacrosomal

space (arrows). IA, inner acrosome membrane. (TEM, 27000X.) (From Chen and

Sathananthan, 1986.)
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3. Perinuclear Theca (PT)

The PT is a rigid layer of cytoplasm that surrounds the sperm nucleus

(Lecuyer et al., 2000; Longo et al., 1987; Sutovsky and Schatten, 2000).

This structure is made up of proteins with cytoskeletal features, not

completely defined (Mujica et al., 2003). The PT has two regional domains,

the subacrosomal and the postacrosomal segments. Calicin (Lecuyer et al.,

2000), calmodulin, and AJ‐p90 antigen (Jassim et al., 1993; Kann et al., 1991)

were found in human sperm. The exact function of this structure in humans is

not well understood.

4. The Nuclear Envelope

The sperm nuclear envelope has a characteristic distribution of nuclear pores.

They are present on the most posterior part of the nucleus in the residual

cytoplasm, and are absent from the surface covering of the condensed

chromatin. The nuclear envelope at the base of the head is continuous with

the basal plate. The posterior ring is a circular area of fusion between the

nuclear envelope and plasma membrane, and corresponds to the posterior

edge of the acrosome. The redundant nuclear envelope forms some folds

caudally to the posterior ring (Fawcett, 1975) (Fig. 4).

FIG. 4 Sperm neck region showing the proximal centriole. B, basal plate; NE, nuclear enve-

lope; C, centriole; SC, segmented columns. (TEM, 16000X.) (From Chen and Sathananthan,

1986.)
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5. Chromatin Pattern

In most mammals the sperm nucleus has a quite homogeneous electronic

density; in humans it shows a variable condensed chromatin. The nucleus

contains highly condensed DNA and has translucent vacuoles. Whether this

chromatin pattern could be due to apoptosis is still a matter of debate. DNA

fragmentation in ejaculated sperm should be considered as a marker of poor

functional activity rather than an index of apoptosis (Lachaud et al., 2004;

Muratori et al., 2000). DNA–fragmented sperm are not cells that are com-

mitted to death, but rather retain several abnormalities that are compatible

with a lower degree of maturation. In fact, DNA–fragmented sperm are

less motile, more immature, and even less susceptible to hypoosmotic

swelling, which indicates a lower functional integrity of the sperm membrane

(Muratori et al., 2000). Gandini et al. (2000), in turn, indicate that sperm

apoptotic DNA fragmentation is usually revealed in the seminal fluid. These

studies demonstrated that the percentage of apoptosis in normozoospermic

subjects is significantly lower than in patients with oligoasthenoteratozoos-

permia (OAT), Hodgkin’s disease, or testicular cancer, confirming that DNA

fragmentation is one of the characteristics of spermatogenetic failure, and

depends on the pathophysiological condition of the subject and on a deregu-

lation of spermatogenesis control systems (Gandini et al., 2000). Therefore,

the importance of an accurate characterization of DNA integrity is funda-

mental in ICSI procedures, because the injection‐induced mechanical bypass

of the natural selective barriers of the oocyte with an abnormal sperm may

account for fertilization failures or for inherited transmitted damage to the

newborn (Muratori et al., 2000). Selection of sperm for ICSI is subjectively

based on gross morphological assessment under the inverted microscope.

Obviously the physiology and genetic make‐up of the sperm is as important

as its morphology.

The posterior surface of the nucleus lines the implantation fossa, the site of

attachment of the flagellum. This region of the nuclear envelope is covered on

its outer surface by a thick layer of very dense material, the basal plate, which

lines the fossa and provides attachment for a large number of fine filaments,

which extend into it from the articular surface of the connecting piece

(Fawcett, 1975) (Fig. 4).

B. Flagellum

The flagellum represents the propulsive force of the sperm, allowing it to

reach the ovum and penetrate and fertilize it. Although ART techniques such

as ICSI minimize the requirement of sperm motility, a precise identification

of ultrastructural defects of the flagellum is necessary to avoid the transmis-

sion of genetic defects to future generations. Knowledge of the fine structural
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flagellar characteristics may also result in the realization of an eVective safe

male contraceptive (Turner, 2003). TEM and SEM show that it has distinct

sections: a connecting piece or neck, an axially attached middle piece,

and a tail divided into a principal piece and an end piece (Fawcett, 1975;

Sathananthan, 1996).

1. Connecting Piece (Neck)

The connecting piece links the head to the flagellum. The concavity of the

basal plate, lining the implantation fossa of the nucleus, holds the capitolium,

a convex articular region. Fine filaments lie in the space between the capito-

lium and the basal plate, aiding head–flagellum attachment. Nine segmented

columns extend backward from the capitolium and overlap their caudal end

with the anterior tip of the dense fibers (Fawcett, 1975) (Figs. 1 and 4).

Just beneath the capitolium there is a vault or ‘‘blackbox’’ occupied by a

transverse or obliquely oriented proximal centriole. The sperm proximal

centriole has the typical ‘‘9 þ 2’’ organization of microtubules. The sperm

distal centriole is vestigial or mostly disorganized in the mature spermato-

zoon in that the axoneme of the sperm flagellum originates during spermio-

genesis; in fact, round and elongating spermatids possess both proximal

and distal centrioles (Manandhar et al., 2000; Sathananthan et al., 2001).

Remnants of the distal centriole may be found in mature sperm adhering to

the inner aspect of some of the nine segmented columns (Sathananthan et al.,

2001). The use of a sperm with impaired motility for ART techniques often

results in poor embryo outcome due to centrosomal dysfunction. In fact,

if one centriole is nonfunctional it is probable that the other one is also

nonfunctional, since they arise from the same mother centriole during cen-

triolar genesis. The dominant, proximal centriole is inherited by the human

embryo and organizes the sperm aster at fertilization and the first mitotic

spindle during embryogenesis (Sathananthan, 1998a,b,c; Sathananthan

et al., 1996, 1997, 2001; Schatten, 1994).

2. Middle Piece

The midpiece contains the corresponding tract of the axoneme, the outer

dense fibers, all enveloped by the mitochondrial sheath, a spiral of mitochon-

dria, that provides ATP for motility (Figs. 1 and 5).

3. Axoneme

The axoneme has nine doublets of microtubules, which surround a central

doublet. The central pair of microtubules of the axoneme extends proximally

through the interior of the connecting piece as far anteriorly as the proximal
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centriole. The outer doublets consist of two subunits, A and B. Subunit A is a

complete microtubule about 26 nm in diameter, made up of 13 straight

protofilaments 3.5 nm in diameter, each composed of 80 Å dimers of tubulin.

Subunit B is C‐shaped in section, attaches to the wall of subunit A, and is

composed of similar dimeric units of tubulin in about 10 protofilaments. Two

diverging arms project from subunit A toward the next doublet in the row.

The arms are formed of dynein, a protein with ATPase activity. Two slender

nexin links connect subunit A to the adjacent doublets; a radial spoke joins

subunit A to a helical sheath that wraps the central pair of microtubules.

Thirteen protofilaments are arranged in the central microtubules, which are

joined to one another along their length by regularly spaced bridges. They are

finally enclosed with a sheath of helically wound 60‐Å filaments (Fawcett,

1975) (Figs. 1, 5, and 6).

4. Outer Dense Fibers (ODF)

Nine dense fibers surround the peripheral doublets of microtubular axo-

nemes, so in cross–section a ‘‘9 þ 9 þ 2’’ pattern can be observed. Each

fiber is fixed anteriorly to one of the segmented columns of the connecting

piece. The fibers run longitudinally down the doublets of the axoneme. The

cross‐sectional area and shape of the dense fibers diVer from each other.

Abundant disulfide cross‐linking stabilizes the fibers. Up to now ODF are

FIG. 5 Normal midpiece showing axoneme (with a typical ‘‘9 þ 2’’ arrangement of micro-

tubules), dense fibers, mitochondrial sheath, and plasma membrane. (TEM, 22000X.) (From

Sathananthan, 1996.)
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thought to be incapable of active motility, and sperm tail elastic recall is

thought to be probably due to the passive elastic properties of these fibers

(Millette, 1999). The human outer dense fibers consist of about 10 major and

at least 15 minor proteins (Fawcett, 1975; Petersen et al., 1999; Turner, 2003)

(Figs. 1 and 5).

5. Mitochondrial Sheath

This consists of approximately 50–75 mitochondria, arranged in 11–15 turns,

which helically wrap the ODF of the axoneme (Hirata et al., 2002; Vorup‐

Jensen et al., 1999). Mitochondria are arranged end to end, displaying a

crescent shape (Figs. 1 and 5). These organelles become mechanically stable

and resistant to the hypoosmotic environment because of the mitochondria

capsule, a characteristic structure formed by disulfide bonds between the

cysteine and proline‐rich proteins. One of the proteins making up the mito-

chondria capsule is the phospholipid hydroperoxide glutathione peroxidase

(PHGPx), which has an antioxidative function during spermatogenesis, while

in the mature sperm the protein loses its enzymatic activity and is used as

a structural protein forming the mitochondrial capsule (Hirata et al., 2002).

A lower expression level of mitochondrial PHGPx is reported in certain cases

of male infertility (Hirata et al., 2002). As the mitochondrial sheath ends,

the annulus appears, a thick ring of granular dense material, which strictly

adheres to the plasma membrane (Fig. 1). This structure probably prevents

FIG. 6 Normal tail with axoneme, fibrous sheath, and plasma membrane. Note dynein arms

(arrows) and radial spokes in the axoneme. (TEM, 35000X.) (From Sathananthan, 1996.)
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the mitochondria from falling down in the tail during sperm movements

(Fawcett, 1993).

Longitudinal profiles of the middle piece, observed by AFM (Joshi et al.,

2000), show a ripple‐like structure; its transverse profile reveals a rapid

symmetrical plateau of 1860.84 nm with a well‐marked canal at the top.

The longitudinal profile shows each mitochondrion that surrounds the

axoneme in the middle piece. These mitochondria are 214.61 nm in length.

By means of X‐ray microscopy, Vorup‐Jensen et al. (1999) demonstrated

two morphologically distinct mitochondrial shapes: compact and tightly

wrapped organelles around the axoneme, and transformed mitochondria

that showed circular areas, loosely wrapped around the axoneme or distended.

6. Tail

Two parts of the tail are recognized: the principal piece and end piece.

a. Principal Piece The following structures can be found, starting from the

most internal one: axoneme, outer dense fibers, and fibrous sheath. As the

axoneme and ODF have the same characteristics found in the middle piece

(Fawcett, 1993), this section will refer only to the fibrous sheath (Figs. 1

and 6).

The fibrous sheath is a tapering cylinder that begins immediately behind

the annulus (caudal limit of the middle piece) and encases both the ODF and

axoneme (Catalano et al., 2001). It is made up of two longitudinal columns,

which run down the entire fibrous sheath length, and of a series of ribs

parallel to each other and perpendicularly oriented with respect to the

longitudinal columns. Occasionally branches and anastomoses within neigh-

boring ribs can be observed. The ODF 3 and 8 end at the caudal limit of the

middle piece, so the longitudinal columns become contiguous with 3 and

8 microtubule doublets with which they connect. This tie splits the residual

ODF in a ‘‘4 þ 3’’ arrangement. This asymmetric distribution is responsible

for the tail wave movements. The longitudinal columns become smaller and

the ribs more slender as the principal piece tapers along its length. The

fibrous sheath ends abruptly, fixing the boundary of the principal piece

(Catalano et al., 2001; Eddy et al., 2003). The isolation and characterization

of the human fibrous sheath proteins, described for the first time by Jassim

et al. (1992), have also been confirmed by Kim et al. (1997). They found that

sodium dodecyl sulfate polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS–PAGE)

reveals 14 protein bands; the most intensely stained were those of 84, 72,

66.2, 57, 32, and 28.5 kDa.

b. End Piece The final piece of the spermatozoon, the end piece, is made up

of only the axoneme and plasma membrane, because the fibrous sheath and
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the outer dense fibers end at the caudal tip of the principal piece (Fawcett,

1975; Sathananthan, 1996).

C. Plasma Membrane

Infertility in men is frequently due to loss of integrity in the sperm plasma

membrane (Batova et al., 1998; Wassarman, 1990b). The sperm plasma

membrane is a highly polarized and strictly regionally organized structure.

It undergoes dynamic changes and reorganization during capacitation and

fertilization processes. The complex architecture of the plasma membrane

allows the sperm to achieve the various membrane fusion processes required

for fertilization (Flesh and Gadella, 2000; Millette, 1999; Rajeev and Reddy,

2004). On the head there is a thick glycoprotein layer, which contains surface

antigens (Motta and Van Blerkom, 1984).

1. Membrane Lipids

The sperm cell lacks the set of organelles that permits lipid synthesis and

breakdown. The lipid composition of the human sperm plasma membrane is

as follows: phospholipids about 70% (50% phosphocholine glycerides; 30%

phosphoethanolamine glycerides; 12.5% sphingomyelins; 3% phosphatidyl-

serine; 2.5% cardiolipin; and about 2% phosphatidylinositol, according to

Mann and Lutwak‐Mann, 1981), neutral lipids about 25% (cholesterol in

humans is 40% of total lipids), and glycolipids about 5% (in humans 98% of

glycolipids are seminolipids) (Gadella et al., 1992).

2. Membrane Proteins

It is necessary to point out that sperm cells, after spermatogenesis, are unable

to synthesize proteins, because they do not have ribosomes or rough endo-

plasmic reticulum. Proteins that have been characterized belong either to the

fertilin superfamily, involved in sperm–egg interactions, or are protein tyro-

sine kinases that mediate the acrosomic reaction; Ca2þ channel proteins are

also present. Rajeev and Reddy (2004) provided a sperm plasma membrane

protein profile using diVerent chromatographic techniques. They found

16–18 major and 12–15 minor protein bands.

III. Human Mature Egg

Although the literature on mice oocyte morphology is very extensive, studies

focusing on the human oocyte are relatively scarce (El shafie et al., 2000;

Grudzinskas and Yovich, 1995b; Hoodbhoy and Dean, 2004; Jungnickel
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et al., 2003; Olds‐Clarke, 2003; PrimakoV and Myles, 2002; Talbot et al.,

2003; Trounson and Gosden, 2003; Yanagimachi, 1994). Therefore, it is

relevant to describe accurately the microarchitecture and ultrastructure of

the human mature egg (HME), especially for the clinically derived implica-

tions when considering ART.

A. Gross Morphology

The HME exits from the ovary surrounded by cumulus cells in the so‐called

cumulus–oocyte complex (COC) (Fig. 7). In this section we will refer to

the HME, without considering the cumulus cells. Strictly, the HME is a

structure consisting of two cells, the smaller called the first polar body and

the larger called the oocyte, enclosed in an extracellular glycoproteic matrix,

the zona pellucida (ZP) (Figs. 7–9). The ZP is 17 mm thick and 1.89 106 mm3 in

volume (Goyanes et al., 1990). Oocyte and ZP are separated by a thin

perivitelline space in which the second polar body is enclosed.

1. Oocyte

A human oocyte of a Graafian follicle has a diameter of 116.9–130 mm, a

surface area of 4.5 104 mm2, and a volume of 1.43 106 mm3 (Goyanes et al.,

1990; Picton et al., 2001), representing one of the largest mammalian cells

(Figs. 7–9). At the end of the growth period and prior to meiotic maturation,

FIG. 7 Mature oocyte with polar body and expanding cumulus cells. (Light microscopy, 100X.)

(From Sathananthan, 1985.)
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FIG. 8 Mature oocyte. Note the presence of numerous mitochondria–vesicle complexes

(arrows) and mitochondria smooth endoplasmic reticulum aggregates (double arrows) in the

ooplasm. ZP, zona pellucida. (TEM, 3800X.) (From Motta et al., 1995d.)

FIG. 9 Telophase II of second maturation showing the abstriction of the second polar body at

the level of the interbody. The spindle is barrel–shaped with chromosomes at either pole and

nuclei forming within the ooplasm and in the second polar body. The interbody has now

contracted. (TEM, 7000X.) (From Sathananthan, 1985.)
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the oocyte nucleus is large, pale, and relatively transcriptionally inactive, the

so‐called germinal vesicle (GV) nucleus (Gonzales‐Santander and Clavero

Nuez, 1973).

During and after ovulation, oocyte maturation takes place in several

stages, including the breakdown of the nuclear membrane germinal vesicle,

the first meiotic division including extrusion of the first polar body, the

formation of the second meiotic spindle, and the arrest of meiosis at the

second meiotic metaphase (Sathananthan, 1985; Veeck, 1999). Therefore,

the so‐called ‘‘mature’’ oocyte is dormant in the metaphase of the second

meiotic division (MII), which is why a birefringent spindle can be imaged

inside the ooplasm by means of a Polscope (Wang et al., 2001). A healthy

mature HME has a clear cytoplasm with uniform texture and homogeneous

fine granularity, a round or ovoid first polar body with smooth surface, and a

normal–sized periviteline space (Mikkelsen and Lindenberg, 2001). The

HME morphology includes variations such as shape, color, granularity,

and homogeneity of the ooplasm, size of the perivitelline space, vacuoliza-

tions, inclusions, and abnormalities of the first polar body or of the zona

pellucida (Balaban et al., 1998; De Sutter et al., 1996; Ebner et al., 2000;

Serhal et al., 1997; Xia, 1997). However, many HMEs exhibit a number of

variations and the so‐called ideal HME has been found to represent about

one‐third to one‐half of all oocytes retrieved in an ICSI program (Balaban

et al., 1998; de Sutter et al., 1996; Ebner et al., 2000; Kahraman et al., 2000;

Xia, 1997). DiVerences in ooplasmic texture and density have been described

when handling the HME for ICSI procedures (Ebner et al., 2003c).

2. First Polar Body

Extrusion of the first polar body and formation of the MII oocyte occur

32 h after ovarian stimulation, 6–8 h before ovulation (Miyara et al., 2003)

(Fig. 9).

It has been suggested that optimal nuclear maturation in the HMEmay be

evidenced by an intact first polar body (Ebner et al., 2000; Mikkelsen and

Lindenberg, 2001; Xia, 1997). ICSI of the HME with an intact well‐shaped

first polar body yields higher fertilization rates and higher quality embryos

(Ebner et al., 2000). From these data it could be hypothesized that the

morphology of the first polar body provides an acceptable prognostic value

with regard to fertilization rate and embryo quality (Ebner et al., 2000, 2002).

However, these conclusions have not been confirmed in other studies pub-

lished more recently (De Santis et al., 2005). The position of the first polar

body is an unreliable predictor of the exact MII spindle location in human

oocytes (Cooke et al., 2003). These data confirm the findings reported by

Hardarson et al. (2000) who showed that the majority of MII oocyte spindles

are in the same hemisphere as the first polar body. This spatial diVerence is
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more likely due to movement of the first polar body than to the spindle.

Speculation that the shift of the polar body may be caused by the egg

denuding process is incorrect (Hardarson et al., 2000), as displacement has

been seen in both in vivo and in vitro matured eggs denuded from cumulus

cells prior to polar body extrusion.

B. Ultrastructure

1. Oolemma

The oocyte plasma membrane extends over many surface microvilli, which

have a core of actin filaments (Sathananthan et al., 1993).

a. The Metaphase II Spindle The MII spindle is barrel–shaped, anastral,

and is composed of numerous microtubules. It normally shows slightly

pointed poles formed by organized microtubules traversing from one pole

to another (Sathananthan et al., 1993). The spindle is located at the periphery

of the oocyte, both in GV and MII oocytes, and is oriented perpendicularly

to the plasma membrane (Boiso et al., 2002). There are no centrioles; human

oocytes have a reduced, nonfunctional centrosome and the spindle MT ter-

minate abruptly or in ill‐defined specks of granular material (Sathananthan,

2003a,b; Sathananthan et al., 1993). Chromosomes, in turn, are arranged on

the equatorial plate of the meiotic spindle in a cortical region of the ooplasm

devoid of organelles (Boiso et al., 2002; Motta et al., 2003) (Fig. 9).

The presence of an organized spindle ensures the fidelity of chromosome

segregation, and is thus an essential feature of the healthy MII oocytes

(Miyara et al., 2003). Disruption of the meiotic spindle results in rear-

rangement or scatter of chromosomes throughout the cytoplasm and may

contribute to aneuploidy after fertilization (Wang et al., 2001).

Szollosi et al. (1986) reported that the maternal spindle is attached to the

cell periphery, whereas Payne et al. (1997) stated that in time‐lapse recordings

they noticed the metaphase plate remained stationary while the ooplasm

moved. Recent data on Polscope observations (Rienzi et al., 2005a) showed

that the MII spindle can be visualized in 90% of analyzed oocytes. This

suggests that the presence of the spindle cannot be considered an indicator

of oocyte quality, while the absence of the spindle can be assumed to be an

indicator of the poor quality of the oocyte (De Santis et al., 2005).

b. Smooth Endoplasmic Reticulum (SER) and Voluminous Cytoplasmic

Aggregates Mitochondria are characteristically associated with SER mem-

branes, forming numerous and voluminous structures scattered in the

cortical areas of the ooplasm. In particular, these structures are composed
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of tubular membranes of SER anastomosed with each other and closely

intermingling with mitochondria (M‐SER aggregates) and large vesicles filled

with flocculent slightly electron‐dense material surrounded by a rim of mito-

chondria (M‐V complexes) (Figs. 8 and 10). The formation of these aggre-

gates starts from the fusion of SER membranes and tubules that are

subsequently surrounded by mitochondria. The M‐SER aggregates probably

represent a precursor of the M‐V complex (Motta et al., 1988, 2000, 2003).

These aggregates increase in content during the preovulatory maturation

period, and are sensitive to gonadotrophin stimulation. In fact, such large

hypertrophic aggregates are not common in either oocytes recovered after

buserelin down‐regulation, in natural cycle oocytes, or in oocytes matured

in vitro (Sathananthan, 2003a,b).

This association between mitochondria and membranes of SER likely

represents a single functional apparatus that we hypothesize to be involved

in Ca2þ balance and storage. In fact, the human oocyte expresses calcium

sequestration and release proteins, on the surface of SER membranes, in

highly organized and developmentally regulated patterns. In addition to

FIG. 10 Mature oocyte. Numerous rounded mitochondria are seen forming aggregates with

smooth endoplasmic reticulum and complexes with long vesicles. (TEM, 12500X.)
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diVerent ER shapes, mitochondria may also act as a source for intracellular

calcium (Balakier et al., 2002). The developmental alteration of the calcium

sequestration and release protein distribution may reflect the dynamic

rearrangement of the M‐SER M‐V structures.

The aggregates could also be involved in lipid or steroid synthesis, since

they are occasionally associated with dense lipid inclusions, which are quite

rare in oocytes (Sathananthan, 2003a,b).

The smooth endoplasmic reticulum is organized either as isolated vesicles

or aggregates of tubular elements (Sathananthan et al., 1993). Conventional

SER membranes are rare (Motta et al., 2003).

c. Cortical Granules These structures were first identified using electron

microscopy and originate from the Golgi body (Gulyas, 1976; Manna

et al., 2001; Sathananthan et al., 1993). Cortical granules are small secretory

granules (0.2–0.6 mm in diameter) that increase in number during oocyte

growth and migrate toward the cortex, assuming a position 0.4–0.6 mm

beneath the plasma membrane (Ducibella et al., 1994) (Figs. 8 and 11). A

strong correlation between cortical granule translocation and quality of the

metaphasic plate has been observed; microtubules are probably involved in

FIG. 11 Mature oocyte. Cortical granules are just beneath the oolemma. (TEM, 12500X.)
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the correct translocation of the cortical granules (Abbott et al., 2001). Alter-

natively, an important role could be played by the Ca2þ‐dependent signaling

component necessary for cortical granule translocation and extrusion

(Abbot et al., 2001).

Mammalian cortical granules contain glycosaminoglycans, proteases, acid

phosphatases, and peroxidases (Hoodbhoy and Talbot, 1994; Moller and

Wassarman, 1989).

Several studies suggest that the wheat germ agglutinin (WGA) and Lens

culinaris agglutinin (LCA) lectins specifically recognize cortical granules in

diVerent human oocytes (Ghetler et al., 1998; Sengoku et al., 1999). Recently,

Jiménez‐Movilla et al. (2004) demonstrated by means of lectin‐gold cyto-

chemistry the presence of the following carbohydrate residues in the gran-

ules: GlcNAc (WGA), Fuc (AAA), Galb1, 4GlcNAc (DSA), GalNAc (MPA

and AIA), Neu5ca2, 3Galb1, 4GlcNAc (MAA), Neu5Aca2,3Galb1,

3GalNAc (after neuraminidase treatment followed by PNA binding), and

biantennary and/or triantennary bisecting type N‐glycans (E‐PHA). They

showed that the intensity of lectin binding to the cortical granules was not

uniform, suggesting that a diVerent population of cortical granules exists in

the human oocyte. Cytochemical analysis of human cortical granules sug-

gests similarities in glycosylation to ZP glycoproteins, but not to cortical

granules from other mammalian species (Jiménez‐Movilla et al., 2004).

d. Other Cell Organelles Themature oocytehas few ribosomes andno rough

endoplasmic reticulum. Golgi membranes are quite rare (Sathananthan

et al., 1993). These microstructural aspects reflect the inactive nature of the

oocytes with respect to protein synthesis and secretion (Sathananthan,

2003a,b). Hence, Golgi activity seems to be arrested at MII after cortical

granule synthesis has been completed in maturing oocytes.

Mitochondria are rounded with dense matrices and few arch‐like or trans-

verse cristae (Motta et al., 2000, 2003; Sathananthan, 2003a,b). They are

abundant and distributed throughout the ooplasm. Some mitochondria may

present clear vacuoles within their matrices and a few are extremely large

(Sathananthan, 2003a,b). Primary lysosomes are sparse in the mature oocyte

but increase in number in aging oocytes. Secondary and tertiary lysosomes

are commonly found in immature oocytes with signs of atresia. Occasionally,

lysosomes may be associated with dense phagosomes or located in multi-

vesicular bodies. These also increase with aging in culture (Sathananthan,

2003a,b). Small profiles of annulate lamellae may be found in mature

oocytes, consisting of a few stacks of double membranes resembling the

nuclear envelope (Sathananthan et al., 1993).

e. Multiparameter Analysis of HME Clear criteria for evaluating oocyte

morphology are very important for the performance of ICSI (Xia, 1997).
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Human oocyte grading is based on three factors: first polar body mor-

phology, size of the perivitelline space, and cytoplasmic inclusions, and

is significantly related to fertilization rate and embryo quality after ICSI

(Xia, 1997).

The quality of oocytes is characterized by interrelated factors, generally

classified as nuclear and cytoplasmic ‘‘competence’’ (Miyara et al., 2003). It is

important that the evaluation of oocyte maturation in humans should in-

clude an adequate assessment of developmental competence, i.e., the ability

of the oocyte to develop after fertilization (Trounson et al., 2001).

i. Nuclear Competence Nuclear competence characterizes the quality of

oocyte chromatin and spindle, which is essentially governed by metaphase‐

promoting factor (MPF) activity (Miyara et al., 2003). Nuclear maturation

involves resumption of meiosis by the germinal vesicle oocyte and its

progression to MII after emission of the first polar body (Cekleniak et al.,

2001).

ii. Cytoplasmic Competence Whereas resumption of meiosis can be

assessed easily after extrusion of the first polar body, cytoplasmic maturation

involves several physiological processes that prepare the egg for activation,

fertilization, and preimplantation development and may not be well assessed

using light microscopy (Eppig, 1996). Cytoplasmic maturation encompasses

complex tightly orchestrated biochemical molecular and cellular changes

within the ooplasm to ensure both formation of a bipolar spindle and

chromosome alignment and to support normal fertilization and subsequent

development (Cekleniak et al., 2001). During its final maturation the oocyte

acquires a complex cytoplasmic organization consisting of neogenesis, mod-

ification, and redistribution of organelles in specific ooplasmic areas (Motta

et al., 2003).

Cytoplasmic maturation can be considered as the sum of the processes by

which the mammalian oocyte changes from a developmentally incompetent

cell, arrested at metaphase II, to one with the capacity to support fertilization

and early embryonic development. Another criteria of cytoplasmic matura-

tion is its ability to decondense the sperm chromatin following sperm pene-

tration and to transform it into the male pronucleus (Navara et al., 1995).

The sperm decondensation factor is synthesized during oocyte maturation

(Moor and Gandolfi, 1987) and prepares the egg to respond to spermatozoa

with Ca2þ transients (Cheung et al., 2000).

2. Microstructural Pathology of the Oocyte

Preovulatory (MII) oocytes may normally show somemorphological abnorm-

alities. According to Ebner et al. (2001, 2003b), these can be divided into

cytoplasmic and extracytoplasmic. Deficient cytoplasmic maturity is asso-

ciated with granularity or discoloration of the cytoplasm, SER aggregation,
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vacuolization, and inclusions such as refractive bodies, all visible at the light

microscopy level.

Vacuolization is probably the most apparent and dynamic cytoplasmic

dysmorphism in human oocytes. Vacuoles vary in size as well as in number

and they are membrane‐bound cytoplasmic inclusions filled with fluid that is

almost identical to the perivitelline fluid (Van Blerkom, 1990). Recently,

Ebner et al. (2005) identified three types of vacuoles: those already present

at oocyte collection, which develop during maturation, those artificially

created by ICSI, and those accompanied by developmental arrest. The later

the vacuoles arose, the more detrimental is their eVect on blastocyst forma-

tion (Ebner et al., 2005).

Extracytoplasmic abnormalities, in turn, include irregularities in oocyte

shape, perivitelline space enlargement with the eventual presence of debris,

first polar body fragmentation, and structural modifications of the oolemma

and ZP. Suboptimal cytoplasmic texture may compromise the microtubule‐

organized concentration of mitochondria to perinuclear regions and thus

impair cell cycle regulation severely (Ebner et al., 2001, 2003b). The presence

of pronucleus‐sized vacuoles in MII oocytes during ICSI is associated, at the

ultrastructural level, with tubular‐type smooth ER clusters, related to high

levels of estradiol and less chance of a successful pregnancy (Otsuki et al.,

2004).

Ultrastructural abnormalities inMII oocytes have been extensively studied

by Sathananthan’s group (Sathananthan, 1990, 1991, 1994a,b, 2003a,b;

Sathananthan et al., 1993). Oocytes at this stage may show dense ooplasms

with progressive vacuolization caused by swelling of vesicular SER. Oocytes

retrieved from older women also show aberrations of the MII spindle, which

could lead to aneuploidy. A prolonged culture of the human oocyte seems to

be the agent that most aVects the microstructure of the cytoskeleton, MII

spindle, SER, and mitochondria, throughout a process of ‘‘aging’’ of the

oocyte, often culminating in cell death. In fact, mature oocytes aging in

culture (48–72 h) frequently show (Sathananthan, 2003a,b) (1) centripetal

dislocation of the spindles together with an attenuation at the poles and

disorganization or loss of the MII spindle; (2) centripetal migration of

cortical granules and formation of large clusters of cortical granules beneath

the surface as a consequence of disorganization of the cortical cytoskeleton;

(3) the appearance of lipofuscin bodies and occasional ingestion of ZP

material; (4) a progressive swelling of vesicular SER culminating in the

formation of clear vacuoles in the cytoplasm; and (5) clouding or aggrega-

tion of mitochondria and a progressive increase in their stromal density,

culminating in the formation of dense bodies in their matrices, which

has an adverse eVect on respiration, so that the viability of the oocyte is

progressively diminished.
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3. Egg Vestments

The egg vestments are the ZP and the matrix within perivitelline space (PVS)

(nearest to the oocyte), surrounded by the cumulus oophorus.

a. Zona Pellucida and Perivitelline Space The ZP is a translucid, relatively

thick extracellular matrix surrounding the oocyte, ovulated eggs, and preim-

plantation embryos. It is secreted by the oocyte during follicular develop-

ment in the ovary (Garside et al., 1997). Several functions are accomplished

by this matrix: it supports communication between oocytes and follicular

cells during oogenesis, protects oocytes and embryos during development,

and modulates gamete interaction (Høst et al., 2002; Wassarman, 1999)

(Fig. 8).

Zona layers are laid down in a temporal sequence, with the inner layer laid

down last (Qi et al., 2002). The molecular composition of the human ZP

has been previously determined (Moos et al., 1995; Sacco et al., 1981;

Shabanowitz and O’Rand, 1988). This matrix is a lattice made up of three

glycoproteins named ZP1 (80–120 kDa), ZP2 (64–78 kDa), and ZP3 (57–73

kDa) that do not coincide exactly with those described for the mouse

(Rankin and Dean, 2000). Each class of glycoprotein is posttranslationally

modified and contains a number of diVerent charge isomers providing a high

degree of heterogeneity within the zona matrix. In humans, ZP3 was identi-

fied as the spermatozoa‐binding protein and inducer of the acrosome reac-

tion (Brewis et al., 1996). However, recent genetic data in mice are more

consistent with the 3‐D structure of the ZP, rather than a single protein (or

carbohydrate), determining sperm binding (Hoodbhoy and Dean, 2004).

Genes codifying for ZP proteins from a variety of mammalian species are

referred to as ZPA, ZPB, and ZPC (Harris et al., 1994). However, four ZP

genes are expressed in human oocytes (ZP1, ZP2, ZP3, and ZPB), and

preliminary data obtained by Lefievre et al. (2004) show that the four

corresponding ZP proteins are present in the human ZP, as a fundamental

diVerence from the mouse model. A recent study reveals variable glycosyla-

tion of the human ZP throughout its thickness, with pronounced diVerences

between the most external and internal regions of this matrix. This heteroge-

neous carbohydrate composition could be responsible for the diVerent

sperm–binding ability detected between the outer and inner regions of the

ZP (Jiménez‐Movilla et al., 2004). In addition, human ZP glycoproteins

express some carbohydrate sequences not previously detected in other species

(Jiménez‐Movilla et al., 2004).

The thickness of the ZP of the MII oocyte in humans is about 15–18 mm,

twice as thick as that of the mouse (Blake et al., 2001; Goyanes et al., 1990;

Rankin and Dean, 2000), and is inversely correlated with estrogen levels
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(Høst et al., 2002). The molecules contributing to the inner portion of the

zona are more densely packed than those of the outer portion. This may be

due to the stretching of the external portion of the coat necessary to accom-

modate oocyte enlargement, a >300‐fold increase in cell volume (Was-

sarman, 1990a). The fine structure of the human zona is reviewed by means

of various ultrastructural techniques.

The PVS is a space between the oolemma and ZP containing a well‐

developed hyaluronan‐rich extracellular matrix (Talbot and Dandekar,

2003). This space is relatively small around immature oocytes, whereas

after extrusion of the first polar body it becomes asymmetrical and enlarged

around the first polar body, and it retains this appearance until fertilization

(Figs. 7–9). When observed by electron microscopy in the presence of ruthe-

nium red (RR), this matrix appears to consist of electron‐dense granules and

filaments, and both filaments and granules appear to attach to the oolemma

(Dandekar et al., 1992). It is not known if the granular filamentous matrix in

the PVS of unfertilized oocytes plays any role in oogenesis or fertilization;

however, Talbot and Dandekar (2003) hypothesize a role during fertilization

in that hyaluronan, which can inhibit membrane fusion, must be negotiated

by the fertilizing sperm.

b. ZP in Immature, Mature, and Atretic Oocytes and Its Properties in Sperm

Binding The 3‐D zona structure resembles a delicate ‘‘meshwork’’ of thin

interconnected filaments that varies in texture wideness according to the

maturation stage of the oocyte (Familiari et al., 1992a,b, 2001, 2006) (Figs.

12–15).

In human in vitro fertilization (IVF) experiments, capacitated spermatozoa

penetrate oocytes in metaphase II but not oocytes at metaphase I (Tesarik

et al., 1988a). This observation has suggested that the ZP of human oocytes

approaching meiotic maturity undergoes maturational changes, becoming

more susceptible to sperm penetration. Marked diVerences in the ZP ultra-

structure of metaphase I and metaphase II oocytes fixed immediately upon

recovery have been noted. The ZP of metaphase I oocytes showed a compact

and homogeneous aspect, while the ZP of metaphase II oocytes appeared as a

highly porous structure.

Studies carried out by our group (Familiari et al., 1988, 1989) agreed with

the above observations. In fact, we have investigated by conventional SEM

the ZP structure and the early interactions between the human oocyte and

spermatozoa. Two basically diVerent ZP patterns were observed: the first is a

multilayered large mesh network resembling a spongy structure (Fig. 12),

and the second shows a compact and smooth surface. The latter was com-

monly seen in cultured oocytes belonging to immature and atretic groups.

These results have suggested that the spongy appearance of the ZP was
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mainly related to oocyte development and maturity. However, greater num-

bers of penetrating spermatozoa were noted on oocytes showing the mesh‐

like ZP, whereas few if any sperm appeared flattened against the ZP surface

FIG. 13 Mature oocyte. Outer surface of the spongy zona pellucida. Note the tight meshed

arrangement of filaments in correspondence to branches (B), and a large meshed network of

filaments within the holes (H). (SEM with Sap‐RR‐Os‐Tc method, 9000X.) (From Familiari

et al., 1992b.)

FIG. 12 Mature oocyte. Outer surface of the spongy zona pellucida. The spongy appearance is

due to the presence of branches (B) surrounding holes (H). (High‐resolution SEM, 1500X.)
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of oocytes showing the more compact, smoother ZP. The inner surface of the

ZP, as seen by conventional SEM, showed a compact structure in all cases

(G. Familiari, unpublished observations).

In light of these results, we have hypothesized that the condensation of the

outer aspect of the ZP caused a disorientation of sperm‐binding sites, which

would result in reduced sperm binding and penetration capacity, thus leading

to impairment of in vitro oocyte fertilizability.

A detailed description of the filaments within the multilayered mesh net-

work was obtained by high‐resolution SEM and the saponin–ruthenium red–

osmium tetroxide–thiocarbohydrazide (Sap‐RR‐Os‐TC) method (Familiari

et al., 1992a). This method allowed straight or curved filaments, 0.1–0.4 mm

in length and 10–14 nm in thickness, to be observed by TEM and 22–28 nm

thick as seen by SEM. This diVerence in thickness is due to the chemical

coating considered for SEM sample preparation. The filament arrangement

was remarkably diVerent between the inner and outer surfaces of the ZP and

among the various maturation stages of the oocyte studied. The outer surface

of the mature oocyte consisted of filaments arranged in a multilayered

network that appears compact in the zones delimiting the meshes of the

network, whereas it appears loose in the mesh holes. The latter seemed

empty when observed with conventional SEM. They were, in turn, made

up of a loose filament arrangement when observed with the Sap‐RR‐Os‐TC

FIG. 14 Mature oocyte. Outer surface of the zona pellucida at high magnification. A diVerent

pattern of filament aggregation can be seen (arrow). Note that filaments have a ‘‘bead‐on‐a‐

string’’ structure. (SEM with Sap‐RR‐Os‐Tc method, 75000X.) (From Familiari et al., 1992b.)
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method (Figs. 13–15). Immature and atretic oocytes displayed almost

exclusively a tight meshed network of filaments. The inner surface of the

ZP belonging to unfertilized oocytes at any stage was arranged in repetitive

structures characterized by numerous short and straight filaments that

anastomosed with each other, sometimes forming small, rounded structures

at the intersections (Familiari et al., 1992b, 2001, 2006). Windt et al.

(2001) have done an ultrastructural evaluation of recurrent and in vitro

maturation‐resistant metaphase I arrested oocytes and they have considered

the ‘‘narrow and fibrous’’ appearance of the ZP as characteristic of the

immature stage.

The influence of elevated pH levels on the structural and functional

characteristics of human ZP has been investigated by Henkel et al. (1995).

Fresh and salt‐stored immature oocytes were randomly incubated in either

synthetic human tubal fluid medium (untreated zonae) or in a chemically

defined medium (treated zonae). Sperm binding experiments using hemizona

assay conditions exhibited a 10‐fold increased binding of sperm to treated

FIG. 15 Mature oocyte. High‐power view of the outer portion of the zona pellucida. A regular

alternating pattern of zones with filaments arranged in tight (single arrow) or loose (double

arrow) meshed networks was present. (TEM with Sap‐RR‐Os method, 27700X.) (From

Familiari et al., 1992b.)
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compared to untreated oocytes. Recordings during incubation showed

higher pH levels in treated versus untreated ZP. The surface of treated ZP

showed a spongy appearance, whereas that of untreated ZP appeared com-

pact and smooth. Moreover, treated ZP was related to a marked increase of

sperm binding, suggesting that altered ZP surfaces enhance sperm binding.

The ZP of both fresh and salt‐stored oocytes showed fine granular matrices

of light to medium electron density. The ZP of oocytes incubated in standard

medium showed a compact, granular, and medium electron‐dense shape with

smooth and homogeneous surfaces, whereas treated ZP showed numerous

openings on their surfaces and a marked spongy appearance. In addition,

acidic ZP solvents may have significantly improved sperm binding to imma-

ture ZP in sperm–oocyte coincubation if compared to control samples sup-

plemented with basic ZP solvents, which have exhibited sperm binding

ranges corresponding to those reported for prophase and metaphase I

oocytes (Henkel et al., 1995). The marked spongy appearance of the surface

belonging to treated ZP was likely due to the eVect of the particular culture

medium on the fine structure of the ZP matrix, thus causing a manifold

increased surface. These structural changes were possibly due to the slightly

increased pH levels in the medium.

On the basis of these data, we propose that oocyte maturation in humans is

accompanied by 3‐D modifications in the arrangement of ZP filaments,

which may be relevant in the processes of binding, penetration, and selection

of spermatozoa (Familiari et al., 1992a, 2001, 2006).

In contrast to our results, Magerkurth et al. (1999) reported that oocytes

had an extremely heterogeneous morphology of the ZP surface, within

and among patients. Furthermore, Magerkurth et al. (1999) described four

diVerent types of ZP morphology considering four categories of oocytes

(mature, immature, fertilized, and unfertilized), from a porous, net‐like

structure to a nearly smooth and compact surface. They found no correlation

between ZP type and oocyte maturity or fertilizability and, therefore, they

suggested that the heterogeneous morphology of the ZP does not play an

important role in sperm–oocyte interaction. Nevertheless, recent observa-

tions of our group on the microanatomy of the ZP surface in inseminated but

unfertilized mature human oocytes derived from ART (Familiari et al., 2001,

2005) have supported our previous results (Familiari et al., 1988, 1992a,b).

Following a comparative analysis of traditional SEM techniques (gold

coating and conductive staining methods) and the Sap‐RR‐Os‐TC method,

the main aspect of the ZP by traditional SEM consisted mostly (78.5%) of a

porous, net‐like structure. After the Sap‐RR‐Os‐TC method, most oocytes

(86.1%) showed the ZP consisting of alternating tight and large meshed

networks (Familiari et al., 2001, 2006). Therefore, the well‐standardized

procedures, the stabilizing action of the conductive staining on the ZP

material, and the results obtained with the Sap‐RR‐Os‐TC method strongly
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emphasize that ZP changes occurring in oocytes of various groups are

not artifacts but genuine features, very likely related to their actual

maturation status.

Further, molecular support for our ultrastructural data arises from the

last supramolecular model as the basis for egg–sperm recognition (Hoodbhoy

and Dean, 2004; Rankin et al., 2003). Rankin et al. (2003) proposed a model

in which the ZP is composed, at least, of ZP2 and ZP3, forming a 3‐Dmatrix

around ovulated eggs to which sperm will bind. Following fertilization

and cortical granule exocytosis, the cleavage of ZP2 modifies the 3‐D struc-

ture of the ZP matrix without loss of zona components, so that sperm can no

longer bind (Baranska et al., 1975; Familiari et al., 1992b, 2001, 2006;

Funahashi et al., 2001; Jackowski and Dumont, 1979). On the basis of

the above evidence, it is rather logical to hypothesize that the 3‐D network

of ZP filaments is not ‘‘randomly’’ arranged but structured to accomplish

fertilization of the mature oocyte.

c. Cumulus Oophorus and the Cumulus Matrix

i. Cumulus Oophorus Cells: Their Function in the Postovulatory Period on

Oocyte Maturation The human mature oocyte, at ovulation, is covered by a

large cumulus cells mass, called the ‘‘cumulus oophorus,’’ even during IVF

procedures. The cumulus mass is composed of about 20,000 irregularly

rounded cumulus cells (Figs. 7 and 16) joined by means of linear and annular

gap junctions (Motta et al., 1988, 1991, 1995a; Nottola et al., 1998, 2001).

Although the rate of ovum denudation increases with time, human cumulus

FIG. 16 Mature unfertilized oocyte (IVF). Rounded or oval cumulus corona cells are seen

directly in contact with the outer aspect of the zona pellucida. (SEM, 1350X.)
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cells continue to surround the egg and its ZP before fertilization within the

tube, during fertilization, as well as 72 h after fertilization around the

segmented embryo (Motta et al., 1995a; Ortiz et al., 1982). Once released

from the follicle at ovulation, the cumulus mass surrounding the oocyte

undergoes characteristic structural changes, likely resembling a true luteini-

zation in IVF protocols as well as in in vivo human reproduction (Motta

et al., 1994b, 1995a,b; Nottola et al., 1989, 1991) (Figs. 17–19). These changes

also occur in parallel within the ovary in the granular cells of the post-

ovulatory follicle (Gulyas, 1984; Rotmensch et al., 1986). The cumulus

mass, after a luteinizing hormone (LH) surge, synthesizes and deposits a

mucoelastic extracellular matrix, leading to expansion and detachment from

the wall of the follicle (Dandekar et al., 1992; Familiari et al., 2000; Salustri

et al., 1999).

The close functional relationships between oocyte and cumulus cells

do not end at ovulation, but are modified, acquiring diVerent morpho-

functional characteristics, and are important for oocyte maturation and

embryo viability, as shown in IVF procedures. The cumulus cells play an

important role in the induction of meiotic resumption and as a support

for cytoplasmic maturation in mammals (Tanghe et al., 2002). Moreover,

the cytoplasmic maturation of human oocytes is also improved, maintaining

cumulus cells during culture in IVF protocols (Goud et al., 1998).

FIG. 17 Mature unfertilized oocyte (IVF). Cumulus cells irregularly rounded have blebs and

microvilli on the surface. (SEM, 3100X.)
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FIG. 18 Mature unfertilized oocyte (IVF). Cumulus cell. Lipid droplets and numerous

organelles are seen. The nucleus contains dispersed chromatin and reticular nucleolus. The cell

membrane shows blebs and microvilli. (TEM, 3800X.)

FIG. 19 Mature unfertilized oocyte (IVF). Cumulus cell. Parallel stacks of cisternae of rough

endoplasmic reticulum (double arrows) and lipid droplets are seen in the cytoplasm. Bundles of

filaments (mf ) are present in the subplasmalemmal area. (TEM, 21000X.) (From Nottola et al.,

1991.)
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Other studies showed that a simple coculture system using autologous

cumulus cells can result in significantly improved human embryo morpholo-

gy, implantation rates, and clinical pregnancy rates during in vitro fertiliza-

tion (Carrell et al., 1999); in addition, other observations demonstrated that

cumulus‐removed oocytes in prophase or metaphase I of meiosis, compared

to cumulus‐removed oocytes at metaphase II, resulted in lower fertilization

rates, in a lower incidence of blastocyst stage development, and in a lower

percentage of top‐scoring blastocysts (Huang et al., 2002).

Cumulus cells exert some of their eVects on the human oocyte via gap

junctions (Motta et al., 1994a), via paracrine signals, which may explain the

beneficial eVect of coculture of granulosa cells (Dandekar et al., 1991) or by

an apocrine mechanism for the storage and release of growth factors and

proteins (Antczak et al., 1997). Some of these proteins (leptin and STAT3)

are expressed and selectively distributed in mature oocytes and developing

embryos, which is suggestive of their role during embryogenesis (Antczak

and Van Blerkom, 1997). Furthermore, CD44, a transmembrane glycopro-

tein expressed in human cumulus cells, play an important role in oocyte

maturation (Ohta et al., 1999). As shown in porcine oocytes, the hyaluro-

nan–CD44 interaction during cumulus expansion regulates the disruption of

gap junctions in cumulus–oocyte complexes and concurrently controls the

occurrence of meiotic resumption (Yokoo and Sato, 2004).

ii. Cumulus Oophorus Cell Ultrastructure The cumulus cells we studied

belong to human oviductal oocytes obtained during physiological cycles

(Motta et al., 1995a), and from human preovulatory oocytes, obtained

after ovarian superstimulation, and unfertilized after in vitro insemination

during ART procedures (Motta et al., 1995b, 1999; Nottola et al., 1989,

1991). By TEM and SEM, cumulus cells are irregularly rounded and are

provided with cytoplasmic expansions, mainly blebs of various sizes and

density, and a few short microvilli (Figs. 17 and 18). Although in some

cases joined by small gap junctions, cumulus cells appear by TEM to be

separated by large intercellular spaces, considered a morphological sign of

the expansion of the cumulus mass that usually accompanies the final process

of the oocyte (Larsen et al., 1991). The nuclei of the cumulus cells contain

dispersed chromatin and one to three nucleoli at maturation.

Our observations revealed that the cumulus cells surrounding the oocytes

contain primarily mitochondria with lamellar to tubular cristae, abundant

membranes of SER, and numerous lipid droplets, often surrounded by a

few concentric membranes of SER and/or in close contact with microtubules

and microfilaments. Spherical membrane‐bound structures (0.1–0.4 mm in

size) of moderate electron density, likely corresponding to microperoxi-

somes, are also present in the cytoplasm, together with Golgi membranes,

RER cisternae, and polyribosomes (Motta et al., 1994b, 1995a,b, 1999;

Nottola et al., 1989, 1991) (Figs. 18 and 19). This organular pattern is
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normally characteristic of metabolically active luteal cells involved in steroid

synthesis (Gulyas, 1984). Furthermore, the occurrence in the cytoplasm of

these cells of an extensive cytoskeletal network, capable of entrapping and/or

moving organelles together (Carnegie et al., 1987), as well as the presence of

microperoxisomes, strengthen the hypothesis that cumulus cells have full

steroidogenic ability. Ultrastructural signs of steroidogenesis are present in

the cumulus cells belonging to both oviductal and in vitro inseminated

oocytes, in particular during and shortly after fertilization (Motta et al.,

1994b, 1995a,b; Nottola et al., 1989, 1991).

iii. Role of the Cumulus Oophorus in the Production of Hormones and

Other Molecules Our ultrastructural findings corroborate other biochemi-

cal data on the presence of small amounts of estrogens and progesterone in

the culture medium conditioned from oocyte–cumulus complexes (Shutt and

Lopata, 1981). In this regard, aromatase activity was demonstrated in human

cumulus cells surrounding both inseminated and noninseminated oocytes

in an ART program (Motta et al., 1995c). Aromatase is not uniformly dis-

tributed in cumulus cell populations and results are more intense around

oocytes subjected to insemination, whereas around noninseminated oocytes,

only the outer layer of the cumulus cells appears positive. These results

further suggest the presence of steroidogenic activity (Motta et al., 1995c).

Human cumulus cells also secrete vascular endothelial growth factor

(VEGF) (Abbas et al., 2003), and cytokines such as interleukin (IL)‐1a,

IL‐6, and tumor necrosis factor (TNF)‐a (Tarlatzis and Bili, 1997). Interest-

ing observations of Goud et al. (1998) showed that supplementation of the

maturation medium with epidermal growth factor (EGF) or maintenance

of the cumulus cells during culture improves the nuclear and cytoplasmic

maturation of human oocytes in vitro.

Recent studies showed the presence of both macrophages and CD4þ

T cells in cumuli surrounding human oocytes obtained from ART protocols

(Piccinni et al., 2001). It was shown that CD4þ T cell clones, generated from

T cells of these cumuli, have a greater potential to produce IL‐4 and leukemia

inhibitory factor (LIF) than CD4þ T cell clones generated from peripheral

blood or ovary specimens from the same women; in addition, IL‐4 and LIF

were found to be constitutively expressed in vivo by CC cells (Piccinni et al.,

2001). Therefore, T cells present in the cumulus produce cytokines that,

interacting with cumulus progesterone production, may provide a microen-

vironment suitable for preimplantation development of the human embryo

(Piccinni et al., 2001), although there seems to be no association between

follicular fluid IL‐1b concentrations and pregnancy outcome of ART cycles

(Hofmann et al., 2004).

Immunocytochemical data presented in our observations demonstrated

that human cumulus cells are able to produce adhesive proteins such as

fibronectin and tenascin‐c in the postovulatory period (Familiari et al.,
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1996; Motta et al., 1999; Relucenti et al., 2005). In particular, the immuno-

histochemical data demonstrated that their production is not homogeneous

in the cumulus cells population. In fact, fibronectin immunoreactivity was

shown mostly by inner cumulus cells and especially in corona radiata cells,

whereas tenascin‐c was produced by some specialized cells scattered in the

entire cumulus mass (Familiari et al., 1996; Motta et al., 1999; Relucenti

et al., 2005) (Fig. 20).

A possible role for fibronectin and tenascin‐C may be postulated in the

final maturation of the ovum, in the tubal pick‐up, and in the complex

dialogue with the tubal epithelium.

Studies by our group (Motta et al., 1994b, 1995a–d; Nottola et al., 1991)

revealed that steroid secretion of the cumulus cells may ensure an adequate

microenvironment in which normal fertilization and early embryo develop-

ment occur. Therefore, the secretion of fibronectin and tenascin‐C by groups

of CC cells may emphasize this role, possibly helping to modulate the

‘‘complex biochemical dialogue’’ between the ovum (and, later, the embryo)

and the oviduct, thus creating a favorable egg–tubal milieu (Familiari et al.,

1996).

Recently, Honda et al. (2004), analyzing human mature MII oocytes from

ICSI trials, showed that the follicular fluid concentration of fibronectin

FIG. 20 Mature oocyte without culture. Antibody against tenascin‐C. Numerous positive cells

are scattered in the entire cumulus corona mass. (Confocal laser microscopy, 170X.) (From

Familiari et al., 1996.)
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correlated with the morphology of oocyte cytoplasm. These findings strongly

support our previous data on fibronectin–cumulus cell production, and

evidence their physiological significance in granulosa cell luteinization and

oocyte quality. All reported observations demonstrate that the cumulus

oophorus is a highly morphodynamic and complex structure, which, both

in vitro and in vivo, is composed of diVerent specialized subpopulations and

secretes several substances, such as estrogens, progesterone, adhesive pro-

teins, and cytokines, providing a suitable chemical microenvironment that is

essential during its journey from ovulation to implantation.

iv. Role of the Cumulus Oophorus in the Production of Extracellular

Matrix Cumulus cells synthesize an extensive extracellular matrix induced

by ovulatory stimulus under the control of oocyte‐derived factors, leading to

the characteristic preovulatory expansion of the cumulus–oocyte complex

(Salustri et al., 1994, 1999; Zhuo and Kimata, 2001). The cumulus matrix is

mainly composed of hyaluronan, proteoglycans, and proteins, as well as

extrafollicularly originated serum‐derived hyaluronan‐associated proteins,

that are covalently bound to hyaluronan (Salustri et al., 1994, 1999; Zhuo

and Kimata, 2001). The cumulus matrix also contains other glycosaminogly-

cans such as heparan sulfate and chondroitin sulfate (Drahorad et al., 1991)

and other proteins including inter‐a‐trypsin inhibitor, which is present

throughout the matrix, covalently linked to chains of hyaluronan during

cumulus expansion in mammals, thereby stabilizing the cumulus matrix

and retaining it in the complex (Chen et al., 1996). Adhesive molecules

such as fibronectin and tenascin‐C are also present in the extracellular matrix

at ovulation (Familiari et al., 1996, 2000) (Fig. 20). Tenascin‐C largely

colocalizes with fibronectin in the extracellular matrix (Riou et al., 1988),

and glycosaminoglycans modulate fibronectin matrix assembly and are es-

sential for matrix incorporation of tenascin‐C (Chung and Erickson, 1997).

In the cumulus extracellular compartment further studies need to ascertain

the colocalization of these adhesive proteins within the hyaluronan matrix.

Recent findings showed that pentraxin3 (PTX3) is also involved in cumu-

lus matrix stability (Varani et al., 2002), and that is expressed in the human

cumulus oophorus as well (Salustri et al., 2004). In particular, Salustri et al.

(2004) show that PTX3 does not interact directly with hyaluronan, but it

binds the cumulus matrix hyaluronan tumor necrosis factor a‐induced pro-

tein 6 (TGS6), and thereby may form multimolecular complexes that can

cross‐link hyaluronan chains, stabilizing the matrix, and playing a crucial

role in cumulus expansion.

From an ultrastructural point of view, the extracellular matrix present

around the human oocyte and the cumulus was examined by TEM following

fixation in the presence of RR (Dandekar and Talbot, 1992; Dandekar et al.,

1992), with Sap‐RR‐Os‐TC using both high‐resolution SEM and TEM

(Familiari et al., 1992a, 2000).
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Studies using TEM on human mature oocytes, obtained from ART pro-

tocols, showed an extracellular matrix composed of thin filaments and gran-

ules at the interconnections of the filaments, which were interpreted as

hyaluronic acid chains and bound proteoglycans, respectively (Dandekar

et al., 1992; Familiari et al., 2000). In particular, studies of Dandekar et al.

(1992), following enzymatic digestions, removed granules with aYnity‐pur-

ified trypsin and filaments with Streptomyces hyaluronidase, demonstrating

that at the ultrastructural level, filaments corresponded to hyaluronan fila-

ments, whereas granules corresponded to protein molecules.

The cumulus oophorus extracellular matrix is present between cumulus

and corona radiata cells, on the surface of the ZP and in the PVS (Dandekar

and Talbot, 1992; Dandekar et al., 1992; Familiari et al., 2000). Using high‐

resolution SEM, a 3‐D structure of the extracellular matrix shows that the

matrix is composed of an array of thin filaments (20–30 nm in thickness)

anastomosed to form a very fine and regular network covering the ZP and

cumulus cells. Microgranules were present at the filament cross‐connection

points. Furthermore, this matrix still covered the surface areas of the ZP

lacking ‘‘corona radiata’’ cells, when human oocytes were denuded of corona

cells and still maintained for 4 days in culture (Familiari et al., 2000). These

observations suggest that extracellular matrix filaments were linked to ZP

filaments in a covalent fashion.

v. Presumptive Roles of Extracellular Matrix (ECM) in the Postovulatory

Period The functional role of the ECM in the extrusion of the oocyte at

ovulation, its capture by the ciliated epithelial cells of the tubal infundibu-

lum, and its transport to the fertilization site is well understood in mammals

(Talbot et al., 2003; Tanghe et al., 2002; Van Soom et al., 2002; Yanagimachi,

1994). In fact, removal of the cumulus cells and hyaluronan matrix by means

of hyaluronidase prevented oocyte pick‐up in hamsters (Mahi‐Brown and

Yanagimachi, 1983). On the other hand, the cumulus matrix is responsible

for adhesion between the hamster cumulus–oocyte complexes and the cilia

of the oviduct, although the exact biochemical nature of this adhesion

remains to be elucidated (Lam et al., 2000). Therefore, cumulus cells and

their matrix are probably not always important for oocyte pick‐up or trans-

port toward the oviductal ampulla, since in some mammalian species they

are not important in this phase (Moore and Bedford, 1978).

No direct evidence has been found in this field for human in vivo reproduc-

tion. Moreover, the presence of the matrix around human oocytes after a

long time in in vitro culture (Familiari et al., 2000), the production of

adhesive proteins in in vitro culture (Familiari et al., 1996), and the presence

of rather metabolically active cumulus cells around human embryos in vivo

(Motta et al., 1995a) strongly suggest a positive role for the cumulus cells and

their matrix during the postovulatory period in oocyte pick‐up and tubal

transport.
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IV. Gamete Interaction and Fertilization

Gamete interaction is an essential event leading to fertilization in mammals.

It includes the series of biochemical processes and morphological changes by

which gametes (sperm and mature oocytes) recognize each other and fuse

together to finally trigger embryo cleavage. The process of fertilization

is primarily mediated by gamete surface proteins, acting in a sequential

pattern, to orchestrate the close approach and ultimate fusion of the two

cells (Inoue et al., 2005; PrimakoV and Myles, 2002; Schultz and Williams,

2005). Among these events, sperm penetration of the egg coats, binding

and fusion with the oolemma, activation of the oocyte, and decondensation

of the sperm head are included.

A. Sperm Penetration of the Egg Coats

Before reaching the final goal of fertilization the capacitated sperm have

to penetrate the egg vestments, cumulus oophorus, and ZP. The fertilizing

human sperm penetrates the cumulus oophorus and corona radiata (Fig. 21)

with the acrosome intact and binds to the surface of the ZP by the plasma

membrane overlying the acrosome. The binding reaction stimulates the

acrosome reaction, which occurs on the surface of the ZP and continues

FIG. 21 Fertilized polypronuclear ovum. Human cumulus‐corona cells. A spermatozoon (S) is

seen in close contact with the cumulus‐corona cells (CC). (SEM, 11500X.) (From Nottola et al.,

1991.)
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during the early stages of sperm–ZP penetration, but is complete by the time

the sperm reaches the inner third of the ZP (Baker et al., 2000; Sathananthan

et al., 1993).

Several interconnected events are needed to achieve fertilization: successful

sperm capacitation, the passage through the cumulus oophorus, the binding

to the ZP, the acrosome reaction, the penetration of the ZP, the binding and

fusion with the oolemma, and decondensation of the sperm head to form the

male pronucleus.

1. Cumulus Oophorus Modulates Sperm Penetration

The cumulus oophorus has several favorable eVects on the overall fertiliza-

tion process. It creates a microenvironment that facilitates sperm capacita-

tion, acrosome reaction, and penetration. It prevents changes in the oocyte,

which are unfavorable for subsequent fertilization, such as premature corti-

cal exocytosis and subsequent zona hardening (Tanghe et al., 2002; Van

Soom et al., 2002).

The cumulus oophorus is able to entrap and guide the sperm toward the

oocyte, and, at least in vivo, probably decreases polyspermy (Van Soom et al.,

2002) and stimulates human sperm velocity (Fetterolf et al., 1994). It

increases the number of fertilizing sperm around the oocyte by means of a

sort of chemotaxis involving molecular signals. Cumulus cells closest to the

oocyte secrete an attractant for spermatozoa, creating a gradient within the

cumulus oophorus (Eisenbach, 1999, 2004). Recent studies suggest that

human sperm chemoattractants are secreted not only prior to ovulation

within the follicle, as earlier studies have demonstrated (Eisenbach, 1999,

2004), but also after oocyte maturation outside the follicle, and that there

are two chemoattractant origins: the mature oocyte and the surrounding

cumulus cells in vitro (Sun et al., 2005). As suggested by Sun et al. (2005),

a reasonable sequence of events indicates that the capacitated mammalian

sperm, released from the sperm reservoir at the isthmus, are first guided

by thermotaxis from the cooler sperm storage site toward the warmer fertili-

zation site in the ampulla (Bahat et al., 2003). Passive contractions of the

oviduct may assist the sperm to reach the fertilization site. There, the sperm

sense the chemoattractant secreted by cumulus cells and reach the cumulus

by chemotaxis. Once within the cumulus matrix, the sperm sense the more

potent chemoattractant, secreted from the oocyte, and navigate to the oocyte

by chemotaxis (Sun et al., 2005).

The cumulus oophorus selects morphological normal spermatozoa during

IVF (Carrell et al., 1993). Moreover, cumulus corona cells and leukocytes

can phagocytose supernumerary and/or abnormal sperm in the in vivo fertili-

zation process (Motta et al., 1995b; Nottola et al., 1998; Sathananthan et al.,

1993) (Fig. 22).
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As already stated, it is known that human cumulus cells secrete proteins

(Sullivan et al., 1990; Tesarik et al., 1988b), among which are adhesive

proteins such as fibronectin and tenascin‐C (Familiari et al., 1996, 2000;

Relucenti et al., 2005), as well as steroids in vitro (Motta et al., 1995c;

Tarlatzis and Bili, 1997). It has been suggested that progesterone is a possible

inducer of acrosome reaction in humans (Bronson et al., 1999). Progesterone

interacts with specific sperm binding sites located on the sperm plasma

membrane and induces a dramatic increase in cytosolic Ca2þ, which leads

to membrane fusion.

Controversial results are found in the literature about a possible role for

fibronectin on sperm function. In fact, the addition of fibronectin, among

other carbohydrates and glycoproteins, in bovine fertilization in vitro results

in a potent inhibition of oocyte penetration, producing a significant reduc-

tion in total and progressive sperm motility (Tanghe et al., 2004). However,

fibronectin, a component of the cumulus extracellular matrix, was found to

stimulate acrosomal exocytosis in boar sperm (Mattioli et al., 1998). These

diVerences may be explained by the diVerent experimental protocols used

in these studies. Further observations need to clarify the possible role of

FIG. 22 Phagocytosis of a sperm by cumulus cells. The micrograph shows a corona cell that has

completely phagocytosed an acrosome‐intact sperm attached to its midpiece. The corona cell

shows a nucleus (N), mitochondria (M), lipid globules (L), and lysosomes (Ly) and sometimes

extends long filiform processes during sperm phagocytosis. (TEM, 15400X.) (From

Sathananthan et al., 1993.)
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fibronectin in human IVF, on the progression of human spermatozoa toward

the cumulus envelope.

Sperm capacitation and/or penetration are probably oxygen tension

and/or reactive oxygen species (ROS) dependent. Oxygen tension is also

involved in the production of ROS. Low ROS levels can promote a redox‐

regulated cAMP‐mediated pathway that plays a central role in the induction

of sperm capacitation. Excessive amounts of ROS cause a loss of sperm

function associated with peroxidative damage to the sperm plasma

membrane (Baker and Aitken, 2004). When sperm are fertilizing cumulus‐

denuded oocytes, they are continuously exposed to the influence of atmo-

spheric oxygen tension; lower oxygen tension inside the cumulus oophorus

could minimize the possible dangerous influence of ROS. Whether cumulus

cells are able to modulate oxygen tension and/or ROS is currently under

investigation.

The cumulus oophorus can promote oocyte fertilizability by preventing

changes in the oocyte, such as precocious zona hardening, which are unfa-

vorable for normal fertilization. Cumulus cells reduce the inhibitory eVect

that the follicular fluid exerts on sperm–zona binding in vitro (Hong et al.,

2003). Cumulus oophorus cells’ apoptosis is correlated with the maturation

stage of the enclosed oocyte. Høst et al. (2002) found that a higher propor-

tion of apoptosis‐activated cumulus cells is present in metaphase I oocyte–

cumulus complexes and germinal vesicle stage oocyte–cumulus complexes.

Another important finding was that the degree of apoptosis of cumulus cells

that surround a metaphase II oocyte influences the fertilization rate of the

oocyte after ICSI (Høst et al., 2002).

2. Sperm Penetration of Cumulus Oophorus Extracellular Matrix

To fertilize the oocyte, the capacitated sperm need to pass through the

extracellular matrix of the cumulus oophorus. As already stated, an impor-

tant part of the expanded cumulus matrix is composed of glycosaminogly-

cans, such as hyaluronic acid, heparan sulfate, and chondroitin sulfate

(Drahorad et al., 1991). Hyaluronic acid has also been proposed to bind to

sperm plasma membrane protein PH‐20, resulting in spermatozoa with

higher basal calcium levels. As a consequence, these spermatozoa are more

responsive to induction of acrosome reaction after binding to the ZP (Sabeur

et al., 1998). Hyaluronic acid might, therefore, be a candidate molecule to

improve capacitation of spermatozoa (Sabeur et al., 1998). The sperm pro-

tein PH‐20, which is present on the plasma membrane of human sperm (Lin

et al., 1994), disrupts the hyaluronan macromolecular structure of the matrix

with its hyaluronidase activity. Reasonably, hyperactivated spermatozoa

should penetrate the viscous cumulus matrix more easily than nonhyperacti-

vated spermatozoa (Tesarik et al., 1990). The human cumulus matrix also
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exerts a beneficial eVect on sperm motility, probably by acting preferentially

on hyperactivated spermatozoa (Tesarik et al., 1990).

Studies by Salustri et al. (2004) demonstrated that oocytes ovulated by

PTX3‐null female mice were not fertilized in vivo, but could be fertilized

in vitro. These results are consistent with the crucial role assigned to normal

cumulus expansion for sperm recruitment in vivo, a role possibly connected

with the presence of a very low number of spermatozoa of the site of in vivo

fertilization, and with the necessity for sperm to be guided to the oocyte

(Eisenbach, 1999). Since PTX3 is also expressed in human cumulus extracel-

lular matrix, it is likely to have the same role in human fertilization, in which

the absence of PTX3 might perturb interactions of the sperm with the matrix

during the in vivo fertilization process (Salustri et al., 2004). Future ultra-

structural studies need to show the 3‐D relationships between sperm and the

cumulus matrix.

3. Sperm Penetration of the ZP

Mouse and human spermatozoa exhibit order‐specific binding to the ZP.

These two mammals have adopted a biological strategy in which the supra-

molecular structure of the ZP varies to enhance the binding of their cognate

spermatozoa, which are so diVerent from a morphological point of view

(Rankin and Dean, 2000). SEM studies show no diVerences in the fine

structure of the ZP between mature unfertilized eggs and fertilized human

pronuclear stage oocytes. In unfertilized oocytes, the ZP appears porous,

with a large number of ring‐shaped structures, randomly superimposed in

several layers. The superficial pores have a mean diameter of 4 mm, with the

diameter decreasing in more inner lying pores (Familiari et al., 1988, 1989,

1991).

Pelletier et al. (2004) have quantitatively characterized zona layers in living

immature and mature oocytes. Their study demonstrates not only that the

overall zona thickness varies but that the thickness and molecular organiza-

tion of subzonal layers (named 1, 2, and 3, starting from the innermost) vary

as well. Fertilization rates strongly depend on the ability of sperm to bind to

the ZP. The zona binding is powerfully influenced by sperm morphology, in

particular, the normal shape of the acrosome (Liu and Baker, 1992). Results

presented by Liu and Baker (2000) showed that defective sperm–zona inter-

action is the major cause for low fertilization rates with standard IVF.

However, sperm with abnormal acrosomes can accomplish the acrosome

reaction (Sathananthan, 1996).

The ZP has multiple functions during fertilization (Rankin and Dean,

2000). It acts as a powerful selection for sperm with normal morphology

(Liu and Baker, 1992). The existence of the ZP implies a dual role. First, it

mediates initial sperm–egg recognition, an essential first step in fertilization,
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and represents a major barrier for fertilization in that it blocks polyspermy

(Rankin andDean, 2000); second, it processes spermatozoa so that it also has

a positive role in facilitating fertilization (Stanger et al., 2001). In fact, the ZP

allows sperm penetration and subsequent fusion with the egg oolemma. It

triggers the acrosome reaction so that only acrosome–intact spermatozoa

bind to the ZP (Rankin and Dean, 2000; Stanger et al., 2001).

The acrosome area of the sperm head acts as a selected morphometric

parameter and a specific size (about 5 mm2) is selected for sperm to be bound

to the zona. Anterior symmetry of the sperm and width of the midpiece

region at the junction with the head are other parameters selected by

zona binding (Garrett et al., 1997). A quantification of the relationship

between sperm morphometry and zona binding ability will result in better

discrimination of fertile and subfertile men based on sperm morphology.

The physiological fertilization process involves binding of acrosome–

intact sperm to the surface of the ZP and the binding process stimulates the

acrosome reaction to occur on the surface of the zona (Baker et al., 2000;

Rankin and Dean, 2000). These findings are corroborated by electron mi-

croscopy studies on human fertilization, in which it is clearly shown that

sperm within the inner third of the zona are all completely acrosome reacted,

and that during sperm penetration the zona material shows clear areas

around sperm heads presumably representing digested pathways by

acrosomal enzymes (Chen and Sathananthan, 1986; Sathananthan, 1996;

Sathananthan et al., 1982, 1993).

At SEM and TEM analysis, most commonly, a flat, tangential attachment

of the sperm head to the surface of the ZP appears, which is then followed by

intrusion into the zona in precisely this horizontal position. However, verti-

cal binding with penetration by the tip of the head also occurs. In oocytes in

which large, cluster‐like numbers of bound spermatozoa are visible, vertical

binding and penetration are in the usual positions (Familiari et al., 1988,

1989; Sathananthan et al., 1982, 1993; Schwartz, 2003) (Figs. 23–25).

4. Sperm–Oocyte Interactions

The sperm crosses the perivitelline space and binds to the oolemma. In some

mammals, the plasma membrane of the equatorial segment of the sperm

fuses with the microvillous processes of the oocyte. The sperm is then

engulfed by the oocyte, which triggers the cortical granule reaction that

promotes changes in the inner third of the ZP and in the oolemma. These

structural changes further inhibit sperm binding to the matrix and penetra-

tion to the ooplasm (a process referred to as zona hardening), avoiding

polyspermy in mammals (PrimakoV and Myles, 2002; Rankin and Dean,

2000; Talbot et al., 2003; Yanagimachi, 1994). The sequence of events in

sperm‐oocyte interactions was studied in detail in human gametes from ART
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protocols by TEM (Sathananthan, 1996; Sathananthan et al., 1993). The

principal steps are described.

a. Sperm–Oocyte Membrane Fusion The plasma membrane of the mid‐

segment of the sperm head (postacrosomal region and equatorial vestige)

fuses with the oolemma (Fig. 26). This involves the spontaneous fusion of

two cells, the spermatozoon and the egg. The molecular basis of adhesion

and fusion is an active area of research, but many questions remain unre-

solved. Some studies proposed that in sperm–oolemma binding, fibronectin

and vitronectin were expressed on the surface of capacitated sperm or re-

leased during the acrosome reaction, and therefore they act as ligands for

integrins on the oolemma, playing a role in sperm–oolemma adhesion

(Fusi et al., 1996; Hoshi et al., 1994). The fusogenic zone undergoes molecu-

lar changes demonstrable by freeze‐fracture TEM. Integrins (a and b) on

the oolemma and fertilin (a and b), specific sperm receptors in the fusion

domain of sperm or cyritestin, have been implicated in sperm–oocyte binding

and fusion in mammals (Stein et al., 2004; Sutovsky and Schatten, 2000).

CD9, a tetraspanin superfamily protein on the egg membrane, regulates the

interaction of fertilin with integrin (Le Naour et al., 2000; Miyado et al.,

2000).

FIG. 23 Numerous sperm in the outer region of the zona pellucida (ZP) of a polyspermic ovum

(O). All the sperm have reacted acrosomes and they are penetrating the zona from all directions.

Clear areas around the sperm presumably represent digested pathways by acrosomal enzymes.

(TEM, 7500X.) (From Sathananthan et al., 1982.)
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Unfortunately, in mammalian sperm–egg fusion no clear evidence suggests

the participation of egg integrins; in addition, the role of ADAM family

proteins on the sperm surface is controversial (PrimakoV and Myles, 2002;

Talbot et al., 2003). Novel strategies such as gene knockout experiments or

the study of oocyte proteomics will better explain this complex relationship

(Coonrod et al., 2004). In fact, very recently, Inoue et al. (2005), using a

knockout approach and gene cloning, identified a mouse sperm fusion‐

related antigen, and showed that the antigen is a novel immunoglobulin

superfamily protein. They named this protein Izumo, and demonstrated

that Izumo protein is essential for sperm–egg fusion.

Furthermore, they showed that human sperm also contain Izumo, and

addition of the antibody against human Izumo left the sperm unable to fuse

with zona‐free hamster eggs (Inoue et al., 2005). As summarized by Schultz

and Williams (2005), molecules on the sperm surface, such as fertilin and

cyritestin, may be involved in sperm–egg binding, whereas Izumo protein is

essential for membrane fusion; on the egg, CD9 is required for fusion and

might collaborate with other proteins such as integrins or glycosylphospha-

tidylinositol (GPI)‐anchored proteins (Schultz and Williams, 2005). Once

FIG. 24 Human zona pellucida, mature oocyte. The spermatozoa are seen tangentially attached

on the spongy zona pellucida or actively penetrating the zona through its fenestrations. (SEM,

7000X.) (From Familiari et al., 1988.)
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FIG. 25 Fertilized egg. An acrosome–reacted sperm deep in the zona pellucida. The sperm has

described a clear pathway and is about to enter the perivitelline space. The zona substance is

denser and more compact in this region since the egg has been fertilized. (TEM, 35700X.) (From

Chen and Sathananthan, 1986.)

FIG. 26 Sperm–egg fusion. Initial sperm–egg interaction. The sperm is penetrating tangentially

and its head has been engulfed by a phagocytic process of the egg cortex; sperm–egg membrane

fusion has occurred in the mid segment of the sperm head (arrows). The spermatozoon is still

attached to its midpiece (MP) and tail. (TEM, 27300X.) (From Sathananthan et al., 1993.)
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fusion occurs, the sperm nucleus expands to form a male pronucleus

within the ooplasm while the sperm midpiece is still attached to the basal

plate. The compact DNA in the nucleus of the sperm head expands while

its nuclear envelope inflates and dismantles. A new pronuclear envelope is

formed by vesicular SER contributed by the ooplasm and original segments

of the sperm nuclear envelope. The proximal centriole, mitochondria of

the midpiece, and remnants of the tail axoneme persist after fertilization up

to the time of syngamy, which occurs approximately 20 h after fusion

or even longer (Sathananthan, 1990, 1996; Sathananthan and Chen, 1986;

Sathananthan et al., 1986a,b) (Figs. 27–29).

The presence of paternally derived centrioles in fertilized human oocytes at

fertilization is a very valuable contribution of sperm to the process of

embryonic development (Sathananthan et al., 1991, 1996). In fact, human

oogonia present a pair of well‐defined centrioles, which are involved in cell

division. These are lost during oogenesis, and the mature oocyte is devoid of

centrioles, as in most mammals. Neither does the human oocyte have granu-

lar centrosomal material at meiotic spindle poles, present in mouse oocytes,

which have a dominant maternal centrosome.

Thus, the oocyte centrosome is greatly reduced or inactivated in humans.

The functionality of the centrosome is, however, restored after fertilization in

the zygote with some maternal input of g‐tubulin around the sperm centriole,

FIG. 27 Sperm incorporation during polyspermic fertilization. A recently incorporated sperm

beginning chromatin decondensation. The sperm nuclear envelope has inflated at several points,

breaking the inner acrosomal membrane (arrow). The remnants of the equatorial vestige are still

evident. O, ooplasm; I, inner acrosomal membrane; P, postacrosomal segment; MP, midpiece;

V, vestige; N, neck. (TEM, 35700X.) (From Sathananthan et al., 1993.)
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which duplicates at the pronuclear stage, forms a sperm aster, and proceeds to

form the first mitotic spindle (Sathananthan, 1997a,b, 1998a–c; Sathananthan

et al., 1996, 2001; Schatten, 1994; Sutovsky and Schatten, 2000).

Sperm centrosomal dysfunction could lead to aberrant embryonic devel-

opment based on centriolar defects in sperm with impaired motility

(Sathananthan et al., 1999a,b, 2001). These morphological observations may

have great relevance during IVF or ICSI procedures. Moreover, aberrant

embryonic cleavage is quite common in IVF, as well as ICSI, and only

10–15% of all embryos transferred implant in the uterus. Ultrastructural data

(Sathananthan, 2000; Sathananthan et al., 1989, 1996, 1999a,b, 2001) agree

with clinical evidence that immotile sperm compromises embryo development,

which results in very low or no pregnancy rates after ICSI (Vandervorst et al.,

1997).

b. Extrusion of the Second Polar Body Simultaneously with sperm–egg

fusion the second polar body is extruded into the perivitelline space and

the fertilized ovum completes the second meiotic maturation division. The

FIG. 28 Later stages of sperm incorporation after polyspermic fertilization. Normal sperm

incorporation. The chromatin has decondensed and the nuclear envelope has inflated. The

spermatozoon is still attached to the neck and midpiece, which shows sperm mitochondria.

Sperm chromatin (Ch) is still decondensing in the posterior region close to the basal plate.

(TEM, 15400X.) (From Sathananthan et al., 1986b.)
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FIG. 29 Sperm aster in a human embryo. A sperm aster at one spindle pole at prometaphase of

mitosis in a fertilized ovum at syngamy. It shows duplicated centrioles with dense pericentriolar

material, which is unevenly distributed over the daughter centriole, cut in longitudinal section.

The astral microtubules terminate in dense specks of pericentriolar material (arrows). (TEM,

50000X.) (From Sathananthan et al.,1996.)

FIG. 30 Fertilized egg. Extrusion of the second polar body. Note several dark sperm in the

outer zona. (Light microscopy, 150X.) (From Lopata et al., 1980.)
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anaphase II spindle (Fig. 30) is barrel–shaped and anastral with chromosomes

at either pole and a dense interbody at the equator of the spindle. Excess

maternal chromosomes are extruded into the second polar body while the

chromosomes retained in the ooplasm form a female pronucleus. The nuclear

envelope is elaborated in much the same way as seen with the male pro-

nucleus organized by flattened vesicles of smooth endoplasmic reticulum. A

nucleus like the female pronucleus is formed in the second polar body in a

similar way. The second polar body is usually extruded alongside the first

polar body, and the fertilized egg thus has two polar bodies (Lopata et al.,

1980; Sathananthan, 1985).

c. Cortical Reaction As soon as the sperm fuses with the egg, the cortical

granules beneath the oolemma release their contents into the PVS by exocy-

tosis in response to inositol triphosphate‐induced calcium rise, generated by

fertilization or parthenogenetic activation (Schultz and Kopf, 1995; Sun,

2003). This reaction is believed to take place in a few seconds all around the

egg, usually beginning at the point of sperm fusion. Once the granular con-

tents of the cortical granules are released into the PVS they disperse and

interact with the ZP, producing the zona reaction resulting in a block of

polyspermy (Sathananthan and Trounson, 1982a,b; Sathananthan et al.,

1993) (Figs. 31–33). However, their direct role in this process is still not fully

known, due to limited data on cortical granule composition and its eVect on

the ZP (Hoodbhoy and Talbot, 1994; Sun, 2003; Yanagimachi, 1994).

d. Zona Reaction The zona reaction involves the interaction of cortical

granule contents with the glycoproteins of the ZP, establishing a primary

block to polyspermy at the level of the ZP. The reaction is described as

a chemical hardening process that prevents supernumerary sperm from

entering the perivitelline spaces after fertilization. This process is character-

ized by morphological changes that begin in the inner ZP and then are

seen in the mid‐ZP portion. At an ultrastructural level, in humans, these

changes are described as the presence of ‘‘blobs or striae of dense material’’

(Sathananthan, 1984; Sathananthan and Trounson, 1982a,b; Sathananthan

et al., 1982) (Fig. 33).

Including RR during fixation, Dandekar and Talbot (1992) demonstrated

the existence of cortical granule exudates in the PVS of fertilized human eggs.

In particular, not all cortical granule components diVuse into the ZP, but

much of the cortical granule exudates dehisces and is trapped in the perivitel-

line space forming a new coat around the fertilized oocyte. This material,

called a ‘‘cortical granule envelope,’’ is observed in all developmental stages,

up to and including the blastocyst. At the TEM level, this envelope is

composed of electron‐dense granules, distinct in size and texture from

those found around unfertilized oocytes (Dandekar et al., 1992). Talbot
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and Dandekar (2003) suggested that it plays a role in blocking polyspermy in

mammals as well as in humans.

As reported (Talbot and Dandekar, 2003), the idea that the cortical

granule envelope functions in blocking polyspermy in humans is further

supported by the observation that human oocytes undergoing IVF proce-

dures are often polyspermic and that such oocytes often show a large num-

ber of undispersed cortical granules in their PVS (Dandekar et al., 1992;

Sathananthan and Trounson, 1982a,b). Therefore, these are granules that

have undergone exocytosis but whose contents have not dispersed to form a

cortical granule envelope, further leading to failure to block polyspermy in

humans (Talbot and Dandekar, 2003).

Other data related to human polyspermy and its possible relationship with

the formation of the ‘‘cortical granule envelope’’ arose from human oocytes

undergoing subzonal insemination (Tesarik and Mendoza, 1994). Very few

acrosome‐reacted sperm were able to fuse with the oolemma when they were

injected into the perivitelline space of aged human oocytes. This fact could be

due to a polyspermy‐preventing mechanism at the oolemma, probably

FIG. 31 Fertilized polypronuclear ovum. Human zona pellucida. The inner surface of the zona

pellucida shows bulging areas of condensed, closely packed filaments. (High‐resolution SEM

with Sap‐RR‐Os‐Tc method, 25000X.) (From Familiari et al., 1992b.)
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related to a partial cortical reaction occurring in aged oocytes, even if the

status of the cortical granule in this particular situation was not known. In

addition, this fact may be partially explained by the observation that sperm

can readily penetrate human oocytes if the ZP and consequently the ‘‘cortical

granule envelope’’ are removed (Soupart and Strong, 1975; Tesarik, 1989).

When observed at both high‐resolution SEM and TEM using Sap‐RR‐Os‐

TC (Familiari et al., 1992a), the inner surface of the human ZP in fertilized

ova and embryos displayed numerous areas where filaments fuse together

(Familiari et al., 1992b) (Fig. 31). However, the outer ZP presented the same

pattern as observed in human mature oocytes, suggesting that the cortical

reaction gives rise to modifications in the inner layer of the ZP consisting

of regularly disposed areas of very closely packed filaments (Familiari et al.,

1992b). These ultrastructural 3‐D data are not in contrast to the observa-

tions of Dandekar and Talbot (1992), and probably this filament conden-

sation, together with the formation of the ‘‘cortical nuclear envelope,’’ could

be related to the process of ‘‘zona reaction,’’ which plays a role in the

mechanisms related to the block of polyspermy.

Other morphological 3‐D observations obtained by Nikas et al. (1994),

using traditional SEM, showed that in fertilized oocytes with three pronuclei

FIG. 32 Cortical reaction. The released contents of cortical granules remain for some time

within the perivitelline space where they can interact with the inner face of the zona pellucida

(thick arrows). The cortical granules are shown discharging their contents and a pynocytotic

caveolus is evident at the base of one cortical granule (small arrow). The oolemma at the site of

release is denser in appearance. O, ooplasm; Z, zona pellucida; P, perivitelline space. (TEM,

70000X.) (From Sathananthan and Trounson, 1982b.)
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the ZP is compact and the pores are obliterated by an amorphous material

emerging from the inner zona. It was postulated that the substances released

by the oocyte rapidly diVuse through the inner pores of the ZP, exerting a

lytic action on ZP structures and causing them to melt and obstruct the

pores, thus becoming a barrier for further sperm penetration.

These observations are in contrast to our studies on human ZP following

fertilization and during cleavage. Although having observed polypronuclear

ova, in which a disturbance owing to a cortical reaction may occur, they

clearly demonstrated that the ultrastructural surface aspects of the ZP do not

change after fertilization or during cleavage (Familiari et al., 1989, 1992b,

2001; Motta et al., 1988). The discrepancy is probably due to the diVerent

preparatory techniques employed. In particular, in our observations, per-

formed with both high‐resolution SEM and TEM, we showed changes in the

stereo‐configuration of ZP filaments, whereas in the observations of Nikas

et al. (1994) only structures with traditional SEM were described, as the

superficial pores that exclusively result from filament stereo‐configuration

collapse during traditional SEM technical procedures (Familiari et al.,

1992b, 2001, 2006).

Further interesting results have been obtained by Funahashi et al. (2001) in

pig oocytes about zona reaction, using TEM and an RR‐saponin technique

(Familiari et al., 1992a). They showed that the fine structure of the ZP and

FIG. 33 Zona reaction. The interaction of released contents of cortical granules, which have

decondensed and appear to gradually diVuse into the substance of the zona, with the inner face

of the zona pellucida. (TEM, 70000X.) (From Sathananthan, 1984.)
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the ZP reaction at sperm penetration diVers between pig oocytes fertilized

in vivo and in vitro, and that the outer and inner pig ZP have diVerent

network organizations, probably due to an insuYcient final maturation

of the ZP during in vitro maturation, lacking oviductal glycoproteins

(Funahashi et al., 2001). In particular, the outer area of ZP always formed

a concentrically arranged fibrillar network, whereas the inner area showed a

much more compact, trabecule‐like mesh. However, both areas, but particu-

larly the outer network, were much more compacted after the zona reaction.

Clear diVerences in the degree of fibrillar aggregation of the inner zona were

also observed in in vitro and in vivo zygotes, being much higher in the latter

(Funahashi et al., 2001). Therefore, it is also possible to propose that a zona

reaction is a result of an ultrastructural modification, including ZP variations

as well as cortical granule envelope formation, but it is possible to suppose

that a zona reaction, detected mainly from in vitro studies, may be diVerent in

an in vivo situation.

With the Polscope, an orientation‐independent polarized light microscope,

the ZP of the normally fertilized human oocytes exhibits a trilaminar struc-

ture. However, abnormal zona in polyspermic oocytes exhibited minute

discontinuities in the inner zona layer (Wang et al., 2003). These easy and

noninvasive observations provide a method to diagnose abnormality in the

block of polyspermy in the inner layer of the ZP as ultrastructurally shown

in our previous studies (Familiari et al., 1992a,b). Presumably, a defective

ZP did not establish a functional zona block. Several studies have demon-

strated that the thickness and integrity of the ZP are related to a patient’s

level of estradiol during stimulation (Bertrand et al., 1996). However, how

stimulation induces ZP abnormality in humans is still unclear (Wang et al.,

2003).

It is necessary to further study this phenomenon in humans. Perhaps from

animal models it can be hypothesized that monospermic fertilization takes

place only when fully mature oocytes with normal ZP are inseminated with

optimal sperm concentrations and in optimized conditions. Incomplete oo-

cyte cytoplasmic maturation, abnormal ZP, a high concentration of sperm,

inappropriate supplementations and insemination medium, and other odd

factors during fertilization are all related to polyspermic fertilization (Wang

et al., 2003).

Other studies have also shown that there is a secondary block to poly-

spermy after sperm subzonal insemination (SUZI) at the level of the

oolemma after cortical granule membranes are incorporated into the

oolemma. It must be realized that much of the sperm plasma membrane is

also incorporated into the oolemma and the resulting membrane is a mosaic

of membranes after sperm–egg fusion (Sathananthan et al., 1993).

In addition, evidence for a membrane block in human eggs also comes

from IVF experiments of ZP‐free human eggs (Sengoku et al., 1995). These
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observations demonstrated that human eggs are resistant to penetration by

additional sperm, indicating that the changes in the egg membrane upon

fertilization might be able to reduce receptivity to sperm (Sengoku et al.,

1995). Concerning the mechanism of membrane block to polyspermy, egg

actin and calcium signaling are involved in the establishment of such a

membrane block to polyspermy (McAvey et al., 2002).

No direct evidence exists to explain this mechanism in human oocytes;

moreover, other studies showed that polyspermy is higher in human eggs

inseminated by partial zona dissection at later times after egg retrieval,

suggesting that aged human eggs may be less able to establish a membrane

block of polyspermy (Malter et al., 1989). In addition, the explanation may

be obtained from mammalian models that confirmed the ability of the

membrane block to prevent polyspermy and a failure of this mechanism

related to membrane and cortical abnormalities in postovulatory mouse

aged eggs (Wortzman and Evans, 2005). It was shown that mouse aged

eggs are less able to establish a membrane block to prevent polyspermy,

and that aged eggs develop cytoskeletal abnormalities that may aVect mem-

brane and cortical function, such as the ability of the egg membrane to

support sperm–egg fusion (Wortzman and Evans, 2005).

e. Pronuclear Association Once the male and female pronuclei are formed,

they migrate to the center of the egg where they become closely associated

with one another but do not fuse. This process is thought to be mediated by

microtubules originating from a sperm aster. After pronuclear association

the envelope breaks down and the maternal and paternal chromosomes come

together during the process of syngamy, which is regarded as the culmination

of fertilization. A pronuclear association takes place usually 12–16 h after

fertilization and syngamy about 20 h after in vitro fertilization (Sathananthan

et al., 1993) (Figs. 34 and 35).

B. Molecular Implications: Oocyte Activation

Sperm–oocyte membrane fusion initiates a cascade of events that transforms

the egg into an embryo. These involve complex morphological, physiologi-

cal, and molecular processes in the egg, primarily induced by the fertilizing

sperm cell (Sathananthan et al., 2004). Some of the molecular interactions

have been documented in the past decade in mammals and may be applicable

to humans with caution (Battaglia, 1998; Flaherty et al., 1998; Sutovsky and

Schatten, 2000; Williams, 2002).

Gamete membrane fusion followed by sperm incorporation opens a gate-

way for the transduction of specific signals induced by the sperm cell, which
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occurs in a few seconds, minutes, or several hours. These trigger the cascade

of morphological and physiological events outlined above. One of the imme-

diate changes in the human oocyte soon after sperm–egg fusion, demon-

strated by confocal laser scanning microscopy, is the release of calcium (Ca2þ

oscillations) within the oocyte, which occurs repetitively in waves and is

transient in nature (Sousa et al., 1996; Tesarik et al., 1995). These oscillations

originate from the point of sperm–egg membrane fusion and spread through-

out the periphery of the oocyte first before spreading into the central ooplasm

(periphery to center propagation). The central oscillations are sustained after

the peripherals disappear. Ca2þ is apparently released from internal stores

(presumably SER) within the oocyte. It is mediated by the production

of inositol 1,4,5‐triphosphate (IP3), which sensitizes the SER to release

Ca2þ (Battaglia, 1998; Flaherty et al., 1998; Sutovsky and Schatten, 2000;

Williams, 2002). We have demonstrated two types of SER in the oocyte,

peripheral aggregates of tubular SER and vesicular elements of SER spread

throughout the ooplasm (Sathananthan et al., 1986a,b, 1993), which could

well be involved in these waves of Ca2þ release. This is possibly the principal

function of SER in oocytes. The oscillations occur about 20 min after

insemination or are delayed (4 h or more) after ICSI, possibly due to the

mode of sperm incorporation after acrosome deletion in the ooplasm.

FIG. 34 Normal two pronuclear ovum with male and female pronuclei, closely associated in the

central ooplasm. Nucleoli are visible in the pronuclei and the cytoplasm is vacuolated. Note the

characteristic concentration of organelles around the pronuclei. (Light microscopy, 400X.)

(From Sathananthan et al., 1993.)
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Twomain theories have been postulated to explain activation of the oocyte

at the molecular level (Battaglia, 1998; Flaherty et al., 1998; Sutovsky and

Schatten, 2000; Williams, 2002): a receptor‐mediated theory and a cytosolic

soluble sperm factor theory.

The receptor‐mediated theory postulates a receptor–ligand interaction

between the sperm and oocyte plasma membranes that triggers a signaling

cascade that culminates in activation. This could be more applicable to IVF

where the fusogenic midsegment of the sperm fuses with the oolemma,

followed by total incorporation of the sperm plasma membrane into the

egg membrane.

The cytosolic soluble sperm factor theory postulates the release of a sperm‐

soluble factor into the ooplasm, which initiates Ca2þ release. This factor,

called ‘‘oscillin,’’ could originate from either the fusogenic midsegment in

humans, since it has been localized in the equatorial region of the sperm

acrosome in mammals (Parrington et al., 1996), or from the perinuclear theca

(Sutovsky and Schatten, 2000).

The cytosolic theory seems to be more acceptable, since it can also explain

activation after ICSI (Flaherty et al., 1998), where no sperm–egg membrane

FIG. 35 Normally fertilized two pronuclear ovum. Close association between male and female

pronuclei is evident in the center of the oocyte. One pronucleus is slightly larger than the other and

both contain highly electron‐dense, compact nucleoli associated with chromatin. Note the

conglomeration of cellular organelles, particularlymitochondria, around the pronuclei. S, vesicular

SER; G, Golgi complex; AL, annulate lamellae. (TEM, 5900X.) (From Sathananthan et al., 1993.)
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fusion occurs. After both IVF and ICSI, the sperm‐induced, secondary Ca2þ

signaling cascade has been documented (Battaglia, 1998; Flaherty et al.,

1998; Parrington et al., 1996; Sousa et al., 1996; Sutovsky and Schatten,

2000; Tesarik et al., 1995; Williams, 2002), which in turn is thought to trigger

the early events of fertilization.

The events that occur simultaneously with sperm incorporation are sperm

aster formation (activation of the sperm centrosome), the cortical reaction

preventing polyspermy, completion of egg maturation, sperm DNA decon-

densation, and pronuclear assembly (Battaglia, 1998; Sathananthan, 1996,

1998a,b, 2000; Sathananthan et al., 1993). The secondary Ca2þ release in-

duced by sperm oscillin or other sperm factor could be implicated in all of

these processes. However, we must now ask whether the sperm centrosome,

per se, is also involved in the initiation of oocyte activation, since it clearly

initiates mitosis in the human embryo. If all other events of activation occur

and cleavage of the fertilized egg does not occur, development has failed.

It is time to consider all the morphological, physiological, biochemical,

and molecular processes involved in human fertilization to understand the

complexities of sperm–egg interaction.

V. The Embryo

A. Ultrastructure of the Preimplantation Embryo

High pregnancy rates have been obtained using cultured blastocysts for

embryo transfer within ART (Makabe et al., 2001; Sathananthan et al.,

2003a). However, only 30–50% of embryos cleave regularly to the blastocyst

stage in vitro, mostly due to elevated apoptotic phenomena, chromosomal

abnormalities, genetic defects, immunological rejection, and uterine factors

(Levy et al., 2001).

There are several morphological changes during the development of pro-

nuclear zygotes, most of which can be assessed by means of noninvasive

microscopic observations (Tesarik and Greco, 1999; Tesarik et al., 2000).

Among these morphological changes, there is an early phase of nucleologen-

esis that consists of the assembly, growth, and fusion of nucleolar precursor

bodies (Tesarik and Greco, 1999). Zygotes with good pronuclear morpholo-

gy and equatorial nucleolar alignment on day 1 (one‐cell stage) have a greater

chance of developing to blastocysts (Menezes et al., 2003; Scott et al., 2000;

Tesarik and Greco, 1999; Van Blerkom et al., 2000). More important in

nucleolar alignment is the chromatin associated with these nucleoli that

will eventually condense into the maternal and paternal chromosomes in

syngamy (A. H. Sathananthan, personal communication). The speed of
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pronuclear development normally varies even in zygotes with excellent de-

velopmental potential; furthermore, rather than absolute speed, synchrony

of pronuclear development appears to be more relevant (Tesarik and Greco,

1999). In general, IVF embryos develop to blastocysts faster than ICSI

embryos (Menezes et al., 2003). The application of parameters regarding

pronuclear morphology and orientation in the decision about the number

and grade of embryos to be transferred will optimize embryo selection for

transfer and will improve pregnancy rates, while diminishing the risk of a

pregnancy involving multiple embryos (Gianaroli et al., 2003; Kattera and

Chen, 2004; Tesarik et al., 2000).

Scott et al. (2000) reported that the rapid coalescence of nucleoli, resulting in

two or three very large nucleoli per nucleus by 16–18 h postinsemination, is

associated with early embryo compaction, little possibility of forming a blasto-

cyst, and implantation failure. Zygotes with unpolarized pronuclei or scattered

localization of nucleolar precursor bodies in pronuclei show significantly

slower cleavage rates than zygotes having at least one pronucleus polarized

(Salumets et al., 2001). This could be applied to the chromatin as well.

Embryos to be selected for transfer should show a perinuclear halo on day

2 of development (Ebner et al., 2003a; Salumets et al., 2001). The presence of

a cytoplasmic halo in zygotes relates to microtubule‐mediated withdrawal

of mitochondria and other cytoplasmic components to the perinuclear region

and has a positive prognostic value on blastocyst quality and competence

(Ebner et al., 2003a; Salumets et al., 2001; Van Blerkom et al., 2000).

Pronuclear oocytes with high competence features show diVerences in the

distribution of mitochondria that correlate with microtubular organization

arranged from the vicinity of the pronuclear membranes (Van Blerkom et al.,

2000).

The early cleavage stage classically considers a zygote formed by two cells

on days 1–2, four cells on day 2, or six to eight cells on day 3 of in vitro culture

(El‐Toukhy et al., 2003; Sathananthan et al., 2003a) (Fig. 36). Embryos that

divide more quickly following insemination have been shown to produce

higher pregnancy rates than those that divide later (Wharf, 2003). When seen

by SEM a two‐cell stage embryo shows a second polar body that is covered

with numerous microvilli; its cytoplasm, if freeze‐fractured, reveals small and

round mitochondria with few small peripheral cristae and membranes of the

smooth endoplasmic reticulum (Makabe et al., 2001). By TEM, in turn, at

this stage, numerous mitochondria surrounding the nucleus, fragments of

annulate lamellae in the nucleoplasm, and electron‐dense nucleolar precursor

bodies were present. Small cell fragments in the PVS as well as vacuolized

blastomeres have also been reported in normal blastomeres. Although wide

spatial contacts occur between blastomeres, neither communication nor

mechanical adhesive junctions have been observed in early cleaving embryos

(Motta et al., 1988, 1995b, 2000; Nottola et al., 2001). Primitive cell junctions
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resembling desmosomes were, however, seen in early embryos (Sathananthan

et al., 1993). During the formation of two‐cell embryos the highest density

of microtubules is found in the apical cytoplasm in contrast to undetec-

table microtubules in the basal regions where segregation of cytoplasm into

daughter blastomeres takes place (Van Blerkom et al., 2000).

Four‐cell stage embryos show round or oval mitochondria with a less

dense matrix and numerous transverse cristae, mitochondria–vesicle com-

plexes in the subplasmalemmal area, Golgi complexes, and a central cleavage

cavity (Motta et al., 1988, 1995b, 2000; Nottola et al., 2001). Mitochondria–

vesicle complexes tend to decrease in number and size as cleavage advances

from the two‐cell to four‐cell stage (Motta et al., 1988, 1995b, 2000; Nottola

et al., 2001) (Figs. 37 and 38). The freeze‐fractured surface of the blastomeres

at this stage shows by SEM small vacuoles and round mitochondria (Makabe

et al., 2001). Large tubular smooth endoplasmic reticulum aggregates can be

found by TEM in four‐, five‐, and six‐cell stage embryos after ICSI, some-

times associated with mitochondria (Makabe et al., 2001; Sathananthan

et al., 1997).

At day 4, most embryos are at the morula stage and compaction is

completed. At day 5, a series of phenomena occurs: cavitation is initiated

FIG. 36 Morula. (Light microscopy, 120X.)
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(grades 1–3) with the appearance of a few pockets of blastocoelic fluid that

gradually coalesce; subsequently the embryo fully expands (grade 4) and

increases in size due to further accumulation of fluid, whereas the inner

cell mass becomes an evident morphological feature, forming the blastocyst

(Fig. 39).

According to Sathananthan et al. (2003a), blastocysts may be classified

according to their age, growth, morphology, and activity (cavitation; capaci-

ty to expand and hatch out spontaneously) into the following categories:

1. Early blastocyst at day 5: morula cavitation and formation of the

blastocoele.

2. Mid‐blastocyst between days 5 and 6: increase in cell number, inner cell

mass (future embryo) and trophoblast (future placenta), and the

blastocele becomes clearly demarcated.

3. Expanded blastocyst at day 6: large blastocele with a thin ZP.

4. Hatching blastocyst between days 6 and 7: the embryo emerges (breached

ZP) and shows signs of cellular extrusion outside of the external surface

of the ZP.

5. Hatched blastocyst at day 7: blastocysts collapse and reexpand, causing

the trophoblast to expand or contract (Menezes et al., 2003).

FIG. 37 Partially fragmented four‐cell embryo. Two blastomeres of a four‐cell embryo are

associated with a few enucleated cytoplasmic fragments, which are usually found in the perivitelline

space. Such fragments can also occur in the cleavage cavity surrounded by blastomeres. Each

fragment has no nucleus but has mitochondria and other cytoplasmic components. Cellular debris

may also be associated with these fragments (arrows). V, vacuoles; N, nucleus; M, mitochondria;

F, cytoplasmic fragments. (TEM, 5080X.) (From Sathananthan et al., 1993.)
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It is essential to have a healthy, robust, and active blastocyst deriving from a

normal cleavage stage embryo. The early embryo’s viability can be evaluated

by means of morphological parameters, throughout the organization and size

of the blastocoele and inner cell mass, and timing of blastocyst development.

Normal blastocysts (Fig. 40) show elongated squamous trophoblast cells

among which junctional complexes with desmosomes forming a terminal

web, tight and gap junctions, as well as interlocking microvilli are observed

(Sathananthan et al., 2003a,b). The nucleolus may have a reticular shape. For

cells comprising the inner cell mass, their cytoplasm is filled with tubular

mitochondria, rough endoplasmic reticulum, Golgi complexes, gap junctions,

and bundles of intermediate filaments (Sathananthan et al., 2003a,b). Some of

these inner cells (Makabe et al., 2001) as well as trophectoderm cells (Levy

et al., 2001) undergo apoptosis. Furthermore, as seen by means of both

TUNEL analysis and annexin‐V assay, the incidence of cell death seems to

correlate with cell number and embryo quality (Levy et al., 2001).

Makabe et al. (2001) have elegantly illustrated the 3‐D inner struc-

ture of blastocysts at day 5 of culture using high‐resolution SEM, the

FIG. 38 Four‐cell embryo. Note the presence of round mitochondria (m) in a blastomere

cytoplasm. A Golgi complex (G) is also seen. N, nucleus. (TEM, 6500X.) (From Motta et al.,

1988.)
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osmium–dimethyl sulfoxide–osmium (ODO) method, and stereo pairs. On

day 6 the inner cell mass shows the formation of a primitive endoderm with

characteristic phagocytic vacuoles. In addition, an invasive syncytiotropho-

blast appears at the embryonic pole at the onset of hatching. Hatching mostly

occurs at a point opposite to the inner cell mass and is likely a mechanical

and chemical process in which zona‐breaker cells interact with the ZP by

means of some secretory activity (Menezes et al., 2003; Sathananthan et al.,

2003a,b).

Syncytiotrophoblast cells are characterized by their multiple nuclei, sur-

face microvilli, bundles of tonofilaments, and SER. Dividing cells in mitosis

have centrosomes with double centrioles at spindle poles and pericentriolar

material; typical centrioles are found in all embryonic cells derived from

sperm centrosome (Menezes et al., 2003; Sathananthan et al., 2003a,b).

When seen by TEM, a low percentage of the cells appears to be dividing at

any given stage whereas some degenerating cells may also be observed in

association with phagocytic cells. Specialized trophoblastic transparent bub-

ble‐like cells, the ‘‘plump zona‐breakers,’’ emerge from a particular place in

the ZP and show a direct spatial relationship with hatching points. These

FIG. 39 Cavitating early blastocyst showing inner cell mass, trophoblast, and blastocoele.

(Light microscopy, 400X.) (From Sathanathan et al., 1990.)
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cells show surface microvilli and stretch around the ZP, likely aiding in

opening it to allow the emergence of the embryo (Fong et al., 2001; Menezes

et al., 2003; Sathananthan et al., 2003a,b).

B. Ultrastructural Pathology of the Preimplantation Embryo

Deviations from a presumed normal zygote morphology include size irregu-

larity of individual blastomeres, vacuolization, unequal pronuclear size,

dense cytoplasmic granulation, and the presence of many small, scattered

nucleoli (Ebner et al., 2003a; Scott et al., 2000; Tesarik and Greco, 1999).

Abnormal patterns of pronuclear morphology are not necessarily linked to

embryo demise but rather signal irregularities of zygote development that are

not always irreversible (Tesarik and Greco, 1999). Either slow (<5 cells on

day 3) or fast cleavage has a significant negative association with normal

blastocyst formation (Alikani et al., 2000; Scott et al., 2000). The presence of

FIG. 40 Early human blastocyst at low magnification. The early blastocyst has an outer

trophoblast and a fairly large inner cell mass, since it is cavitating. The trophoblast cells form an

outer epithelium while the inner cell mass cells are in close contact with one another. All cells

have reticulate nucleoli in their nuclei. Two cells fragments derived from an early cleavage stage

are seen in the cavity of the blastocoele. B, blastocoele; F, fragments; T, trophoblast. (TEM,

2000X.) (From Sathananthan et al., 1990.)
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multinucleated, usually binucleated cells on day 2 and/or 3, in the inner cell

mass, trophoblast, and endoderm, is associated with the ability of the embryo

to compact, cavitate, and form a blastocyst, as well as with chromosomal

abnormalities (Sathananthan et al., 2003a,b). The frequency of multinuclear-

ity is higher among three‐cell embryos at day 2 than among two‐ and four‐

cell embryos and may reflect a major delay in arrested division of one of the

two blastomeres composing a two‐cell stage embryo (Hnida et al., 2004).

Multinucleated blastomeres are usually significantly larger than non-

multinucleated sibling ones at the two‐, three‐, and four‐cell stage (Hnida

et al., 2004). An inability to grow, expand, and hatch and the presence of

degenerating cells in the blastocyst represent other relevant morphological

parameters (Alikani et al., 2000; Fong et al., 2001; Menezes et al., 2003;

Sathananthan et al., 2003a,b). The appearance of nuclear membranes prior

to cell cleavage may indicate an abnormal cell cleavage (Hnida et al., 2004).

Critical steps in blastocyst culture are expansion and hatching on days 5–7.

Zona hardening represents the main cause of hatching failure (Sathananthan

et al., 2003b). Abnormal blastocysts may show several morphological fea-

tures: small or excessive cell number, small size, disorganization (loss of

cell‐to‐cell contacts), or absence of the inner cell mass. These features are

associated with inactive zona‐breakers or degenerating cells at points of

hatching (Sathananthan et al., 2003b). In addition, early detachment of

the blastocysts from the enclosed zonae and the presence of fragments in

the PVS either between the zona and the trophoblast or within the blasto-

coele should also be considered as being negatively correlated with the

normal development of the blastocyst (Sathananthan et al., 2003b). Accord-

ing to Van Blerkom et al. (2001), fragmented embryos at the pronuclear and

early cleavage stages when seen by TEM show spherical elements arranged in

columns that usually contain no organelles in the cytoplasm. Cytoplasmic

continuity between the fragments and the underlying blastomere(s) may

suggest a means by which resorption could occur. A discontinuous plasma

membrane encloses all the lysed fragments (Van Blerkom et al., 2001). High

fragmentation (>15% according to Alikani et al., 2000; >25% according to

Hardy et al., 2003) of early embryos could interfere with blastocyst hatch-

ing and subsequent implantation. The mean blastomere volume decreases

significantly with increasing degree of fragmentation (Hnida et al., 2004).

Moreover, blastomere size can be evaluated by computer‐assisted multi-

level analysis and may represent a biomarker for embryo quality in regard to

both embryonic fragmentation and multinuclearity (Hnida et al., 2004,

2005). The patterns of fragmentation may not be characteristic of apoptosis

or indicative of programmed cell death but rather may relate to an oncosis‐

like process, even if culture does not occur under severe oxygen deprivation

(Van Blerkom et al., 2001). Certain common forms of spontaneous fragmen-

tation aVecting early human embryos are not lethal, and clusters of apparent
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fragments are often transient structures, which disappear by resorption or

lysis (Van Blerkom et al., 2001). Another hypothesis attributes embryo

fragmentation to the activation of programmed cell death pathways, espe-

cially in instances in which fragmentation is accompanied by cleavage arrest

or the complete destruction of all blastomeres (Jurisicova et al., 1996; Yang

et al., 1998).

It is important to point out that apoptosis may be a normal feature in

human preimplantation development in vivo with an active role in removing

genetically abnormal or mutated cells (Levy et al., 2001). There are several

time points when in vitro–produced embryos are particularly susceptible

to cellular fragmentation, arrest, and apoptosis (Jurisicova and Acton,

2004). In particular, Jurisicova and Acton (2004) proposed that the morpho-

logical hallmark of arrested embryos in vitro, the partial shrinking of blas-

tomeres and formation of cytoplasmic vesicles, may be the result of an

attempt by the cells to save themselves by catabolizing their own cytoplasm.

Thus, if the embryo possesses a battery of transcripts that would strongly

promote survival but finds itself in inadequate culture conditions, it may

trigger an autophagic mode of death. However, an embryo originating from

an oocyte with imbalanced cell death machinery or a zygote that fails

to execute basic embryonic decisions would opt for the rapid apoptotic

mode of death, accompanied by cellular fragmentation (Jurisicova and

Acton, 2004). Further studies are needed to provide an accurate map of

human preimplantation embryo development.

C. Embryonic Coats

The early embryo is covered by the ZP, which is a special extracellular

matrix, and by the cells composing the cumulus oophorus.

1. Zona Pellucida

The ZP has important functions during preimplantation development until

the blastocyst stage, at which time the embryo escapes from the zona and

implants in the endometrium (Rankin and Dean, 2000). The presence of the

ZP around the early embryo creates a sort of embryo encapsulation that

likely aids in creating a suitable microenvironment, allowing autocrine stim-

ulation of blastomeres by embryo‐derived substances. It also ensures maxi-

mum contact between blastomeres prior to compaction, aVords protection

for the early embryo during its transit down the oviduct and from the

maternal immune system, and inhibits ectopic tubal implantation (Denker,

2000; Herrler and Beier, 2000; Rankin and Dean, 2000; Stanger et al., 2001).

In addition, the ZP protects the embryo from pathogenic agents and also
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modulates embryo–maternal early signaling (Denker, 2000; Herrler and

Beier, 2000).

Garside et al. (1997) have used the inverted microscope to measure the

average ZP thickness of in vitro cultured embryos. They concluded that this

parameter decreases during in vitro culture (17.7 � 0.14 mm on day 1, 16.3 �

0.14 mm on day 2, and 14.9 � 0.14 mm on day 3) and that these changes are

more evident in good quality embryos. Pelletier et al. (2004), in turn, have

quantitatively characterized the ultrastructural arrangement of three diVer-

ent layers of ZP in living cleavage‐stage (day 3) embryos by means of the

Polscope. All the three layers (1, 2, and 3) constituting the ZP are thinner in

embryos (15.2 � 2.9 mm) than in eggs. However, layers 1 and 2 contribute

proportionally less with respect to layer 3 (the outer one) to the overall

thinning process, thus indicating a possible stretching of the zona as the

embryo increases in diameter (Pelletier et al., 2004). The ZP thickness of

transferred embryos significantly correlates with the number of blastomeres,

embryo grade, and fragmentation. Therefore, it may have a clinical diagnos-

tic value representing a potentially reliable parameter for embryo selection

(Gabrielsen et al., 2000; Garside et al., 1997).

Using high‐resolution SEM we showed that the ZP in human polypro-

nuclear embryos (two–four blastomeres) displayed a spongy, fenestrated

outer surface and a smooth inner surface comparable to that seen in mature

oocytes (Familiari et al., 1989, 1992b) (Fig. 41). Therefore, in ZP covering

polypronuclear embryos, amorphous material emerging from the inner zona

and melting the pores was observed, even if Nikas et al. (1994) showed it

FIG. 41 Two‐cell polypronuclear embryo with cumulus corona cells. The zona pellucida shows

a spongy surface. (High‐resolution SEM, 1500X.) (From Familiari et al., 2006.)
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in the ZP of fertilized ova at the pronuclear stage. Probably diVerent

oocyte timing or diVerent preparatory techniques may account for this

microstructural diVerence.

When the human polypronuclear embryo (two–four blastomeres) ZP was

studied in specimens treated with saponin, RR, and thiocarbohydrazide

(Familiari et al., 1992a) with the aid of both SEM and TEM, a peculiar

architecture was evidenced. The ZP outer part and surface were character-

ized by filaments arranged in a regular pattern of alternating tight meshed

and large meshed networks. The large meshed network had the same distri-

bution of fenestrations as was seen on the spongy outer ZP of samples

observed with classical SEM (Familiari et al., 1992b). However, the inner

part and surface of the ZP were characterized by the presence of bulging

areas of condensed and closely‐packed filaments, as observed in fertilized ova

at the pronuclear stage (Familiari et al., 1992b). Therefore, these ultrastruc-

tural data, obtained through a more sophisticated technique (Familiari et al.,

1992b), showed that the embryo ZP is composed of filaments arranged in a

complex fashion, similar to mature oocytes in the external part of the ZP, and

typically reorganized in the inner part as a consequence of cortical reaction.

Furthermore, SEM data on the ZP belonging to human blastocysts

obtained throughout ART protocols by Nottola et al. (2005) showed that

the ZP ultrastructure in healthy blastocysts was characterized by numerous

large fenestrations, formed by networked filaments, rather similar to that of

healthy mature oocytes and early embryos, whereas degenerated, dark, and

irregular blastocysts show a more compact ZP, comparable to that of imma-

ture/atretic oocytes (Familiari et al., 1988, 1989, 1992b) (Fig. 42). Although

some controversy exists (Rankin and Dean, 2000), the ZP is not an essential

component of human embryogenesis or pregnancy. In fact, its absence does

not inhibit embryo development in that the cumulus corona cells provide

enough support to maintain blastomere interaction, embryo viability, and

pregnancy (Stanger et al., 2001).

Finally, the ZP is increasingly stretched until it is almost invisible (Alikani

et al., 2000; Menezes et al., 2003). Nonetheless, the characteristic hatching

process observed in vitro that includes expansion of the blastocele and

distension and thinning of the ZP before rupture may even correspond to

artifacts (Blake et al., 2001). Normally, the blastocyst hatches in vivo on day

6 or 7 after fertilization, at which time it implants in the endometrium

(Fong et al., 2001; Sathananthan et al., 2003b). Several methods have been

proposed regarding assisted hatching. Some of them consider mechanical

assisted hatching (partial zona dissection); others use chemical drilling tech-

niques such as acid Tyrode assisted hatching or pronase thinning of the ZP.

Assisted hatching may be of benefit in cases in which the embryo shows

a thick ZP (Balaban et al., 2002). Blake et al. (2001), based on the success

of laser ZP thinning, considered this an alternative approach to assisted
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hatching; they also illustrated by SEM the hatching site within the laser

thinned region. This latter technique is technically the easiest procedure

(Balaban et al., 2002); it does not consider breaching the zona and avoids

the potential risk of blastomere loss or embryonic infection (Blake et al., 2001).

2. Cumulus Oophorus and Extracellular Matrix

Human pronuclear eggs and embryos, recovered from the tubal fluid after

70–80 h of the LH peak, with a developmental age ranging between 35 and

50 h, were still surrounded by clusters of cumulus cells (Motta et al., 1995a)

(Fig. 43). In this developmental stage, an enhancement of the steroidosyn-

thetic characteristics occurred in the outer layers of the cumulus mass,

excluding corona cells, which still appeared capable of synthesizing peptides.

In fact, the cytoplasm of most CC cells possessed abundant organelles typical

of steroidogenesis, such as mitochondria with tubular or villiform cristae, a

well‐developed SER, and electron–dense lipid droplets often surrounded by

SER or in close contact with microtubules and microfilaments (Motta et al.,

1995a) (Fig. 44).

Similar results were obtained in bovine embryos, in which surrounding

cumulus cells were in an actively transforming state and showed an ultra-

structural pattern of luteinization and viability (Familiari et al., 1998). The

cumulus cells that surround the early embryo following ART procedures

(a three‐pronuclear zygote up to embryos of three to eight cells) also have

cytoplasm with similar ultrastructural features if compared to cumulus cells

FIG. 42 Clear ICSI full blastocyst. The zona pellucida outer surface is characterized by a

spongy texture with expanded flattened fenestrations. (SEM, 13000X.) (From Nottola et al.,

2005.)
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surrounding the fertilized oocyte. However, lipid droplets appear numerous

and denser; mitochondria show pleomorphism, most of them oval‐shaped

and with lamellar to tubular cristae; and the smooth endoplasmic reticulum

is abundant. The surface of cumulus cells shows microvilli and blebs (Motta

et al., 1991, 1994b; Nottola et al., 1991).

FIG. 43 Cumulus cells surrounding a human four‐cell embryo (IVF). The cell surface is mainly

covered by microvilli of various length and density. (SEM, 1500X.) (From Nottola et al., 1991.)

FIG. 44 Polypronuclear embryo (IVF). Some rough endoplasmic reticulum membranes

(double arrows) are dispersed in the cumulus corona cell cytoplasm. Lipid droplets and

bacilliform mitochondria are also seen. (TEM, 19000X.) (From Nottola et al., 1991.)
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All the above morphological features support the hypothesis that embry-

onic cumulus cells luteinize like parietal granulosa cells, generating a steroid

hormonal microenvironment in the oviduct, which may aVect zygote seg-

mentation. In addition, aromatase activity, which is the enzyme involved in

the synthesis of estrogens throughout the transformation of testosterone in

17b‐estradiol, was detected in an intense fashion in cumulus cells surround-

ing embryos, more than observed in cumulus cells surrounding unfertilized

oocytes (Motta et al., 1995c).

In addition, the presence of aromatase strongly suggests steroidogenic

activity, and that a small amount of estrogen may be useful for the embryo,

positively modulating the microenvironment in which it develops.

In in vivo conditions, CC cells showing spermiophagic activity, as well as

activated macrophages, leukocytes, and red blood cells, were also found in

the cumulus mass. The macrophages may play a local role both by phago-

cytic activity and by modulating the steroid secretion of the neighboring

cumulus cells, which occurs in the ovarian follicle and in the corpus luteum

(Motta et al., 1995a).

In conclusion, the cumulus cells enclosing the cleavage‐stage embryo repre-

sent a highly dynamic structure; cumulus corona cells may be used as a de facto

zona enclosure (Stanger et al., 2001) that appears to be beneficial for healthy

embryogenesis (Familiari et al., 1998;Motta et al., 1995a,b, 1998;Nottola et al.,

1998, 2001), implantation, and pregnancy (Stanger et al., 2001), provided

by diverse cell populations in addition to oviductal cells. A complex, well‐

regulated, autocrine and paracrine, species‐specific crosstalk of growth factors

and extracellular matrix components between the embryo and the diVerent cell

types involved, during tubal sojourn, favors right embryodevelopment in terms

of time and location (Einspanier et al., 1997; Hardy and Spanos, 2002).

As stated by Hunter et al. (2005), cumulus cell suspension represents a

potential route of amplification of early pregnancy signals from the embryo

to influence the pattern of ovarian steroid secretion and perhaps that of

folliculogenesis. Considering the relatively low concentration of hormones

generated by cumulus cell suspension, a vascular countercurrent transfer of

information from the fallopian tube to the ipsilateral ovary was postulated

(Hunter et al., 2005).

The human embryo produces cytokines and growth factors such as inter-

leukins, prostaglandins, VEGF, and receptors for endometrial signals such

as the LIF receptor, colony‐stimulating factor receptor, insulin‐like growth

factors, and heparin‐binding epidermal growth factor receptor (Hoozemans

et al., 2004). The time‐sequent embryo–endometrial dialogue involves cycle‐

dependent expression of molecules during a particular temporal and spatial

expression of factors that allows the embryo to implant via signaling, appo-

sitioning, attachment, and invasion, in a specific time frame. In humans,

preimplantation development from zygote to blastocyst occurs from day 1 to
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5 after ovulation. As the embryo reaches the blastocyst stage on day 5, within

48 h of reaching the uterus, the blastocyst begins to hatch from the ZP and

then implants. Integrin molecules, L‐selectin ligands, mucin‐1, heparin‐bind-

ing epidermal growth factor, and pinopodes are involved in appositioning

and attachment (Hoozemans et al., 2004; Nikas and Makrigiannakis, 2003).

A pregnancy rate of approximately 15% per cycle renders the process of

human reproduction ineYcient, and the process of human embryo implanta-

tion is far from being fully understood. Future research should focus on

further evaluation of this process.

VI. Concluding Remarks and Future Directions

Knowledge of sperm, oocyte, and embryo morphology is very useful for

the clinician and the biologist cooperating in ART technology, since it is

related to ART outcome. Interesting observations obtained by performing

preimplantation genetic diagnosis for aneuploidy screening confirmed the

relationship between best embryo morphological quality and implantation

potential, even if embryo selection on the basis of morphology is not always

conclusive (Staessen et al., 2004). Furthermore, it is well known that good

zygote and embryo ‘‘quality’’ may be defined by simple morphological

criteria at the inverted microscope, having a fair chance of selecting a

chromosomally normal embryo concurrent with morphological selection

(De Placido et al., 2002; Gianaroli et al., 2003; Lundin, 2004; Rienzi et al.,

2005b). Other recent data on oocyte quality and ICSI outcome showed that

ICSI outcome is strictly related to a better quality of oocyte cohort selected

during superovulation (Wang et al., 2004).

The morphology of the human sperm in assisted reproduction is another

clinically important parameter. In fact, evaluation of sperm morphology by

light microscopy, according to ‘‘Tygerberg (Kruger) strict sperm morpholo-

gy criteria,’’ may be helpful in assisting the scientist working in IVF labora-

tories dealing with infertility problems (Kruger and Franken, 2004).

Moreover, in spite of developments in ART, fertilization failures are still a

reality. An explanation for such situations is often lacking, and implementa-

tion of ultrastructural analysis can assist in determining the cause of fertili-

zation failure. In this field, as treated in this study, the ultrastructural

observation of sperm is very useful in patients whose sperm show severe

abnormal motility and morphology in routine semen analysis; in these cases,

generally electron microscopic findings correlate with success or failure of

IVF and can screen for potentially inheritable genetic disorders.

Similarly, knowledge of the ultrastructure of the humanmature oocyte and

preimplantation embryo, observed in vivo as well as during ART procedures,
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may be useful in the diagnosis of fertilization failure, especially regarding

sperm–oocyte interaction (including sperm penetration of the cumulus

oophorus, sperm–zona binding, sperm–zona penetration, sperm–oocyte

interactions, and zona reaction), oocyte activation, the preimplantation em-

bryo, and embryonic coats. In fact, as reviewed byMahutte and Arici (2003),

good knowledge of microstructural events in normal fertilization is a prereq-

uisite for tests that may be useful in assessing the likelihood of successful

fertilization in both IVF and ICSI procedures. These tests also include assess-

ment of sperm–ZP binding, assessment of ZP penetration and acrosome

reaction, semen characteristics on the day of oocyte retrieval, fertilization

performance in previous in vitro fertilization cycles, and the sperm creatine

kinase and the heat shock protein H2 ratio (Mahutte and Arici, 2003). In the

future, oocyte biopsy can be used in the parent oocytes to judge age‐related

changes (Goud et al., 2005).

From a biological point of view, results presented in this study clearly

show that the ultrastructure of human reproduction is a peculiar multistep

process that diVers from that of other mammalian models. In fact, even if the

general organization of human fertilization conforms to that of most mam-

mals, it has some unique features. As discussed in this study, the mature

oocyte has basic cellular organelles, but the MII spindle is barrel–shaped,

anastral, and lacks centrioles. Osmiophilic centrosomes are not demonstra-

ble in human eggs, since the maternal centrosome is not functional. The

sperm centrosome activates the egg and organizes the sperm aster andmitotic

spindles of the embryo after fertilization.

The human ZP is composed of thin filaments, arranged in a complex

pattern, containing ZP glycoproteins. Mechanisms of binding and penetra-

tion of the sperm in the glycoprotein filaments of ZP are well known, even if

humans possess four glycoprotein‐assembling filaments and not three as in

other mammalian species. As stated by Conner et al. (2005), the increased

complexity of the ZP in humans and other species across the evolutionary

tree now demands that we reconsider our reliance on the mouse model for

understanding early fertilization events.

Human oocyte and embryo behavior seems closely related to morphody-

namic metabolic activities of neighboring somatic cells, since, as discussed in

this study, the viability of cumulus cells surrounding the oocyte as well as the

embryo, both in vitro and in vivo, is demonstrated. Therefore, the metabolic

activity of somatic cells is not restricted to persistence in the ovarian follicle

but continues inside the extraovarian ‘‘microfollicular unit’’ (oocyte and

companion cumulus cells) at the time of ovulation or at follicular aspiration

for ART procedures.

Clinically, high rates of blastocyst formation have been reported with the

use of cocultures, and this has been proposed as a salvage treatment option

for couples with repeated implantation failures (Urman and Balaban, 2005).
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Similar results were obtained by the use of complex sequential media, even if

well‐designed randomized studies that compare cocultures with simple or

sequential media do not exist (Urman and Balaban, 2005). Whether cocul-

tures are really beneficial in patients with repeated implantation failures

should be investigated in future randomized trials.

Some aspects of human sperm and oocyte pathology have been discussed

in this study; specific pathological conditions of cumulus cells, such as over-

ripeness and hyperluteinization or defective secretion of proteins or steroids,

should be investigated further to attain more precise information regarding

infertility and its treatment. Our knowledge about human in vivo fertilization

is still very limited and the complex sequence of in vivo biological steps

involved in human reproduction is only partially reproduced in current

ART procedures.

As stated by our late Professor Pietro Motta (Motta et al., 1995d): ‘‘Cer-

tainly, in the near future, all open questions will be approached and presum-

ably resolved by new technologies and left behind by generations of valid

researchers. They nevertheless must be aware that their studies challenge not

only the life mystery itself, but in particular the destiny of the human being.’’

Even if stated 10 years ago, these words are still accurate today.
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Chromosomal mosaicism is still a genetic enigma. Although the mechanisms

and consequences of this phenomenon have been studied for over 50 years, there

are a number of gaps in our knowledge concerning causes, genetic mechanisms,

and phenotypic manifestations of chromosomal mosaicism. Neuronal cell‐specific

chromosomal mosaicism is not an exception. Originally, neuronal cells of the

mammalian brain were assumed to possess identical genomes. However, recent

studies have shown chromosomal variations, manifested as chromosome

abnormalities in cells of the developing and adult mammalian nervous system.

Here, we review data obtained on the variation in chromosome complement in

mammalian neuronal cells and hypothesize about the possible relevance of large‐

scale genomic (i.e., chromosomal) variations to brain development and functions

as well as neurodevelopmental and neurodegenerative disorders. We propose to

cover the term ‘‘molecular neurocytogenetics to cover all studies the aim of which

is to reveal chromosome variations and organization in the mammalian brain.

KEYWORDS: Mammalian brain, Aneuploidy, Chromosomal mosaicism, Brain

development, Molecular cytogenetics, Polyploidy. � 2006 Elsevier Inc.

I. Introduction

Since the establishment of human chromosome numbers in 1956 (Tjio and

Levan, 1956) and early reports on numerical chromosome abnormalities

associated with human diseases (Ford et al., 1959; Jacobs and Strong,
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1959; Jacobs et al., 1959; Lejeune et al., 1959), cytogenetic studies have

become a part of human genetics. As a result a multitude of pathogenic

and nonpathogenic conditions associated with regular as well as mosaic

chromosomal abnormalities have been described. Chromosomal mosai-

cism—the presence of cell populations diVering with respect to their chro-

mosome complements in the same individual—is assumed to contribute to

phenotypic variability and disease. Throughout the second half of the twen-

tieth century, chromosomal mosaicism has been systematically described.

However, our knowledge about causes and consequences of chromosomal

mosaicism is surprisingly exiguous, especially for chromosomal mosaicism

confined to a somatic tissue.

The mammalian brain is the control center that functions to store, com-

pute, integrate, and transmit information acquired from the environment.

The human brain is supposed to possess about one trillion neurons, each

forming as many as several thousand connections with other neurons

(Lodish et al., 2000). The functions of neuronal cells connected to a neuron

with abnormal chromosome complement should be aVected. Therefore, the

presence of neurons with chromosome abnormalities in the mammalian

brain may be the cause for diVerent pathogenic processes of the nervous

system and contribute to neuronal diversity. The present review focuses

on evidence for chromosome complement variations in the mammalian

brain and the relevance to brain development, functions, and mechanisms

underlying the etiology of neurodevelopmental and neurodegenerative

disorders. To provide a better understanding of this subject, we present

current knowledge about the causes and consequences of numerical chromo-

some abnormalities in humans and available molecular cytogenetic techni-

ques for the identification of chromosomal mosaicism in the mammalian

brain.

II. Numerical Chromosome Abnormalities:
Origin and Consequences

A. Nondisjunctional Events

1. Meiotic Nondisjunction

Meiosis taking place only in the ovaries and testes is a process of generation

of haploid gametes by a cell division process that consists of one round of

DNA replication and two subsequent cell divisions. The first cell division,

defined as meiosis I (MI), is characterized by chromosome conjugation and

the segregation of homologous chromosomes. The second cell division, or
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meiosis II (MII), is characterized by the segregation of the sister chromatids,

and is similar to mitotic division. An error due to meiotic chromosome or

sister chromatid malsegregation is usually defined as meiotic nondisjunction.

Meiotic nondisjunction can occur during MI and MII. Generally, the result

of meiotic nondisjunction is the regular form of aneuploidy (the presumable

presence of trisomy or monosomy in all the cells of an organism).

The overall incidence of meiotic errors in humans is considered to be

significantly increased versus other mammalian species (up to 15 times),

occurring in 10–30% of fertilized human eggs. Moreover, aneuploidy due

to meiotic errors is the most common cause of fetal death, stillbirth, and

disorders associated with chromosome abnormalities in humans (Hassold

and Hunt, 2001). Our knowledge about the origin and phenotypic manifesta-

tions of aneuploidy in humans is essentially acquired from studies of the most

common aneuploidies in liveborns, e.g., trisomy of chromosome 21 (Down

syndrome), trisomy of chromosome 18 (Edwards syndrome), monosomy of

chromosome X (Turner syndrome), trisomy of chromosome X, and super-

numerary chromosome X in a male karyotype (Klinefelter syndrome). It

should be noted that regular forms of aneuploidy for the remaining chromo-

somes are usually associated with embryonic lethality or pregnancy loss in

the first trimester. Summaries of data on the parental and meiotic origin of

errors leading to the most frequent chromosomal abnormalities in human

conceptuses (trisomy of chromosomes 16, 21, and 22) have indicated that

meiotic nondisjunction is more likely to occur during maternal MI (Hassold

and Hunt, 2001; Nicolaidis and Petersen, 1998). However, some exceptions

of this rule seem to exist. Trisomy of chromosome 18 is more likely to be

caused by maternal MII errors (Bugge et al., 1998), and trisomy of chromo-

somes 7 and 8 is more frequently associated with mitotic nondisjunction

(James and Jacobs, 1996; Zaragoza et al., 1998). Studies of the origin of

monosomy X in females with Turner syndrome have provided evidence that

paternal chromosome X or Y is lost in 70–80% of cases (Jacobs et al., 1997).

Up to 50% of cases of 47,XXY (Klinefelter syndrome) may be attributed to

paternal meiotic errors (Thomas et al., 2000). It is noteworthy that meiotic

nondisjunction is the best‐studied biological process associated with chro-

mosomal abnormalities in mammals. It allows meiotic nondisjunction to be

considered as an adequate model for theoretical considerations concerning

the occurrence and phenotypic manifestations of numerical chromosome

abnormalities. In addition, the reduction to disomy of a trisomic conception

occurring during the second or a subsequent cell division may lead to the

production of mosaic trisomy in the fetus or mosaicism confined to the

placenta (Robinson et al., 1995; Wolstenholme, 1996). Therefore, it is rea-

sonable to assume that this mechanism underlies the formation of tissue‐

specific mosaicism in a newborn with the possibility of trisomy confined to

neuronal tissue.
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2. Mitotic Nondisjunction

Mitosis, the final step of the cell cycle, is the process of somatic cell division

by which the reproduction of cells is achieved. This mode of nuclear division

makes available the production of daughter nuclei that are genetically iden-

tical to one another and to the original parent cell nucleus. Mitotic nondis-

junction is characterized by the failure of sister chromatid distribution to

opposite cell poles during the stage of mitosis known as anaphase. Errors in

mitosis are usually attributed to the formation of tetraploid conceptions or

chromosomal mosaicism in somatic tissues.

Aneuploidy due to mitotic nondisjunction is considered a consistent

finding in all types of neoplasia. Therefore, it is not surprising that insight

into our knowledge of mitotic nondisjunction is essentially provided by

studies of tumorigenesis. The growing number of human cancer investiga-

tions suggests that the mitotic errors leading to numerical chromosome

abnormalities are caused by sporadic mutations producing genome instabili-

ty that can manifest as aneuploidy or polyploidy (Lengauer et al., 1998;

Rajagopalan and Lengauer, 2004). However, despite the increased interest

in this phenomenon, we are still far from uncovering all the processes leading

to mitotic errors. The increased rate of mosaic numerical chromosome

abnormalities associated with mitotic nondisjunction (about 50%) is ob-

served in preimplantation embryos and spontaneous abortions (Bielanska

et al., 2002; Munne et al., 1994; Vorsanova et al., 2005). Studies of the

contribution of mitotic nondisjunction to the genesis of recognizable

human malformation syndromes related to aneuploidy have indicated that

from 3 to 18% of trisomy in liveborns is associated with mitotic errors

(Antonarakis et al., 1993; Hassold and Hunt, 2001; Nicolaidis and Petersen,

1998). Mosaic trisomy of chromosomes 7 and 8, as mentioned previously, is

an exception, being extremely rare compared to other aneuploidy conditions

(Nielsen and Wohert, 1991; Wolstenholme, 1996). Among cases of trisomy

mosaicism in malformed liveborns associated with mitotic nondisjunction

there are generally those characterized by the prevalence of an abnormal cell

population. This suggests that only mosaic forms of aneuploidy with a large

proportion of aVected cells produce phenotypic manifestations associated

with recognizable chromosome abnormality syndromes. This is further sup-

ported by a number of reports, mostly concerning trisomy 21, indicating that

phenotypically normal individuals with minor phenotypic signs of the

corresponding syndrome may have a significant cell population (up to

30%) with an abnormal chromosome complement (Clarke et al., 1961; de A

Moreira et al., 2000). It should be noted that cases of low‐level chromosomal

mosaicism are barely detectable through a clinical examination as well as

commonly used cytogenetic approaches. Nevertheless, even a small propor-

tion of neuronal cells with abnormal chromosome complements can give rise
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to pathogenic processes and produce phenotypic diversity. Chromosomal

mosaicism caused by mitotic errors may be confined to specific tissue

(Youssoufian and Pyeritz, 2002). If this tissue is brain, the presence of

brain cells with an abnormal chromosome complement may be etiologically

related to a number of neurodevelopmental alterations and neurodegenera-

tive processes.

B. Autosomal Aneuploidy

Autosomal aneuploidy refers to cytogenetic abnormalities characterized by

the presence or absence of the whole or part of an autosome (all chromo-

somes except X and Y) in karyotype. These can manifest either as a numeri-

cal abnormality (trisomy or monosomy) or the presence of additional

supernumerary marker chromosomes derived from an autosome. The fre-

quency of autosomal aneuploidy detected by routine cytogenetic techniques

in human newborns is considered to be about 0.2% (Jacobs et al., 1992). The

incidence increases to 4% among stillbirths and 21–30% among spontaneous

abortions (Hassold and Hunt, 2001; Pflueger, 2005; Vorsanova et al., 2005;

Warburton et al., 1991). This indicates that a major part of autosomal

aneuploidy conditions is associated with early pregnancy loss. Apart from

trisomy of chromosomes 13, 18, and 21, as well as additional supernumerary

marker chromosomes, all remaining autosomal aneuploidy conditions are

supposed to occur in liveborns as mosaic forms only. Mental impairment is a

characteristic feature of all recognizable autosomal aneuploidy syndromes. It

is frequently accompanied by morphological changes in the brain of aVected

children, supporting the contention that the presence of neuronal cells with a

gained or lost autosome may be related not only to impaired functioning but

to conspicuous morphological abnormalities.

Trisomy of chromosome 21 accounts for approximately 95% of cases of

Down syndrome, considered the leading cause of mental retardation in

humans, occurring in about 1 in 800 live births (Roizen and Patterson,

2003). The remainder is attributed to mosaic trisomy 21 and Robertsonian

translocations (whole‐arm rearrangements between the acrocentric chromo-

somes 13–15, 21, and 22) involving chromosome 21 (Antonarakis et al., 1993;

Giraud andMattei, 1975). The series of studies targeted to reveal the changes

in the brain of trisomy 21‐aVected fetuses and liveborns has indicated the

incidence of biochemical alterations within the fetal Down syndrome brain

followed by apparent morphological abnormalities in the brain of newborns

and older infants (Engidawork and Lubeck, 2003). A relatively small pro-

portion of neuronal cells with an additional chromosome 21 does not

produce such a distinct change of brain function as is produced in Down

syndrome. However, low‐level mosaicism for trisomy of chromosome 21 (less
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than 1%) confined to the brain tissue may aVect brain functioning, as each

neuron is connected to several thousand other neurons. Trisomy of chromo-

some 18 is known as Edwards syndrome and is considered to be the second

most frequent autosomal aneuploidy condition, occurring in at least 1:7000

newborns. The third most frequent autosomal aneuploidy syndrome is triso-

my of chromosome 13 (Patau syndrome), having a frequency between 1:5000

and 1:29,000 liveborns (Forrester and Merz, 1999; Goldstein and Nielsen,

1988). These two syndromes are characterized by an exceedingly severe

phenotype associated with multiple congenital malformations including

mental deficiency. AVected children rarely survive beyond the first year of

life. The remaining autosomal aneuploidy conditions are extremely rare in

newborns (not more than 100–150 reported cases). The overall incidence of

supernumerary marker chromosomes in human newborns is estimated as

0.043% with a minute contribution of sex chromosomes. This type of aneu-

ploidy is characterized by extreme phenotypic variability, from a normal to a

severely abnormal phenotype. Mosaic forms of supernumerary marker chro-

mosomes are well described, and up to 54% of cases of additional marker

chromosomes in a case–control study demonstrate mosaicism (Liehr et al.,

2004a). The generalization of our knowledge concerning autosomal aneu-

ploidy provides evidence that either gain or loss of an autosome may aVect

brain development and function. Therefore, autosomal aneuploidy mosai-

cism confined to neuronal tissue should not be excluded when considering

genetic abnormalities associated with neuropsychiatric diseases.

C. Numerical Abnormalities of the Sex Chromosomes

The fertilization of the X chromosome‐bearing egg by a spermatozoa bearing

either chromosome X or Y (sex chromosomes) underlies the determination of

genetic mammalian sex (XX, female; XY, male). Numerical abnormalities of

the sex chromosomes are considered to have less severe phenotypic manifes-

tations in humans as compared to autosomal aneuploidy. This probably

explains why the overall incidence of aneuploidy involving sex chromosomes

is as high as 1 in 500 newborns. Monosomy of chromosome X is considered

to be the cause of approximately 50% of cases diagnosed as Turner syndrome

(1:2000–1:5000 female liveborns). The remainder represent cases of structur-

al chromosome X abnormalities (up to 35%) as well as 45,X/46,XX or 45,X/

46,XY mosaicism (about 17%) (Elsheikh et al., 2002). In addition, monoso-

my of chromosome X is the single most frequent aneuploidy detected in

spontaneous abortions. It accounts for 1–2% of all the clinically recognized

pregnancies with less than 1% of aVected fetuses surviving to term (Hook and

Warburton, 1983). Typical symptoms of Turner syndrome are short stature
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and ovarian failure with evidence for cognitive deficits in women with

monosomy X (Elsheikh et al., 2002). Trisomy of chromosome X is assumed

to be the most frequent sex chromosome aneuploidy in females occurring in

1:1000 newborn girls (Nielsen and Wohert, 1991). This chromosome abnor-

mality seems to be characterized by increased phenotypic variability without

any distinct recognizable malformation pattern. A large proportion of

females with an additional X chromosome shows behavioral and cognitive

disabilities. It should be noted that cases with two or three additional X

chromosomes in the female karyotype with more severe congenital malfor-

mations and mental deficiency have occasionally been described. A supernu-

merary chromosome X in males is characteristic of a clinical entity known as

Klinefelter syndrome (47,XXY), with a frequency of 0.1–0.2% in the general

male population. The 47,XXY condition is commonly related to hypogonad-

ism and male infertility with behavioral and cognitive abnormalities. About

20% of Klinefelter syndrome cases demonstrate 48,XXYY, 48,XXXY,

49,XXXXY, and 49,XXXYY karyotypes and 46,XY/47,XXY mosaicism,

which is probably underestimated. The former conditions are usually asso-

ciated with more severe phenotypic manifestations of Klinefelter syndrome,

and the latter condition (mosaicism) is known to cause milder forms

(Lanfranco et al., 2004). The second most common sex chromosome aneu-

ploidy, 47,XYY, aVects approximately 1 in 800–1000 males (Nielsen and

Wohert, 1991). These individuals are characterized by insignificant pheno-

typic abnormalities unable to be diagnosed by a clinical examination. The

main features of 47,XYY males are increased height, aggressive behavior,

parochialism, and mild mental deficiency.

It should be noted that most comprehensive studies of chromosomal

abnormalities in schizophrenia have indicated the occurrence of sex chromo-

some aneuploidy in cohorts of patients analyzed (Basset et al., 2000). Al-

though the association between numerical sex chromosome abnormalities

and schizophrenia remains uncertain, the possibility of a contribution of

mosaic and probably regular forms of sex chromosome aneuploidy to the

etiology of major psychiatric disorders has not been excluded.

A number of studies targeted to reveal morphological brain changes in

individuals with 45,X, 47,XXX, 47,XXY, and 47,XXY karyotypes provide

evidence for morphological brain abnormalities in these patients manifested

as an enlarged temporal lobe (45,X), reduced size of the amygdala, and

reduction of brain volumes (47,XXX and 47,XXY) (Patwardhan et al.,

2002; Rae et al., 2004; Warwick et al., 1999). In conclusion, the possible

relevance of numerical sex chromosome abnormalities to human cognitive

disabilities and behavioral alterations should be noted. Therefore, the occur-

rence of sex chromosome aneuploidy in the human brain is expected to

produce cognitive and behavioral abnormalities.
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D. Polyploidy

Polyploidy is a numerical chromosome abnormality characterized by the

presence of additional haploid sets of chromosomes. A commonly detected

polyploidy in spontaneous abortions and liveborns is triploidy (three haploid

chromosome sets) and tetraploidy (four haploid chromosome sets). In con-

trast to tetraploidy, triploidy is caused by errors in fertilization. Earlier

hypotheses suggested that a number of mammalian somatic tissues are

populated by polyploid cells. Adult neurons of mammals were assumed to

be postmitotic cells characterized by a polyploid chromosome complement.

Testing this hypothesis through histochemical techniques yielded contro-

versial results (Bregnard et al., 1975; Swartz and Bhatnagar, 1981). This is

not surprising, as the techniques applied are not straightforward for chro-

mosome complement identification. Later, reports on polyploidy in humans

have shown that these conditions are usually associated with fetal lethality

and are rarely observed in newborns (Schinzel, 2001). Therefore, all adult

neurons of the mammalian brain are unlikely to be characterized by

polyploid chromosome complements.

Mosaic forms of polyploidy are commonly found in spontaneous abor-

tions (Vorsanova et al., 2005). Mosaic triploidy with the majority of cells

being diploid is associated with a recognizable dysmorphology syndrome in

newborns known as diploid/triploid mosaicism (van de Laar et al., 2002).

Although the cumulative incidence of polyploidy/diploidy mosaicism in

human liveborns is unknown, the dramatic changes associated with the

presence of additional haploid chromosome sets in a cell should lead to

apparent abnormal cellular processes. If polyploidy mosaicism is confined

to the brain, neurodegenerative processes in aVected individuals may be

expected.

III. Chromosomal Mosaicism in Humans

A. Aneuploidy in Human Germline Cells

Cytogenetic analysis of mammalian gametes is considered the initial step in

surveying the incidence of chromosome abnormality throughout ontogene-

sis. A major source of aneuploidy in humans is germline chromosomal

mutations. Molecular cytogenetic studies of human sperm have demon-

strated that 0.1–0.2% of spermatozoa are aVected by chromosome‐specific

aneuploidy. The incidence of spermatozoa with hypo‐ or hyperhaploid chro-

mosome complements is over 2% in terms of the entire genome (Fig. 1). It is

noteworthy that the rate of aneuploidy in the mammalian sperm is highly
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dependent on exogenous and endogenous eVects (GriYn, 1996; Hassold and

Hunt, 2001; Szczygiet and Kurpisz, 2001; Yurov et al., 1996a). To date,

aneuploidy has been evaluated in more than 10,000 human female gametes.

The rate of chromosome abnormalities in human oocytes ranged from 10 to

20% with a strong correlation between maternal aging and an increased

incidence of aneuploidy (Pellestor et al., 2003; Rosenbusch, 2004). At first

sight, neuronal cell‐specific chromosomal mosaicism does not seem to be

directly associated with germline chromosomal mutations; however, the

latter is a basic process in the formation of chromosome abnormality,

providing information on the occurrence and segregation of an abnormal

chromosome complement throughout gestation followed by confinement to

a somatic tissue.

B. Chromosomal Mosaicism Throughout Gestation

As the development of the human central nervous system (CNS) starts

during the first few weeks of gestation, sporadic changes of chromosome

complement within embryonic cell lines may lead to the formation of neuro-

nal tissue‐specific chromosomal mosaicism. Because of ethical and technical

limitations, data on the occurrence of chromosomal mosaicism in human

gestation are essentially obtained from studies of chromosome abnormalities

FIG. 1 Overview of the incidence of chromosomal abnormality and chromosomal mosaicism

from gametes to newborns. CA, chromosomal abnormalities; CM, chromosomal mosaicism;

CPM, confined placental mosaicism. For spontaneous abortions and prenatal diagnosis an

average CM rate is shown; for newborns an average CA rate is given as well.
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in preimplantation embryos, spontaneous abortions, and, much more rarely,

induced abortions.

The introduction of in vitro fertilization (IVF) techniques allowed genetic

analyses of early stage embryos. The main aim of cytogenetic analysis of

preimplantation embryos is to provide a reliable diagnosis of chromosome

abnormalities so as to attain successful prenatal development after IVF.

Additionally, these studies are important in estimating the incidence of

chromosomal mosaicism in early embryos. A current view of mosaicism in

preimplantation embryos is that it largely depends on type of embryonic

development (e.g., arrested, slow, or satisfactory), morphology, and devel-

opmental stage when subjected to analysis. The rate of chromosomal mosai-

cism in preimplantation embryos analyzed at diVerent cleavage stages varies

widely from 15 to 91% (Fig. 1). Mosaic chromosome abnormalities in preim-

plantation embryos include monosomy, trisomy, polyploidy, and haploidy

(Bielanska et al., 2002; Delhanty et al., 1997; Munne and Cohen, 1998;

Munne et al., 1994). An additional consistent finding in mosaic preimplanta-

tion embryos is multiple chromosome imbalances referred to as ‘‘chaotic

mosaicism,’’ which are diVerent in each cell analyzed (Delhanty et al., 1997).

As to detailed studies, diploid mosaic embryos are usually attributed to

errors occurring at the second cell division or subsequent cell divisions.

This indicates that mitotic nondisjunction is etiologically related to the

formation of mosaicism in human embryos with correct pronuclear syngamy

(Munne and Cohen, 1998; Munne et al., 1994). Recent studies of mitotic

errors associated with mosaicism in human preimplantation embryos have

indicated that anaphase lagging is essential (Coonen et al., 2004). It should be

kept in mind that the presumed correspondence of IVF conditions to natural

ones underlies all the theoretical issues of chromosomal mosaicism in preim-

plantation embryos. Notwithstanding, the latter seems to be a unique way to

assess the rate of chromosomal mosaicism in humans at elemental stages of

development. In the context of neuronal tissue‐specific mosaicism, these

analyses show evidence for error‐prone patterns (in terms of number of

chromosome abnormalities) of early human development before the onset

of CNS formation.

To obtain indirect proof for neuronal cell‐specific chromosomal mosai-

cism by surveying nondisjunctional events in gestation, causal mosaic chro-

mosomal abnormalities in spontaneous abortions (the second human

gestation period analyzed with respect to chromosomal mosaicism) should

be assessed. Fetal deaths occurring between 6–8 and 20 weeks are generally

defined as spontaneous abortions. Current estimates of cytogenetic abnorm-

alities in human spontaneous abortions give 50% as an average detection

rate. In most early studies the incidence of mosaicism in spontaneous

abortions ranged from 2 to 5% among cytogenetically abnormal specimens

(Hassold, 1982; Warburton et al., 1978). A latter study indicated that the
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frequency of chromosomal mosaicism in spontaneous abortions, represent-

ing both those confined to the placenta and generalized types, tended to be

significantly higher than 10% (11 out of 54 specimens were mosaic)

(Kalousek et al., 1992). It is noteworthy that the majority of spontaneous

abortions were ascertained through conventional cytogenetic analysis. How-

ever, these techniques appear to have low eYciency for detection of mosai-

cism because of culture procedure failure andmoderate cell scoring potential.

The former limitation suggested the use of molecular cytogenetic techniques

as an initial screening approach for the identification of chromosome

abnormalities in spontaneous abortions (Jobanputra et al., 2002). The appli-

cation of molecular cytogenetic techniques has shown that 48.3% of cytoge-

netically abnormal spontaneous abortions (89 abnormal out of 148

specimens) were characterized by chromosomal mosaicism with an abnormal

clone content variation from 5 to 90% (Vorsanova et al., 2005). Since the

level of chromosomal mosaicism leading to pregnancy loss has not been

established, it is diYcult to delineate the rate of chromosomal mosaicism

without causal eVect in human pregnancy losses by comparing the incidence

of chromosome abnormality in preimplantation embryos and spontaneous

abortions. Further complications arise from the impossibility of assessing

the level of mosaicism in all fetal tissues. Hence, the rate of chromosome

abnormalities in unaborted pregnancies needs to be estimated. Studies

of chromosomal abnormalities in induced abortions without medical in-

dications are exceptionally rare. The rate of chromosome abnormalities in

induced abortions was presumably estimated as less than 5% with the contri-

bution of chromosomal mosaicism less than 1% (Kajii et al., 1978; Tsuji and

Nakano, 1978). An additional reliable report on the estimation of mosaic

polyploidy in induced abortions (used as a control) gave a rate of less than

1.5% (Horiushi et al., 1997). The assessment of current knowledge

concerning mosaicism in spontaneous and induced abortions (Fig. 1) shows

the presence of cell lines with abnormal chromosome complement, therefore

supporting the assumption that chromosomal mosaicism may aVect embry-

onic cells targeted to develop into neuronal tissue. However, it is noteworthy

that detailed studies of chromosomal mosaicism in human spontaneous as

well as induced abortions are few. Hopefully these types of studies will be the

subject of future investigations.

Another possible source for estimating the rate of chromosomal mosai-

cism in human fetuses is prenatal diagnosis. This, however, is primarily

designed to assess the opportunity of the fetus to be born without chromo-

somal aberrations. Therefore, cytogenetic studies in prenatal diagnosis are

confined to the identification of chromosomal mosaicism in fetal tissues

without any adverse eVects in newborns because of chromosome abnormal-

ities confined to the placenta. The recognized incidence of placental mosai-

cism revealed by chorionic villus sampling (mainly at 9–11 weeks of
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gestation) is about 2% (Kalousek and Vekemans, 1996). Detailed prenatal

investigations have demonstrated less than a 1% (38 of 4000 samples) inci-

dence of chromosomal mosaicism in chorionic villi, with the majority of cases

confined to placental mosaicism, apart from two cases that were neonate low‐

level mosaics (Stetten et al., 2004). Cytogenetic studies of amniotic fluid are

assumed to provide better information on the rate of true mosaicism in

human fetuses. Large‐scale population‐based investigations (about 60,000

amniocenteses) have estimated the incidence of chromosomal mosaicism as

0–0.9% (Fig. 1) (Hsu and Perlis, 1984). This gives the impression that

chromosomal mosaicism is rather uncommon in human conspectuses ana-

lyzed through cytogenetic prenatal diagnosis. However, the majority of

studies of mosaicism in prenatal diagnosis were performed through conven-

tional cytogenetic analysis and were limited in the number of cells (meta-

phase spreads) to score. Therefore, chromosomal mosaicism in fetal tissues

may be significantly underestimated.

A pregnancy may end either as a stillbirth (in case of fetal death) or

livebirth after week 20 of gestation. The rate of numerical chromosomal

abnormalities in stillbirths is known to be about 5% (Fig. 1), being principal-

ly manifested as trisomy of chromosomes 13, 18, and 21 (Angell et al., 1984).

Unfortunately, there are few studies of chromosomal mosaicism in human

stillbirths; hopefully, forthcoming investigations will fill this gap. The devas-

tating eVect of the majority of autosomal aneuploidy conditions probably

explains the decrease by an order of magnitude in the incidence of chromo-

somal abnormalities in livebirths as compared to stillbirths. Current esti-

mates determine the incidence of aneuploidy in newborns as approximately

0.3%, being essentially trisomy of chromosome 21 as well as 47,XXX, 47,

XXY, and 47,XYY (GriYn, 1996; Hassold and Hunt, 2001). Although direct

studies of chromosomal mosaicism in newborns have not been performed,

clinical populations of newborns and children referred to pediatric institu-

tions with congenital malformations and mental retardation show mosaic

karyotypes in about 3.5% of cases (S. G. Vorsanova and Y. B. Yurov,

unpublished observations).

The data on chromosomal mosaicism in human embryonic and fetal

tissues as well as newborns (Fig. 1) support the suggestion that the rate of

mosaicism is reduced throughout gestation (i.e., as the amount of cells

increases through development the rate of mosaicism decreases). This is

hardly explainable by selective pressure against chromosomally abnormal

cells in cases of low‐level mosaicism. In contrast, confinement of chromo-

some abnormalities to tissues not subjected to cytogenetic analysis appears to

be a better explanation of the decrease. It should be noted that most studies

of chromosomal mosaicism in human fetuses and newborns are performed

by analyzing a limited number of tissues (chorionic villi, cells of amniotic
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fluid, placenta, blood lymphocytes). Therefore, chromosomal mosaicism, if

present in other tissues, remains to be estimated. Notwithstanding, despite a

number of uncertainties in our knowledge, studies of the incidence of chro-

mosomal mosaicism throughout gestation provide indirect evidence that

chromosomal mosaicism might be confined to a tissue with the possibility

of aVecting neuronal tissue.

C. Mosaic Forms of Numerical Chromosome Abnormalities
in Postnatal Life

1. Somatic Chromosomal Mosaicism and Human Disease

Numerical chromosomal imbalances are assumed to be among the common

causes of somatic mosaicism in humans. Although somatic chromosomal

mosaicism is frequently overlooked, a number of pathogenic conditions are

caused by mosaic forms of numerical chromosome abnormalities. Unstable

clonal variants are consistently observed in chromosome instability syn-

dromes, suggesting the failure of cellular processes that prevent mitotic non-

disjunction as a cause (Youssoufian and Pyeritz, 2002). Another established

source for delineating the contribution of mosaicism to human malformation

is non‐disjunction studies of common aneuploidy conditions. The latter,

however, appears to be a challenge, as a critical value of causative abnormal

clone content is not evident. Nevertheless, the contribution of mosaicism to

the etiology of Down and Edwards syndromes is estimated to be 3–5% and

11–14%, respectively (Hassold and Hunt, 2001; Nicolaidis and Petersen,

1998). Since mosaic forms of aneuploidy may result in a diminished clinical

appearance, the occurrence of chromosomal mosaicism is often not obvious.

Currently, mosaic forms of autosomal aneuploidy, which have been described

for all human chromosomes, can be divided into three groups, based on the

number of corresponding reports in the available literature. These groups are

defined as rare (fewer than 5–10 cases reported), relatively rare (over 15 cases

reported), and frequent (mosaic autosomal aneuploidy forms that are consis-

tently observed when cytogenetic analyses are carried out). Based on the

literature, we have attributed mosaic aneuploidy of chromosomes 1, 2, 3, 4,

5, 6, 7, 10, 11, 12, 17, and 19 to rare mosaic autosomal aneuploidy; mosaic

aneuploidy of chromosomes 14, 15, 16, and 20 to relatively rare mosaic

autosomal aneuploidy; and mosaic aneuploidy of chromosomes 8, 9, 13, 18,

21, and 22 to frequent mosaic autosomal aneuploidy.

It is noteworthy that the overwhelming majority of cases of autosomal

mosaicism were detected through cytogenetic evaluation of blood lympho-

cytes and skin fibroblasts. Therefore, tissue specificity was assessed by
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comparing the incidence of chromosomal mosaicism in either lymphocytes or

fibroblasts. It was shown that mosaic forms confined to blood lymphocytes

or skin fibroblasts occur in a significant proportion of cases of autosomal

mosaicism (Schinzel, 2001). Turner syndrome (monosomy of chromosome

X) also seems to be an example of chromosomal mosaicism. As over 98% of

45,X conceptuses are spontaneously aborted, it was reasonable to suspect

that livebirths with monosomy of chromosome X possessed cell lines with a

normal female or male karyotype (Youssoufian and Pyeritz, 2002). The

impact of mosaicism in terms of numerical abnormalities of sex chromo-

somes (except monosomy X) on human disease is hardly assessable in terms

on nonapparent phenotypic manifestations in cases of low‐level mosaicism.

Nevertheless, a large number of abnormal sex chromosome mosaics have

been described to date (Schinzel, 2001).

Diploidy/triploidy mosaicism associated with dysmorphology is consid-

ered a well‐known chromosomal abnormality syndrome with strong evidence

for tissue‐specific patterns. Up to 75% of patients show a normal blood

karyotype in contrast to cultured fibroblasts (van de Laar et al., 2002). Few

data on tetraploidy/diploidy mosaics have been reported. However, during

conventional cytogenetic analysis tetraploid metaphases may occasionally be

detected in cultured lymphocytes of either aVected or unaVected individuals

(Schinzel, 2001). General observations show strong evidence for tissue‐

specific chromosome abnormality mosaicisms in humans. The best example

of this phenomenon is acquired from reports on individuals with no apparent

phenotypic abnormalities characterized by the presence of tissue‐restricted

chromosomal mosaicism. However, because of the lack of direct evidence

suggesting the occurrence of this type of mosaicism, these case reports are

unfortunately rare (Schinzel, 2001).

Additional knowledge concerning the contribution of mosaic aneuploidy

to human disease may be acquired from analysis of supernumerary marker

chromosomes. Although it is still being evaluated (Liehr et al., 2004a), the

example of Pallister–Killian syndrome (an additional chromosome 12p)

provides strong evidence that tissue‐specific chromosomal mosaicism plays

a role in the pathogenesis of human diseases associated with supernumerary

marker chromosomes (Priest et al., 1992). Another extraordinary example of

numerical chromosomal mosaicism has been given by studies of X‐linked

dominant neuropsychiatric diseases (Rett syndrome) in males. As these dis-

eases have an increased intrauterine mortality rate for hemizygous males, the

only possibility of Rett syndrome in males is either the presence of an

additional X chromosome in the karyotype or somatic mosaicism for muta-

tions of the corresponding gene (MECP2). The former was first shown to

occur in mosaic form (47,XXY/46,XY) when a male with the clinical features

of Rett syndrome was cytogenetically analyzed (Vorsanova et al., 1996).
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Further investigation of Rett syndrome in males has indicated that the

47,XXY/46,XY mosaicism may be tissue–specific, suggesting that cytogenet-

ic analysis of diVerent tissues is the only way to thoroughly explain the

occurrence of Rett syndrome in boys (Vorsanova et al., 2001). In conclusion,

it should be noted that although there is still no clear understanding of the

contribution of tissue‐specific mosaicism to human disease, the investigation

of this phenomenon has provided a firm base with which to launch studies

targeted at estimating neuronal tissue‐specific chromosomal mosaicism in

humans.

2. Aneuploidy, Tumorigenesis, and Aging

Chromosomal mosaicism acquired during gestation is not the unique source

of sporadic changes in chromosome complement that is observed in mam-

mals. The two best studied biological processes associated with numerical

chromosome imbalances are tumorigenesis and aging. Tumorigenesis is as-

sumed to be related to aneuploidy, theorized to be the primary cause of

genomic instability in neoplastic and preneoplastic cells (Duesberg et al.,

2004; Lengauer et al., 1998). According to epidemiologic surveys, brain

tumors are the second most common malignancy in children (Lacayo and

Farmer, 1991) and are very frequent in adults, with an annual diagnosis rate

ranging between 7.3 and 19.1 per 100,000 persons in the United States

(DeAngelis, 2001). Brain tumors demonstrate aneuploid karyotypes in

about 50% of cases, which is probably a significant underestimation (Binger

et al., 1997; Yamada et al., 1994). The high frequency of brain tumors and the

supposition that aneuploidy is a primary cause of neoplasia suggest that

brain malignancy in children may be the result of the presence of aneuploidy

in the newborn brain and adult brain tumors may be associated with clonal

evolution of aneuploid cells in the brain during postnatal life (Fig. 2).

However, sporadic aneuploidy in the postnatal brain may be related to

brain tumors.

The variation of chromosome complement observed at the cytogenetic

level as a feature of human aging has been well documented (Guttenbach

et al., 1995; Jacobs and Brown, 1961; Nowinski et al., 1990). Later, this

phenomenon was found to be likely explained by mitotic misregulation (Ly

et al., 2000). Although tissue‐specific chromosome complement variation in

human aging is poorly understood, current data provide indirect evidence for

acquired aneuploidy in numerous tissues. In addition, the CNS possesses

parts in which long‐term production of neurons occurs (Murray and Calof,

1999) and, therefore, low‐level chromosomal mosaicism in the human brain

may also contribute to aging processes either through mitotic errors or the

onset of expression of age‐related genes in aneuploid mature neurons (Fig. 2).
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IV. Somatic Chromosomal Mosaicism in Mammalian
Neuronal Cells

A. Developing Mammalian Brain

The data described above provide indirect evidence for tissue‐specific chro-

mosomal mosaicism confined to the brain and become a fundamental base

for studies targeted at proving experimentally chromosomal variations in

neuronal cells. Since chromosome abnormalities are most commonly formed

during gestation, it is of prime interest to assess the rate of chromosome

imbalances in the developing mammalian brain. The period of neurogenesis

in mice was found to be rather prone to error in terms of aneuploidy confined

to neuroblasts. Lagging chromosomes were observed in proliferating cere-

bral cortical neuroblasts of mice, suggesting an increased rate of aneuploidy.

The application of spectral karyotyping (SKY) for assessment of chromo-

somal imbalances has indicated that about one‐third (33%) of metaphase

spreads obtained from mice neuroblasts are aneuploid. Among them, 98%

were associated with loss of either one or several chromosomes (hypoploidy).

The remainder (about 2%) were found to have gained chromosomes

FIG. 2 Timeline describing the suggested contribution of brain‐specific aneuploidy to

tumorigenesis and aging processes. Aneuploid neuronal cells in the newborn brain have the

potential to cause brain tumors in children. During early postnatal life the development of

neuronal tissue is observed; therefore, the clonal evolution of aneuploid neuronal cells during

childhood may result in brain tumors in adulthood. The persistence of aneuploid neuronal cells

from birth until adulthood may be the cause of the brain aging process, probably through the

onset of aging process‐related gene expression. Another suggested brain aging mechanism is

almost the same; the only exception is that aneuploid neuronal cells could be formed due to

mitotic errors in the postnatal brain mainly during childhood.
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(hyperploidy). Between 1.6 and 8.4% of individual chromosomes were miss-

ing, with more frequent involvement of chromosomes 9 and 17 as well as the

sex chromosomes. Hyperploidy involved sex chromosomes at a higher rate

than autosomes. The results were then reconfirmed by interphase fluores-

cence in situ hybridization (FISH) using whole painting probes for sex

chromosomes. Numerical chromosome abnormalities were confined to neu-

ronal embryonic cells because the parents of embryos have not demonstrated

an increased rate of aneuploidy in blood lymphocytes and the data obtained

by diVerent techniques were compatible (Rehen et al., 2001). Additionally,

this is unlikely to be explained by a sporadic chromosome mutation aVecting

all embryonic tissues, as the average rate of mitotic chromosome loss in mice

is approximately 3% (Burns et al., 1999). Therefore, it should be recognized

that mice neuroblasts are characterized by an increased level of aneuploidy.

The embryonic neuronal cells found to be aneuploid may be from a region

lining the lateral ventricles of the cerebral hemispheres (ventricular zone).

The region contains neuroblasts, from which postmitotic cortical neurons

arise (Bayer and Altman, 1991). Thus, these findings raise questions

concerning the fate of aneuploid neural embryonic cells in the context of

brain development and functioning after birth.

Murine models have proven to be valuable in understanding the molecular

processes underlying the etiology of brain diseases in humans (Watase and

Zoghbi, 2003), but seem to be less convenient models for considerations

concerning human chromosome abnormalities inasmuch as the incidence

of meiotic errors diVers between humans and mice in order of magnitude

(Adler et al., 1996; Glenister et al., 1987; Hassold and Hunt, 2001). Conse-

quently, the rate of chromosomal imbalance due to mitotic errors might be

diVerent as well. The human brain is indisputably more complex in terms of

both structure and functions performed. Thus, the high number of aneuploid

neuroblasts in the developing brain (as it is in mice) may result in nervous

system development collapse. However, the developing human brain has

demonstrated aneuploid karyotypes in 0.6–3.0% of cells studied. The study

has been carried out through the application of multicolor interphase FISH

using DNA probes for chromosomes 1, 13, 18, 21, X, and Y (Fig. 3A).

Aneuploidy of chromosome X was found to be the most frequent. Interest-

ingly, aneuploidy of chromosome 1, rarely observed in human conceptuses,

was as frequent as aneuploidy of both chromosomes 13 and 21. Chromosome

loss was only two‐fold more frequent than chromosome gain in the human

developing brain, suggesting another mechanism for neuronal tissue‐specific

aneuploidy formation as in the case of mice (Yurov et al., 2005). The

cumulative number of fetal neuronal cells with aneuploidy of chromosomes

1, 13, 18, 21, X, or Y in the developing human brain may be estimated at

approximately 7%, which gives about 28% of aneuploid neuroblasts in

terms of all 23 chromosome pairs. Although these considerations require
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FIG. 3 Two‐probe FISH assay on interphase nuclei of the human brain. (A) Nucleus of the

normal developing brain (gestation age 10 weeks) after hybridization with a FluorX‐labeled

centromeric DNA probe for chromosome X (two green signals) and a Cy3‐labeled centromeric

DNA probe for chromosome Y (one red signal). Signal patterns show additional chromosome X

in the nucleus. (B) Nuclei of organotypic culture of developing brain cells after hybridization with

a biotin‐labeled pericentromeric DNA probe for chromosome 1 (green signals) and a Cy3‐labeled

centromeric DNA probe for chromosome 18 (red signals). Signal patterns show additional

chromosome 1 in the left nucleus in contrast to the normal right nucleus. (C)Nucleus of the normal

adult brain (cerebral cortex) after hybridization with a FluorX‐labeled centromeric DNA probe

for chromosomeX (green signals) and aCy3‐labeled centromericDNAprobe for chromosome 18

(red signals). Signal patterns show additional chromosome 18 in the nucleus. (D) Nucleus of the

schizophrenia‐aVected adult brain (cerebral cortex) after hybridization with a FluorX‐labeled
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experimental proof, the rate of chromosomal mosaicism in humans seems to

be approaching the rate in mice.

These studies indicate that mitotic errors are the main cause of neuronal

tissue‐specific chromosomal mosaicism in the developing mammalian brain.

Since the mechanism of aneuploid cell generation is far from being estab-

lished, chromosome segregation defects are the only appropriate consider-

ation concerning formation of aneuploidy in neural cells. A common

mechanism of postzygotic formation of aneuploidy is anaphase lagging,

which is defined as the loss of chromosomes probably caused by defects in

the kinetochore apparatus (Cleveland et al., 2003). As a result, monosomy in

aneuploid cells is observed. This type of error is a feature of human neoplas-

tic and preimplantation embryo cells (Coonen et al., 2004; Kirsch‐Volders

et al., 2002; Lengauer et al., 1998). Both monosomy and trisomy are sup-

posed to form due to supernumerary centrosomes that produce either bipolar

or multipolar divisions of a cell. The former is likely to be the cause of

mosaicism with a larger monosomic clone content, in contrast to the latter,

which is the cause of nearly equal monosomy/trisomy mosaicism (Brinkley,

2001). Mosaic trisomy is assumed to form through mitotic sister chromatid

nondisjunction of an individual chromosome pair; similarly, tetraploidy is

caused by nondisjunction of a diploid chromosome set. Direct investigation

of defects in chromosome segregation by real‐time imaging of neural progen-

itor cells has demonstrated 4.6% of mitoses harbor lagging chromosomes and

3.2% of nuclei undergo multipolar cell divisions (Yang et al., 2003). This

seems to be in accordance with the rate of aneuploidy in the murine develop-

ing brain (Rehen et al., 2001). However, the percentage of aneuploid neuro-

blasts is higher than visualized defected mitoses, suggesting that other

mechanisms are involved in already diVerentiated aneuploid cells of the

murine embryonic brain. As to the human developing brain, as yet there

are no direct studies of mitosis defects. Nevertheless, the patterns of chromo-

some imbalances observed in the developing human brain provide evidence

that errors in mitotic divisions diVer between humans and mice. The presence

of a relatively small but significant proportion of trisomic neuroblasts in the

human developing brain suggests that mitotic nondisjunction contributes to

the formation of imbalances in the human fetal brain (Yurov et al., 2005).

centromeric DNA probe for chromosome X (green signals) and a Cy3‐labeled centromeric DNA

probe for chromosome 18 (red signals). Signal patterns show additional chromosome X in the

nucleus. (E) Nuclei of the schizophrenia‐aVected adult brain (cerebral cortex). Left nucleus: after

hybridizationwith a biotin‐labeled pericentromericDNAprobe for chromosome 1 (green signals)

and a Cy3‐labeled pericentromeric DNA probe for chromosome 9 (red signals). Right nucleus:

after hybridization with a FluorX‐labeled centromeric DNA probe for chromosome X (green

signals) and a Cy3‐labeled centromeric DNA probe for chromosome Y (red signals). Signal

patterns show tetraploidy in both nuclei.
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The latter correlates with molecular cytogenetic findings in spontaneous

abortions of the same gestational age (Vorsanova et al., 2005).

Another method used to uncover mechanisms of aneuploidy formation is

the identification of chromosome imbalances in cultured developing brain

cells. There are well‐documented neuroblastoid mitogens that promote the

growth of less diVerentiated cells (Ghosh and Greenberg, 1995). Culturing

murine aneuploid neuroblasts with the mitogen demonstrated induced re-

duction of the rate of aneuploidy to 14%. Among lost cells were cells with

multiple gained or lost chromosomes; subsequently, flow cytometric analysis

showed a reduction in average DNA content by 2%, presumably achieved

through the loss of aneuploid neuroblasts (Rehen et al., 2001). Organotypic

culture of fetal brain cells is performed for neuroscience research. The

cultured cells are characterized by a high survival rate, well‐preserved bio-

chemical features, and a conserved shape. These types of neuroblast cultures

allow analysis of the proliferation, diVerentiation, and migration of neural

precursor cells (Gage, 2000; Suzuki et al., 2004). Direct interphase FISH

examination of organotypic cultured fetal brain cells (Fig. 3B) demonstrated

an over 200% increase in aneuploidy rate (1.3–7%) as compared to uncul-

tured cells (0.6–3%). The type of aneuploidy (contribution of monosomy or

trisomy) has not significantly changed. Although cultivation‐induced chro-

mosome imbalances could not be excluded, these findings suggest that

mitotic nondisjunction is an essential mechanism of aneuploidy formation

in human fetal brain cells (Yurov et al., 2003, 2005). Additionally, these

results provide evidence for the persistence of aneuploid neural cells

throughout human gestation following by diVerentiation into neurons after

delivery. In conclusion, current data on chromosome complement in

mammalian developing brain cells indicate that mitotic divisions of neuro-

blasts are prone to error with about one‐third of the cells being aneuploid.

Because such an increased rate of aneuploidy may diminish during

gestation, chromosome complement in postnatal brain cells should be

investigated.

B. Chromosomal Variations in the Normal Adult Brain

The mature brain of unaVected individuals was assumed to possess an

identical number of chromosomes in all the cells. The mammalian adult

brain is essentially composed of postmitotic neuronal cells that do not pass

cell division and do not replicate chromosomal DNA. It employed interphase

molecular cytogenetic studies as a unique way to prove or refute these

initially unproven views. Pioneer interphase cytogenetic analyses of human

CNS tissues had shown diVerent patterns of chromosome nuclear organiza-

tion in functionally distinct cell types, but no chromosome imbalances in the
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human brain were noted (Manuelidis, 1984; Manuelidis and Borden, 1988).

Additionally, large chromatin movements in neuronal cells were noted

during diVerentiation (Manuelidis, 1990). Later investigations by means of

in situ hybridization with DNA probes for satellite DNA sequences (pericen-

tromeric and centromeric heterochromatin of chromosomes 1 and 17,

respectively) provide evidence for the presence of interphase nuclei in the

human brain containing either one or more than two hybridization signals.

The former was attributed to a phenomenon known as somatic chromosome

pairing, as the shape of these single signals was unusual (‘‘not circular but

more oval or figure‐eight shaped’’) compared to those in nuclei with two

hybridization signals (considered diploid when in situ hybridization studies

were performed). The presence of more than two signals was observed in a

small proportion of nuclei and, therefore, was considered artifacts due to

unequal hybridization (Arnoldus et al., 1989, 1991). These data were then

reconfirmed for chromosome 1 by a multicolor FISH study as well as a newly

introduced quantitative FISH approach. Additionally, chromosomes 9 and

16 were also found to pair somatically by pericentromeric heterochromatic

regions leading to diYculty in scoring the low content of monosomic cells

in the human brain (Iourov et al., 2005; Yurov et al., 2001). It should be

noted that somatic pairing of chromosomes in interphase refers to chromo-

some behavior in postmitotic cells but not chromosome abnormality.

Somatic chromosome pairing is probably the least explored phenomenon

of mammalian chromosome nuclear organization (Cook, 1997).

The first direct molecular cytogenetic studies targeted to reveal chromo-

some complement variations in the human brain were performed on

postmortem brain samples of Alzheimer’s disease (AD) and schizophrenia‐

aVected patients. In these studies normal postmortem brain samples were

used as a control and no significant proportions of aneuploid cells were

detected (Yang et al., 2001; Yurov et al., 2001). This is not surprising,

because even a moderate cell scoring—100 nuclei per sample per DNA

probe as applied by Yang and associates (2001) and 200 nuclei per sample

per DNA probe as applied by Yurov and associates (2001)—was able to oVer

evidence for numerical chromosome imbalances in postmortem brain cells of

aVected individuals (described later), suggesting that a significantly lower

proportion of cells in the normal human brain was aneuploid. Further

interphase FISH studies of the normal human brain yielded conflicting

results. Thus, multicolor FISH analysis using centromeric DNA probes for

chromosomes 1, 13/21, 18, X, and Y (Fig. 3C) demonstrated a total aneu-

ploidy incidence of about 2.3% (Yurov et al., 2005). However, a double‐color

FISH experiment using whole paint or ‘‘FISH paint probe against of the

whole q‐arm of chromosome 21’’ and site‐specific DNA probes for chromo-

some 21 has shown an approximate rate of chromosome 21 aneuploidy in the

human brain as high as 4% (Rehen et al., 2005). Although the resolution of
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this contradiction is certainly an aim of forthcoming investigations, some

information about this discrepancy may already exist.

First, the application of whole chromosome paint probes on interphase

nuclei shows nuclear organization specificity rather than chromosome com-

plement, as the signals detected may present as multiple large spots in euploid

nuclei, first depicted on human diploid fibroblasts by Zink and associates

(1998). Therefore, whole paint probes, even with the application of site‐

specific probes taking into account the lack of any reproducible data on

chromosome territories in the human brain, are not the ultimate probes for

detection of mosaic aneuploidy. Second, the application of an alphoid DNA

probe for both chromosomes 13 and 21 usually overestimates the level of

aneuploidy for these chromosomes due to the possibility of hybridization

with centromeres of other acrocentric chromosomes (Acar et al., 2002).

Hence, aneuploidy of both chromosomes 13 and 21 in the normal human

brain aVects probably less than 0.3% of cells as initially detected by FISH

with an alphoid DNA probe (Yurov et al., 2005).

Notwithstanding, the eYciency of diversified FISH studies with centro-

meric DNA probes for chromosomes 1, 18, 13/21, X, and Y has improved in

the last 20 years because diVerent human tissues studies avoid FISH artifact

scoring (Iourov et al., 2005; Soloviev et al., 1995, 1998; Vorsanova et al.,

1986, 2001, 2005; Yurov et al., 1996a,b). Therefore, experimental drawbacks

are not likely to aVect the results of multicolor FISH experiments with

centromeric DNA probes in human brain studies. So, concluding that

chromosome complement variations are probably diVerent for each homol-

ogous chromosome pair present in the normal human brain should not be

considered speculative.

Adult murine brain cells were shown to possess a little over 1% of cortical

neurons with sex chromosome aneuploidy by an interphase FISH study.

These data suggest the involvement of other chromosomes in aneuploidy of

the adult murine brain probably at a higher rate. However, this rate of

aneuploidy did not appear to diVer significantly from the incidence of aneu-

ploidy in murine blood lymphocytes (Rehen et al., 2001). Since interphase

molecular cytogenetic analysis is the only appropriate way to assess chromo-

some complement in postmitotic cells, it is diYcult to come to any definite

conclusion concerning chromosome variations in the adult murine brain.

Another proposed analysis of chromosome complement in postnatal murine

brain cells consisted of the application of SKY on metaphase spreads derived

from cultured neural cells of the murine brain subventricular zone. This is the

neurogenic area that remains active through postnatal life, and cells derived

from this area are available for cultivation. The study has demonstrated that

one‐third (33%) of metaphase spreads have a deficient chromosome com-

plement with a considerable prevalence of chromosome losses among aneu-

ploid spreads. An interphase FISH experiment showed that up to 9% of
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subventricular zone cells were characterized by either loss or gain of sex

chromosomes. Importantly, control samples of liver cells and lymphocytes

were found to be aneuploid in 10.4% and 3.4%, respectively, being statistically

lower than in brain cells (Kaushal et al., 2003). The development of animal

cloning techniques has introduced nuclear transfer as an approach to the

analysis of embryo neural cells, which retain all cellular peculiarities through-

out the procedure (Yamazaki et al., 2001). The technique was than applied for

indirect chromatin and chromosome change assessment of reconstructed

oocytes cloned from adult murine neuronal cells. The result of this study

was rather sensational, as over 50% of metaphase spreads showed various

aberrant chromosome constitutions manifested as nonspecific chromosome

loss and undercondensed chromatin (Osada et al., 2002). The latter, however,

is not very relevant to the definition of chromosome imbalances in the adult

mammalian brain, due to lack of apprehension of the causes and conse-

quences of undercondensed chromatin observed in metaphase. Nevertheless,

it provides evidence that a number of adult murine neural cells are genomi-

cally altered cells. Recent studies targeted to reveal the functional value of

aneuploid murine neuronal cells have demonstrated that low‐level mosaicism

is present in all assayed areas of the brain. The analysis of aneuploid brain

cell integration into brain circuitry showed these cells have distant axonal

connections as well as the potential for functional activity (Kingsbury et al.,

2005). These data allow us to speculate that low‐level chromosomal mosai-

cism in the normal mammalian brain is a feature of normal CNS organization

and the larger increase in aneuploidy rate may lead to apparent changes in

CNS organization.

Are there aneuploid neurons in the normal adult mammalian brain? Surely

there are some. Does the rate of numerical chromosome abnormalities diVer

between the brain and other somatic tissues? This remains to be estimated.

Notwithstanding, the complexity of the organization of the mammalian CNS

suggests that even a low proportion of aneuploid neuronal cells contributes

significantly to development, function, and neuronal diversity as compared

to other somatic tissues. Thus, a diVerence in the content of genetic informa-

tion in neuronal tissue represents a new mechanism for cellular diversity

that is probably implicated in phenotypic diversity and neuropsychiatric

disorders (Rehen et al., 2002; Yurov et al., 2001).

C. Somatic Chromosomal Mosaicism in the Mammalian
Adult Brain and Disease

Estimates of chromosome imbalances in the normal human brain are of

fundamental biological interest, but the application of biomedicine necessi-

tates determining whether the increased aneuploidy or polyploidy rate in the
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brain is relevant to human brain diseases. This forms the basis for the

diagnosis, treatment, and care of aVected individuals. Chromosome abnorm-

alities identify the alterations in DNA sequence that cause these disorders.

Neuropsychiatric diseases including cognition and behavioral deficits as

well as mental retardation are consistently associated with chromosome

aberrations either as case reports or as reproducible findings in case–

control studies. Among the best explored in this context are schizophrenia

and autism (Basset et al., 2000; Castermans et al., 2004). Alzheimer’s disease

(AD) is also associated with low‐level trisomy 21 mosaicism in blood

lymphocytes due to mitotic chromosome 21 malsegregation (Geller and

Potter, 1999); it is probably the result of defective presenilin protein function

frequently mutated in familial cases (Li et al., 1997). It indicates that brain‐

specific chromosomal mosaicism might contribute to the etiology of these

complex psychiatric disorders. The first attempt to analyze human chromo-

somes in brain tissue of aVected individuals was based on analysis of

chromatin arrangement. This study identified the specific movement of chro-

mosome X within neuronal cell populations in epilepsy (Borden and

Manuelidis, 1988). In the following decade there were no targeted studies

of chromosomes in the diseased human brain, probably because molecular

cytogenetic techniques were still not perfected. In 2001, AD and schizophre-

nia were the subject of the first two postmortem molecular cytogenetic

studies of chromosomal mosaicism in the diseased human brain (Yang

et al., 2001; Yurov et al., 2001).

The cause of AD, which is characterized by loss of neurons during adult

life, remains uncertain (Mattson, 2000). Abnormal mitoses or chromosome

complement might explain the death of neuronal cells that characterizes this

devastating neurodegenerative disorder. This hypothesis was tested by com-

bining molecular cytogenetic and histochemical techniques to assess the

processes underlying neuronal cell death. A significant fraction of the hippo-

campal pyramidal and basal forebrain neurons was shown to possess cells

with tetraploid chromosome complement (about 4%). UnaVected regions of

postmortem brain samples of AD patients and nondemented age‐matched

controls have not demonstrated polyploid chromosome complement. The

degenerative course in AD and the peculiarities of FISH experiments (the

ability to identify the state of the nucleus when subjected to analysis) suggest

underestimation of chromosomal mosaicism in AD neuronal cells. An addi-

tional intriguing finding was that a fraction of euploid as well as tetraploid

nuclei demonstrated fully or partially replicated signals, leading to the con-

clusion that DNA replication preceded neuronal cell death in AD–aVected

individuals (Yang et al., 2001). The data obtained represent new insight into

the pathogenesis of AD. Polyploidy or the postreplicated state of a neuron is

considered a signal for neuronal cell death. However, it is still unclear

whether polyploidy persists throughout postnatal life up to the onset of
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expression of genes implicated in aging processes (probably overexpressed in

the AD brain) or if mutated genes in AD cause DNA replication lacking the

following mitotic division.

The genetics of schizophrenia is probably the most enigmatic field of

biological psychiatry. Numerous studies reported so far have indicated chro-

mosome imbalances etiologically related to some phenotypic features of

schizophrenia (Basset et al., 2000), supporting the contribution of brain‐

specific aneuploidy to the pathogenesis of this complex psychiatric disease.

The initial studies proposed using multicolor FISH (three‐ and five‐color

FISH) with centromeric and site‐specific DNA probes for chromosomes 1,

7, 8, 13, 16, 18, 21, 22, X, andY. Six postmortem cerebral cortex brain samples

(five female and onemale) of schizophrenia‐aVected individuals as well as two

age‐matched control samples were subjected to molecular cytogenetic analy-

sis. Although moderate cell scoring was applied (200 interphase nuclei per

sample/DNA probe), the thoroughness of nucleus choice (i.e., nuclei with

either two or three hybridization signals were scored only; only nuclei that

were intact, undamaged, and free of cytoplasm were analyzed) was eVective

enough to provide evidence that two postmortem brain samples from schizo-

phrenia patients possess trisomic cell populations. Thus, two out of five

female postmortem brain samples have simultaneously demonstrated trisomy

of chromosomes 18 and X. The abnormal clone content detected in two

samples was 2.5% of trisomy 18 and 4% of trisomy X as well as 0.5% of

trisomy 18 and 3% of trisomy X. Additionally, somatic pairing of homolo-

gous heterochromatic regions of chromosomes 1 and 16 was observed in a

large fraction of cerebral cortex cells (Yurov et al., 2001). Examples of

molecular cytogenetic studies of the schizophrenia‐aVected brain are depicted

in Fig. 3D and E. These findings are rather impressive, as trisomy of chromo-

some 18 (Edwards’ syndrome) is associated with conspicuous alterations in

brain functioning and trisomy of chromosome X is a known aneuploidy

condition associated with behavioral abnormalities (detailed above). Inter-

estingly, structural abnormalities of chromosome 18 have been identified in at

least six individuals with schizophrenia (Basset et al., 2000), and trisomy of

chromosome X has been consistently described since early cytological and

further cytogenetic studies of female schizophrenia individuals have been

performed (Kaplan and Cotton, 1968; Kunugi et al., 1999). Molecular cyto-

genetic studies of the schizophrenic brain led to a new approach for identify-

ing genetic causes of complex neuropsychiatric disorders. Even 1% represents

about 10 billion out of a trillion neurons in the brain; additionally, one neuron

forms over a thousand connections with other neurons (Lodish et al., 2000).

Therefore, the incidence of aneuploidy in a fraction of neuronal cells may

cause the functions of the brain to be seriously aVected. Although these

calculations may appear to be speculative, the deleterious eVect of aneuploid

neurons that populate the adult human brain should not be ignored.
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A way to estimate induced chromosome imbalances in adult mammalian

somatic tissues is to investigate murine models of chromosome instability

syndromes (homozygous ataxia telangiectasia mutated gene Atm�/� knock-

out mice) and tumor suppressor or end‐joining DNA repair knockout mice.

The latter was achieved through breeding transformation‐related protein 53

(encoding tumor suppressor protein 53) mutant mice (Trp53�/�) as well as

DNA repair‐deficient Xrcc5�/� mutant mice. Assessment of aneuploidy of

the murine knockout brain was performed by SKY on cerebral cortical

hemispheres of murine embryo and interphase FISH using sex chromosome

whole painting probes (McConnell et al., 2004). The main purpose of the

study was to test the previous hypothesis that the rate of karyotypically

abnormal neural cells is dependent on the mutations aVecting maintenance

of chromosome stability (Allen et al., 2001). Molecular cytogenetic studies of

the mutants have demonstrated a 38% increase in the prevalence of sex

chromosome aneuploidy in the adult Atm�/� cerebral cortex in contrast to

the exceptional 78% and 43% decreases in aneuploidy in the Trp53�/� and

Xrcc5�/� murine cerebral cortex, respectively (McConnell et al., 2004). This

provides evidence that the apoptotic clearance of neuronal cells previously

observed in murine cortical development (Blaschke et al., 1996) might be

influenced by inherited mutations in genes implicated in the maintenance of

chromosome stability. In addition, it also supports the hypothesis concerning

the alteration of abnormal cell clearance observed throughout development

followed by manifestations of age‐related neurological disorders (McConnell

et al., 2004). Consequently, it suggests that aneuploid cells in the normal fetal

brain should be cleared because a smaller rate of aneuploidy is detected in the

adult normal brain. In contrast, the diseased brain, characterized by failure

of clearance, possesses a more significant proportion of neuronal cells with

an abnormal chromosome complement.

D. Summary of Data on Chromosomal Variations in
Mammalian Neuronal Cells

To hypothesize and speculate further, we present a schematic summary of

chromosomal variations in the mammalian brain (Fig. 4). Theoretically, two

main types of studies of the molecular cytogenetics of the brain (normal brain

and diseased brain) might be subdivided with respect to biomedical relevance.

Thus, the observation that the rate of aneuploidy in the developing mamma-

lian brain significantly decreases among adults (Fig. 4) (McConnell et al.,

2004; Rehen et al., 2001; Yurov et al., 2005) appears to be the basis for further

developmental biological investigations with special regard to apoptotic

pathways in fetal and adult neuronal cells. A second important finding was

that AD and schizophrenia are characterized by the presence of significant
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FIG. 4 Data on chromosomal variation in cells of the mammalian brain.



polyploid and aneuploid cell fractions in the aVected brain (Yang et al., 2001;

Yurov et al., 2001), opening new prospects for medical and psychiatric

genetics. Third, the proven presence of aneuploidy in the mammalian brain,

the alteration of gene expression by chromosome gain and loss in the brain,

and aneuploid cell integration into the brain circuitry (Kaushal et al., 2003;

Kingsbury et al., 2005; Rehen et al., 2001; Yurov et al., 2001, 2005) indicate

that further epigenetic studies are needed to identify the role that brain‐

specific chromosomal mosaicism plays. Finally, the unexpectedly high level

of fetal neuronal cells with an abnormal chromosome complement (Rehen

et al., 2001; Yurov et al., 2003, 2005) must be taken into account when new

medical approaches based on discoveries in stem biology are introduced. The

delineation of these four directions in molecular cytogenetics of the brain has

led us to propose the following four hypotheses.

V. Relevance of Chromosomal Variations in the
Mammalian Brain

A. Numerical Chromosome Imbalance and Apoptosis in
Neuronal Cells: First Hypothesis

Apoptosis, or programmed cell death, is one of the main processes needed to

maintain proper function and constancy of tissue size in an organism. It is

consistently observed in humans throughout both normal and abnormal

intrauterine development as well as in genomic (chromosomal) instability

(Hardy, 1999; Zhivotovski and Kroemer, 2004). Additionally, programmed

neuronal cell death may underlie the phenotypic manifestations of numerous

neurodegenerative diseases (Mattson, 2000). Apoptotic clearance has been

previously noted in proliferative and postmitotic regions of the murine fetal

cerebral cortex (Blaschke et al., 1996). Although the causes and consequences

of apoptosis in mammalian neuronal cells remain obscure, contemporary

views of apoptosis allow us to hypothesize that there is a connection between

chromosome imbalance and apoptosis in ontogenesis of normal and diseased

CNS. Apoptosis in mammalian embryos and fetal neuronal tissue suggests

that some signaling in a number of fetal cells is present (Blaschke et al., 1996;

Hardy, 1999). Taking into account problems associated with the fetal CNS in

terms of chromosome imbalances as well as the devastating eVect of aneu-

ploidy and polyploidy, it seems reasonable to propose that both aneuploidy

and polyploidy are a signal of neuronal cell apoptotic clearance, a feature of

normal fetal CNS development (Fig. 5). However, alterations in the apopto-

sis machinery may result in a lack of abnormal neuronal cell clearance,

leading, therefore, to neurodevelopmental abnormalities in childhood.
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FIG. 5 Schematic representation of the hypothesis concerning the connection between

apoptosis and chromosome imbalances in the brain. Normal CNS development: aneuploid

and polyploid cells of the developing brain are cleared through apoptosis. As a result, the

number of chromosome imbalances significantly decreases throughout postnatal life. Abnormal

CNS development: failed clearance of aneuploid and polyploid cells occurring in the developing

brain leads to neurodevelopmental abnormalities in childhood; abnormal clearance of both

normal and abnormal cells occurring in the developing brain may not be apparent in childhood

but has the potential to cause neurogenetic disease or neurodegeneration in adulthood.
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Another problem in fetal neuronal cell apoptosis may be that both normal

and abnormal cells are cleared regardless of the signaling. The latter is

probably the cause of the persistence of genomic (chromosomal) instability

in neuronal tissue throughout postnatal life. As genomic instability is the

cause of the diseases termed ‘‘chromosome instability syndromes’’ and

characterizes neoplastic cell populations (Youssoufian and Pyeritz, 2002;

Zhivotovski and Kroemer, 2004), the second type of error in CNS cell

apoptosis seems to be a candidate for processes underlying brain tumor

formation (Fig. 2) and neurodegeneration. Because the onset of neuronal

cell apoptosis is age dependent, the persistence of aneuploidy/polyploidy in

the brain throughout postnatal life may be the cause of extensive apoptosis.

Because extensive apoptotic clearance, if it exists, should disturb the mainte-

nance of the established neuronal cell content in the adult brain, it may be

considered a cause of late‐onset neurodegenerative diseases. Another as-

sumption based on postmortem brain molecular cytogenetic observations

refers to the uneven apoptotic signaling potential, which depends on the type

of chromosome imbalance. Thus, polyploidy seems to be more significantly

involved in the neuronal cell death of postmortem brain samples from AD

patients (Yang et al., 2001), in contrast to the persistence of aneuploidy in the

normal and schizophrenic brain (Yurov et al., 2001, 2005). Therefore, each

type of chromosome complement abnormality probably possesses a diVerent

propensity for apoptotic clearance (Fig. 5). Although the suggestions de-

scribed here may appear speculative, the possibility of linking apoptosis,

chromosomal variations in the brain, and both normal and abnormal CNS

development is highly attractive.

B. Neurogenetic Diseases and Chromosomal Mosaicism
in the Brain: Second Hypothesis

Despite evidence that numerous neuropsychiatric disorders are genetically

based, no direct association has been proved. Additionally, for a broad

spectrum of mental deficiency conditions improvidently termed ‘‘idiopathic

mental retardation,’’ there is little possibility of identifying the causative

mutation. Hence, new theories drawn from basic biomedical studies have

to be taken into account in delineating the complex genetic nature of these

pathological conditions. Investigation of brain‐specific chromosomal mosai-

cism appears to be one possibility. Few direct studies indicate that a number

of cases of AD and schizophrenia are likely to be explained by chromosome

imbalances in the brain (Yang et al., 2001; Yurov et al., 2001). It seems clear

that some chromosome‐specific patterns of brain aneuploidy/polyploidy

cause neuropsychiatric diseases. Here, we hypothesize that chromosomal
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mosaicism confined to the brain involves diVerent chromosomes relevant to

common brain disorders (not only AD and schizophrenia).

To extend the assumptions, we refer to conventional cytogenetic studies of

the diseases. Thus, apart from mosaic trisomy 18 and X in the brain (Yurov

et al., 2001), mosaic trisomy 8, and 45,X, 47,XXX (regular and mosaic), and

47,XXY conditions, multiple numerical chromosome abnormalities involv-

ing autosomes (chromosomes 8 and 21) and sex chromosomes were observed

in patients with schizophrenia. Deletions and duplications (loss and gain of a

specific chromosome region) of chromosomes 5, 9, 15, and 21 were docu-

mented, and deletion of chromosome 22q11.2 is consistently found in

patients with schizophrenia (Basset et al., 2000). Therefore, the estimated

brain‐specific mosaic aneuploidy of the chromosomes mentioned might be

implicated in the pathogenesis of schizophrenia as well (Fig. 6). As to studies

of blood lymphocytes in patients with AD (Geller and Potter, 1999; Li et al.,

1997), the aneuploidy of chromosome 21 can be added to ‘‘the list of

probable findings’’ in the AD brain. Another common neurobehavioral

disorder suspected of having a genetic background is autism. Current data

suggest up to 15% of cases diagnosed as autism are associated with known

FIG. 6 Schematic representation of the hypothesis concerning major neuropsychiatric diseases

and chromosomal mosaicism in the brain. Arrows are used to show the established and

suggested relevance of chromosomal mosaicism in the brain to Alzheimer’s disease, autism,

schizophrenia, and other neurogenetic and psychiatric disorders.
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genetic diseases (Fragile X syndrome, Rett syndrome, and tuberous sclerosis)

as well as chromosome abnormalities (Jamain et al., 2003). Structural chro-

mosome abnormalities involving all autosomes were observed in autism with

a larger part being deletions and duplications. Duplications of the long arm

of chromosome 15q11–q13 are considered among the most frequent findings

(Castermans et al., 2004). In addition, the four‐fold higher incidence of males

compared to females among autistic individuals as well some case reports of

structural abnormalities of sex chromosomes indicate the involvement of sex

chromosomes in the etiology of autism. Although no direct proof of an

association of autism with chromosomal mosaicism has yet been presented,

the complex nature of the disease implies that brain‐specific variations of

chromosomes involved in deletions and duplications as well as sex chromo-

somes may contribute to its pathogenesis (Fig. 6). The neuropsychiatric

diseases such as panic disorder, epilepsy, and idiopathic mental retardation

are also assumed to be of genetic origin, being, therefore, a target for

molecular cytogenetics of the brain (Fig. 6). In conclusion, we have to

admit that although there is still little evidence, the analysis of chromosome

complement in the brain may be a promising area of research in medical

genetics.

C. Relation between Chromosomal Variations and Gene
Expression Profiling in the Mammalian Brain: Third
Hypothesis

It is diYcult to find any field of biology that does not respect gene expression

(epigenetic) studies. Data on diVerent eVects of gene expression in normal

and pathogenic conditions suggest that related processes occur at all levels of

tissue, genome, and chromatin organization (Birchler et al., 2005). Relations

between gene expression and aneuploidy can be defined as ‘‘double‐sided.’’

First, epigenetic silencing (changes in gene expression without mutational

changes in DNA sequence) of genes encoding mitotic checkpoint proteins is

considered a possible cause of mitotic errors (Cimini and Degrassi, 2005).

However, the presence or lack of additional complete sets of genes of a

chromosome impacts patterns of gene expression. Initial studies have

shown that autosomal aneuploidy (mainly trisomy 21) has a primary gene–

dosage eVect. The latter is assumed to be manifested either as recognizable

patterns of malformation at the whole organism level as in Down syndrome

or as site‐ (tissue‐) and stage‐specific phenotypic features (Fitzpatrick, 2005).

It appears to be intriguing in terms of brain‐specific chromosome variations

because an abnormal neuron content even as low as 0.1% has the potential to

aVect the brain because of the thousands of connections between neurons.

The 10‐fold increased variation (up to 1%) may possess more deleterious
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eVects, but the rate of aneuploidy found experimentally is significantly

higher. Therefore, the potential of brain‐specific large‐scale genome

variations to aVect gene expression should be apparent.

Additionally, murine brain studies have indicated that chromosome

loss alters gene expression in the postnatal brain (Kaushal et al., 2003).

The integration of aneuploid neurons into the brain circuitry in rodents

(Kingsbury et al., 2005) implies that the contribution of aneuploidy to the

orchestrated activity of genes expressed in the brain exists. Although chro-

mosomal variations may exceed current knowledge of gene expression in

mammalian CNS beyond transcription and chromatin remodeling, it still

remains questionable whether the incidence of low‐level aneuploidy in so-

matic cells is a nonpathological condition. Nevertheless, due to the specificity

of the CNS organization, the mammalian brain, shown to possess chromo-

somal mosaicism, has demonstrated a new mechanism of pathogenesis and

diversity that should be exhibited through the orchestrated action of cellular

epigenetic machinery.

Molecular cytogenetics of the brain can also oVer insight on nuclear

architecture. The latter remains the least explored phenomenon influencing

gene expression (Cremer and Cremer, 2001). Additionally, defects in nuclear

architecture may cause a number of diseases including cancer, mental retar-

dation, neurodegeneration, and premature aging (Misteli, 2005). Investiga-

tions of human brain cells have indicated the extreme complexity of nuclear

organization and the probability of an association between abnormal

chromosome X behavior and epilepsy (Borden and Manuelidis, 1988;

Manuelidis, 1990). Unfortunately, further extended studies of nuclear archi-

tecture in the brain involving the analysis of autosomes and chromosome Y

have not been undertaken. Taking into account previous data on nuclear

organization in humans (Cremer and Cremer, 2001; Misteli, 2005), molecular

cytogenetics of the brain might be important in understanding both normal

and abnormal CNS functioning at the cellular level.

D. Chromosomal Abnormalities in the Developing Human
Brain: A Caution for Stem Cell Therapy: Fourth Hypothesis

Recent advances in molecular biology have suggested that transplantation

of neural stem cells may be a nostrum for neurogenetic human diseases.

Numerous investigations of human neural stem cell behavior in model

organisms yielded positive results with respect to stem cell therapy (Ishibashi

et al., 2004; Kanemura et al., 2002). In the future neural stem cell therapy

may be used to cure human inherited neuropsychiatric diseases. As the

source of neural stem cells is the developing brain (Gage, 2000), its charac-

teristic features should be reevaluated. However, studies in the field do not
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consider the increasing rate of chromosome imbalances in the mammalian

developing brain. If a third part of fetal mammalian neuronal cells is aneu-

ploid (Rehen et al., 2001; Yurov et al., 2005) and if an organotypic cultiva-

tion commonly used to increase the population of neural stem cells induces

aneuploidy (Yurov et al., 2003, 2005), injection of such a neural stem cell

population may produce more deleterious eVects than caused by the disease.

This is further supported by the assumption that aneuploidy and polyploidy

are assumed to be causative for human neoplasia (Duesberg et al., 2004;

Lengauer et al., 1998). Therefore, it is important to conclude that transplan-

tation therapy using cytogenetically unchecked neural stem cells is not a cure

but may further damage already seriously aVected health.

VI. Technical Aspects of Studies of Chromosomal
Mosaicism in Mammalian Neuronal Cells

A. Molecular Cytogenetic Techniques

Looking through the broad spectrum of reviews describing molecular cyto-

genetic achievements and developments, we have come to the rueful conclu-

sion that no studies are dedicated to the complex problem of chromosomal

mosaicism. Our experience indicates that a number of peculiarities are asso-

ciated with molecular cytogenetic analysis of the brain. This led us to con-

clude that a description of the technical aspects of studies of molecular

cytogenetic chromosomal mosaicism in the brain would be pertinent.

The era of molecular cytogenetics in medical genetics began with the first

reports on the applicability of the techniques to the diagnosis of chromosome

abnormalities (Pinkel et al., 1986; Vorsanova et al., 1986). The next milestone

in the development of molecular cytogenetic techniques for the identification

of human chromosomes involves the introduction of multicolor FISH

approaches (Schrock et al., 1996; Speicher et al., 1996; Yurov et al., 1996b).

Molecular cytogenetics now possesses highly eVective approaches toward the

identification of chromosome number in uncultured cells. Among them are

numerous multicolor FISH‐based techniques initially created to determine

structural changes of metaphase chromosomes and now applicable to inter-

phase chromosome analysis as well (Liehr et al., 2004b). Additional multicol-

or FISH protocols using three or more ligands or fluorochromes for the

specific labeling of chromosomal DNA are designed for simultaneous detec-

tion of several chromosomes in an interphase nucleus (Fig. 7A). The latter

was found useful for identification of low‐level chromosomal mosaicism

(Vorsanova et al., 2001, 2005; Yurov et al., 1996b, 2001, 2005). An interesting

alternative to FISH‐based techniques for detection of mosaicism is primed
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in situ chromosome labeling (PRINS) and peptide nucleic acid fluorescent

in situ labeling (PNA). Multicolor PRINS and PNA approaches have been

approved for the detection of chromosome abnormalities in human gametes

andmay be an additional powerful tool in studies of somatic tissue mosaicism

(Pellestor et al., 1995, 2005). However, the applicability of PRINS and PNA

for molecular cytogenetic studies of the brain still needs to be assessed

experimentally. Since all known cytogenetic techniques used in the identifica-

tion of chromosomal mosaicism have been mentioned, we will proceed to a

description of their eYciency and a discussion of the pitfalls involved in

studies of chromosomal mosaicism.

B. Identification of Low‐Level Chromosomal Mosaicism
in Neuronal Cells

To prepare metaphase spreads, human cytogenetics uses cell cultivation

followed by chromosome banding such as GTG banding (G‐bands by tryp-

sin using Giemsa) as the gold standard for all routine cytogenetic studies. The

most important restriction of these techniques for studies of mosaicism is the

impossibility of scoring large cell populations. Another limitation arises from

the possibility of failure of the cultivation procedure or the growth advantage

of a normal cell population. In addition, the majority of mammalian somatic

tissues including the adult brain possess, almost exclusively, postmitotic cells

that cannot be subjected to either short‐ or long‐term cultivation. Together,

this suggests that molecular cytogenetic techniques are the most suitable for

successful study of chromosome mosaicism.

FISH analysis is highly eYcient in detecting chromosome abnormalities in

prenatal and postnatal diagnosis and in studying chromosome aberrations of

human germline cells, preimplantation embryos, and spontaneous abortions.

However, despite apparent interest in improving and developing molecular

cytogenetic approaches to the detection of mosaicism, all the diYculties

have not been worked out. The most important complications seem to refer

to defining a sample as mosaic and diVerentiating between chromosome

abnormality and the peculiarities of FISH signal appearance in interphase.

The commonly applied benchmark for classifying a sample as mosaic is

a 20% nuclei content with diVerent signal patterns. This is used for scoring

50–100 nuclei per probe and is not applicable for studies of low‐level mosai-

cism. However, the eYciency of hybridization and the relative simplicity of

visual analysis allow significantly larger cell populations (over 1000 nuclei) to

be scored. Unfortunately, to the best of our knowledge there are no guide-

lines for identifying chromosomal mosaicism in somatic tissues by molecular

cytogenetic techniques. Nevertheless, detection of chromosomal mosaicism

in spontaneous abortions targeted to reveal mosaics with more than 5%
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FIG. 7 State of the art in molecular cytogenetics of the human brain. (A) Multicolor FISH

assay on interphase nuclei of the adult human brain. Pericentromeric diethylaminocoumarin‐

labeled DNA probe for chromosome 1 (two large oviform, i.e., replicated, blue signals);

centromeric Spectrum Green‐labeled DNA probe for chromosome X (one oviform‐like or

replicated green signal); centromeric Cy5‐labeled DNA probe for chromosome Y (one oviform

or replicated yellow signal); site‐specific Spectrum Red‐labeled DNA probe for chromosome

13q14 (two paired red replicated signals); site‐specific Texas Red‐labeled DNA probe for

chromosome 21q22.1–22.2 (two paired magenta replicated signals). Signal patterns make it

possible to suspect a tetraploid or replicated chromosome complement of neurons, which

probably have not entered mitotic division after replication. (B) FISH assay on interphase

nuclei of the adult brain using an MCB probe for chromosome 16. Spectrum Green signals

correspond to 16p11.1–p13.1. Spectrum Orange signals correspond to 16p13.3–p21. Texas Red

signals correspond to 16q11.1–q21 including the pericentromeric region (16qh). Cy5 signals
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abnormal clone content demonstrated that scoring of 300–600 nuclei was

eYcient (Vorsanova et al., 2005). Significantly, rather than a percentage of

abnormal nuclei, the number of nuclei with a specific signal appearance was

chosen as the benchmark for studies of mosaicism. Hence, if 10 nuclei with a

characteristic signal pattern are, for instance, selected as a benchmark,

scoring of 1000 nuclei per probe would permit the identification of 1%

mosaicism. The number of nuclei selected as a benchmark may decrease to

two as this provides for some reproducibility. Thus, scoring of 2000 nuclei

will be applicable for detection of 0.1% mosaicism. Selection of two nuclei is

rather risky, especially in the case of low‐level mosaic studies. However, the

analysis performed through identification of 5–10 nuclei characterized by

diVerent signal patterns from 5000–10,000 total nuclei scored can achieve

0.1% resolution. It is important to point out that all these calculations are

based on the assumption that signal patterns detected in such a small

number of nuclei are not a result of a FISH artifact. Consequently, low‐

level chromosomal studies of mosaicism seem to be highly sensitive to

diVerentiation between ‘‘true abnormal’’ and ‘‘pseudoabnormal’’ patterns

of signal appearance.

Molecular cytogenetics of the developing and adult mammalian brain

meets all known types of artifacts referred to the specificity of the tissue,

nuclear organization, and interphase FISH application. Because most brain

cells are likely to be in interphase, the following discussion applies mainly to

interphase molecular cytogenetics. The key point of any successful molecular

cytogenetic analysis is a cautious selection of DNA probes. Current molecu-

lar cytogenetics possesses numerous FISH DNA probes sets for diVerent

kinds of applications (Liehr et al., 2004b). Site‐specific DNA probes hybrid-

ize with unique DNA sequences sized from 500 bp to 2–3 Mb along chromo-

some euchromatic regions. These are useful for precise determination of the

structural chromosome abnormality breakpoint but are not very applicable

to detection of chromosomal mosaicism. The latter is mainly explained by

the relatively low eYciency of hybridization (40–80%) and the replication of

chromosomal DNA (especially in the developing brain), which cause dou-

bling of a signal (Soloviev et al., 1995; Yurov et al., 1996b, 2001). However,

the application of site‐specific DNA probes may be an issue for simultaneous

use with other types of DNA probes. Apparently the most suitable probes

for studies of chromosomal mosaicism are centromeric or chromosome

correspond to16q21–q24 (obtained through the collaboration of Dr. I. Y. Iourov and Dr.

T. Liehr, Institute of Human Genetics and Anthropology, Jena, Germany). (C) Quantitative

analysis of FISH signals in interphase nuclei of the adult brain using a pericentromeric DNA

probe for chromosome 9. The left nucleus shows one signal possessing doubled intensity as

compared to each signal of the right nucleus. This indicates the occurrence of somatic

chromosome pairing.
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enumerating DNA probes. Because of hybridization with large tandem

repeated sequences, the eYciency of hybridization achieved is almost 100%

(Soloviev et al., 1998; Yurov et al., 1996b). Despite this there is one impor-

tant limitation to the use of a chromosome enumerating probe—the sharing

of centromeric sequences between several chromosomes (chromosomes 5 and

19, 13 and 21, and 14 and 22). Additional large sets of FISHDNA probes are

derived from chromosome microdissection libraries. Among them are whole

chromosome paint (WCP) probes, part of a chromosome, the combination

of 24 WCP probes for simultaneous visualization of all chromosome pairs,

and probes that produce fluorescent GTG‐like banding of chromosomes

known as multicolor banding (MCB). Apart from MCB, all these probes

are not useful for studies of interphase mosaicism due to the lack of repro-

ducible signal patterns in interphase nucleus (Liehr et al., 2004b). The MCB

FISH assay based on simultaneous visualization of several chromosome

regions (Fig. 7B) presented by Liehr and associates (2002) appears to be an

interesting alternative to multiprobe FISH using either several chromosome

enumerating probes or both site‐specific and centromeric probes for one

homologous chromosome pair. As interphase molecular cytogenetics of the

brain requires diVerentiation between patterns of nuclear organization and

chromosome abnormality, the possibility of visualizing all chromosome

regions at the same time might be highly desirable for the detection of

brain‐specific chromosomal mosaicism.

General recommendations for avoiding artifact scoring suggest the analy-

sis of intact and undamaged interphase nuclei free of cytoplasm (Yurov et al.,

2001, 2005). In other words, ‘‘do not score the troublesome nuclei.’’ It

suggests that the opinion of the researcher is the ultimate interpretation.

However, it is rather questionable whether it is possible to come to any

definite decision concerning each nucleus, especially since 5000–10,000 nuclei

are scored. This suggests that it is necessary to design additional tools

targeted to defining of signal patterns. The diYculty in interphase studies

of chromosomes in the human brain involves the phenomena of somatic

chromosome pairing. This manifests as a large shaped signal characterized

by doubled intensity to nuclei with two signals (Arnoldus et al., 1989, 1991;

Iourov et al., 2005). Therefore, this signal pattern can be considered a false‐

positive monosomy. To solve the problem, an approach involving quantita-

tive assessment of FISH signals was designed. The analysis of chromosomes

1, 9, and 16 indicated that up to 40% of adult brain nuclei possess only

one signal instead of two (normal diploid chromosome complement). The

quantification of these single signals has shown them to be of doubled

intensity, representing, therefore, somatic pairing of pericentromeric regions

but not a monosomy (Fig. 7C) (Iourov et al., 2005). Consequently it can be

concluded that signal quantification avoids the scoring of false‐positive

monosomic nuclei (‘‘pseudomonosomy’’). As to other types of FISH
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artifacts caused by nuclear organization specificity of brain cells, the only

more or less reliable recommendation may be that several site‐specific (more

than two) and centromeric/pericentromeric DNA probes each labeled by

diVerent fluorochromes or an MCB probe set (Fig. 7A and B) should be

applied.

An additional common drawback of all neuroscience studies of postmor-

tem samples is the increased level of background autofluorescence. Mam-

malian neuronal tissues are characterized by the presence of a fluorescent

pigment lipofuscin that is accumulated with age in the cytoplasm of cells and

may significantly aVect the results of studies using fluorescent microscopy.

Although numerous attempts toward the reduction of the lipofuscin‐like

autofluorescence were made (Neumann and Gabel, 2002; Schnell et al.,

1999), none of them seems to be applicable to molecular cytogenetics. This

is explained by the fact that FISH signals are highly sensitive to histo-

chemical reagents and that lipofuscin granules may cover the signals or

appear as a false‐positive hybridization signal. In conclusion, we note that

although state‐of‐the‐art molecular cytogenetic techniques are highly

eYcient, improvements in the molecular cytogenetic technology used for

brain investigations are needed for further studies.

VII. Concluding Remarks

We recognize that initial sequencing and analysis of the human genome

(International Human Genome Sequencing Consortium, 2001) have led to

a more molecular approach to genetics. As a result, all types of cytogenetic

investigations, referred to as the genetics of the past, are often considered to

involve diagnostic issues only. However, we hope that this approach fre-

quently encountered in genetic studies will soon be abandoned. In addition,

the gaps in our knowledge about chromosome structure and function in

the brain that were filled by molecular cytogenetic studies cannot be ignored.

It is noteworthy that no experimentally proved hypothesis concerning the

occurrence of chromosomal mosaicism and its relevance exists, especially

when such complex systems as the CNS are involved. Finally, molecular

cytogenetic studies of the brain have opened prospects for further investiga-

tions targeted at revealing the complex patterns of chromosome variations in

the brain as well as delineating the role this phenomenon plays in the

organization of the CNS.

Molecular cytogenetics of the brain has merged two immense parts of

biology—neuroscience and genetics. It is noteworthy that the three reports

that launched these studies of the brain (Rehen et al., 2001; Yang et al., 2001;

Yurov et al., 2001) were all published in 2001. Molecular cytogenetics of the
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brain may therefore be considered a new direction in molecular biology in the

twenty‐first century. Additionally, to update the terminology of this biosci-

ence, we would like to mention the term ‘‘neurocytogenetics,’’ which was

proposed by Osada and associates (2002) to describe their conventional

cytogenetic studies of cloned murine neural cells. Here, we would like to

extend this term to ‘‘molecular neurocytogenetics,’’ which, in our opinion, is

as appropriate as the former one, because the majority of the studies in the

field involve molecular cytogenetics. Hence, ‘‘molecular neurocytogenetics’’

is a worthy term to replace ‘‘molecular cytogenetics of the brain.’’

Molecular neurocytogenetic findings have led to the theory that chromo-

somal variations manifesting as low‐level chromosomal mosaicism are pres-

ent in the normal developing mammalian brain (Rehen et al., 2001; Yang

et al., 2003; Yurov et al., 2003, 2005) followed by a decrease in order of

magnitude in the postnatal adult mammalian brain (Kaushal et al., 2003;

Rehen et al., 2001; Yurov et al., 2005). The diseased adult human brain is

characterized by an increased number of cells with an abnormal chromosome

complement (Yang et al., 2001; Yurov et al., 2001). The model mice, lacking

the gene encoding the chromosome stability maintenance protein, demon-

strate a significant increase in brain‐specific aneuploidy rate (McConnell

et al., 2004). Despite this, nuclear transfer shows an exceedingly high level

of chromosome abnormality and abnormal chromatin behavior in cloned

murine neuronal cells (Osada et al., 2002). Molecular neurocytogenetic data

depict stochastic aneuploidy as a new mechanism, not accounted for by

Mendelian laws (classical genetics), that imparts neuronal diversity and

neuropsychiatric pathogenesis (Rehen et al., 2002; Yurov et al., 2001). Final-

ly, aneuploid neurons were found to be an integral part of the functioning of

the murine CNS (Kingsbury et al., 2005), making it diYcult to ignore the

presence of low‐level chromosomal mosaicism in the mammalian brain.

The reasons for the formation of mosaic aneuploidy in the mammalian

brain remain to be discovered. Current hypotheses suggest that aneuploidy

forms not only through the occurrence of genomic mutations or mechanistic

defects in mitotic machinery, but also through reduced gene expression and

benign DNA sequence variations such as polymorphisms and allelic variants

which slightly change the functional activity of proteins (Cimini and

Degrassi, 2005). Interestingly, in the past decade related phenomena were

found to influence behavior, neurodevelopment, abnormal neuropsychiatric

phenotypes (schizophrenia), and mitotic missegregation (Cimini and

Degrassi, 2005; O’Donovan et al., 2003). This suggests a totally new direction

in molecular neurogenetics, which can be roughly defined as the analysis of

low‐level chromosomal mosaicism in the brain and the coincidence with

polymorphic DNA sequence variants aVecting functional protein activity.

The direction proposed possesses the potential for uncovering the complex
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processes occurring in the brain of individuals aVected by major psychiatric

disorders.

Although the overall relevance of brain‐specific chromosome imbalances is

yet to be determined, the data obtained allow theorizing on future directions

in the field. Thus, basic human molecular neurocytogenetic studies appear to

require extended analysis of the normal developing and adult brain compris-

ing all chromosomes (Yurov et al., 2005). Numerous human neuropsychia-

tric diseases should be considered a target for molecular neurocytogenetics.

This also includes monogenic, neurogenetic, and chromatin remodeling

diseases of known etiology, because the majority lack mechanisms able to

explain their complex nature (Yurov et al., 2001). The suggested interactions

among chromosome abnormalities, apoptosis, and gene expression profiling

can be accounted for by diverse theories and create a firm basis for funda-

mental research in neuroscience and molecular cell biology. Neural stem cell

biology, a rapidly developing field of applied neuroscience (Gage, 2000),

demonstrates the possibility of treating devastating neurological diseases.

However, the stochastic aneuploidy in the developing mammalian brain,

which is persistent when multiplying neural stem cells (Rehen et al., 2001;

Yurov et al., 2005), may be a significant hindrance to neural stem cell

therapy. The murine model of chromosome instability syndromes shown to

possess an increased level of brain‐specific aneuploidy (McConnell et al.,

2004) has defined the perspective of molecular neurocytogenetic analysis of

the human brain in chromosome instability syndromes. To this end, we

believe this review shows comprehensively the current achievements

and potentials of molecular neurocytogenetics, which will certainly take a

well‐deserved place in biomedical science in the future.
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I. Introduction

With the development of high‐throughput analysis techniques, the ap-

proaches used for biological and biomedical research have been fundamen-

tally changed. The completion of sequencing for dozens of genomes has

revolutionized the way we think about acquiring biological data. We can

now imagine projects to acquire comprehensive data in a reasonable time

frame for a specific characteristic (sequence, structure, function, interaction,

etc.) for a complete set of molecules (DNA, RNA, protein, lipids, etc.) in a

given organism.

Although DNA contains all of the genetic information for an organism, it

is largely protein expression that diVerentiates cell types within that organ-

ism. Therefore, the focus of biological research has shifted from genomics,

which mainly studies sequence information, to proteomics, where the central

goal is to characterize protein functionality.

Proteomics systematically characterizes diVerent properties of all proteins

in a given cell type or tissue, including their sequences, expression levels,

structures, functions, regulations, interactions, and location patterns.

Knowledge of the location pattern of a protein is necessary for a complete

understanding of its function. There are a number of ways in which this is

true. First, location pattern changes often correlate with activity changes.

For example, it has been shown that activation of the rgr oncogene is

partially associated with a change of its location pattern from the endomem-

brane network to the plasma membrane, which facilitates interaction with

RAS and activates the RAS downstream pathways (Hernandez‐Munoz

et al., 2003). Activity of p53 is also regulated by its location (O’Brate and

Giannakakou, 2003). The protective eVects of extracellular signal‐regulated

kinase 2 (ERK2) against apoptogenic stimuli are also dependent on the

cellular location of ERK activation (Ajenjo et al., 2004). Second, protein

mislocalization is often associated with disease. For example, while lamin B

receptors (LBR) are located in the inner nuclear membrane in normal cells,

they are largely distributed in the cytoplasm in cells carrying a mutation that

causes an autosomal‐dominant form of Emery–Dreifuss muscular dystrophy

(Reichart et al., 2004). Third, the relationship between two proteins’ loca-

tions can be used to support (or question) protein interaction results found in

other experiments (such as those from yeast two‐hybrid screening) since

components of a single protein complex may be expected to have the same

distribution pattern. We have coined the term location proteomics to de-

scribe the systematic study of protein location patterns (Chen et al., 2003). It

requires (1) methods to either experimentally determine or predict location

patterns for all proteins, and (2) methods to systematically organize the set of

possible locations where a protein can be found. This chapter reviews work
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focused on automated experimental determination and discovery of protein

location patterns.

II. Subcellular Location of Proteins

A. Description, Prediction, and Determination

1. Gene Ontology

Currently the most systematic approach to define and organize the set of all

possible location patterns is the set of terms for ‘‘cellular component’’ in the

Gene Ontology (GO) (Harris et al., 2004). Cellular component is one of the

three general categories defined in the GO database, describing locations

at subcellular structure (such as plasma membrane) and macromolecular

complex (such as the ubiquitin ligase complex) levels. The ‘‘cell’’ term

(GO:0005623) in GO describes all components within and including plasma

membrane as well as extracellular structures. The cellular component ontol-

ogy is represented as a directed acyclic graph (DAG) in which location terms

are grouped into higher order structures. A DAG diVers from a tree‐

structured hierarchy in that a child can have multiple parents (i.e., multiple

paths from the root to a specific node). For example, twoGO codes are found

for mouse Atp5a1 protein (ATP synthase, Hþ transporting, mitochondrial

F1 complex, a subunit, isoform 1): GO:0005739 (mitochondrion) and

GO:0005615 (extracellular space). A portion of the cellular component

ontology leading to GO:0005739 (mitochondrion) is shown in Fig. 1.

2. Overview of Current Methodology for Protein Location

Prediction and Determination

Genome sequencing projects have produced large numbers of putative amino

acid sequences that are often largely unannotated. To learn protein functions

in the context of their subcellular organelle, it is crucial either to experimen-

tally determine their location pattern or to predict their subcellular location

from a sequence.

a. Protein Subcellular Location Prediction In the past decade, many eVorts

have been made to develop location prediction methods using diVerent

approaches. One category of approaches is based on protein sequence simi-

larity, such as LOCKey (Nair and Rost, 2002) and Proteome Analyst (Lu

et al., 2004). A protein sequence is searched against a set of experimentally

annotated sequences, and text features are extracted from homologs and
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used to predict the location pattern. However, this approach suVers when

there is no significant match between the query protein and proteins in the

training set. The second set of approaches is based on amino acid composi-

tion (or its variations), and includes NNPSL (Reinhardt and Hubbard, 1998)

and SubLoc (Hua and Sun, 2001). Information about amino acid composi-

tions and the correlation between amino acids is used as features for predic-

tion. Although these approaches utilize general information of proteins, it

is not clear whether they can capture enough information to distinguish

the diVerence between some slightly diVerent patterns (such as endosome

and lysosome). A third category is based on motif finding, such as TargetP

(Emanuelsson et al., 2000). This approach tries to identify motifs that are

important for localization (such as signal peptides) in the target sequence

and use this information for prediction. The major limitations for this

approach are (1) not all proteins in the same subcellular location have the

same motif and (2) many genes in automatically annotated genomes have

FIG. 1 Portion of cellular component ontology for GO:0005739 (mitochondrion).
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unreliable 50 sequences. Most current methods, such as PSORT (Nakai and

Horton, 1999; Nakai and Kanehisa, 1992), LOC3D (Nair and Rost, 2003),

and LOCtarget (Nair and Rost, 2004) use a mixture of these approaches to

achieve better performance. Current research in this area focuses on (1) design

of more discriminating sequence descriptors, (2) improvement of classifica-

tion algorithms, and (3) incorporation ofGeneOntology information into the

classification scheme.

Even with recent improvements, current prediction algorithms still suVer

from twomajor limitations: (1) unsatisfactory prediction accuracy, especially

for some organelles (such as mitochondria), and (2) limited coverage, both

for the number of location patterns and for the number of taxonomic

categories covered in prediction.

b. Protein Subcellular Location Determination Protein subcellular location

prediction algorithms require a large database of proteins with experimen-

tally determined locations. Without major improvement in automated deter-

mination of protein location patterns, the prediction methods will inevitably

suVer from limited prediction accuracies and limited coverage. For example,

many similar but still statistically diVerent location patterns exhibited by

diVerent proteins in the same organelle or compartment cannot be distin-

guished by predictive schemes until there are sensitive and consistent meth-

ods to identify and systematically describe these slight diVerences in the first

place.

DiVerent approaches can be employed to determine protein location pat-

terns. For example, diVerential centrifugation separation can be used to

obtain subcellular fractions (Hardonk et al., 1977) and proteins contained

in each fraction can be identified by two‐dimensional polyacrylamide gel

electrophoresis, enzymatic digestion of separated protein spots, and mass

spectrometry analysis. This approach is usually labor‐intensive, and the

resolution of diVerential centrifugation separation is limited. Recently, eVorts

have beenmade to create a high‐throughput protocol for this approach (Jiang

et al., 2004).

DiVerent microscopy technologies can also be employed for protein location

study. For example, electron microscopy (Subramaniam and Milne, 2004),

which provides ultrahigh resolution of the specimen, can be used to achieve

precise localization information (Lujan, 2004). Because electron microscopy

cannot be carried out on live cells, fluorescence microscopy has become the

most commonly used technique to study protein distribution within a cell

and the relationships between diVerent proteins (i.e., colocalization of two

proteins) (Brelie et al., 2002).

Traditionally protein locations are determined from images by visual

inspection. For large‐scale, systematic location proteomics, however, visual

inspection is no longer feasible since it is labor‐intensive and can be highly
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subjective. Unfortunately, while the determination of sequence, expression,

and even structure has been automated and large‐scale high‐throughput

projects have been initiated (Macbeath, 2002; Norin and Sundstrom, 2002),

the automated determination of protein location patterns has just begun.

Here we review current achievements for automated interpretation of protein

subcellular location patterns from fluorescence microscopy images.

B. Fluorescent Labeling of Proteins

Modern fluorescence microscopy combines high‐performance optical com-

ponents with digital image acquisition components and computerized con-

trol to allow imaging of cells and tissues with a combination of temporal and

spatial resolution and sensitivity achievable by no other method. Confocal

approaches use spatial filtering to reduce or eliminate out‐of‐focus light and

permit images of thin optical slices to be acquired. This provides confocal

microscopy with the ability to collect a series of image sections in a thick

specimen, and has led to the tremendous popularity of confocal microscopy

(and its cousin, two‐photon microscopy) in recent years.

While cells have some intrinsic fluorescence, little information can be

obtained by fluorescence microscopy of unstained cells. The coupling of

fluorophores and target proteins is therefore the key step in preparation for

a fluorescence microscopy experiment. In general, there are two types of

techniques used for this purpose.

The first method, commonly referred to as immunofluorescence, relies on

delivering external fluorescent molecules into cells (Fujiwara and Pollard,

1976). Cells are first fixed by adding a substance (e.g., paraformaldehyde)

that cross‐links proteins in the cell, essentially immobilizing all cellular

components. This prevents the contents of the cells from washing away

when the cells are permeabilized; i.e., when a detergent is used to fully or

partially dissolve the cell membrane. With the membrane barrier out of the

way it is possible to introduce desired molecules into the cell—for example,

antibodies conjugated to fluorescent dyes. An alternative to using antibodies

is to use other substances known to bind to a particular protein. For exam-

ple, the compound phalloidin binds to F‐actin, the polymerized protein that

forms part of the cytoskeleton. Therefore dye‐conjugated phalloidin can be

used to label the actin cytoskeleton. The use of such probes is not strictly

immunofluorescence, but, if the probes are specific and require permeabiliza-

tion for entry, it is functionally identical. There are several limitations to

immunofluorescent labeling, including dependence on the existence of spe-

cific antibodies or probes that are known to bind to the protein of interest

and an inability to image live cells due to the need for fixation and permea-

bilization (which may also disrupt cellular structures). Vital fluorescent
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probes, such as probes that equilibrate preferentially into an organelle,

address the latter limitation but not the former.

The second method therefore is to have fluorescent molecules internally

generated in the cells. DNA sequences coding for a naturally fluorescent

protein (such as the green fluorescent protein, GFP) can be joined to either

cDNA or genomic DNA to produce a fluorescent chimeric protein. If a

genomic approach is used, either a specific gene or a random location in

the genome can be tagged. There have been several examples of this approach

(Habeler et al., 2002; Jarvik et al., 1996; Rolls et al., 1999; Telmer et al.,

2002). Random tagging of proteins can also be done with the use of small

epitopes (essentially short sections of a protein) instead of fluorescent pro-

teins (Kumar et al., 2000, 2002). In this case either a fluorescent antibody

against the epitope tag (which requires fixation and permeabilization) or a

cell‐permeant fluorescent probe that binds to specific epitopes can be used

(GriYn et al., 1998). Epitope tags can be much smaller than fluorescent

proteins and are less likely to disrupt the function of the protein to which

they are attached.

When random‐tagging experiments are repeated enough times, eventually

most (or possibly all) proteins in a given cell type can be labeled. Combined

with fluorescence microscopy, random tagging allows comprehensive

libraries of images depicting the location patterns of proteins in a given cell

type to be generated.

Assuming that a (large) collection of digital images has been acquired by

one or more of the above methods, the next step is to automate extraction of

information.

III. Subcellular Location Patterns of Proteins

A. Automated Classification

The first basic task to be carried out by automated interpretation is to assign

a location pattern label to a previously unseen image. This task can be

formalized as

Given a set of images Iknown and corresponding labels Yknown, learn a mapping function f

between Iknown and Yknown, such that when a new image i =2 Iknown is presented the label

y ¼ f(i) that is assigned is optimal according to some criteria.

Such a system is termed a classifier.

DiVerent approaches can be used for this task. Either raw images or

characteristics (termed features) extracted from raw images can be used as

input into a classifier. Most work in the area of subcellular analysis has
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utilized the latter approach (Boland and Murphy, 2001; Boland et al., 1998;

Chen and Murphy, 2004; Conrad et al., 2004; Huang and Murphy, 2004b;

Murphy et al., 2000; Steckling et al., 2004), although a successful application

of the first approach has been reported (Danckaert et al., 2002). The reason

for this preference is obvious: cells vary greatly in their size, shape, inten-

sity, position, and orientation in fluorescent images, and as a result, raw

pixel intensity values in general are not very useful in location pattern

recognition. Consequently, the feature‐based approach is the focus of this

review.

The core of the feature‐based approaches is the development of sets of

numerical features to represent patterns that are not overly sensitive to

changes in intensity, rotation, and position of a cell (Boland and Murphy,

2001; Murphy et al., 2000). Several categories of features have been used for

this purpose, including morphological, Zernike moment, Harlick texture,

and wavelet features. A standard nomenclature for referring to specific

features and sets of features has been introduced, in which the prefix SLF

(for subcellular location feature) is followed by either the number of a set

of features (e.g., SLF1) or a number and a subindex for a specific feature

(e.g., SLF7.3). Tables I and II summarize all SLFs developed so far for two‐

dimensional (2D) and three‐dimensional (3D) images, respectively.

Experience gained from the work described below indicates that calcula-

tion of a large number of features (dozens, even hundreds) from a number of

diVerent categories can benefit a classifier, since they may contain diVerent

types of information. However, this potential advantage comes at a cost: the

automated classifier becomes more complicated when more input features

are included. Computational learning theory (Mitchell, 1997) points out that

the number of training samples required is linear with the complexity.

Therefore, a large set of input features can be used only when suYcient

training images are available. Unfortunately, even with the newly developed

automated techniques, image collection can still be a slow process and often

only limited training samples are available. In this situation, more features do

not guarantee better performance. Therefore, reducing the size of the feature

set by eliminating redundant or uninformative features is desirable in

many machine learning applications. In addition to helping with classifica-

tion problems, using fewer features is preferred for applications involving

retrieval of images from databases using image content.

DiVerent feature reduction methods have been tried for this problem,

including both feature recombination and feature selection methods. Feature

selection methods were observed to achieve better performance than feature

recombination methods in the context of subcellular pattern analysis (Huang

et al., 2003). Among feature selection methods, stepwise discriminant analy-

sis (SDA) and genetic algorithms have been observed to achieve the best

overall classification accuracy, and SDA is preferred since it is much more
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TABLE I

Subcellular Location Feature Sets for 2D Images

Feature set name Number of features Feature selection

Feature categoriesa

ReferenceM E C S D Z H W G

SLF1 16 Unselected 8 6 2 Boland and Murphy (2001)

SLF2 22 Unselected 8 6 2 6 Boland and Murphy (2001)

SLF3 78 Unselected 8 6 2 49 13 Boland and Murphy (2001)

SLF4 84 Unselected 8 6 2 6 49 13 Boland and Murphy (2001)

SLF5 37 Selected from SLF4 8 2 1 3 11 12 Boland and Murphy (2001)

SLF6 65 Unselected 8 6 2 49

SLF7 84 Unselected 9 6 2 5 49 13 Murphy et al. (2002)

SLF8 32 Selected from SLF7 8 3 3 7 11 Murphy et al. (2002)

SLF12 8 The first eight

features from SLF8

2 1 2 3 Huang et al. (2003)

SLF13 31 Selected from SLF7

and six DNA

features

6 3 3 3 7 9 Murphy et al. (2003)

SLF15 44 Selected 6 4 2 2 12 7 2 12 Huang and Murphy (2004b)

SLF16 47 Selected 5 4 2 2 3 12 7 4 11 Huang and Murphy (2004b)

aThe feature categories are M, morphological features; E, edge features; C, convex hull features; S, object skeleton features; D, DNA features;

Z, Zernike moment features; H, Haralick texture features; W, Daubechies D4 wavelet features; G, Gabor features.



TABLE II

Subcellular Location Feature Sets for 3D Images

Feature set name

Parallel DNA

requirement

Number of

features Short description Reference

3D‐SLF9 Yes 28 Unselected morphological features Velliste and Murphy (2002)

3D‐SLF10 Yes 9 SDA selected features from 3D‐SLF9 N/A

3D‐SLF11 No 42 Unselected morphological, edge and

Haralick texture features

Chen et al. (2003)

3D‐SLF14 No 14 Subset of 3D‐SLF9 which does not

require DNA image

N/A

3D‐SLF17 No 7 The first seven SDA selected features

from 3D‐SLF11 on 3D HeLa seta
Chen and Murphy (2004)

3D‐SLF18 No 34 The first 34 SDA selected features from

3D‐SLF11 on 3D 3T3 setb
Chen and Murphy (2005)

3D‐SLF19 Yes 56 3D‐SLF11 and 14 DNA features from

3D‐ SLF9

Nair et al. (2005)

3D‐SLF20 Yes 52 SDA selected features from 3D‐ SLF19 Nair et al. (2005)

aThe 3D Haralick texture features were calculated at 0.4 mm pixel resolution and 256 gray levels. This feature set achieved 98% overall classification

on the 3D HeLa dataset.
bThe 3D Haralick texture features were calculated at 0.5 mm pixel resolution and 64 gray levels. This feature set is used for clustering the 3D 3T3

dataset.



computationally eYcient (i.e., it requires less computer time to find a good

subset of features).

1. Classification Based on Cell Level Features

Studies of protein subcellular location patterns are most easily understood in

the context of a single cell. Consequently, automated classification of protein

location patterns was initially carried out on single cell images.

However, many acquired images contain multiple cells per field. To prop-

erly calculate features at the level of each cell, regions of each image

corresponding to a single cell need to be defined. This cell segmentation can

be done either manually (by drawing a polygon for each cell) (Boland and

Murphy, 2001) or automatically (i.e., with balloon or watershed algorithms)

(De Solorzano et al., 2001; Nair et al., 2005; Velliste andMurphy, 2002). The

automated methods usually utilize either total protein staining (so that each

cell appears as a contiguous region) or surface protein staining (so that the

cell boundary is visible).

a. Classification of Major Subcellular Location Patterns in HeLa Cells Using

2D Images To test the feasibility of using automated classification to deter-

mine protein subcellular location patterns, a 2D image dataset that covers

all major location patterns was first generated in HeLa cells (Boland and

Murphy, 2001). Nine proteins were fluorescently labeled, eight using anti-

bodies against proteins in the endoplasmic reticulum (ER), Golgi (giantin

and gpp130), lysosomes (LAMP2), endosomes (transferrin receptor), mito-

chondria, nucleoli (nucleolin), and microtubules (tubulin), and one using

phalloidin that binds to microfilaments (actin). DNA was simultaneously

labeled with a fluorescent probe (DAPI) that could be separately detected.

Two Golgi proteins (giantin and gpp130) were intentionally included to test

the distinguishing power of automated classifiers. These two proteins are

almost indistinguishable by human visual inspection (Murphy et al., 2003).

The dataset contains 78–98 single cell images per class and 862 images in

total. Figure 2 shows representative images for this dataset.

i. Optimizing Classification Accuracy A steady improvement in the ac-

curacy of classification of this dataset has been achieved over the past few

years. With the implementation of new features and the choice of more

robust classifiers, the overall classification accuracy improved from 84%

with a set of 37 features and a neural network classifier (Boland andMurphy,

2001) to the current best accuracy of 92.3% with 47 features and a majority‐

voting ensemble classifier (Huang and Murphy, 2004b). The performance of

the current best classifier is presented in Table III in the form of a confusion

matrix. The diagonal numbers of the confusion matrix show the accuracies

for each individual class and the oV‐diagonal numbers represent the
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FIG. 2 Typical images from the 2D HeLa image dataset. Images are shown for cells labeled

with antibodies against an ER protein (A), the Golgi protein giantin (B), the Golgi protein

gpp130 (C), the lysosomal protein LAMP2 (D), a mitochondrial protein (E), the nucleolar

protein nucleolin (F), the endosomal protein transferrin receptor (H), and the cytoskeletal

protein tubulin (J). Filamentous actin was labeled with rhodamine‐phalloidin (G) and DNA

was labeled with DAPI (K). Scale bar ¼ 10 m. (From Boland and Murphy, 2001.)
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percentage of test samples of each ‘‘True’’ class (row heading) misclassified as

the ‘‘Predicted’’ class (column heading). We can interpret the classifier’s

performance on each individual class from the confusion matrix. For exam-

ple, the classifier shown in Table III correctly classified 88% of LAMP2

classes and mistakenly classified 1% of LAMP2 as giantin, 1% as mitochon-

dria, and 10% as tubulin. Due to rounding errors, the sum for a row is not

necessarily 100%.

ii. TradeoV between Classification Accuracy and Computation Cost of the

Feature Set The features (SLF16) used to achieve the best accuracy of

92.3% were SDA selected from a mixture of 180 features of various types

(including wavelet features). Since wavelet feature calculation involves rotat-

ing each image to a common frame of reference and then decomposing it with

diVerent scale filters, the computation cost (CPU time per image) is signifi-

cantly higher than for the other features (Huang and Murphy, 2004b). When

the computation cost is a concern, a feature set (SLF13) with 31 features

selected by SDA from all features except the wavelet features achieved a

90.7% classification accuracy with one‐sixth of the average CPU time for

feature calculation (Huang and Murphy, 2004b).

iii. Classification without Parallel DNA Images A parallel DNA chan-

nel provides information on nuclear location, which serves as a reference

point for the cell center. Several features were designed to capture protein

TABLE III

Confusion Matrix for a Majority Voting Ensemble Classifier with SLF16 for the 2D HeLa Dataseta

True class

Output of the classifier

DNA ER Gia GPP LAM Mit Nuc Act TfR Tub

DNA 99 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

ER 0 97 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 1

Giantin 0 0 91 7 0 0 0 0 2 0

GPP130 0 0 14 82 0 0 2 0 1 0

LAMP2 0 0 1 0 88 1 0 0 10 0

Mitochondria 0 3 0 0 0 92 0 0 3 3

Nucleolin 0 0 0 0 0 0 99 0 1 0

Actin 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 100 0 0

TfR 0 1 0 0 12 2 0 1 81 2

Tubulin 1 2 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 95

aThe values shown are the percentage of images from the class shown in the row heading that

were classified as being in the class shown by the column heading. The overall accuracy is

92.3%. From Huang and Murphy (2004).
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distribution information relative to the nucleus and these features were

included in the input feature sets above that give the best overall classification

accuracy. However, not all imaging protocols require or permit the acquisi-

tion of the parallel DNA channel. A feature set with no DNA information is

preferred for those cases.

A feature subset (SLF15) with 44 features SDA selected from a mixture of

features that does not require DNA information achieved 91.5% overall

classification accuracy (Huang and Murphy, 2004b), which indicates that

while not having DNA features degrades classification performance slightly,

satisfactory performance can still be achieved without them. An overall

classification accuracy of 89.7% is achieved by a similar classifier trained on

SDA‐selected features (SLF8 with 32 features) when computation‐costly

wavelet features are removed (Huang and Murphy, 2004b). These results

suggest that when using numerical features, the protein subcellular location

pattern can be automatically determined in a reasonable time scale from

fluorescence microscope images acquired using standard protocols that do

not require collection of DNA images.

iv. Classification of Sets of Images When evaluating a protein’s location,

a cell biologist will usually not make a decision based on an image of a single

cell. Instead, a set of images is viewed and a final conclusion is based on an

overall impression. The same rationale can be used for automated classifiers.

By considering sets of cells as small as 10 and choosing the label that has the

most images assigned to it, an overall classification accuracy of 98% could be

obtained with a classifier that had an average accuracy of only 83% on single

cells (Boland and Murphy, 2001).

b. Classification of Two Proteins with Visually Similar Patterns in CSO‐1

Cells Using 2D Images A similar feature‐based approach was use to distin-

guish two visually similar proteins (Huntingtin and GIT) in CSO‐1 cells

(Steckling et al., 2004). For this task, seven features, mostly defined in the

previous section, were used to train a maximum likelihood classification

scheme to separate the two proteins. In this experiment, 87% of the test

images were correctly classified. This independent research confirms that

the location pattern of previously unknown proteins could be automatically

identified by feature‐based approaches.

c. Classification of Images from Automated Microscopy An alternative to

genomic tagging that is suitable for automated acquisition and analysis is the

creation of a cell array in which each spot in the array contains a diVerent

GFP‐tagged cDNA (Ziauddin and Sabatini, 2001). This approach has been

combined with automated microscopy to demonstrate the feasibility of

classifying images from automated acquisition (Conrad et al., 2004). In this
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study, images for 11 cDNAs showing diVerent subcellular location patterns

were captured automatically. An SVM classifier achieved an 82.2% overall

classification with 25 SDA‐selected features drawn from a large number of

features (448) extracted from diVerent feature categories (such as object,

edge, texture, moments, wavelets). Achieving this accuracy required training

of the system to recognize an ‘‘artifact’’ category; approximately half of the

images were found to be in this category. Even with this step, the observed

accuracies for two of the categories (ER and microtubules) were below 50%.

The results are encouraging for the application of the methods described in

this chapter to images obtained by automated microscopy.

d. Classification of Major Subcellular Location Patterns in HeLa Cells Using

3D Images With the development of optical sectioning techniques (i.e.,

confocal microscopy), it has become increasingly common to collect 3D

images when visualizing protein distributions. A 3D image is simply a stack

of 2D images taken at diVerent focal planes. Compared to their 2D counter-

parts, 3D fluorescence images provide an opportunity to achieve better

classification accuracy since we can expect that 3D images contain more

information content than 2D images. Indistinguishable location patterns in

a 2D slice could be potentially separated by their distribution along the third

dimension. This is obvious for polarized cells where the protein composition

of the apical surface is diVerent from that of the basal and lateral surface. In

this case, the protein distribution is diVerent among three dimensions. Even

for an unpolarized cell, the protein distribution on the third dimension still

provides extra information that may help in distinguishing diVerent patterns.

For example, F‐actin in HeLa cells is preferentially located above the nucleus

while tubulin is more concentrated near the bottom of the cell.

A 3D HeLa cell image dataset was collected using the same labeling

techniques as for the 2D HeLa dataset to determine whether an improved

classification accuracy could be obtained (Velliste and Murphy, 2002). This

dataset contains 50–52 single cell images per class and 502 imaged cells in

total. Figure 3 shows the representative images of this dataset.

Most 3D features [morphological (Velliste andMurphy, 2002), edge (Chen

et al., 2003), and Haralick texture features (Chen et al., 2003)] were natural

extensions of their 2D versions. Some new features were also implemented to

capture characteristics of protein fluorescence distribution along the z axis.

An overall classification accuracy of 98% was achieved using 3D‐SLF17,

an SDA‐selected feature subset of seven features. Table IV shows the confu-

sion matrix for this case. The results suggest that the classifier is near optimal,

since cells were imaged randomly and inevitably a small fraction of ‘‘abnor-

mal’’ cells, such as mitotic or dying cells, would be expected to be included.

Protein location patterns in these cells are likely diVerent from those
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FIG. 3 Typical images from the 3D HeLa image dataset. Red, blue, and green colors represent

DNA staining, total protein staining, and target protein fluorescence. Projections on the X–Y

(top) and the X–Z (bottom) planes are shown. The proteins labeled are the same as those in the

2D HeLa image dataset (Fig. 2). (Reprinted by permission of Carnegie Mellon University.)

TABLE IV

Confusion Matrix for a Neural Network Classifier with 3D‐SLF17 for the 3D HeLa Dataseta

True class

Output of the classifier

DNA ER Gia Gpp LAM Mit Nuc Act TfR Tub

DNA 98 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

ER 0 100 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Giantin 0 0 100 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Gpp130 0 0 0 96 4 0 0 0 0 0

LAMP2 0 0 0 4 95 0 0 0 0 2

Mitochondria 0 0 2 0 0 96 0 2 0 0

Nucleolin 0 0 0 0 0 0 100 0 0 0

Actin 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 100 0 0

TfR 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 96 2

Tubulin 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 98

aThe values shown are the percent of images from the class shown in the row heading that

were classified as being in the class shown by the column heading. The overall accuracy is 98%.

From Chen and Murphy (2004).
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observed in normal cells and could account for the small classification errors.

It is also worth noting that the 3D classifier is the first that is able to

distinguish giantin and gpp130, two proteins known to be located in slightly

diVerent parts of the Golgi apparatus, with over 95% accuracy at the single

cell level.

3D‐SLF17 consists of at least one feature from each category (morpholog-

ical, edge, and Haralick texture for 3D images), suggesting that diVerent

feature categories capture diVerent information in the image and an optimal

classifier should be trained from a combination of features from diVerent

categories. 3D‐SLF17 can be calculated eYciently, as the time‐consuming

wavelet features are not included. Another important advantage of 3D‐

SLF17 is that it does not require a parallel DNA image. It confirms that

for 3D images, even without the reference DNA information, an optimal

classifier could be trained to learn major subcellular location patterns, a

crucial step in extending the feature‐based approach toward general usage

for biological and biomedical researchers.

The already impressive performance can be improved further by classify-

ing sets of images. Trained classifiers (using either neural networks or sup-

port vector machines) achieved above 99% classification accuracy with a set

size of 3 and 99.9% with a set size of 5 (data not shown).

2. Classification Using Field Level Features

As discussed above, classifiers trained on SLFs are capable of automatically

labeling protein subcellular location patterns in previously unseen images in

a single cell setting. However, typically a field containing multiple cells is

imaged. Partial cells on the boundary of imaged fields are also frequently

observed. Since current SLFs are designed to capture protein spatial distri-

butions in a single cell setting, their use on multiple cells (either intact or

partial) would not necessarily give appropriate results. SLF1.1, the number

of objects inside the cell (an object is defined as a set of connected above‐

threshold pixels in the image), is a good example. It is a very useful feature to

distinguish the nuclear or nucleolar patterns (with one to a few objects) from

the mitochondrial or lysosomal patterns (with hundreds of objects). How-

ever, this feature is meaningless if an image contains multiple cells (unless it is

known that all images have the same number of cells!). As discussed above, a

few automated segmentation algorithms have been described for identifying

regions corresponding to a single cell in a multicell field. Unfortunately, they

either require extra labeling (such as nucleus, total cellular protein, or plasma

membrane protein labeling) or assume specific models (SclaroV and Liu,

2001), which makes them diYcult to be generalized to arbitrary protein

fluorescence images. An alternative solution would be a set of features that

is not sensitive to the number of cells in a field.
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Such a feature set was created by selecting features thatmeet this requirement

from previous SLFs. This approachwas tested by building an SVM classifier to

recognize images with multiple cells (Huang and Murphy, 2004a). So that the

label of each cell in a multicell image could be known with certainty, synthetic

multicell images were created by combining single cell images whose location

patterns were known.A confusionmatrix for this classifier is shown in Table V,

and the overall classification accuracy of 94.8% was even higher than for the

single cell counterpart. This ‘‘surprising’’ improvement in performance could

be partially explained by so‐called ‘‘majority voting’’ eVects where the eVect of

abnormal cells in a class is diluted inmulticell images so that the classifiermakes

the correct prediction based on the majority type of cells in a field.

Although experiments classifying 3D multicell images have not yet been

carried out, higher accuracy is expected as well since most features in the best

3D feature set (3D‐SLF17) are edge and texture features, which are insensitive

to the number of cells in the field. The only morphological feature in SLF17 is

3D‐SLF9.4, the standard deviation of object volumes, and since it does not

depend on the number of cells, it is also a potential field level feature.

3. Classification of Mixed Patterns Using Object Level Features

Previous sections show that a classifier can be trained to distinguish a set of

predefined patterns with high accuracy. However, protein localization is a

complicated process, and proteins are not restricted to being in a single

TABLE V

Confusion Matrix for an SVM Classifier with Entire 2D Field Level Features for the Multicell Image

Dataseta

True class

Output of the classifier

DNA ER Gia GPP LAM Mit Nuc Act TfR Tub

DNA 100 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

ER 0 96 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 0

Giantin 0 0 100 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

GPP130 1 0 2 98 0 0 0 0 0 0

LAMP2 0 0 0 4 94 0 0 0 2 0

Mitochondria 0 4 0 2 0 96 0 0 2 0

Nucleolin 0 0 0 0 0 0 100 0 0 0

Actin 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 100 0 0

TfR 0 4 0 0 2 4 4 0 82 4

Tubulin 0 4 0 0 2 4 0 0 8 82

aThe overall accuracy was 94.8%. From Huang and Murphy (2004a).
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organelle. For example, the human mannose 6‐phosphate uncovering en-

zyme (UCE) cycles between the trans‐Golgi network (TGN) and the plasma

membrane (Rohrer and Kornfeld, 2001). In this case, the steady‐state pattern

of UCE is a mixture of two fundamental location patterns (TGN and plasma

membrane) and the feature values for the UCE location pattern would be

diVerent from the typical values for either of those fundamental patterns.

Consequently, a classifier trained to recognize the two fundamental patterns

would fail to recognize this mixed pattern.

A straightforward solution would be to train a classifier to distinguish each

possible combination of fundamental location patterns. However, the large

number of possible combinations (exponential in the number of fundamental

patterns) makes this approach prohibitive. The problem is even more com-

plicated because diVerent mixture ratios would be expected to yield diVerent

combined patterns. For example, a Y488A mutation in UCE slows down

its traYc from the plasma membrane back to the TGN and consequently

the mutant protein has a much higher plasma membrane distribution. The

location patterns for wild‐type and Y488A‐mutant UCE are distinguish-

able by both human visual inspection and automated machine learning

algorithms although they are both mixed from TGN and plasma membrane

patterns.

A more suitable approach would be to apply a machine learning algorithm

that is capable of recognizing mixtures composed of varying amounts of

independent fundamental patterns. An initial approach to this problem has

been presented (Zhao et al., 2005). It is based on the principle that each

fundamental pattern has a distinguishable (but stochastic) combination of

object types. Object types were learned by cluster analysis and then classifiers

trained to recognize each type. The distribution of object types within each

fundamental pattern was also modeled. The decomposition of an arbitrary

mixed image into its component patterns was then carried out by a two‐step

process. Each object in the image was assigned a type and then the mixture

fractions that would most likely have led this distribution of object types

were found.

For the training phase of this system, the individual objects in images of

known fundamental patterns were first identified and a set of subcellular

object features (SOF1, shown in Table VI) was calculated for each. These

features for all objects in the dataset were then used to perform cluster

analysis to determine the types of objects that exist in the dataset. A classifier

was then trained to recognize each object type from its SOFs. Each funda-

mental pattern (whether for a training image or a test image) could then be

represented by the number of objects of each type or the fraction of fluores-

cence in each object type (or both). This allows the object type vector for a

mixture pattern to be considered as a linear combination of object type

vectors of component fundamental patterns. The mixture fractions could
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then be found by solving a set of linear equations or maximizing the likeli-

hood of a multinomial model.

Using this approach on test images synthesized by creating random mix-

tures of up to eight subcellular patterns, an average of 83% accuracy in

determining the mixture proportions was achieved (Zhao et al., 2005).

While further work on this important problem will clearly be required,

these initial results suggest that decomposition of complex mixture patterns

is feasible.

B. Objective Clustering

It has been shown in the previous section that a classifier trained on SLFs

could assign a set of predefined location pattern labels to previously unseen

images with high accuracy. However, it remains an open question as to how

many location patterns exist in a specific proteome. Ideally, we would like to

collect images of all proteins and learn the number of statistically distin-

guishable location patterns and the identity of each pattern in a proteome.

This becomes a typical unsupervised learning problem, addressable by

methods of cluster analysis.

Central to unsupervised clustering is the notion of the degree of similarity

(or dissimilarity) between individual data points (cell images). A major

TABLE VI

Subcellular Object Features (SOF1) Used to Cluster Objects to Learn Object Types and to Train

Classifiers to Recognize Thema

Feature ID Description

SOF1.1 Number of pixels in object

SOF1.2 Distance between object center of fluorescence (COF) and DNA COF

SOF1.3 Fraction of object pixels overlapping with DNA

SOF1.4 A measure of eccentricity of the object

SOF1.5 Euler number of the object

SOF1.6 A measure of roundness of the object

SOF1.7 The length of the object’s skeleton

SOF1.8 The ratio of skeleton length to the area of the convex hull of the skeleton

SOF1.9 The fraction of object pixels contained within the skeleton

SOF1.10 The fraction of object fluorescence contained within the skeleton

SOF1.11 The ratio of the number of branch points in the skeleton to the length of

the skeleton

aFrom Zhao et al. (2005).
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advantage of using SLFs to represent images is that the distance between two

data points can be easily defined. This measures the dissimilarity between two

points, e.g., a larger distance means two points are less similar to each other.

Common distance functions include Euclidean distance [2‐norm (Qian et al.,

2004)], Manhattan distance [1‐norm (Batchelor, 1978)], Chebyshev distance

[infinity‐norm (Diday, 1974)], Mahanlanobis distance (Nadler and Smith,

1993), cosine angle distance (Qian et al., 2004), and Hamming distance

[suitable for binary features (Exoo, 2003)].

1. Dendrogram Analysis of the 2D HeLa Dataset

As an initial demonstration of the cluster analysis approach to subcellular

patterns, hierarchical clustering was performed on the 10 class 2D HeLa

dataset (Murphy et al., 2002). Although many techniques that could improve

the quality of the clustering were not used in this simple experiment, the

resulting dendrogram (Fig. 4) still revealed that (1) similar location patterns

were grouped first (the two Golgi proteins, and the lysosomal and endosomal

proteins), and (2) it was consistent with the biological understanding of these

organelle patterns. This first result suggested the utility of clustering ap-

proaches using SLFs to reveal the intrinsic relationships among subcellular

patterns displayed in a dataset.

FIG. 4 Subcellular location tree created from the 2D HeLa dataset using SLF8 and hierarchical

clustering with a Mahalanobis distance function. (FromMurphy et al., 2002. Copyright � 2002,

IEEE.)
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2. Clustering of the 3D 3T3 Dataset

One of the ultimate goals for location proteomics is to determine which

proteins share the same location pattern. In other words, given a set of

proteins, each with multiple image representations, we need to find a parti-

tioning so that proteins in one partition share a single location pattern.

Ideally, this approach would be applied to images of all proteins expressed

in a given cell type. Methods are therefore needed to collect images of the

distributions of large numbers of (or all) proteins.

As discussed in Section II.B , this can be done by creating GFP fusions for

many diVerent cDNAs and expressing them by carrying out individual

transfections. The advantage is that the tagged gene is known in each

transfection, but the disadvantage is that the protein is expressed under the

control of an exogenous promoter that may lead to overexpression and

mislocalization.

An alternative is to create random GFP fusions, make clonal lines, and

then determine the tagged gene in each line. Although more work is required

to identify the tagged gene, the advantage is that the protein is expressed in its

normal genomic context with all transcriptional and posttranscriptional

controls intact. One variation on this approach, CD‐tagging, is particularly

powerful because tags may be inserted at a number of sites on each protein

(Jarvik et al., 1996). The CD‐tagging method employs an engineered retrovi-

ral vector to randomly insert into the target genome a CD‐cassette, flanked

by splicing acceptor and donor sequences. If the viral vector is inserted into a

genomic intron, the CD‐cassette will be transcribed as a guest exon. This

approach was used in the laboratories of Drs. Jonathan Jarvik and Peter

Berget to create a collection of 3T3 cell clones each of which expresses a

diVerent tagged protein (Jarvik et al., 2002). The CD‐cassette used for this

collection contains a GFP coding sequence, thus permitting the tagged

proteins to be visualized in live cells. To date, over 90 randomly tagged

clones expressing GFP chimera proteins have been isolated. To acquire live

cells images with a minimum of blur due to organelle movement, spinning

disk confocal microscopy (Kozubek et al., 2004; Nakano, 2002) was used to

collect a large number of images of each clone (Chen et al., 2003). The 3D

3T3 dataset obtained to date contains 8–33 single cell images per clone and

1554 images in total. Figure 5 shows representative images of example clones.

Three machine learning algorithms have been applied to the dataset,

including k‐means clustering of individual cells, hierarchical clustering of

mean feature vectors for each clone, and an ad hoc clustering algorithm based

on a confusion matrix from a classifier trying to identify each individual

clone (Chen and Murphy, 2005). Both standardized (z‐scored) Euclidean

(where each feature is normalized to have unit variance) and Mahalanobis

(where the correlation between features is taken into consideration) distance
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functions were evaluated. The performance of machine clustering algorithms

was also compared to a grouping based on visual inspection.

A traditional diYculty in machine clustering approaches is to find the

number of clusters in a dataset. For example, k‐means approaches require

the number of clusters to be directly specified in the program. For hierarchi-

cal clustering, it is also critical to know which branches represent identical

classes. This can be achieved by finding a distance under which the separation

is not statistically significant. The distance threshold identified also indirectly

determines the number of clusters since data points connected at the thresh-

old belong to the same cluster. In some specific problems, outside informa-

tion can be used to determine the number of clusters. When this information

is not available, a set of trials with diVerent numbers of clusters can be

performed and evaluated by some criterion that measures the goodness of

the clustering results. There is no prior information suggesting the proper

number of clusters for the 3D 3T3 dataset, although a reasonable assumption

is that the cells from the same protein clone should belong to a single cluster.

Therefore, the goodness of various clustering models was assessed by the

Akaike information criterion (AIC) (Ichimura, 1997) for diVerent numbers

FIG. 5 Selected images from the 3D 3T3 image dataset. Tagged protein names are shown with

a hyphen followed by a clone number if the same protein was tagged in more than one clone in

the dataset. Projections on the X–Y (top) and the X–Z (bottom) planes are shown. (From Chen

and Murphy, 2005.)
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of clusters (from two to the number of clones in the dataset) (Chen and

Murphy, 2005).

Evaluation of the clustering results using diVerent clustering algorithms

and/or diVerent distance functions is an equally diYcult task since the actual

partition of the dataset is unknown for any real problem setting. Neverthe-

less, it is reasonable to assume that a good distance function would achieve

better agreement among diVerent clustering algorithms. Cohen’s k statistic

(Cook, 1998) can be used to measure the agreement between two partition-

ings. This statistic measures the portion of agreement beyond random and it

has a value of 1 if two partitionings are in total agreement and an expected

value of 0 if the two partitionings are mutually independent.

Table VII summarizes the comparison of the k statistic using diVerent

clustering algorithms and distance functions. It clearly indicates that the

standardized Euclidean distance function achieved better agreement com-

pared to Mahalanobis distance. It also revealed that machine learning clus-

tering algorithms (k‐means/AIC, consensus analysis and clustering based on

confusion matrix) achieved much higher agreement compared to pairs be-

tween a machine algorithm and clustering by visual inspection. The consis-

tency displayed further suggested the value of automated clustering

approaches in location proteomics.

When standardized Euclidean distance was used in the k‐means/AIC

algorithm to cluster the 3D 3T3 dataset, the optimal number of clusters

was 30. However, 13 of these clusters contained only outlier images (outliers

of a clone were those distributed to any cluster except the one with the most

images for that clone). Therefore, these clusters were ignored, leaving 17

TABLE VII

Comparison of Clustering Methods and Distance Functionsa,b

Standardized Euclidean distance Mahalanobis distance

(k) (k)

k‐means/AIC vs. consensus 1 0.5397

k‐means/AIC vs. ConfMat 0.4171 0.3634

Consensus vs. ConfMat 0.4171 0.1977

k‐means/AIC vs. visual 0.2055 0.1854

Consensus vs. visual 0.2055 0.1156

aThe agreement between the sets of clusters resulting from the four clustering methods

described in the text was measured using the k test. A value of 1 represents perfect agreement

between the clusters formed by the two methods. From Chen and Murphy (2005).
bThe standard deviations of the statistic under the null hypothesis were estimated to range

between 0.014 and 0.023 from multiple simulations.
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clusters containing the major patterns in the dataset. The consensus tree

from hierarchical clustering is displayed in Fig. 6 (this tree and the represen-

tative images for each protein clone are available in an interactive web

interface: http://murphylab.web.cmu.edu/services/PSLID/tree.html). The

same 17 clusters were identified in both the consensus clustering and AIC

analysis.

A natural question is whether the clusters obtained from unsupervised

learning could be used for supervised training of a classifier to recognize this

new set of patterns. When this test was performed, an average accuracy of

87% was achieved. This classifier is able to recognize the largest number of

subcellular patterns reported to date.

As at least a partial confirmation of the validity of the results obtained by

clustering, we can observe that the tree shows visually similar location

FIG. 6 A consensus subcellular location tree generated for the 3D 3T3 image dataset using 3D‐

SLF18 features. The columns to the right of the tree show the protein names (if known),

descriptions of the subcellular location from visual inspections of the images, and subcellular

location inferred from Gene Ontology (GO) annotations (if any). The sum of the lengths of

horizontal edges connecting two proteins represents the distance between them in the feature

space. Proteins for which the location described by human observation diVers significantly from

that inferred from GO annotations are marked (**). (From Chen and Murphy, 2005.)
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patterns being grouped together. For example, the three nucleolar proteins in

the dataset were combined in a distinct cluster. Also, two groups of nuclear

proteins were found in the dataset. Close inspection of the images from both

groups confirmed that there are diVerences between them, one with exclusive

nucleus distribution and the other with weak cytoplasmic distribution as well

(Chen et al., 2003).

3. Cluster Analysis of Location Patterns in UCE Mutants

The clustering results above had the goal of clustering proteins with similar

patterns. An analogous goal would be to cluster mutant versions of a single

protein to determine which share the same location. Mutagenesis of sus-

pected targeting sequences is often used to identify important residues in that

sequence. To illustrate the value of the clustering approach in this context, we

applied it to images of a set of mutants obtained by the laboratory of

Dr. Jack Rohrer.

The traYcking of UCE, a key enzyme in lysosome biogenesis, has been

discussed briefly above. UCE uncovers the mannose 6‐phosphate recognition

tag on lysosomal enzymes, a step necessary for mannose 6‐phosphate recep-

tors to recognize these enzymes and ensure their sorting to lysosomes. UCE is

localized to the TGN in steady state and cycles between the TGN and plasma

membrane. It requires targeting information both for exit from the TGN and

for return from the plasma membrane. It has been determined that the Y488

residue is required for traYc from the plasma membrane back to the TGN

since a Y488
‐A mutant has impaired internalization from the plasma mem-

brane. To locate the sequence that mediates exit from the TGN, the subcel-

lular distributions of a set of mutants created by site‐directed mutagenesis of

a GFP‐tagged UCE were studied by imaging and cluster analysis (Nair et al.,

2005).

In an initial experiment, adjacent pairs of residues suspected of being part

of the targeting signal were mutagenized. When images of these mutants were

clustered, the dendrogram (Fig. 7A, the dendrogram and representative

images from each clone are available online at http://murphylab.web.cmu.

edu/services/PSLID/HeLa_UCE/Figure4A.html) suggested that mutating

the QE or MN residues of the cytoplasmic tail created an intermediate

location pattern between wild‐type UCE (which exhibited mostly TGN

staining) and the Y488 mutant (which had a strong plasma membrane distri-

bution). It was therefore postulated that one or more of the Q492EMN

residues could be responsible for the traYc from the TGN to the plasma

membrane. Mutants with single residue mutation were consequently gener-

ated and studied together with the double mutants. The clusters formed by

the single and double mutants are shown in Fig. 7B (available online at http://

murphylab.web.cmu.edu/services/PSLID/HeLa_UCE/Figure4B.html). The
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FIG. 7 Subcellular location tree using 3D‐SLF20 and Mahalanobis distance showing grouping

of various GFP constructs of the uncovering enzyme (UCE) by similarity in localization. (A)

Results for the GFP‐UCE wild‐type, GFP‐UCE 502 Stop (which truncates the cytoplasmic tail

but does not aVect targeting), GFP‐UCE Y488
‐A/502 Stop (which is not internalized from the

plasma membrane), and mutant constructs with pairs of the Q492EMNGEPL residues in the

cytoplasmic tail of UCE converted to alanine. (B) Results for those mutants plus a mutant with

all four of the Q492EMN residues converted to alanine plus single mutants in those four

residues. (From Nair et al., 2005.)
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largest cluster contained the Y488 mutant and three mutants that do not

appear to aVect TGN exit significantly. A second cluster contained wild‐

type UCE, a mutant with a truncated cytoplasmic tail that does not aVect

tracking, and a mutant in which both the Y488 and Q492 residues were

replaced by alanines. The important conclusion is that the first mutation

stops return to the TGN but the second mutation compensates for it by

preventing exit from the TGN. However, additional conclusions not obvious

on visual inspection could also be drawn from the remaining clusters. These

are that mutations in the M, N, and E residues, while not blocking TGN exit,

conferred a distinct phenotype on the enzyme. The results suggest that yet

another step in the traYc process involves those residues.

This experiment indicated that coupled with prior biological knowledge

and proper experimental design, an automated interpretation approach

could yield new biological knowledge.

4. Clustering Drugs by Their AVects on Location Patterns

The work described above involved clustering of proteins (or mutant pro-

teins) by their location patterns reflected in fluorescence microscope images.

Clustering using features derived from analysis of fluorescence microscope

images has also been described to group drugs by their mechanism of action

on cultured cells (Perlman et al., 2004). In this study, automated microscopy

was used to collect 10 images for cells stained in parallel for 10 diVerent

marker proteins (plus DNA) upon treatment with one of 100 diVerent drugs.

The DNA fluorescence image was used to find nuclear regions, and then a

14‐pixel‐wide cytoplasmic annulus surrounding each nucleus was created.

These regions were used to calculate a total of 93 descriptors from all of the

marker images for a given drug. The descriptors mainly measured nuclear

size, shape, and intensity, and the average intensities of the 10 marker

proteins in the nuclear region and in the cytoplasmic annulus. For each

drug, each descriptor for each marker was converted into a score reflecting

how much the distribution of that descriptor changed from the control case.

The drugs were then clustered using this vector of scores. Drugs with known

mechanisms of action were observed to be clustered, validating the approach

for determining mechanisms of action for unknown drugs.

C. Other Statistical Analyses

Results from classification and clustering analysis clearly show that SLFs

capture the essential characteristics of protein fluorescence images. This

suggests that they can also be used as a foundation for other kinds of
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statistical analysis. Two approaches that address commonly encountered

problems in cell biology studies are described below.

1. Objective Selection of Typical Images from an Image Set

Due to space limitations, only a small portion of the images in a dataset can

be used for communicating results in papers or presentations. Selecting

typical images from an image set is therefore a routine task for many

researchers, especially for cell biologists. Similar to location pattern determi-

nation, visual inspection is the traditional and most commonly used ap-

proach for this task. Consequently, criteria for the selection are largely

subjective and this approach suVers from inconsistency (i.e., for the same

image set, two independent researchers are unlikely to choose the same image

or set of images as representative).

The shortcomings of selection by visual inspection can be avoided by

developing an automated system using SLFs that make objective selections

of representative images based on statistical models. As in clustering, dis-

tance (or dissimilarity) is the core concept here. When each image is reduced

to a feature vector, the distances from each vector to the mean feature vector

of the image set can be used to reflect the dissimilarity between the

corresponding image and the set as a whole. Therefore the inverse of this

distance can be used to rank images in order of their typicality (Markey et al.,

1999). This approach was experimentally validated using 2D images of

subcellular patterns in Chinese hamster ovary cells. Figure 8 shows the

FIG. 8 The most (A, B, E, and F) and least (C, D, G, and H) typical DNA (A–D) and LAMP2

(E–H) images selected by the TypIC program from the 2D CHO dataset. Scale bar ¼ 10 mm.

(After Markey et al., 1999.)
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most and least representative images selected for DNA (A–D) and lysosomal

protein (E–H) patterns. The most typical images (A and B) selected for the

DNA pattern show a clear boundary between nucleus and cytoplasm while

the least typical images (C and D) exhibit a weak but distinguishable punc-

tuate pattern extending from the nucleus, which suggests either a poor

fixation or perhaps that the nuclear membrane had been compromised before

fixation. For the lysosomal protein pattern, the most typical images (E and

F) showed some lysosomes concentrated in the perinuclear region and some

distributed peripherally. In contrast, the least typical images showed a much

more peripheral distribution (G), or an apparent reduction in the number of

lysosomes (H).

A program for implementing this algorithm, TypIC (for Typical Image

Chooser), was originally implemented as a web service and is now included in

the PSLID database service described below.

2. Objective Comparison of Two Image Sets

Another frequent question asked by biologists using fluorescencemicroscopy is

whether two image sets represent diVerent location patterns. For instance, there

could be interest inwhether expression of amutated or engineered gene changes

the location pattern of the targeted protein. Pharmaceutical researchers could

be interested in determining whether a certain drug treatment significantly

changes the location pattern of a protein of interest. As is the case for the

task of selecting typical images, the conventional approach to comparing sets of

patterns is visual inspection. The same limitation applies: two diVerent

researchers could possibly reach the opposite conclusion for the same two sets.

This problem can be avoided by using the automated and objective ap-

proach of statistical hypothesis tests, such as the Hotelling T2 test, to com-

pare two feature matrices (Roques and Murphy, 2002). When the Hotelling

T2 test (a multivariate version of the Student’s t test) is employed, two image

sets would be concluded to be diVerent at a given confidence level if the

resulting F value is greater than a critical F value calculated for that confi-

dence level. By this method, all pairs of classes in the 2D HeLa dataset were

shown to be statistically diVerent at the 95% confidence level, which is

consistent with the finding that a trained classifier could distinguish all

10 classes with relatively high accuracy. On the other hand, when two sets

of images of giantin labeled with diVerent antibodies were compared, the sets

were found to be indistinguishable at that confidence level. This supports the

utility of this approach for detecting meaningful diVerences without being

overly sensitive to experimental variations.

A program for implementing this algorithm, SImEC (for Statistical

Imaging Experiment Comparator) is also available in the PSLID system

described below.
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D. Protein Subcellular Location Image Database

As for other biological entities, there is a need for large scale online databases

to organize biological images from diVerent sources as well as to exchange

and manage these images. A number of approaches to creating such data-

bases have been described (Andrews et al., 2002; Gonzalez‐Couto et al., 2001;

Huang et al., 2002). A critical requirement for such databases is integration

of well‐designed numerical features for describing each image into the data-

base. The SLFs described above provide excellent discrimination between

subcellular location patterns to create a database to capture large numbers of

fluorescence microscope images depicting protein location (Huang et al.,

2002). This Protein Subcellular Location Image Database (PSLID) uses a

publicly available database schema (Fluorescence Microscope Annotation

Schema, http://murphylab.web.cmu.edu/services/FMAS), and permits query

via text annotation of sample preparation and image collection.

PSLID is built using public domain database and web server software

(Postgres and Apache). It contains a Java Server Page (JSP) web interface

that permits the diVerent tasks described in this chapter (i.e., classification,

clustering, SImEC, and TypIC) as well as text and feature‐based query to be

carried out on large sets of images. The current PSLID database (containing

the 2D and 3D images for HeLa and 3T3 cells described above) can be

accessed at http://murphylab.web.cmu.edu/services/PSLID, and the open

source software can also be downloaded to create additional local databases.

One goal of the current work is focused on providing tools for federating such

local databases to create a global but distributed database (Singh et al., 2004).

IV. Concluding Remarks

Current advances in automated interpretation of protein subcellular location

distributions were briefly discussed in this review. The studies summarized

here have shown that protein subcellular location patterns can be interpreted

automatically and objectively by feature‐based approaches, and usually

outperform visual inspection.

The core of the automated interpretation approaches is the development of

features capturing essential characteristics of protein subcellular distributions

while not being overly sensitive to experimental variations, such as the cell

location, orientation, and absolute intensity. Even for unpolarized cells, 3D

images have higher pattern information content than 2D images. Conse-

quently, classifiers trained on 3D images achieved better performance.

Although the current methods are still far from perfect, they can be

expected to form the foundation of future research in location proteomics.
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For example, better performance could be achieved by continuously improv-

ing feature design (more complete coverage of information contained), better

feature implementation (increased computational eYciency), and developing

algorithms for using images with higher dimension (e.g., time series images).

Combined with advances in random tagging and high‐throughput imaging

techniques, automated interpretation tools can generate a complete view of

the location patterns for most, if not all, proteins expressed in an arbitrary

cell type. We are only at the threshold of discovering what new insights

location proteomics can contribute to biological and biomedical research.
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Human Lacrimal Gland and Nasolacrimal
Duct Mucins
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The old concept that the lacrimal gland is only a serous gland has been

superseded by the finding that lacrimal acinar cells are able to produce mucins—

high‐molecular‐weight proteins—the major mass being carbohydrates with the

common feature of tandem repeats of amino acids rich in serine, threonine, and

proline in the central domain of the mucin core peptide. At the ocular surface,

maintenance of the tear film, lubrication, and provision of a pathogen barrier on

the epithelia, conjunctiva, and cornea have been shown to be facilitated by mucins

that are present in membrane‐anchored (lining epithelial cells) or secreted (goblet

cells) form. Also in the lacrimal gland, both membrane‐anchored (MUCs 1, 4, and

16) and secreted (MUCs 5B and 7) mucins have been identified. The lacrimal

gland is the main contributor to the aqueous portion of the tear film. It is part of

the lacrimal apparatus that comprises, together with the lacrimal gland, the paired

lacrimal canaliculi, the lacrimal sac, and the nasolacrimal duct, which collects the

tear fluid and conveys it into the nasal cavity. In this review, the latest information

regarding mucin function in the human lacrimal gland and the human efferent tear

ducts is summarized with regard to mucous epithelia integrity, rheological and

antimicrobial properties of the tear film and tear outflow, age‐related changes, and

certain disease states such as the pathogenesis of dry eye, dacryostenosis, and

dacryolith formation.
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I. Introduction

For decades, medical students have been taught that the human lacrimal

gland is a tubuloalveolar gland of the serous type. This statement is based on

light microscopic findings in which exocrine glands of the mucous mem-

branes are classified according to the products produced by serous secretory

cells, mucous secretory cells, or both cell types.

Serous secretory cells have central nuclei and eosinophilic secretory stor-

age granules in their cytoplasm. They secrete a thin secretion rich in glyco-

proteins that also contains enzymes. They are therefore generally basophilic.

Zymogen granules— material from which secretion is produced—can often

be seen in the vicinity of the Golgi apparatus near the apex of the cell.

Mucous secretory cells feature a frothy cytoplasm and basal, flattened nuclei.

They produce a viscous acid secretion mainly composed of mucins, glyco-

proteins of high‐polymer structure. They stain strongly with metachromatic

stains and periodic acid–SchiV (PAS) methods that detect carbohydrate

residues. However, in general (i.e., nonspecific) histological preparations

they are weakly stained because much of their water content in the mucin is

extracted by the processing procedures.

The human lacrimal gland as seen under the light microscope consists only

of serous secretory cells and therefore has been termed a gland of the pure

serous type. However, even though it does not contain mucous secretory

cells, microscopic results obtained in the 1960s and 1970s suggested that the

lacrimal gland might also be a source of ocular mucins. A high sialic acid

content in lacrimal tissue and fluid (Jensen et al., 1969) and positivity for

acidic and neutral glycoprotein stains (Allen et al., 1972; Ito and Shibasaki,

1964; Kühnel, 1968; Millar et al., 1996), suggestive of glycoprotein synthesis,

were recently complemented by evidence of mucin synthesis in rodents

(Arango et al., 2001) and human lacrimal glands (Jumblatt et al., 2003;

Paulsen et al., 2004a; Schäfer et al., 2005).

This reviewwill provide a general overview of the great impact ofmucins on

the integrity of epithelia and on their rheological and antimicrobial properties

in the lacrimal system under healthy conditions and in the presence of certain

diseases, with the main focus on the cell and molecular biology of human

lacrimal gland mucins and mucins of the eVerent tear duct system required to

transport ‘‘old, used’’ tear fluid into the inferior meatus of the nose.

II. Anatomy of the Lacrimal System

The lacrimal apparatus consists of the lacrimal gland, which secretes a

complex fluid (tears) and whose excretory ducts convey fluid to the surface
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of the eye where the fluid forms part of the tear film, the paired lacrimal

canaliculi, the lacrimal sac, and the nasolacrimal duct, which collects the fluid

and conveys it into the nasal cavity.

A. The Lacrimal Gland

The main lacrimal gland forms from invaginations of the ectoderm at the

superolateral angles of the conjunctival sac that do not mature until about 6

weeks after birth. After maturing it is localized anteriorly in the superolateral

region of the orbit, and is divided into two parts by the levator palpebrae

superioris muscle. The orbital part has nearly the size and shape of an

almond and lodges in the lacrimal fossa on the medial aspect of the zygomat-

ic process of the frontal bone, just within the orbital margin. The smaller

palpebral part (nearly one‐third of the orbital part) is inferior to the levator

palpebrae superioris in the superolateral part of the eyelid. Functionally, it

synthesizes, stores, and secretes a bulk of diVerent proteins and peptides,

water, and electrolytes that are released into the tears and, via the excretory

duct system of the lacrimal gland, onto the surface of the eye as part of the

tear film. Similar to the salivary glands and the pancreas, the lacrimal gland is

a multilobed, tubuloalveolar gland of serous type. The tubules discharge

without any characteristic excretory duct system (histological distinction

from serous salivary glands) into the interlobular excretory ducts. In contrast

to rat and rabbit with only one single excretory duct, in the human lacrimal

gland 8–10 main excretory ducts then open onto the surface of the eye in

front of the lateral portion of the superior conjunctival fornix. In cross

sections, the secretory units of the gland appear as a ring‐like structure, the

so called acinus. An acinus is composed of secretory cells, the acinar cells

(shaped like a bunch of grapes). Since several secretory units open into one

secretory duct, the lacrimal gland is termed ‘‘branched.’’ Acinar cells com-

prise about 80% of the mass of the lacrimal gland. Although the lacrimal

gland has no characteristic excretory duct system (compared to the salivary

glands), the ductal cells are able to modify the secretory product of the

acinar cells.

Lacrimal gland acinar cells are polarized secretory cells that secrete their

proteins unidirectionally. This is enabled by a dense ring of tight junctions

that surrounds the cells at the lumen dividing the plasma membrane into

apical (luminal) and basolateral (blood‐related) membranes. Receptors for

neurotransmitters and neuropeptides are located at the basolateral mem-

brane of the acinar cells. The transmitters and peptides are released by the

nerves in close proximity to the membranes. The nerves comprise a dense

innervation of the lacrimal gland (for review see Hodges and Dartt, 2003).

Moreover, the basolateral membranes also contain several transport proteins
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and ionic channels necessary for electrolyte and water secretion (for review

see Hodges and Dartt, 2003; Takata et al., 2004). Acinar cells have prominent

endoplasmic reticulum and Golgi apparatus. Both cell organelles are situated

together with the nucleus, mainly in the basal portion of the cells, while the

apical portion of the cell has numerous protein‐containing secretory granules.

Acinar cells have been shown to be influenced by various hormones,

e.g., androgens, estrogens, glucocorticoids, mineralocorticoids, retinoic acid,

prolactin, a‐melanocyte‐stimulating hormone, adrenocorticotropic hormone,

luteinizing hormone, follicle‐stimulating hormone, growth hormone, thyroid‐

stimulating hormone, arginine vasopressin, oxytocin, thyroxine, parathyroid

hormone, insulin, glucagons, melatonin, human chorionic gonadotropin, cho-

lecystokinin (for review see Sullivan, 2004), and, as indicated recently by our

own unpublished results, somatostatin.

Excretory lacrimal gland ducts are lined by one (beginning of ducts) to two

(most parts of ducts) layers of cuboidal cells. Comparable to the acinar cells, the

superficial lining cells of the excretory duct system contain luminally tight

junctions creating polarized cells, whereas superficial and basal cells of the

ducts are connected by gap junctions creating a syncytium. Also in the lining

cells, the nucleus is in the basal portion of the cell while the endoplasmic

reticulum and Golgi apparatus are located more apically. The cells have been

shown to secrete mainly water and electrolytes, but a limited protein secretion

potential has also been demonstrated. For example, basal epithelial cells of

lacrimal gland ducts secrete bactericidal permeability‐increasing protein (BPI),

which occurs in a relatively high concentration in tears and plays a substantial

antibacterial role in human tears (Peuravuori et al., 2005). The main excre-

tory ducts often contain single goblet cells or groups of goblet cells forming

intraepithelial glands near their transition into the conjunctival fornix.

Basally, acinar and ductal cells are surrounded by myoepithelial cells.

Comparable to the salivary glands, the myoepithelial cells are thought to

contribute to transport of secretions. They express receptors for several

neurotransmitters that are known to stimulate protein secretion from acinar

cells (Hodges et al., 1997; Lemullois et al., 1996). Moreover, it has been

hypothesized that myoepithelial cells play a structural role in helping the

gland maintain its shape.

From the viewpoint of mucosal immunology the lacrimal gland is thought

to be an integral part of the ocular mucosal immune system. It contains

similar cell populations of lymphocytes, plasma cells [expressing all immu-

noglobulins (A, G, E, M, D)], mast cells, macrophages, and dendritic cells.

More than 50% of the mononuclear cells are plasma cells and most of them

secrete IgA—a critical component of the ocular mucosal immune system

(for review see Knop et al., 2005; Pflugfelder and Stern, 2005; Stern and

Pflugfelder, 2004).
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B. The Nasolacrimal Ducts

Tear fluid is drained by the nasolacrimal ducts (also termed eVerent tear

ducts or lacrimal passage) into the inferior meatus of the nose. The lacrimal

passage consists of a bony passage and a membranous lacrimal passage

(Duke‐Elder, 1961). The bony passage is formed anteriorly by the frontal

process of the maxilla and posteriorly by the lacrimal bone. The membranous

lacrimal passages include the lacrimal canaliculi, the lacrimal sac, and the

nasolacrimal duct (for review see Paulsen, 2003; Paulsen et al., 2003a).

The upper and lower canaliculus are lined by a pseudostratified/stratified

columnar epithelium and are surrounded by a dense ring of connective tissue

as well as by muscle fibers of Horner’s muscle (the lacrimal portion of

the orbicularis oculi muscle; Halben, 1904). The lacrimal sac and the naso-

lacrimal duct are lined by a double‐layered epithelium revealing a superficial

columnar layer and a deep, flattened layer of basal cells (Duke‐Elder, 1961;

Tsuda, 1952). Both layers sometimes appear as a pseudostratified epithe-

lium. Superficial epithelial cells contain numerous secretory vesicles in their

cytoplasm (Paulsen et al., 1998) and have been shown to secrete many

diVerent antimicrobial proteins and peptides (Paulsen et al., 2001a, 2002a).

In addition to epithelial cells, goblet cells are integrated in the epithelium as

single cells or, more often, in a characteristic arrangement forming intrae-

pithelial mucous glands (Paulsen et al., 1998; Werncke, 1905). Moreover,

kinociliae (motile ciliae) have been described as a common finding in some

epithelial cells (Radnot, 1977; Radnot and Bölcs, 1971). Most epithelial cells

are, however, lined by microvilli (for review see Paulsen, 2003a). Rivas et al.

(1991) described small serous glands in the lamina propria, especially in the

fundus of the lacrimal sac.

The wall of the lacrimal sac and the nasolacrimal duct are made up of a

helical system of diVerent connective tissue fibers. Wide luminal plexi with

specialized blood vessels are embedded in this helical system, which functions

as a cavernous body (Ayub et al., 2003; Paulsen et al., 2000a). Caudally, the

vascular system is connected to the cavernous body of the inferior turbinate.

With lid closure the system distends and may be ‘‘wrung out’’ due to its

medial attachment and helically arranged fibrillar structures, whereby tear

fluid is drained distally (Thale et al., 1998). The embedded blood vessels as

well as the epithelial layer are under vegetative control. This was emphasized

by a high density of nerve fibers as well as the presence of various neuropep-

tides (Paulsen et al., 2000b). By means of its innervation, the specialized

blood vessels permit regulation of blood flow by opening and subsidence of

the cavernous body, at the same time regulating tear outflow. Related func-

tions, such as a role in the occurrence of epiphora related to emotional

responses, are relevant.
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Also, the nasolacrimal ducts are an integral part of the ocular mucosal

immune system. In most cases there is a diVuse infiltrate of variable intensity

within the lamina propria, consisting predominantly of T lymphocytes with

scattered CD20‐ and CD45RA‐positive B cells as well as many plasma cells,

most of them immunoglobulin A (IgA) positive. Aggregated follicles are

present in nearly one‐third of nasolacrimal ducts, fulfilling the criteria for

designation as mucosa‐associated lymphoid tissue (MALT) or tear duct‐

associated lymphoid tissue (TALT) (for review see Paulsen, 2003; Paulsen

et al., 2000c, 2002b, 2003a, 2006).

As a draining and secretory system, the nasolacrimal ducts play a role in

tear transport and nonspecific immune defense. Moreover, components of

tear fluid are absorbed in the nasolacrimal passage and are transported into

the surrounding vascular system (Paulsen et al., 2002d).

It has been suggested that under normal conditions, tear fluid components

are constantly absorbed into the blood vessels of the surrounding cavernous

body. These vessels are connected to the blood vessels of the outer eye and

could act as a feedback signal for tear fluid production, which ceases if these

tear components are not absorbed (Paulsen et al., 2001a, 2002c).

III. Properties of Mucins

A. Classification and General Properties of Mucins

1. Nomenclature and Classification

Mucus protects, moisturizes, and lubricates mucosal surfaces. Not long ago,

mucus was still thought to be exclusively a product of goblet cells and

glandular mucous cells. Today, with general acceptance of the molecular

characterization of mucins, it is generally believed that mucus is primarily

composed of mucins as well as inorganic salts suspended in water. Mucins

are a family of high‐molecular‐weight glycoproteins with at least half of their

mass in the form of O‐linked carbohydrates and consist of tandem repeats of

amino acids rich in serine, threonine, and proline in the central domain of the

mucin core peptide (Gendler and Spicer, 1995; Moniaux et al., 2001). The

core peptide is apomucin. Mucins can be distinguished from each other by

the number of amino acids per tandem repeat (for review see Gipson and

Argüeso, 2003). Moreover, the numbers of tandem repeats per allele often

vary. The molecular weights of mucins can therefore vary within an individ-

ual (Swallow et al., 1987). Alleles of diVerent sizes are codominantly

expressed (Fowler et al., 2001; Vinall et al., 1998), and some mucins can

exhibit splice variants (Ligtenberg et al., 1990; Moniaux et al., 2000) leading,
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together with genetic and tissue variation after posttranslational processing of

mucins (as does glycosylation), tomucin types of diVerent sizes and characters

both intraindividually and interindividually (Gipson and Argüeso, 2003).

To date, human genome mapping has identified 19 mucin genes (MUC1–

MUC20, including 3A, 3B, 5AC, 5B and excluding 10, 14, and 18 that do not

appear in the HUGO gene nomenclature; http://www.gene.ucl.AC.UK/egi‐

bin/nomenclature/searchgenes), numbered chronologically in the order of

reported cloning (Table I). Human mucins are abbreviated MUC, mouse

homologues are designatedMuc, and rat mucins rMuc. Mucins are classified

as either membrane‐anchored or secreted. However, several mucins have

not yet been completely characterized. Secreted mucins are further subclas-

sified as gel‐forming or soluble, based on their ability to produce polymers

(Table I).

2. Membrane‐Anchored Mucins

As stated above, not long ago all mucins were still assumed to be secreted.

However, several mucins have now been well characterized as having hydro-

phobic membrane‐spanning domains near their carboxyl‐terminal region

(Fig. 1) that anchor them to the apical surface of wet‐surfaced epithelia

(both simple and stratified) and as constituting a major portion of the

glycocalyx (for review see Carraway et al., 2000; Gendler, 2001; Table I).

The extracellular domain of some mucins rises 200–500 nm above the 10‐nm

glycocalyx (Bramwell et al., 1986; Gum, 1995; Hilkens et al., 1995) leading to

protective disadhesive properties preventing cell–cell and cell–matrix interac-

tions and so adhesion of macromolecules (Komatsu et al., 1997). On the

other hand, there is also evidence for eVects on cell adhesion from studies

showing that MUC1 binds ß‐catenin by means of a motif similar to those

found in E‐cadherin and the adenomatous polyposis coli proteins, at the

SAGNGGSSL sequence (Yamamoto et al., 1997). Moreover, there is grow-

ing evidence that the cytoplasmic domains of membrane‐anchored mucins

interact with cytoplasmic proteins such as actin to facilitate and activate

signal transduction (Parry et al., 1990; Yamamoto et al., 1997). It has been

demonstrated that tyrosine residues in the cytoplasmic domains of MUC1

can be phosphorylated and interact with SH2 domain‐containing proteins.

This interaction is believed to contribute to signal transduction mediating cell

cycle and apoptosis (Li et al., 2003; Zrihan‐Licht et al., 1994). Further studies

have shown that MUC1 binds Grb2/SOS, which are signaling mediators of a

number of receptor kinases (Pandey et al., 1995). Further functions such as

cytokine‐like functions will be mentioned later. Interestingly, genes of four of

them (MUCs 3A, 3B, 12, 17) are clustered on chromosome 7q22 (Gum et al.,

2002; Pratt et al., 2000; Williams et al., 1999). Membrane‐anchored mucins

are free of cysteine‐rich domains and do not form multimers.
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TABLE I

Human Mucin Protein Superfamilya

Mucin Type if sequenced Chromosomal mapping Amino acids in VNTR cDNA source Reference

MUC1 Membrane‐anchored 1q21‐q23 20 Mammary/pancreatic

tumor

Gendler et al. (1987);

Lan et al. (1990)

MUC2 Secreted/gel‐forming 11p15 23 Intestine Gum et al. (1989)

MUC3A Membrane‐anchored 7q22 17 Intestine Gum et al. (1990)

MUC3B Membrane‐anchored 7q22 17 Intestine Pratt et al. (2000)

MUC4 Membrane‐anchored 3q29 16 Trachea Porchet et al. (1991)

MUC5AC Secreted/gel‐forming 11p15 8 Trachea Guyonnet Duperat et al. (1995);

Meerzaman et al. (1994)

MUC5B Secreted/gel‐forming 11p15 29 Trachea Dufosse et al. (1993)

MUC6 Secreted/gel‐forming 11p15 169 Stomach Toribara et al. (1993)

MUC7 Secreted/soluble monomer 4q13‐q21 23 Salivary gland Bobek et al. (1993)

MUC8 Secreted 12q24.3 26 Trachea Shankar et al. (1994)

MUC9 Secreted 1p13 15 Fallopian tube Arias et al. (1994)

MUC11 Membrane‐anchored 7q22 28 Intestine Williams et al. (1999)

MUC12 Membrane‐anchored 7q22 28 Intestine Williams et al. (1999)

MUC13 Membrane‐anchored 3q13.3 15 Intestine, trachea Williams et al. (2001)

MUC15 Membrane‐anchored 11p14.3 None Mammary gland Pallesen et al. (2002)

MUC16 Membrane‐anchored 19p13.2 156 OVCAR‐3 cells Yin and Lloyd (2001)

MUC17 Membrane‐anchored 7q22 59 Intestine Gum et al. (2002)

MUC19 Secreted 12q12 Genomic database Chen et al. (2004)

MUC20 Membrane‐anchored 3q29 19 Kidney Higuchi et al. (2004)

aFor more information see Gipson and Argüeso (2003), Gipson et al. (2004), and HUGO gene nomenclature website: http://www.gene.ucl.AC.UK/

egi‐bin/nomenclature/searchgenes.



Mucins identified as membrane‐anchored include MUCs 1, 3A, 3B, 4, 12,

13, 16, 17, and 20 (Table I). Of these the most knowledge has been obtained

about MUCs 1 and 4 (Carraway et al., 2002; Gendler, 2001). Gene clustering

for membrane‐anchored mucins is present on chromosome 7q22 (MUCs 3A,

3B, 12, 17) and chromosome 3q29 (MUCs 4 and 20) (Gum et al., 2002;

Higuchi et al., 2004; Pratt et al., 2000; Williams et al., 1999).

Several of these mucins (MUCs 1, 4, 16, 20) can occur in both membrane‐

anchored as well as soluble form (Carraway et al., 2003; Higuchi et al., 2004;

Ligtenberg et al., 1992). Most likely, the soluble form is a result of alternative

splicing in which the membrane‐anchored domain is split oV posttranscrip-

tionally (Gendler, 2001; Higuchi et al., 2004; Moniaux et al., 2001). Just

recently, it was demonstrated that even novel proteins can derive from mucin

genes by alternative splicing and frameshifting as demonstrated for MUC1

(Levitin et al., 2005). However, cleavage of the exodomain (a domain) of the

mucin from the cellular surface has also been shown (Rossi et al., 1996). In

FIG. 1 Diagram demonstrating structural features of membrane‐anchored mucins (MUC)

expressed by lacrimal gland acinar cells, ocular surface epithelia, and nasolacrimal duct

epithelia. All mucins have variable numbers of tandem repeats (VNTR) of amino acids in their

protein backbone that are rich in serine and threonine, which are O‐glycosylated. Repeats of

VNTRs vary in individuals and alleles. MUCs 1, 4, and 16 are expressed by corneal and

conjunctival epithelia. The cytoplasmic tail of MUC1 has seven tyrosine residues that can be

phosphorylated (P) and participate in signal transduction, as well as sites of association with ß

and g catenin, which link to the cytoskeleton. MUC4 has EGF‐like domains extracellularly. All

membrane‐anchored mucins have cleavage sites (*) associated with shedding of the ectodomain

from the surface of the cell. (Modified from Gipson et al., 2004.)
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this process, MUCs 1, 4, and 16 all appear to be shed from the epithelial

surface (Auersperg et al., 1999; Ligtenberg et al., 1992; Sheng et al., 1990),

although the mechanism is unclear. Finally, there are also hints of intracellu-

lar proteolysis (Komatsu et al., 2002). These studies provide evidence that

Muc4 (sialomucin complex, SMC) is produced by proteolytic cleavage before

substantial O‐glycosylation takes place, near the time of transit from the

endoplasmic reticulum to the Golgi complex (although Muc4 is translated as

a membrane protein, it is produced as a soluble form in many epithelia).

3. Secreted Mucins

To date, two diVerent types of secreted mucins have been designated: gel‐

forming mucins and soluble mucins (for review see Gendler and Spicer, 1995;

Gipson and Argüeso, 2003; Moniaux et al., 2001; Table I and Fig. 2).

a. Gel‐Forming Mucins The large gel‐forming mucins MUCs 2, 5AC, 5B,

and 6 are clustered on chromosome 11p15.5, and the recently discovered

MUC19 is located on chromosome 12q12. According to Sellers et al. (1991),

FIG. 2 Diagram demonstrating structural features of secreted mucins (MUC) expressed by

lacrimal gland acinar cells, ocular surface epithelia, and nasolacrimal duct epithelia. All mucins

have variable numbers of tandem repeats (VNTR) of amino acids in their protein backbone that

are rich in serine and threonine, which are O‐glycosylated. Repeats of NTRs vary in individuals

and alleles. Of the secreted‐type mucins, MUC5AC, expressed by goblet cells of the ocular

surface and nasolacrimal ducts, is a large gel‐forming mucin, with D domains that are rich in

cysteines and that provide disulfide cross‐linking sites for polymerization of these mucins to

form the mucous network that gives mucus its rheologic properties. The small soluble mucin

MUC7, expressed by acinar cells of the lacrimal gland as well as columnar cells of the

nasolacrimal ducts, has a histatin‐like domain (HSM) in the amino terminal region and does not

form disulfide linkages. (Modified from Gipson et al., 2004.)
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gel‐forming mucins are the largest glycoproteins discovered so far and are

responsible for the rheological properties of mucus. The molecular size of

these proteins is nearly 600 kDa; the cDNAs range between 15.7 and 17 kb

(Moniaux et al., 2001). In between they share several structural motifs. Each

contains a large, central, tandem repeat domain flanked by cysteine‐rich

domains showing high levels of homology to the D domains of von Will-

ebrand factor. Three cysteine‐rich D domains are present on the amino‐

terminal side, with one on the carboxy‐terminal side (except MUC6, which

has D domains only at the amino‐terminus). The D domains allow multi-

merization of individual mucin molecules through disulfide bond formation

beginning in the endoplasmic reticulum, and further multimeric processing in

the Golgi apparatus (Godl et al., 2002; Peres‐Vilar and Hill, 1999; for review

see Gipson et al., 2003). Subsequent glycosylation occurs, producing huge

macromolecules with estimated molecular weights of up to 40,000 Da (Peres‐

Vilar and Hill, 1999). It is not clear so far whether individual gel‐forming

mucins multimerize in diVerent ways by forming networks or linear associa-

tions. Both processes have been demonstrated (Godl et al., 2002; Sheehan

et al., 2000; for review see Gipson et al., 2004).

The gel‐forming mucins share common structural motifs and are thought to

evolve froma commonancestral gene (Desseyn et al., 1998, 2000). These are the

mucins that are secreted by cells classically known to secrete mucus, i.e., goblet

cells and mucus cells of the respiratory, gastrointestinal, endocervical, and

ocular surface epithelia as well as the salivary glands and submucosal glands

associated with the epithelia mentioned above. The recently characterized

MUC19 is no exception (Chen et al., 2004). However, the gel‐forming mucins

reveal a tissue‐ and cell‐specific expression and distribution pattern in these

organ systems (for review see Gipson and Argüeso, 2003).

b. Small Soluble Mucins MUCs 7 and 9 have been categorized as soluble

mucins (Table I and Fig. 2). They have been cloned from salivary gland

(MUC7) and hamster oviduct (MUC9) and are the smallest mucins known,

composed primarily of tandem repeats of amino acids. They lack cysteine‐

rich D domains and are present predominantly as monomers. MUC7 has a

histatin‐like domain on the N‐terminal side of the tandem repeat. Its size is

39 kDa (Bobek et al., 1993). MUC7 is secreted by serous cells rather than

mucus cells of salivary glands (Nielsen et al., 1997), submucosal glands of

bronchial airways (Sharma et al., 1998), as well as by acinar cells of the

lacrimal gland and columnar cells of the nasolacrimal ducts (see below, and

Jumblatt et al., 2003; Paulsen et al., 2003b, 2004a; for review see Schäfer

et al., 2005). MUC9 (oviductin) has so far been demonstrably expressed only

in the fallopian tube (Lapensee et al., 1997) and under pathological condi-

tions in middle ear eVusions of patients with otitis media (Takeuchi et al.,

2003). The apomucin of MUC9 has a size of 72 kDa (Arias et al., 1994).
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B. Preocular Tear Film and Its Mucins

Early studies described the tear film as a trilaminar structure, consisting

predominantly of a superficial coating of lipid, a watery aqueous phase,

and a thin mucous layer overlying the epithelium (Holly and Lemp, 1977;

WolV, 1946). Today it is generally accepted that the precorneal tear film

contains three components: a lipid component, an aqueous component,

and a mucous component (Fig. 3). The lipid component is secreted by the

Meibomian glands in the eyelid. The aqueous component is secreted by the

main lacrimal gland and the accessory lacrimal glands (glands of Krause;

glands of Wolfring) of the lids. The mucus component is the product of

conjunctival goblet and epithelial cells, corneal epithelial cells, acinar cells,

and excretory duct cells of the lacrimal gland, and probably also of acinar

cells of the accessory lacrimal glands (for review see Paulsen et al., 2003a).

Tear film thickness is still a matter of debate. Recent studies using cryofixa-

tion with freeze substitution electron microscopy, measurement of tear film

FIG. 3 Diagram demonstrating a hypothetical model of the tear fluid composition. Membrane‐

anchored mucins MUC1, MUC4, and MUC16 form part of the glycocalyx and are bound at

the tips of epithelial cell microplicae. They may be shed into the overlying aqueous/mucous

component of the tear film. Moreover, the diagram shows mucins MUC5AC (from conjunctival

goblet cells) as well as MUC5B and MUC7 (both from acinar cells of the lacrimal gland)

forming multimers in solution in the tear fluid. Negative charges on the mucins prevent their

direct association and allow movement of gel‐forming mucins over the surface of the eye for its

janitorial duties of collecting and removing debris and harmful pathogens. (Modified from

Gipson and Argüeso, 2003.)
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electrical profile, examination of reflectance spectra, or optical coherence

tomography suggest that the human tear film is approximately 3 mm thick

(King‐Smith et al., 2000; Wang et al., 2003) whereas in mice it is an average of

7 mm (Tran et al., 2003) and in rats it is 2–6 mm (Chen et al., 1997; for review

see Johnson and Murphy, 2004).

These diVering results for rodents and humans underline the fact that it is

very diYcult to apply results from animal models to humans. Most animals

used to determine the structure of the tear film have markedly greater tear

stability and a much lower blink rate (Duke‐Elder and Gloster, 1968). It is

well known, for example, that the rabbit has a very low eye‐blink rate, with

an average of one blink every 20–30 min (Gormezano et al., 1962), and can

also manage for long periods without drinking water (Denton et al., 1985;

Tarjan et al., 1984), suggesting special enabling mechanisms. Moreover, in

contrast to humans, many animals commonly used in laboratory research

have a large gland filling the posterior part of the orbit and surrounding the

optic nerve, called the Harderian gland, the function of which is still poorly

understood but which certainly contributes to tear film thickness. Therefore,

studies by Chen et al. (1997) and Tran et al. (2003), who observed a homo-

geneous, fine network‐like structure throughout the tear film in rodents

warrant caution.

The whole epithelium covering the ocular surface (cornea; bulbar, fornical,

and palpebral conjunctiva) produces mucins, and as will be reviewed later,

lacrimal gland acinar and ductal cells also produce mucins that contribute to

maintenance of the tear film (Fig. 3). However, the pattern of expression and

type of mucin production in the diVerent structures of the ocular surface

vary, attributing diverse functions to each zone.

Since several very good review articles have recently been published

(Gipson, 2004; Gipson and Argüeso, 2003; Gipson et al., 2004; Watanabe,

2002) dealing with mucins of the conjunctival and corneal epithelia, these

data are mentioned only briefly here.

1. Membrane‐Anchored Mucins

Conjunctival and corneal epithelial cells express at least the three membrane‐

anchored mucins MUCs 1, 4, and 16 (Argüeso and Gipson, 2001; Argüeso

et al., 2003; Berry et al., 2000; Inatomi et al., 1995). As measured by real‐

time polymerase chain reaction (PCR), MUC4 reveals the highest relative

expression of these three mucins (Gipson and Argüeso, 2003). In contrast to

MUC1, MUC4 shows regional variation of distribution with higher

levels in conjunctiva and limbal epithelia and a noted decrease toward the

central cornea (Pflugfelder et al., 2004). It seems that there is an association

between MUC4 and type 1 growth factor receptors (ErbB2–4). They are

present as a complex in rat rMuc4 and ErbB2 (Swan et al., 2002). The
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membrane‐anchored mucins have been shown to extend from the micropli-

cae of corneal and conjunctival superficial epithelial cells, and the actin

cytoskeleton to which their cytoplasmic tails may interact are clearly seen

extending into the microplicae (for review see Gipson, 2004; Gipson and

Argüeso, 2003; Gipson et al., 2003). There is some evidence that the extracel-

lular domains of all three mucins MUCs 1, 4, and 16 are shed into the tear

film (Hori et al., 2004a; Pflugfelder et al., 2000; Spurr‐Michaud et al., 2004).

In addition to these three membrane‐anchored mucins, low expression levels

of MUC11 have also been found by PCR methods (Argüeso and Gipson,

unpublished data), in which the MUC15 message reportedly occurs as well

(Jiang and Jumblatt, 2003). However, neither immunolocalization nor in situ

hybridization verifying the source of the RNA has been reported so far for

these two mucins. It can be expected that additional membrane‐anchored

mucins will be detected in the near future, indicative of their importance in

the hydration and protection of these epithelia.

2. Secreted Mucins

MUC5AC has been shown to be the major gel‐forming mucin of the tear film

and is secreted by conjunctival goblet cells (Berry et al., 1996; Corfield et al.,

1997; Ellingham et al., 1999; Inatomi et al., 1995, 1996; Jumblatt et al., 1999).

According to Gipson et al. (2003), all conjunctival goblet cells appear to

secrete MUC5AC, but there have been no systematic studies to date of all

zones of the human conjunctiva or of the goblet cell crypts located in the

fornical region of the human conjunctiva (Kessing, 1968). In addition to

MUC5AC, MUC2 has also been reported to be produced by conjunctival

goblet cells, but at levels about 5600 times lower than MUC5AC (Inatomi

et al., 1997; McKenzie et al., 2000). It is suggested that MUC2 is secreted by a

subset of conjunctival goblet cells, as has been reported in the intestine

(Podolsky et al., 1986) and respiratory tract (Buisine et al., 1999). Recently,

MUC2 has also been demonstrated at the protein level in conjunctival

samples (Berry et al., 2004a). PCR has also detected MUC5B message in

the conjunctiva, but neither the message nor protein has been demonstrated

in goblet cells (Jumblatt et al., 2003). Recently, transcripts of MUCs 13, 15,

and 17 have also been detected in the conjunctiva (Corrales et al., 2003).

Before secreted mucins of the conjunctiva become functionally active,

they are stored densely packed and dry in the granules of goblet cells. Since

the large gel‐forming mucins can have molecular weights as high as 40,000

kDa, packaging in goblet cells requires considerable condensation. The

space‐occupying features of the molecules are probably the highly nega-

tively charged carbohydrate chains, which are extraordinarily hydro-

philic (Verdugo, 1991). To package mucins, intracytoplasmatic goblet cells

shield the anionic charges on the mucins. The cationic shielding has been
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hypothesized to be provided by calcium ions that are three times higher than

outside the secretory vesicles (Verdugo et al., 1987a,b). Upon secretion,

mucin molecules hydrate, thereby increasing thousands of times in volume

(Gerken et al., 1992; Shogren et al., 1989). Secretion is associated with a

decrease in calcium, allowing the mucins to become hydrated and thus

swell. Support for this theory comes from vitamin D receptor knockout

mice that suVer not only from hypocalcemia but also reveal altered mucin

packaging and decreased mucin content in conjunctival goblet cells (Paz

et al., 2003).

Following secretion, a polymeric mucin is built by a linear concatenation

of subunits linked by disulfide bonds. Mucin function is associated with both

peptide core and glycosylation characteristics. It has been shown that con-

junctival surface mucins are predominantly smaller than intracellular species.

This reduction in surface mucin size indicates postsecretory cleavage (Berry

et al., 2004b). Alterations in mucin structure reflect the condition of the

ocular surface because they occur without clinically detectable signs (Berry

et al., 2004b).

IV. Lacrimal Gland Mucins

Supported by older studies (Allen et al., 1972; Ito and Shibasaki, 1964;

Jensen et al., 1969; Kühnel, 1968; Millar et al., 1996) and the finding that

rat lacrimal glands synthesize rMuc4 (Arango et al., 2001), recent studies

have demonstrated mucin expression and protein synthesis of a spectrum of

mucins (Jumblatt et al., 2003; Paulsen et al., 2004a; Table II).

A. Membrane‐Anchored Mucins

1. MUC1

MUC1 mRNA and protein have been demonstrated in specimens of human

lacrimal gland tissue. MUC1 reveals intense membrane‐bound reactivity at

the luminal lining of acinar epithelial cells (Paulsen et al., 2004a). Its specific

localization on the apical surface of epithelial cells has been suggested to

function in signaling and may be important as a sensor mechanism in

response to invasion or damage of epithelia (Ren and Kufe, 2002).

2. MUC4

Membrane‐bound mucins, MUC1 and MUC4, reveal marked diVerences in

expression and production in the lacrimal gland. Both have been shown to

provide steric protection of epithelial surfaces. MUC4 has been detected as a
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main mucin of the rat lacrimal gland (Arango et al., 2001). Human lacrimal

gland message for MUC4 is present in only some lacrimal glands (Paulsen

et al., 2004a). MUC4 protein has been detected, but only in specimens aged

87 years or older, and was not detectable in samples aged less than 87 years

regardless of the presence of MUC4 mRNA (Paulsen et al., 2004a). When

present, MUC4 is not only membrane‐associated but also cytoplasmic in

acinar cells, with single acinar cells revealing intense cytoplasmic staining

(Fig. 4).

The low detection rate of MUC4 might be due to the fact that localization

of MUC4 and indeed of all mucins in tissue sections has been fraught

with problems of antibody specificity. As a result of mucins being heavily

O‐glycosylated, access of antibodies to the protein core is restricted. MUC4

is especially diYcult to immunolocalize because the serine and threonine

residues, which represent potential O‐linked glycosylation sites, always pres-

ent into the extracellular domain from their positions at the amino‐terminus.

It has been hypothesized that the most specific of the MUC4 antibodies are

those directed to the so‐called ASGP2 or ß‐subunit, and the membrane‐

associated/cytoplasmic domain, since it lacks the heavy O‐glycosylated

regions found in the mucin ectodomain (Pflugfelder et al., 2000).

Our experience supports this, revealing that MUC4 is better detectable

TABLE II

Mucins in the Lacrimal Gland

Mucina Expression in lacrimal gland Localization in lacrimal gland

Changes in

dry eye

MUC1 Positive Membrane bound at the luminal

lining of acinar epithelial cells

No

MUC2 Negative Not present No

MUC4 Sporadic If present, membrane bound and

cytoplasmic in acinar cells

Yes

MUC5AC Positive Goblet cells of larger excretory ducts Yes

MUC5B Positive Cytoplasmic in many acinar cells Yes

MUC6 Sporadic Not present No

MUC7 Positive Cytoplasmic in many acinar cells

and columnar epithelial cells of

excretory ducts

Yes

MUC8 NDb Not present ND

MUC16 Positive Supranuclear in the Golgi in single

groups of acinar cells

ND

aNo data exist about MUCs 3A, 3B, 9, 11, 12, 13, 15, 17, 19, and 20.
bND, not determined.
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in paraYn‐embedded tissue sections if an antibody directed to the

membrane‐binding domain is used.

As is the case in several other membrane‐anchored mucins (e.g., MUCs

3A, 3B, 12, 13, 17), MUC4 also has two (or more) epidermal growth factor

(EGF)‐like domains between the tandem repeat region and the membrane‐

associated domain (Carraway et al., 2000; Gum et al., 2002; Pratt et al., 2000;

Williams et al., 2001). Hints that the EGF‐like domains play a role in the

regulation of epithelial growth in the lacrimal gland come from studies by

rMuc4 (Carraway et al., 2002). rMuc4 is capable of triggering a specific

phosphorylation of the receptor tyrosine kinase ErbB2 (Jepson et al., 2002)

and potentiates neuroregulin activation of the ErbB3 receptor. The receptor

interactions suggest that rMuc4 has the potential to be involved in regulation

of epithelial cell growth. Moreover, recent evidence indicates that ErbB2 can

activate T lymphocytes (Fisk et al., 1997; Kuerer et al., 2002). Activation of T

lymphocytes is a common feature in some lacrimal gland and ocular surface

pathologies (i.e., in dry‐eye syndromes), leading to abnormal apoptosis in

terminally diVerentiated acinar epithelial cells of the lacrimal gland (Gao

et al., 1998). Arango et al. (2001) and Carraway et al. (2002) showed that

rMuc4 and ErbB2 interact in the healthy lacrimal gland, while Z. Liu et al.

(2000) found increased expression of ErbB2 and ErbB3 in the conjunctival

epithelium of patients with non‐Sjögren keratoconjunctivitis sicca. These

FIG. 4 Distribution of single mucins in human lacrimal gland. (A) MUC4 (brown) in the

lacrimal gland of a woman who was treated with artificial tears. (B) MUC5B (brown) in a

lobule of the lacrimal gland. (C) MUC5B (brown) in the lacrimal gland acinar cells. (D) MUC7

(red) in acinar cells of the lacrimal gland. Counterstains: hemalum. Scale bars: (A, C) 38 mm;

(B) 330 mm; (D) 82.5 mm; Fig. 4C, see Paulsen et al. (2004a).
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results point to the possibility that lacrimal glandMUC4 contributes to T cell

activation.

3. MUC16

MUC16 is a high‐molecular‐weight glycoprotein (Yin and Lloyd, 2001),

initially known as the CA125 antigen, that was initially detected in ovarian

carcinoma cell lines of epithelial origin and in the luminal surface of tumor

tissues taken from patients with ovarian cancer (Bast et al., 1981). Today,

MUC16 domains provide novel opportunities to develop new assays

and refine current tools to improve the sensitivity and specificity of CA125

for population‐based screening guidelines (McLemore and Aouizerat, 2005).

In addition to its function as a tumor marker, studies have also revealed

the presence of CA125 antigen in a number of normal tissues such as endo-

cervical epithelium, endometrium, pleura, pericardium, and peritoneum

(Kabawat et al., 1983), in seminal plasma (Halila, 1985), milk secretions

(Hanisch et al., 1985), and cervical mucus (Halila, 1985; Hanisch et al.,

1985; Kabawat et al., 1983), and just recently also in human ocular surface

epithelia (Argüeso et al., 2003). With regard to conjuctival epithelial cells (a

telomerase‐immortalized human conjunctival epithelial cell line was used),

Hori et al. (2004b) showed that the expression pattern of MUC16 transcripts

is diVerent from that of the protein, suggesting that the regulation of MUC16

in human conjunctival epithelial cells may occur posttranscriptionally*.

To date, neither MUC16 expression nor protein has been detected in the

human lacrimal gland. However, our own unpublished observations indicate

production of MUC16 mRNA and protein in the lacrimal gland. In contrast

to MUC1, which is membrane‐anchored in the lacrimal gland, and to

MUC4, which shows both membrane‐associated and cytoplasmic occurrence

in acinar cells (see above), MUC16 is immunohistochemically visible in

intracytoplasmic organelles localized mainly above the nucleus, suggesting

a synthesis and secretion mechanism as shown for soluble Muc4 (SMC,

Komatsu et al., 2002); i.e., two subunits may be produced by proteolytic

cleavage prior to substantial O‐glycosylation, near the time of transit from

the endoplasmic reticulum to the Golgi. Our unpublished immunohisto-

chemical results indicate that only a soluble form of MUC16 is produced

by acinar cells, but no membrane‐anchoredMUC16. MUC16‐positive acinar

cells are very rare in the lacrimal gland, with numbers varying among

individual specimens (own unpublished results). Immunodot blot analysis

of tears from healthy volunteers indicates that they are positive for a secreted

*Moreover, the same group demonstrated just recently that MUC16 has a role in the

protection of ocular surface epithelia (Argüeso et al., 2006).
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form of MUC16 (own unpublished observations). However, it is not clear at

present whether the detected MUC16 is a product (soluble form of MUC16)

of the lacrimal gland or originates from conjunctival and corneal epithelial

cells (shed MUC16), or both.

B. Secreted Mucins

1. MUC5AC

MUC5AC is demonstrably present in the excretory duct system of the

human lacrimal gland (Paulsen et al., 2004a), where it is associated with

single goblet cells of larger excretory ducts. It seems that the MUC5AC‐

positive goblet cells are goblet cells that immigrated from the fornical con-

junctiva and do not belong to the lacrimal gland. However, and this will

be discussed later, acinar cells of the lacrimal gland also seem to be able

to produce MUC5AC. We observed MUC5AC production in lacrimal

glands of elderly women who received treatment for dry eyes (Paulsen

et al., 2004a).

2. MUC5B

As already indicated by the study of one specimen with PCR, there is message

for MUC5B in the lacrimal gland (Jumblatt et al., 2003). Our own results

indicated that message for MUC5B is nearly always present in the lacrimal

gland, and that there is also protein production (Paulsen et al., 2004a).

MUC5B is produced by many acinar cells of lacrimal gland lobules, but

there are also areas in the lacrimal gland that are completely free of MUC5B

(Paulsen et al., 2004a; Fig. 4). MUC5B has been shown to participate in bac-

terial adhesion (Baughan et al., 2000; Thomsson et al., 2002). Secretion by

the lacrimal gland might be a necessary event in ocular surface protection

because of lack of secretion by the ocular surface epithelia. MUC5B secretion

is also well known from serous cells of salivary glands (Nielsen et al., 1997),

although the secretory activities of the lacrimal gland are not unlike those of

serous cells of salivary glands.

3. MUC7

Recent studies by Jumblatt et al. (2003) have demonstrated MUC7 mRNA

and protein in four of six specimens of human lacrimal tissue RNA. By in situ

hybridization they demonstrated the presence of message in some of the

acinar cells of the gland. Protein for the small soluble MUC7 has also

been detected in cellular extracts of lacrimal gland by immunoblot, but was
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not detectable in tear samples assayed by immunoblot (Jumblatt et al., 2003).

Our own investigations confirmed message for MUC7, and immunohisto-

chemistry revealed the cytoplasmic presence of MUC7 by some, but not

all, acinar cells as well as columnar epithelial cells of excretory ducts of the

lacrimal gland (Fig. 4). The lack of detection of MUC7 in tears, reported

by Jumblatt et al. (2003), is likely to be due to its low concentration. Like

MUC5B, MUC7 has been shown to participate in bacterial adhesion (B. Liu

et al., 2000; Situ and Bobek, 2000) as well as to have antifungal activity (Wei

and Bobek, 2004, 2005). Moreover, MUC7 has a lubricative function in

saliva (Gururaja et al., 1998, 1999) and may have a similar role at the ocular

surface after secretion from the lacrimal gland.

4. MUC2, MUC6, MUC8

Message and protein for mucins MUC2 andMUC8 have been demonstrated

to be absent in human lacrimal gland (Paulsen et al., 2004a, and unpublished

observations). MUC6 mucin, however, was not detected, although message

for this mucin was present in half of the samples analyzed (Paulsen et al.,

2004a).

C. Changes in the Mucin Composition Related to Age
(Presence of Dry Eye Pathology)

1. Age‐Related Dry Eye

The term ‘‘dry eye’’ (synonymously termed sicca syndrome or keratocon-

junctivitis sicca) or the so‐called dry eye syndrome (DES) refers to a common

but highly heterogeneous group of ocular surface disorders (Dana and

Hamrah, 2002; Schaumberg et al., 2002). Nearly 11 million people suVer

from dry eye in Germany (source: Professional Federation of German

Ophthalmologists), and a larger number suVer from dry eye in the United

States (source: National Eye Institute; 2.5:1 women to men). Approximately

2% of all dry eye cases are a consequence of Sjögren’s syndrome. People

wearing contact lenses or undergoing LASIK surgery are also at greater risk

for developing dry eye. In the meantime, dry eye accounts for the largest

group of patients seeing an ophthalmologist. Precise determination of the

prevalence of dry eye is hampered by the lack of agreed diagnostic criteria,

due in part to the wide spectrum of conditions the term encompasses, the

wide variation in disease severity, the nonspecificity of its associated symp-

toms and clinical signs, and, last but not least (at least in Germany), the

amount of time required for extensive and useful diagnostics. Despite these

limitations, most large studies, based on a variety of definitions, have esti-

mated the prevalence of ‘‘significant’’ dry eye to be about 10–20% in the adult
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population (Bandeen‐Roche et al., 1997; Begley et al., 2002; Bjerrum, 1997;

CaVery et al., 1998; Chia et al., 2003; Doughty et al., 1997; Hikichi et al.,

1995; Lin et al., 2003; McCarty et al., 1998; Moss et al., 2000; Schaumberg

et al., 2003; Schein et al., 1999). At any rate, severe dry eye is less frequent.

Most of the cases result from normal aging of the glands and epithelia in

the eye, although the condition can occur at any age. An estimated 20% of

people over the age of 45 years will experience dry eye syndrome. Clearly,

cumulative prevalence will climb as the elderly bracket of the population

increases. The most frequent case, the ‘‘typical’’ case, in the ophthalmologi-

cal practice is an elderly (postmenopausal) female patient who complains of

ocular discomfort and is diagnosed with ‘‘age‐related dry eye’’ [although—as

stated above—there are also younger (premenopausal) as well as male

patients, albeit in lower numbers]. This diagnosis is based on subjective

symptoms, results of ophthalmic examination, and Schirmer I testing (nor-

mally no serologic testing is done to rule out Sjögren’s syndrome if

the patient reports no history of connective tissue disorders or xerostomia,

which would be associated with this autoimmune disease). Such patients are

typically treated with artificial tears for periods lasting from months to years.

It is expected that in the near future, the DEWS (Dry Eye Workshop Study

Group), which involves leading academics and opthalmologists, will define

internationally agreed‐upon criteria for differential diagnoses of the various

conditions covered by the generic term ‘‘dry eye.’’

2. Lacrimal Gland Mucins Related to Age

Recently, we analyzed aging of the lacrimal gland with regard to mucin pro-

duction (Paulsen et al., 2004a; Table II).Membrane‐boundmucins,MUC1and

MUC4, revealed marked diVerences in expression and production in the

human lacrimal gland. As stated above, MUC1 was detectable in all of the

lacrimal glands analyzed at the luminal lining of acinar epithelial cells. Its

specific localization in relation to the apical surface of epithelial cells has been

suggested to function in signaling andmay be important as a sensormechanism

in response to invasion or damage of epithelia (Ren and Kufe, 2002). Interest-

ingly, dry eye is also associatedwith epithelial damage of the ocular surface and/

or the lacrimal gland. However, no change in MUC1 related to age or to cases

treatedwith artificial tears was observed, suggesting thatMUC1 is not involved

in the processes occurring in dry eye.

MUC4 protein has been detected in lacrimal gland samples of women who

were treated with artificial tears and in specimens aged 87 years or older but

was not detectable in samples aged less than 87 years regardless of the

presence of MUC4 mRNA (Paulsen et al., 2004a; Figs. 1 and 2). When

present, MUC4 is not only membrane‐associated but also cytoplasmic in

acinar cells, with single acinar cells revealing intense cytoplasmic staining. As
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stated above, MUC4 functions in activation of T lymphocytes in the lacrimal

gland via Erb receptors. Such activation is a common feature in dry eye

syndromes, leading to abnormal apoptosis in terminally diVerentiated acinar

epithelial cells of the lacrimal gland (Gao et al., 1998). On the other hand, it

has been shown that rMUC4 acts as an antiapoptotic agent (Komatsu et al.,

2001). Thus, as production of MUC4 in membrane‐bound and soluble form

in acinar cells of the human lacrimal gland is seen only in the advanced age

group (Paulsen et al., 2004a), it has been speculated that MUC4 is involved

in providing a protective mechanism to retard loss of acinar cells as well as in

T cell activation. Whether MUC4 occurs in reaction to the one or the other

function, or both, whether the functions depend on each other, and whether

MUC4 acts only in the lacrimal gland or also at the ocular surface epithelia

after it is secreted into the tear film is not clear at present.

Zhao et al. (2001) quantified levels of MUC5AC in tears of healthy sub-

jects and in dry eye patients. No correlation between the amount of

MUC5AC and age or gender in the healthy population was found. However,

decreased levels of the mucin in tears of patients with dry eye were observed.

A similar finding was obtained by Argüeso et al. (2002), who demonstrated

decreased levels of MUC5AC in tears of patients with Sjögren’s syndrome.

From these results a deficiency of MUC5AC mucin in tears was proposed to

be one of the mechanisms responsible for tear film instability in Sjögren’s

syndrome. In the lacrimal gland, a strong increase in immunodot blot stain-

ing intensity of MUCs 4, 5AC, and 5B was observed in lacrimal glands of

elderly women who received treatment for dry eyes (Paulsen et al., 2004a;

FIG. 5 Densitometry of a dot‐blot analysis for MUCs 1, 4, 5AC, 5B, and 7 in human lacrimal

gland samples divided into four diVerent groups (group 1, male, 25–59 years; group 2, male,

82–87 years; group 3, female, 53–78 years; group 4, age‐related changes group, female, 80–96

years). (Paulsen et al., 2004).
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Fig. 5). In such cases, MUC5AC is not only produced by goblet cells of

excretory ducts under ‘‘healthy’’ (normal) conditions but also by some acinar

cells of the lacrimal gland. The induction of MUC5AC production in acinar

cells might be explained as an attempt at partial compensation for the loss of

MUC5AC production in the conjunctiva. However, mucin degradation by

means of yet unknown pathological processes in dry eye might also be an

explanation for the findings. Mucin degradation could lead to the increased

staining observed.

The latter explanation could also be suggested for MUC5B in the lacrimal

gland. As previously stated, MUC5B is produced by acinar cells of the

healthy lacrimal gland (Paulsen et al., 2004a; Fig. 5). Immunodot blot stain-

ing intensity has been observed to be strongly increased in lacrimal glands of

elderly women who were treated with artificial tears (Paulsen et al., 2004a).

The findings suggest that the increased staining intensity is not due to

inflammatory mediators, growth factors, or microbial colonization, because

only MUC5AC has been shown to be up‐regulated by such substances and

not MUC5B (Almstahl et al., 2001; Borchers et al., 1999; Leikauf et al., 2002;

Perrais et al., 2002; Smirnova et al., 2001).

3. Hormonal Regulation of Lacrimal Gland Mucins

Regulation of MUC5B seems to depend on hormonal regulation, as shown

recently for the endocervical cycle (Gipson et al., 2001). There is little

information in the literature regarding hormonal regulation of mucin expres-

sion other than the membrane‐spanning mucins. Recent studies show that

expression of the SMC (rMuc4; the rat homologue of MUC4) in the rat

uterus is down‐regulated by progesterone (McNeer et al., 1998), as is the case

of MUC5B in the human endocervix (Gipson et al., 2001). Thus, postmeno-

pausal down‐regulation of progesterone could account for changes inMUC4

and MUC5B production in age‐related dry eye. Moreover, androgens regu-

late both lacrimal and Meibomian gland function, and androgen deficiency

correlates with the occurrence of dry eye (Sullivan et al., 1999). However,

with the exception of MUC1 (Mitchell et al., 2002), no data exist regarding

androgen‐dependent regulation of mucins, and recent results obtained by our

group (Paulsen et al., 2004a) indicate that MUC1 production by the lacrimal

gland is unaVected in cases of age‐related dry eye.

4. Mucin Secretion due to Neuronal Stimuli in the Lacrimal Gland

It has been shown that acinar cells of the lacrimal gland are densely supplied

by nervous tissue and peptidergic nerve fibers (Seifert et al., 1996; for review

see Hodges and Dartt, 2003). This innervation pattern has been suggested to

be part of the ‘‘functional ocular surface‐central nervous system‐lacrimal
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gland sensory‐autonomic neural network’’ that maintains ocular surface

health and homeostasis (Song et al., 2003). This ‘‘lacrimal functional unit’’

encompasses the ocular surface tissues (cornea and conjunctiva, including

goblet cells and Meibomian glands), the lacrimal glands [main and accessory

(Krause and Wolfring)], and their interconnecting sensory (CN V) and

autonomic (CN VII) innervation (Stern et al., 1998; Stern and Pflugfelder,

2004).

As reviewed recently by Hodges and Dartt (2003), activation of parasym-

pathetic and sympathetic nerves that surround lacrimal gland acini causes

the release of their classic and peptide neurotransmitters, which then bind to

their specific receptors on myoepithelial and acinar cells and lead to regulated

protein secretion. Of the three types of nerves, parasympathetic, sympathetic,

and sensory, that innervate the lacrimal gland, only parasympathetic and

sympathetic nerves are major stimulators of lacrimal gland protein secretion.

The parasympathetic neurotransmitters acetylcholine and vasoactive intesti-

nal peptide and the sympathetic neurotransmitter norepinephrine are potent

stimuli of lacrimal gland secretion, whereas others have minor stimulatory or

no eVects (for review see Hodges and Dartt, 2003). Acetylcholine released

from parasympathetic nerves activates the M3 (glandular subtype recep-

tor, the only one of the five muscarinic receptor subtypes present in human

lacrimal gland). M3 is located on the basolateral membranes of acinar

and the plasma membranes of myoepithelial cells (for review see Hodges

and Dartt, 2003) and has obtained attention as a marker of Sjögren’s syn-

drome (Bacman et al., 2001; Gao et al., 2004).

To date, no data exist with regard to lacrimal gland innervation and

mucin secretion. However, it may be hypothesized that lacrimal gland

mucin production depends on stimuli from the nerves innervating the lacrimal

gland. In a murine model of Sjögren’s syndrome it has been shown that

activation of nerves of lacrimal glands infiltrated with lymphocytes does not

increase the release of neurotransmitters, which results in impaired secretion

from these glands (Zoukhri and Kublin, 2000). In another model it was

demonstrated that mice with a deficiency of neuturin—a neurotrophic factor

for parasympathetic neurons—develop defective parasympathetic innverva-

tion of their lacrimal glands, leading to symptoms of dry eye (Song et al.,

2003). Finally, Nguyen et al. (2004) demonstrated in the rat lacrimal gland

that following the loss of parasympathetic control, tear secretion was signifi-

cantly reduced and corneal ulcers developed in all experimental eyes. Light

microscopy showed breakdown of the acinar structure of the lacrimal

gland, and DNA microarray analysis revealed down‐regulation of genes

associated with the endoplasmic reticulum and Golgi, including genes

involved in protein folding and processing. Conversely, transcripts for cyto-

skeleton and extracellular matrix components, inflammation, and apoptosis
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were up‐regulated (Nguyen et al., 2004). It might be hypothesized from these

findings that mucin production by the lacrimal gland is also altered with loss

of neuronal control. However, this connection requires further elucidation.

5. Interaction of Lacrimal Gland Mucins with Trefoil Factor

Family Peptides

It has been demonstrated that distinct mucins (MUC2 and MUC5AC) are

able to interact directly with trefoil factor family peptides (trefoil peptides,

TFF peptides) (Thim et al., 2002; Tomasetto et al., 2000; for review see

HoVmann and Jagla, 2001). TFF peptides have recently been shown to be

secreted by porcine and human conjunctival goblet cells (Jagla et al., 1999;

Langer et al., 1999). Three TFF peptides have been characterized in mam-

mals, including humans: TFF1 (formerly pS2), TFF2 (formerly hSP), and

TFF3 (formerly hP1.B/hITF). They are characterized by the TFF motif, a

three‐looped structure held tightly together by disulfide bonds based on six

cysteine residues. One such motif is found in TFF1 and TFF3, whereas TFF2

possesses two TFF domains. In addition to their occurrence as major secre-

tory products of many mucin‐producing cells (HoVmann and Jagla, 2001;

HoVmann et al., 2001), they have been detected in the brain (Jagla et al.,

2000). TFF peptides have multiple physiological functions such as promo-

tion of epithelial cell migration, antiapoptotic properties, induction of cell

scattering, epithelial restitution, function as neuropeptides (for review see

HoVmann and Jagla, 2001; HoVmann et al., 2001), as well as their impact on

the rheological properties, especially in the tear film (Jagla et al., 1999;

Langer et al., 1999). At the ocular surface, Langer et al. (1999) showed that

TFF1 and TFF3, but not TFF2, are secreted by conjunctival goblet cells

under healthy conditions. Healthy cornea does not produce TFF peptides,

although message for TFF3 is also present (Steven et al., 2004). Under

certain disease states such as keratoconus and Fuch’s dystrophy, however,

there is production of TFF3 protein by corneal epithelial, stromal, and

endothelial cells. In cases of herpetic keratitis, TFF3 is produced by healthy

corneal epithelial and stromal cells that surround the herpetic lesions, sug-

gesting that TFF3 may be induced as a result of structural damage (Steven

et al., 2004).

The production of TFF peptides by the lacrimal gland is unclear at

present. Our own unpublished observations demonstrated message for

TFF1 in only approximately 30% of the investigated samples, whereas

TFF3 was present in all of them (Paulsen et al., 2004b). TFF2 was not

detectable. Immunohistological localization reveals weak cytoplasmic stain-

ing of acinar cells as well as strong staining of some single cells between

lacrimal acini that are not lymphocytes or CD68‐positive macrophages
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(unpublished observations). Western blot analysis shows that the detected

protein is only about half the size of normal TFF3 protein (Paulsen et al.,

2004b). The detected ‘‘half‐sized’’ protein may reflect protein degradation of

normal TFF3 due to use of postmortem material from human lacrimal

glands. Whether TFF3 is secreted by acinar cells and whether it has a

function in acinar cell physiology are yet to be determined.

D. Accessory Lacrimal Gland Mucins

Accessory lacrimal glands were first described by Carl Friedrich Krause from

Hanover in the conjunctival fornix and at the edge of the upper tarsus

(Krause, 1842). These latter glands at the edge of the upper tarsus were

described again by Wilhelm Johann Krause from Göttingen (Krause, 1876)

as well as by Emil von Wolfring from Warsaw (Wolfring, 1872), who seems

to have been unaware of the original publication by C. F. Krause (Krause,

1842). Ever since, the glands in the fornix have been referred to as the glands

of Krause and the glands of Wolfring. Although the accessory lacrimal

glands participate in the aqueous phase of tear secretion and are believed

to play an important role in the pathogenesis of dry eye, there are only a few

publications on the structure of the glandular elements, their blood vessels,

and their neural supply (Seifert et al., 1993, 1994a, 1997). Histologically, they

appear to be a mixed population of cells—very similar to the main lacrimal

gland—with both serous and mucus types of secretory vesicles—with an

appearance much like that of other submucosal glands (Seifert et al.,

1994b). Presumably, these glands also produce mucins, but they have not

been examined for mucin production to date.

E. Relationship of Lacrimal Gland Mucins to the Tear Film

Actual models of tear film distribution suggest that the secreted mucins are

mixed within the aqueous tear fluid (for review see Gipson, 2004; Gipson and

Argüeso, 2003; Gipson et al., 2004). The amount of secreted mucin at any

one position on the ocular surface may depend on the eyelid position. It has

been suggested that as the eyelids move toward closure, the mucin layer may

increase in depth and be moved toward the nasal puncta for elimination.

A system can be envisioned whereby the secreted mucins move about over

the ocular surface with the blink to trap and remove debris and cellular

components from the surface of the epithelium (Gipson, 2004). In this

model system, mucins are constitutively secreted and removed, and repre-

sent a sort of cleaning rag or janitorial service. The secreted gel‐forming

mucins form networks of entangled linear polymers responsible for the
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non‐Newtonian thixotropic or viscoelastic properties of mucin gels that help

avoid shearing damage during rapid relative movements of the lids and globe

(Carlstedt et al., 1985; Corfield et al., 1997). Whether these secreted gel‐

forming mucins are only MUC5AC from conjunctival goblet cells or also

MUC5B from the lacrimal gland needs to be determined (Fig. 3). The

secreted mucins must move easily and freely over the membrane‐anchored

mucins of the thick glycocalyx. Membrane‐anchored and secreted mucins are

highly glycosylated, so they carry negative charges, and also hydrophilic,

facilitating a ‘‘wet repulsion’’ that allows movement of the mucins secreted

by the goblet cells over the membrane‐associated mucins of the surfaces of

cornea and conjunctiva (Gipson, 2004). The same character would allow

smooth movement of the lids over the eye to prevent epithelial–epithelial

adherence. Adhesionless gliding of gels over each other may act in tandem

with shear thinning of preocular fluid during blink to protect underlying

epithelia from being dislodged and to prevent sensory nerve activation (Berry

et al., 2001). A lack of adhesion between mucins (Sharma, 1993) allows

spreading of the tear film, and prevents microtrauma to the ocular surface

by reducing transmitted shear during blinking (Corfield et al., 1997). Lack of

adhesion might also account for the persistence of foreign material (trapped

in a mucin gel) in the same position through a number of blinks (Berry et al.,

2001). Loss of ocular surface material into the surrounding aqueous tears

seems to be prevented or at least decreased by polymeric mucins linked by

disulfide bonds (Berry et al., 2004a). These mucin features may help explain

the physiological observations of tear film stability. In dry eye, mucins

dehydrate and lose their polar properties. This results in mucin binding to

itself and to epithelium, causing the hydrophilic mucin gel to collapse

into hydrophobic aggregates and the formation of filaments (Danjo et al.,

1998; Sharma, 1993). Whether the secreted mucins of lacrimal glands

MUC5B, MUC7, and possibly also secreted MUC16 play a role in tear

film stability is not known and needs to be determined.

F. Function of Lacrimal Gland Mucins in
Antimicrobial Defense

Mucin production is an evolutionary defense strategy. In addition to lubri-

cation of the mucosa and waterproofing to regulate epithelial cell hydration,

mucus protects mucosal surfaces against potentially harmful substances

such as particles, aggressive chemical agents, digestive enzymes, food lectins,

toxins, and bacterial and other infectious agents (Faillard and Schauer, 1972;

Forstner, 1978; Hutch, 1970; Reuter et al., 1992; Schauer, 1992; Walker,

1976). It has long been assumed that mucus protects mucosal surfaces from

infective agents and noxious substances. Intestinal mucus has been observed
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to carry away bacteria (Florey, 1933). Moreover, it has been shown that

mucus possesses structures mimicking the receptor sites for microorganisms

on epithelial cells that facilitate trapping and subsequent disposal of bacteria

(Abraham and Beachey, 1985) and viruses (Reuter et al., 1988). A variety of

oral and intestinal bacteria have been revealed to produce neuraminidase

(sialidase), an enzyme that can degrade mucins by the removal of sialic acid

(Corfield, 1992). In addition, oral, intestinal, and female reproductive tract

bacteria synthesize an array of other glycosidases, proteases, and sulfatases

(so‐called mucinases), enzymes that are capable of degrading mucins

(Schauer, 1997; Wiggins et al., 2001).

Also at the ocular surface, mucus more commonly binds with potential

harmful tear contaminants and acts as a debris removal system. Mucin

secretion together with the secretion of other antibacterial proteins is expec-

ted to diminish bacterial, viral, and fungal colonization. Antibacterials are

secreted by the ocular surface epithelia and to a great extent by the lacrimal

gland. The antibacterials secreted are lysozyme, lactoferrin, betalysin, lipo-

glycans, immunoglobulins A, G, and E, complement (for review see Milder

and Weil, 1983), lipocalin (Fluckinger et al., 2004), surfactant proteins

D (SP‐D, Ni et al., 2005) and A (SP‐A, Kindler et al., 2005), as well as

various antimicrobial peptides (for review see McDermott, 2004) such as ß‐

defensins 1–4, psoriasin (unpublished observations), human cationic antimi-

crobial protein (hCAP‐18, LL37, Lysenko et al., 2000), angiogenin (Sack

et al., 2005), bactericidal/permeability‐increasing protein (Peuravuori et al.,

2005), and liver‐expressed antimicrobial peptide 1 (heptcidin, LEAP1) and

2 (LEAP2, McIntosh et al., 2005). The antibacterials, presumably together

with mucins of the tear film, maintain bacteria at such low levels that 40% of

ocular surfaces are culture negative (Willcox and Stapleton, 1996). It has

been demonstrated that mucin decreases bacterial adherence to the cornea

(Fleiszig et al., 1994). The diversity of tear mucin‐linked oligosaccharide

epitopes creates an enormous repertoire of potential binding sites (Thomsson

et al., 2002).

The additional secretion of lacrimal gland mucins (MUC5B, MUC7, and

secreted MUC16) may potentiate this eVect. Both MUC5B and MUC7 have

been shown to participate in bacterial adhesion (Baughan et al., 2000; B. Liu

et al., 2000; Situ and Bobek, 2000; Thomsson et al., 2002). Soluble MUC7

may, as occurs at the oral surface, associate with histatins, which are known

to be produced by the ocular surface and the lacrimal gland (Steele and

Jumblatt, 2001), and help protect against microbial colonization (B. Liu

et al., 2000; Situ and Bobek, 2000). Until now, no data are available regard-

ing antimicrobial protection by secreted MUC16. Steady renewal of tear film

mucins is necessary, since it has been shown that commensal bacteria in

the healthy ocular surface possess mucinolytic activity on both intact and
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surface‐processed mucins, targeted to discrete sites in the mucin molecule

and leading to mucin degradation. Inhibition of bacterial growth by ocular

mucins can be seen as part of the system of mucosal control of microbiota

(Berry et al., 2002).

The innate immune system in the form of the local ocular environment

with its antimicrobial substances, including mucins, exchanges signals with

the adaptive immune system (McNamara, 2003; Thakur and Willcox, 1998;

Willcox et al., 1997). Although leukocytes are rarely seen in normal open‐eye

tear fluid (McNamara, 2003; Norn, 1989; Thakur andWillcox, 1998; Willcox

et al., 1997), they are numerous in the tear film under closed lids (Sack et al.,

1992, 2000; Sakata et al., 1997). Interactions between mucins and neutrophils

have been shown in a number of mucosae. For example,MUC7 from salivary

glands has been associated with neutrophils from the oral cavity (Prakobphol

et al., 1999). Neutrophil products such as elastase and cathepsin G can, in

turn, release mucin secretion (Dwyer and Farley, 2000; Fischer and Voynow,

2002; Fischer et al., 2003; Kim et al., 1987, 2003; Kohri et al., 2002; Pettersen

and Adler, 2002; Shim et al., 2001). Neutrophil defensins, in particular, show

an ability to enhance MUC5AC and MUC5B gene expression in cultured

epithelial cell lines (Aarbiou et al., 2004). On the other hand, it has been

demonstrated that normal mucin glycosylation and conformation are

important for neutrophil activation at mucosal surfaces (Aknin et al., 2004).

The findings also suggest interactions between the lacrimal gland mucins

MUC5B and MUC7 and neutrophils in the lacrimal gland and in tear film

that still require elucidation. Whether there are also interactions between

lacrimal gland mucins and other defense cells such as macrophages, mast

cells, or lymphocytes also awaits clarification.

V. Mucins of the Nasolacrimal Ducts

Although the physiology of lacrimal drainage has been under study for more

than a century, the forces that cause tear flow are not completely understood.

Various mechanisms have been proposed to explain the drainage of tears.

These include an active lacrimal pump mechanism that functions by contrac-

tion of the orbicularis eye muscle (Amrith et al., 2005; Jones, 1958; Kakizaki

et al., 2005; Pavlidis et al., 2005); a ‘‘wrung‐out mechanism,’’ governed by a

system of helically arranged fibrillar structures (Thale et al., 1998); and the

action of a cavernous body surrounding the lacrimal sac and the nasolacri-

mal duct (Ayub et al., 2003; Paulsen et al., 2000a). Physical factors such as

capillarity, gravity, respiration, evaporation, and reabsorption of tear fluid

through the lining epithelium of the eVerent tear ducts have also been
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invoked (for review see Paulsen, 2003; Paulsen et al., 2002d, 2003a). Both the

upper and lower canaliculus are lined by a thick, noncornified, stratified

epithelium (Paulsen et al., 1998). To date, no data are available on mucins

in the canaliculi, although such information would be very interesting with

regard to tear flow through the canaliculi. At the transition from the cana-

liculi into the lacrimal sac the stratified epithelium produces a double‐layered

epithelial area that is rich in goblet cells and intraepithelial mucous glands

(Paulsen et al., 1998). The epithelial lining of the lacrimal sac and the naso-

lacrimal duct consists of pseudostratified, columnar epithelia rich in goblet

cells.Major secretory products of the epithelial cells are mucins, together with

TFF peptides (Paulsen et al., 2002d,e, 2003a,b, 2004c). In addition to epithe-

lial and goblet cells, small serous glands are situated subepithelially in some

lacrimal systems (Paulsen et al., 1998).

A. Membrane‐Anchored Mucins

The membrane‐anchored mucins MUC1 and MUC4 have not been detected

in the lacrimal sac and nasolacrimal duct, although message has been found

to be present in all nasolacrimal ducts, though not in all lacrimal sacs

(Paulsen et al., 2003b). Comparable results were obtained by Lin et al.

(2001), who were also unable to detect membrane‐bound mucins in the

mucosa of the middle ear, although the mucosa of the auditory tube was

positive for MUCs 1 and 4. An explanation for the negative immunohisto-

chemistry would be that the antibodies used were raised to epitopes within

the VNTR region of the peptide core. These antibodies are likely to have

varying reactivities, depending on the glycosylation of the mucins in the

tissues under study. Mature mucins, with dense glycosylation, may not

react with antibodies directed toward tandem repeat epitopes of the peptide

core, since these regions support maximum glycosylation density. DiVerent

glycosylation patterns may explain reactivity in positive control samples. Use

of an antibody (1G8) to the membrane‐binding domain of MUC4 revealed

membrane‐bound as well as cytoplasmically present MUC4 in high colum-

nar epithelial cells of the lacrimal sac and nasolacrimal duct (unpublished

observations; Fig. 6 and Table III). As stated above, MUC1, if present, and

MUC4 may function in signaling and may be important as a sensor mecha-

nism in response to invasion or damage of epithelia as well as in T cell

activation.

MUC16 has not yet been described in the nasolacrimal ducts. However,

our unpublished observations indicate the presence of mRNA and MUC16

protein in nasolacrimal ducts (Table III). Immunohistochemistry reveals

perinuclear reactivity in the cells of the double‐layered epithelium of the

lacrimal sac and nasolacrimal duct. Perinuclear reactivity coincides with
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immature, lightly glycosylated mucins still in the Golgi apparatus. Reactivity

for MUC16 is absent in goblet cells and intraepithelial mucous glands but is

also present in the serous parts and secretion products of subepithelial serous

glands of the nasolacrimal ducts (unpublished observations), indicating that

MUC16 has a function as secreted mucin, and not as membrane‐anchored

mucin, in the nasolacrimal passage.

B. Secreted Mucins

The epithelia of the lacrimal sac and nasolacrimal duct produce MUC5B and

MUC7 and, to a lesser extent, MUC5AC and MUC2. MUC2, MUC5AC,

and MUC5B are produced by single goblet cells and goblet cells forming

intraepithelial mucous glands, but not columnar epithelial cells (Paulsen

FIG. 6 Distribution of single mucins and trefoil factor family peptide 3 (TFF3) in human

nasolacrimal ducts. (A) MUC2 (red) in single goblet cells of the nasolacrimal duct. (B) MUC4

(red) in high columnar epithelial cells of the nasolacrimal duct. (C) MUC5B in goblet cells and

intraepithelial mucous glands of the nasolacrimal duct. (D) MUC7 in high columnar epithelial

cells of the nasolacrimal duct. (E) MUC 8 in high columnar epithelial cells of the nasolacrimal

duct. (F) TFF3 in high columnar epithelial cells of the nasolacrimal duct. Counterstains:

hemalum. Scale bars: (A–E) 38 mm.
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et al., 2003b; Fig. 6 and Table III). The low‐molecular‐weight, non‐gel‐

forming mucin MUC7 is produced by columnar epithelial cells of the lacri-

mal sac and nasolacrimal duct, similar to its distribution in the submandibu-

lar and lacrimal glands, whereMUC7 is the secretory product of salivary and

lacrimal serous cells (Paulsen et al., 2004c; Tabak, 1995). MUC7 has a

lubricating eVect (Gururaja et al., 1998, 1999) in addition to the antimicrobi-

al function already described (Baughan et al., 2000; B. Liu et al., 2000; Situ

and Bobek, 2000) in saliva and may have a similar role at the epithelial

surface of the nasolacrimal ducts. MUC6 mucin is not present, although

message for this mucin was observed in half of the samples (Paulsen et al.,

2003b).

Unpublished results reveal that the columnar epithelial cells of the lacrimal

sac and the nasolacrimal duct also produce MUC8 and secrete it into the

lacrimal passage. MUC8 has been demonstrated in particular as a ciliated

cell marker in human nasal epithelium and the epithelium of the paranasal

sinuses (Jung et al., 2000; Kim et al., 2005; Yoon et al., 1999) and is

TABLE III

Mucins in the Nasolacrimal Ductsa

Mucinb
Expression in

nasolacrimal ducts

Localization in

nasolacrimal ducts

Changes in

PANDOc

MUC1 Positive Not present No

MUC2 Positive Single goblet cells and

intraepithelial mucous glands

Yes

MUC4 Positive Cytoplasmic in acinar cells No

MUC5AC Positive Single goblet cells and

intraepithelial mucous glands

Yes

MUC5B Positive Single goblet cells and

intraepithelial mucous glands

Yes

MUC6 Sporadic Not present No

MUC7 Positive Cytoplasmic in all high

columnar epithelial cells

No

MUC8 Positive Cytoplasmic in all high

columnar epithelial cells

NDd

MUC16 Positive Supranuclear in the Golgi in

all high columnar epithelial

cells and single basal cells as well as

serous cells of subepithelial glands

ND

aThe mucin distribution is based on investigations of the epithelia of the lacrimal sac and

nasolacrimal duct. No data are available regarding mucins of the canaliculi.
bNo data exist about MUCs 3A, 3B, 9, 11, 12, 13, 15, 17, 19, and 20.
cPANDO, primary acquired nasolacrimal duct obstruction.
dND, not determined.
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up‐regulated by proinflammatory cytokines and under chronic inflammatory

conditions (Jung et al., 2000; Kim et al., 2005; Yoon et al., 1999).

C. Comparison of Mucins of the Nasolacrimal Ducts with
Mucins of Tear Film

The lacrimal sac and nasolacrimal duct have a mucin gene expression pattern

that is comparable in quality to the mucins in the tear film, though it diVers in

quantity. Conjunctiva mainly express MUC5AC, and, at much lower levels,

MUC2 (McKenzie et al., 2000; Table IV). In addition to these mucins,

MUC7, as well as probably MUC5B and MUC16, are present in the tear

film originating from the lacrimal gland and (at least) from the ocular surface

epithelia (Argüeso et al., 2003; Hori et al., 2004b; Jumblatt et al., 2003;

Paulsen et al., 2004a; unpublished observations; Table IV). The epithelia of

the lacrimal sac and nasolacrimal duct produce mainly MUC5B and MUC7

as well as MUC5AC andMUC2 (Paulsen et al., 2003a). MUC16 andMUC8

are also secreted (unpublished results). Whether the ocular surface epithelia

also produce MUC8 has not been assessed as yet. The lacrimal gland, at any

rate, does not. MUC8 in the nasolacrimal ducts could be interpreted as a

transition mucin making the change from ocular surface mucin production

to the nasal mucosa that produces MUC8 as a main mucin. In addition to

MUC8, the nasal mucosa has been shown to produceMUCs 4, 5AC, 5B, and

7. MUC2 and MUC6 are not present (Jung et al., 2000; Yoon et al., 1999;

Table IV). However, quantitative comparisons of mucins in the diVerent

regions—ocular surface, nasolacrimal ducts, and nasal mucosa—are lacking,

as is a comparative localization study.

D. Influence of Efferent Tear Duct Mucins on Tear Outflow

A distinct regional distribution of secretory mucins in the lacrimal sac and

nasolacrimal duct may significantly influence the rheology and thus the

flow of tears through the eVerent tear passages. At the ocular surface,

mucin composition, distribution, and function are influenced by shear forces

generated during blinking (for review see Corfield et al., 1997). In the naso-

lacrimal ducts, such forces are absent, and other mechanisms are necessary to

ease the flow of tears.

Each mucin‐producing cell type has been shown to secrete a characteristic

TFF peptide–mucin combination (HoVmann and Jagla, 2001; HoVmann

et al., 2001). Based on the cosecretion of TFF peptides with mucins—as

stated above—it is postulated that TFF peptides interact with mucins as link

peptides, influencing the rheological properties of these complex viscous
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biopolymers (Hauser et al., 1993). The precise nature of the interaction

between TFF peptides and mucins is currently not known. However, recent

studies show that TFF1 interacts with the von Willebrand factor (vWBF)

C‐terminal domains of MUC2 and MUC5AC, indicating that the protective

eVect of TFF peptides may operate by organizing the complex mucus layer

(Tomasetto et al., 2000). The epithelium of the nasolacrimal ducts has been

shown to synthesize TFF3, and in some cases TFF1 as well (Paulsen et al.,

2002e). In contrast to the human conjunctiva, in which TFF3 is detectable

only in goblet cells, TFF3 from the lacrimal sac and nasolacrimal duct is

produced in large amounts by epithelial cells as well as by serous glands, but

not—or only in small amounts—by goblet cells (Paulsen et al., 2002e; Fig. 6).

This is comparable to localization of TFF3 in the major salivary glands

(Nielsen et al., 1996, 1997). TFF3 may thus have a special function in tear

transport through the lacrimal passage comparable to its function on the

ocular surface, because the peptide, together with TFF1, may contribute to

the rheological properties of the tear film by way of interaction with the

mucins of the nasolacrimal ducts.

TABLE IV

Comparative Mucin and TFF Peptide Distribution in the Lacrimal System and the Ocular Surface

Mucina
Lacrimal

gland Conjunctiva Cornea

Nasolacrimal

ducts

MUC1 Yes Yes Yes No

MUC2 No Yes No Yes

MUC4 Yes/sporadic Yes Yes Yes

MUC5AC Yes/goblet cells

of excretory

ducts

Yes No Yes

MUC5B Yes No No Yes

MUC6 No No No No

MUC7 Yes No No Yes

MUC8 No ND ND Yes

MUC16 Yes Yes Yes Yes

TFF1 No Yes No Yes

TFF2 No No No No/inducible under

pathological

conditions

TFF3 Unclear Yes No/inducible

under pathological

conditions

Yes

aNo data are available on MUCs 3A, 3B, 9, 11, 12, 13, 15, 17, 19, and 20.
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E. Mucin Changes in Diseases of the Nasolacrimal Ducts

In common with all mucosae, the surfaces of the lacrimal sac and the

nasolacrimal duct are in constant interaction with environmental microor-

ganisms and hence are vulnerable to infection. Previous studies have shown

that the eVerent tear duct mucosa has developed a variety of anti‐infection

strategies to prevent colonization by microorganisms. These are required to

thwart attacks from microorganisms leading to dacryocystitis, the most

frequent disease of the nasolacrimal ducts (Knop and Knop, 2001; Paulsen

et al., 1998, 2000c, 2001a, 2002a, 2003; Perra et al., 1995; Sirigu et al., 2000).

MUC5B and MUC7 support these antimicrobial mechanisms, having been

shown to participate in bacterial adhesion (Baughan et al., 2000; B. Liu et al.,

2000; Situ and Bobek, 2000).

Idiopathic or primary acquired dacryostenosis, synonymous with primary

acquired nasolacrimal duct obstruction (PANDO), is a syndrome of un-

known etiology that accounts for most nontraumatic cases observed in

adults. Pathologic investigations indicate that it results from fibrous obstruc-

tion secondary to chronic inflammation (Busse and Müller, 1977; Linberg

and McCormick, 1986; Mauriello et al., 1992). However, the pathophysiolo-

gy of functional dacryostenosis (i.e., patients with epiphora despite patent

lacrimal passages on syringing) is yet to be understood. The pathologic

condition in the epithelia is characterized by squamous metaplasia with

loss of goblet cells (Paulsen et al., 2001b). Consistent with the condition, a

marked reduction of message for goblet cell‐associated mucins MUC2,

MUC5AC, and MUC5B has been observed in PANDO specimens (Paulsen

et al., 2003b; Table III). No change has been detected for MUC7 expression,

despite metaplasia of the columnar cells. Unchanged production of the

antimicrobial mucin MUC7 could help explain why dacryocystitis never

develops in some patients with epiphora due to postsaccal stenosis (Paulsen

et al., 2003b; Table III). Reduced levels of mRNA of secretory mucins in

functional dacryostenosis support the assumption that mucins ease tear flow

through the eVerent ducts.

Dacryoliths (lacrimal stones, calculi) are commonly observed by lacrimal

surgeons during dacryocystorhinostomy (DCR). They are one of the causes

of PANDO. Although the history of dacryolith studies is long, our under-

standing of the pathophysiology involved is still in the Dark Ages accord-

ing to Linberg (2001). It has recently been demonstrated that dacryoliths

consist partly of secreted mucins comparable with the mucin spectrum of the

epithelium of healthy nasolacrimal ducts (Paulsen et al., 2006). Moreover,

TFF1 and TFF3 appear to be augmented in dacryoliths and TFF2, which is

not present under healthy conditions, is additionally induced and secreted in

cases of dacryolithiasis. It has been hypothesized that because of their rheo-

logical properties, mucins and TFF peptides may play a functional role in
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dacryolith formation (Paulsen et al., 2006). However, it is not clear from

these findings whether mucins and TFF peptides per se influence dacryolith

formation or whether their secretion is merely a secondary phenomenon.

VI. Conclusions and Perspectives

Both the human lacrimal gland and the epithelial structures of the nasola-

crimal ducts synthesize a special spectrum of mucins. The diversity of mucins

in the lacrimal gland can be linked to cell signaling, tear film rheology, and

antimicrobial defense at the ocular surface; the production of mucins in the

healthy lacrimal sac and nasolacrimal duct is associated with enhanced tear

transport and antimicrobial defense. Some lacrimal gland mucins may be

correlated with age. Reduced levels of mucin mRNA in nonfunctioning

though patent segments of the lacrimal passage, associated with epiphora,

suggest that mucins ease tear flow through the eVerent tear ducts.

A full understanding of the molecular function of lacrimal gland mucins as

well as mucins at the mucosal surface of the eVerent tear duct passage will

provide further insight into the pathophysiology of dry eye, ocular surface

infections, and dacryocystitis, which can lead to residual functional im-

pairment of the lacrimal system with ocular discomfort or problems in the

medial canthal region. The factors controlling the production of lacrimal

gland‐associated mucins or eVerent tear duct‐associated mucins are un-

known at present, but it seems that old age, changes in hormonal status

(postmenopausal women), or immunodeficiency are associated with changes

in lacrimal gland and/or eVerent tear duct mucin production. It has been

suggested that the normally constant flow of tears ensures mucin production

through a feedback control and that this production comes to a halt if tears

are not drained into the nose (Paulsen, 2003; Paulsen et al., 2002d, 2003a).

There has been tremendous progress in the cloning and characterization of

mucin structure and function in health and disease, as well as at the ocular

surface. However, specific functions of each of the membrane‐anchored

mucins, the nature and function of glycosylation, their regulation, particu-

larly as related to goblet cell diVerentiation, their interaction with other tear

constituents, their possible involvement in bacterial biofilm formation

(Zegans et al., 2005), and their contribution to disease states need to be

determined in the future. To obtain deeper insight into these features and

functions of the human lacrimal gland and nasolacrimal ducts will be partic-

ularly challenging, since cell culture models or cell lines of lacrimal gland or

epithelia of the eVerent tear ducts are very diYcult to realize. Results of

animal models, as already discussed, are diYcult to apply to humans, espe-

cially with regard to the tear film. However, such investigations will be of
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great relevance, as the number of patients with dry eye is still increasing, as

is the number of contact lens wearers and surgical ocular surface mani-

pulations, all of which aVect normal mucin function. Future improvements

in our capacity to analyze the mucus secretory apparatus will hopefully

suggest novel therapies beneficial in the fight against diseases of the lacrimal

apparatus and ocular surface.
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